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DÁIL ÉIREANN

————

Dé Máirt, 2 Márta 2010.
Tuesday, 2 March 2010.

————

Chuaigh an Ceann Comhairle i gceannas ar 2.30 p.m.

————

Paidir.
Prayer.

————

Ceisteanna — Questions.

————

Appointments to State Boards.

1. Deputy Enda Kenny asked the Taoiseach the appointments made by him since June 2002
to State boards or other agencies within his aegis; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [48401/09]

2. Deputy Enda Kenny asked the Taoiseach the names, occupations and dates of appoint-
ment of those appointed to the boards of State agencies and bodies under the aegis of his
Department; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [48406/09]

3. Deputy Eamon Gilmore asked the Taoiseach the appointments made by him to boards or
agencies operating under the aegis of his Department since June 2002 to date; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [3181/10]

4. Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin asked the Taoiseach the appointments to State boards
made by him since June 2007; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [3461/10]

The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos. 1 to 4, inclusive, together.

The information requested by the Deputies relating to appointments made by me to State
boards and agencies since I became Taoiseach on 7 May 2008 is contained in a schedule that I
propose to circulate with the Official Report.

Schedule for Inclusion in the Official Report in reply to Parliamentary Question Numbers 48401/09, 48406/09,
3181/10 and 3461/10 regarding Appointments to State Boards by the Taoiseach

Name of State Board / Agency Name of Appointee Occupation Date of
Appointment

Ireland Newfoundland Partnership Billy Kelleher Minister for Trade and Commerce June 2009

National Centre for Partnership Mary Connaughton IBEC July 2008
and Performance

Dermot Curran Department of Enterprise, Trade July 2008
and Employment

Brendan Duffy Department of Finance July 2008
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[The Taoiseach.]

Name of State Board / Agency Name of Appointee Occupation Date of
Appointment

National Economic and Social Edmond Connolly Macra na Feirme March 2009
Council

Siobhan Masterson Irish Business and Employers March 2009
Confederation

Tom Parlon Construction Industry Federation March 2009

Oisin Coghlan Friends of the Earth May 2009

Pat Smith Irish Farmers Association June 2009

Tony Donohoe Irish Business and Employers January 2010
Confederation

Kevin Cardiff Department of Finance February 2010

National Statistics Board Professor Philip Lane Trinity College Dublin (TCD) March 2009

Mr. Fergal O’Brien Irish Builders and Employers October 2009
Confederation (IBEC)

Dr. Patricia O’Hara National Institute for Regional March 2009
and Spatial Analysis (NIRSA)

Deputy Enda Kenny: Was the Taoiseach contacted recently by members of the Green Party
about appointments that were made of former or failed Green Party candidates to State
boards? The Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government, Deputy John
Gormley, appointed Mr. Vincent P. Martin and Ms Gene Feighery who lost their seats in local
elections to serve on the Private Residential Tenancies Board. Mr. Niall Ó Brolcháin was
appointed a Senator by the Taoiseach. Ms Burrell, who lost her seat in the local elections, was
appointed to the National Disability Authority. The former Green Party secretary general, Mr.
Nutty, was appointed to An Foras Orgánach, the new organic food group. A further Green
Party politician, Ms Davidson, who failed to win a seat in last year’s Dublin South by-election,
is a classifier with the IFCO. There are also a number of assistant classifiers who are former
Fianna Fáil politicians, including Mr. Sheridan and three ex-Members of the Seanad, including
former Senators Bennett, Fitzgerald and McGuinness. I note that the Minister for Transport,
Deputy Noel Dempsey, recently appointed a friend and well-known active Fianna Fáil can-
vasser to the board of the National Transport Authority. Did the Green Party consult the
Taoiseach about those appointments? In his capacity as head of Government, does the
Taoiseach think this is the way to conduct the nation’s business? Does he think it would be
appropriate to advertise these positions? Does he have any belief in Fine Gael’s proposal that
the chairpersons of such organisations should at least be asked to appear before the appropriate
Oireachtas committee to tell members what they have to offer in terms of their appointment?
Does the Taoiseach not think that would be a broad and more comprehensive response? He
is the Taoiseach and while there are many people who do not vote for him or his party, he is
still their Taoiseach.

The Taoiseach: That is right.

Deputy Enda Kenny: He is the Taoiseach for all the people. If I represent a half a million
people who do not vote for him, he is still the Taoiseach. If appointments are to be made to
these boards, does he not think it would be appropriate that, in respect of the chairmanships,
there should at least be a broader and more comprehensive strategy than merely appointing
failed politicians or, in this case, members of the Green Party or Fianna Fáil?

The Taoiseach: I am not contacted concerning every appointment to every board. As regards
appointments to the Seanad, I am obviously satisfied about Senator Ó Brolcháin’s suitability
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for the post. The fact that someone is a current or former public representative does not
disqualify them from service.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Certainly not.

The Taoiseach: I am sure there are many other occupations, including accountants, solicitors,
farmers and doctors, which may be suitable depending on the tasks undertaken by a given
board. That should determine the suitability of any person to be a member of the board. I have
no reason to believe that, in respect of any of the organisations the Deputy mentioned, those
people would not be qualified to do such a task.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Nor am I suggesting that former political, public representatives should
not be appointed. I am not suggesting that at all. I am just naming ten or 12 who happen to be
persons who either failed to hold their seats or belong to a particular political party. We dis-
cussed this matter before with the Taoiseach’s predecessor on many occasions. It is difficult to
get good people to serve on boards in many instances. Would the Taoiseach not take into
account what the Minister for Finance said about this in response to questions I asked him?
He said it would be useful for the Oireachtas to involve the appropriate Oireachtas committee
at some stage in some of these appointments.

When there is a vacancy on a State agency’s board, one can go through a list of party
supporters, or Green Party supporters. However, there may well be others who might have
something genuine to bring to that board but they never get a look in. Such positions could be
advertised, although one might get too many applications. Alternatively, to get the best from
the appointments to be made, one could say: “These are important positions. I’d like you to
go before the Oireachtas committee and tell the members what it is that you will bring to the
job with your expertise and experience, be you a former public representative or not.”

An Ceann Comhairle: The Deputy should ask a question.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Many of the bodies are probably quangos that are going to go anyway.
However, in the interests of having the very best people who want to participate, it should not
just be confined to selected personnel. Does the Taoiseach agree it is appropriate that the
Minister for Finance, by accepting my recommendation following the publication of Deputy
Varadkar’s Bill some time ago, should involve the relevant Oireachtas committee with regard
to some of these appointments, perhaps not all of them, but certainly the more important ones?

The Taoiseach: The point I was making was that membership of the boards is not limited to
specific personnel or people of a specific background, nor does it exclude people with a political
background. The majority of the people appointed to the boards are not known to me person-
ally, but if they are vouched for by the relevant line Minister as people he believes suitable for
appointment, I accept that the people with the line responsibility have made inquiries and
appointed them on the basis of their skills, qualifications or general experience. As the Deputy
knows, dealing with the non-executive functions of a board and governance of an organisation
does not require technical executive types. It requires people with an overall understanding of
the role and remit of the organisation who can bring something to the table to assist that
organisation execute its remit. Also, the person’s own experience is part of the relevant criteria
in being able to contribute to a board.

It is open to any Oireachtas committee to invite a chairman and chief executive to appear
before a committee at any time to discuss issues regarding general governance and the areas
of expertise applicable to board structures or membership. There is a provision under the
Broadcasting Act for involvement. Therefore, the remit and scope of these things varies from
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[The Taoiseach.]

Department to Department and board to board. The overall criteria we need to apply is that
people be appointed on the basis of relevant skills, qualifications and experience and that they
are people whom one would trust in terms of their public service and the role they will play
on the board. It is open to any member of the public or any person at any time to represent
himself or herself as suitable for a board appointment and it is a matter for the relevant Minister
or deciding officer to decide in any particular case whether the people available are suitable
for appointment.

Deputy Enda Kenny: The Taoiseach’s predecessor admitted to me here that a number of the
appointments he made were based on friendship, not ability. For example, the chairman of the
Dublin Port and Docks board was appointed on the basis of friendship, not ability. I am glad
to hear the Taoiseach say appointments should be on the basis of people’s credentials and the
quality of what they can bring to the board to which they are appointed. It is open to any of
the relevant committees to call in chairmen — who may refuse or consent to appear — but
these chairmen have already been appointed.

Does the Taoiseach agree that in the case of important appointments the persons proposed
should appear at the relevant Oireachtas committee before their appointment? This would
allow them put forward their assessment of what they can bring to the board to which they are
to be appointed. In the case of at least six of the people I mentioned who were appointed to
various boards, did the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government consult
with the Taoiseach to get his imprimatur for the appointments? They are very confined and
narrowly based. I am not saying they are not good people, but Deputy Gormley has six of his
either failed or current supporters appointed to boards. He did not do that off his own bat and
had to have the Taoiseach’s consent. Will the Taoiseach confirm whether he gave that consent?

The Taoiseach: I thought I made it clear that appointments to some boards do not require
my consent. I do not micro-manage board appointments by Ministers. Certain appointments
to statutory bodies must come before Government, other appointments are dealt with by Mini-
sters. There may be some occasions when a board is being constituted where discussion takes
place with me, but in the main I leave the decisions to the Ministers concerned. Where appoint-
ments are to be made in which the Government has an interest, this will be brought to the
attention of the Government as a matter of course. However, for certain bodies, Government
approval of appointments is required under legislation, although these are a minority.

The general criteria for suitability are qualifications and experience. The Deputy mentioned
some names that, as far as I can recall, were not brought to my attention. However, I will leave
it to the Minister concerned to deal with those issues.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: The Renewed Programme for Government contains a commitment
that the Government will introduce, on a legislative basis, a more open and transparent system
for appointments to public bodies. It states that this legislation will outline a procedure for the
advertising of all vacancies and the inviting of applications from those interested in being
appointed; it will also allow for the creation of a panel of suitable applicants and provide a
mechanism for consideration of appointments by the appropriate Oireachtas committee. When
will we see that legislation?

If this is Government policy on appointments to public bodies — I presume it is, otherwise
it would not be in the programme to Government — why can the Government not practise it
now, rather than preaching it? What is to prevent the Government from applying these prin-
ciples immediately and on an continuing basis, rather than waiting for the legislation? Why,
for example, did the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources recently
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make an appointment to a post at the Commission for Energy Regulation, with a salary of
€165,000, without any advertising? I understand around a third of all Green Party councillors
who lost their seats at the local elections last June have now been appointed to State bodies.
Why does the Government not apply its proposed policy now?

The Taoiseach responded to an earlier question by saying he did not want to micro-manage
his Ministers. It is widely expected that the Taoiseach will have an extensive Cabinet reshuffle
and realignment of Departments. What steps is he taking in anticipation of significant changes
in the Cabinet? Is he taking steps to ensure that those he does not intend to reappoint will not
be appointing people all over the place before the reshuffle?

Deputy Joe Costello: Especially the Green Party members. They have learned a lot.

The Taoiseach: I commend the Deputy on his dexterous attempt to introduce a supplemen-
tary question that has nothing whatever to do with the question. I cannot answer any specu-
lation about that matter and I have no comment to make on it.

With regard to the question that was relevant, I stated previously in the House that the detail
and scope of the legislation envisaged in the programme for Government has yet to be worked
out; therefore, the commitment is to put the changes on a legislative basis. In the meantime,
as with all commitments, the existing arrangements apply until the new arrangements are put
in place, which will be during the remainder of the period covered by the programme for
Government — that is, the next couple of years.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Who is preparing the legislation? When I asked this before, the
Taoiseach seemed to think it would come from the Department of Finance. Which Minister
will present the detailed proposals to the Government?

The policy mentioned in the Renewed Programme for Government is very explicit. It would
provide for the publication of all vacancies likely to occur, the inviting of applications from the
general public and, from the responses, the creation of a panel of suitable persons for consider-
ation for appointment. The legislation will also specify the number of persons to be appointed
by Ministers and facilitate the appropriate Oireachtas committees in making nominations to
the panel.

Why is this practice not being followed? I presume it is Government policy and although we
will have to wait for the legislation to come forward, why is the Government not practising
what it preaches? The policy was put in the programme for Government so why are the
appointments made by Ministers not subject to what is now meant to be Government policy?

I understand the Cabinet handbook has an arrangement where when appointments are made,
the Taoiseach, the Tánaiste and any other party leader in Government will be informed separ-
ately in advance of any such proposal. Is that still the practice? How many leaders of parties
are there in Government? At one stage this was——

An Ceann Comhairle: We are drifting.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: I want to know who is consulted.

An Ceann Comhairle: We are essentially meant to be talking about appointments to State
boards.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Who is consulted? The Cabinet handbook mentions the Taoiseach,
the Tánaiste and any other party leader. Do I understand from this that the consultation process
is confined to the Taoiseach, the Tánaiste and the Minister for the Environment, Heritage
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[Deputy Eamon Gilmore.]

and Local Government or is any other Minister included in the arrangement for approving
appointments to various State bodies?

The Taoiseach: That relates to the two leaders of the Government and the Tánaiste where
appropriate. Programme managers are put in place to deal with some of the mechanics of these
issues. To return to the Deputy’s points on the legislative basis for systems of appointments to
public bodies, that will have to be pursued and the scope will have to be worked out in the
first instance. It will then be ready for assignment and until that happens we will proceed with
existing arrangements. The programme for Government has a reference to the matter and we
will work through it on that basis.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Why does this need legislation at all? The only people who can
make these appointments make up the Government, therefore, it must be asked if legislation
is needed to govern what should be good practice. If the practice that should apply has been
agreed among the parties in Government, as is reflected in the programme for Government,
why is it not put in place? Is legislation really needed to give effect to something already agreed
in the programme for Government? There is nothing to stop it being implemented.

The Taoiseach: A commitment has been made to put it in legislation.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Somebody got codded when this was being written.

The Taoiseach: No. There is already a Broadcasting Act provision that relates to a reference
to Oireachtas committees in respect of appointments to boards. Some issues arose even when
the committee dealt with that issue so there is a need to ensure the matter is handled properly
and appropriately.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: I also wish to reflect on the revised programme for Govern-
ment. Deputy Gilmore quoted from the particular section of the programme which appears
under the heading “Enhancing our democracy and public services.” I agree that we should
work towards legislation. Out of a renegotiated programme for Government, do both Fianna
Fáil and the Green Party recognise that enhancing our democracy and public services could
find a contribution from the proposals laid down in the section as already put on the record by
Deputy Gilmore? Surely in that recognition both parties could agree to practice what they
have already negotiated and agreed? That would be a contributory factor to, as the heading
states, enhancing our democracy and public services.

Will the Taoiseach give an indication this afternoon that he will speed up the processing of
the legislation? At what stage is the preparatory process? Has preparation of the legislation
even begun?

Concerns have often been expressed over many years by Members of the Opposition, includ-
ing me, about the appointment of citizens to State bodies. Will the Taoiseach speak to the
leader of the Green Party to bring about the respective changes in advance of the legislation?
Will he ensure that the legislation is fast tracked to give legislative status to the specific areas
such as the number of appointments to be made by Ministers, and the number who should
appropriately be nominated by Oireachtas committees? There are people out there who could
bring a wealth of experience to many of these bodies, yet whose names do not appear on the
short-lists that come into circulation from within a very closed shop vis-à-vis the respective
Departments. In the renegotiated programme for Government, Fianna Fáil and the Green
Party agreed that the process should be opened up significantly and that the conduct of this
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business should be improved. Will the Taoiseach undertake to initiate the practice and fast-
track the legislation?

The Taoiseach: I have stated in previous replies that the scope and detail of this legislation
have yet to be worked out. To give any commitment before that is done would be rather
speculative, so I will not do that. I have already outlined the approach for the bodies provided
under the Broadcasting Act 2009. Different boards require different approaches, and each
needs to be treated on an individual basis. When bringing forward proposals on any future
State boards, I am satisfied that each Minister will provide for the most appropriate bases from
which to draw their membership. We have to bring forward legislation on this, but we have
had a tried and tested system in place. From my ministerial experience, I have often acted on
recommendations by people who I personally did not know. Obviously, I knew the person in
some cases, but in other cases I did not.

3 o’clock

It is all about finding people with the relevant qualifications and criteria that are needed to
fill the vacancies. We might need somebody with accountancy skills, somebody with proven
business acumen, or somebody who has acted as some kind of public interest director. It

depends on the board we are talking about or the vacancy that has arisen. All
these criteria must be examined and a balance found when a board is being
constituted. I usually find that is the case. There is often a problem in finding a

suitably qualified person who would give his or her time to serve on a board. There is an open
invitation to all citizens who feel they could play a constructive role to contact the relevant
Minister or Department concerned, and then they can be considered in the event of a vac-
ancy arising.

It is not my experience that there is a closed shop. It is all about trying to find people who
are eminent in taxation institutes, the Institute of Chartered Accountants, the Law Society and
so on who might have something to contribute and whose skill sets are relevant to ensuring
that the board discharges its governance duties and keeps executives to account. That has to
be continuously monitored.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: Having already acknowledged the importance of making
these changes, one would feel there would be no resistance to moving ahead with some speed
to implement them, either in practice now or following legislation. However, the Taoiseach’s
reply did not indicate that there is any urgency on his part.

An Ceann Comhairle: Will the Deputy put a question to the Taoiseach?

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: The Taoiseach provided an affirmation in respect of the
good sense of making these changes. Does he accept that, under the current system — and as
Deputy Kenny highlighted in outlining a list of recent appointments to a number of State
boards and agencies — the likelihood is that political parties will——

An Ceann Comhairle: Will the Deputy ask a question?

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: I have asked a question. The only way to open the system
up to the wider public is to place the relevant information in the public arena and invite
applications. Such applications could then be given due consideration and appointments could
be made. It is a fairly straightforward proposition. Will the Taoiseach provide Members with
a little more hope to the effect that the stated commitment in the programme for Government
to enhance our democracy and public services is something which both parties in the current
Administration intend to honour?
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The Taoiseach: I indicated that there are many statutory duties which Ministers must fulfil.
One of these duties, which must be discharged, is to make appointments to State boards. If
there are those inside or outside the House who know people who might possess the relevant
experience and who would be suitable for appointment to State boards, they should bring the
matter to the attention of the relevant Ministers.

Deputy Ó Caoláin referred to the commitment in the programme for Government to estab-
lish a more transparent system for appointments to public bodies that will facilitate the appro-
priate Oireachtas committees to make nominations for consideration for appointment. Under
this system, the relevant committees would simply put forward names for consideration. I
respectfully suggest that names can be put forward without the “by your leave” of Government.
It is possible to submit names at any time. The argument that has been used with regard to the
Government introducing legislation can also be used in this instance. Committee members can
put forward names for consideration. The scope and remit of the new system must be developed
in accordance with the experience relating to nominations under the Broadcasting Act.

Ministerial Travel.

5. Deputy Enda Kenny asked the Taoiseach the procedures in place in his Department in
respect of the use of the Government jet; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[48405/09]

6. Deputy Eamon Gilmore asked the Taoiseach the number of occasions during 2009 on
which sanction was granted by his Department for use by Ministers or Ministers of State of the
use of Air Corps aircraft; the number of occasions when such requests were rejected; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [3182/10]

7. Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin asked the Taoiseach the criteria set down by his Depart-
ment for use of the Government jet; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [3462/10]

The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos. 5 to 7, inclusive, together.

Procedurally, requests for use of this service are made by Ministers’ private secretaries to
my office and are dealt with, in the first instance, by the staff of my office. Requests are
examined by my staff with regard to the need for and purpose of travel, the destination and
other logistical details. Any necessary clarification or further information is sought at this point.
All screened requests are then submitted to me for consideration and approval, if deemed
appropriate. Once approved, all operational matters are settled directly between the office of
the relevant Minister and the Department of Defence or the Air Corps.

In 2009, I approved 105 requests for use by Ministers or Ministers of State of Air Corps
aircraft. I have considered the requests submitted to me since I became Taoiseach to be appro-
priate and have approved them. All applications for use of such services are considered in the
context of the demands of official duties with due regard to costs and efficiencies.

Deputy Enda Kenny: I thank the Taoiseach for clarifying that the Government jet moves on
his authorisation. Will he clarify the position with regard to what happened on Sunday, 3
February 2008, when the Government jet was in the United States as a result of a visit there
by the Minister for Health and Children? On that date the Minister and her husband had a
private day, to which both are entitled. The Minister attended the Super Bowl in Phoenix,
Arizona, that evening and stayed in the city of Prescott, which is approximately 100 miles from
Phoenix. For some inexplicable reason — perhaps there is a reason — the Government jet flew
from Phoenix to Las Vegas, Nevada, and remained there overnight. We are informed that no
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one other than Air Corps personnel were on board at the time. On the following day, the jet
flew back to Phoenix to collect the Minister and her party. I understand a case was put forward
that this was due to meteorological conditions. Yet a map indicates that Tucson, Arizona and
San Diego, California are closer than or as close as Las Vegas. If a request for movement of
the Government jet comes before the staff of the Taoiseach’s office and clarification must be
sought by him, can the Taoiseach explain the reason the Government jet flew from Phoenix,
Arizona to Las Vegas, Nevada and stayed overnight if there were no personnel on board?

An Ceann Comhairle: The Deputy is going into detail that may be more appropriate to
the Department.

Deputy Enda Kenny: This is about authorisation for flying the Government jet at €7,100
an hour. Was clarification given to the Taoiseach for that movement of the jet and did he
authorise it?

The Taoiseach: My function is simply to approve the use of the service. If Deputy Kenny
wishes to have detailed records of any flights undertaken I understand they are maintained by
the Department of Defence and that question should be tabled specifically to that Department.

Deputy Enda Kenny: I thank the Taoiseach for his comment that his function is to give
authorisation for use of the service. The service was used from Phoenix, Arizona to Las Vegas.
If the Taoiseach’s function is to give authorisation for the use of the service, was he asked for
that authorisation and did he give it?

The meteorological records from the US National Agricultural Statistics Service provide a
national weather summary for the period from February 3 to 9 2008. It shows that in Arizona
on February 3 and 4 2008 snowfall totals were as high as 27 inches in a place called Happy
Jack — I do not know where that is.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: On Father Ted.

Deputy Enda Kenny: In any event, I am anxious to find out from the Taoiseach whether he
was asked for authorisation for the use of this service to move the Gulfstream jet from Phoenix,
Arizona to Las Vegas overnight. What was the purpose of that movement? Did the Taoiseach
authorise it? We know from records that the jet flew from Las Vegas to Phoenix the following
day to pick up the Minister for Health and Children who had travelled from Prescott to Phoenix
by limousine at a cost of more than €500. As I stated, the Minister was entitled to her private
day with her husband. Has the Taoiseach been informed of the reason for the movement of
the jet from Phoenix to Las Vegas? Why was it requested? Was he told about it and did he
authorise it?

The Taoiseach: I authorise the provision of the aircraft for the purpose of ministerial visits
to a country. I do not deal with operational matters that occur when people get there. If the
Deputy has any questions on operational matters a phone call to the Department of Defence
will get him the answer rather than looking up the Internet.

Deputy Enda Kenny: I have a question on operational matters. In another incident, for some
reason the same jet flew to Kingston, Jamaica with a previous Taoiseach.

An Ceann Comhairle: The Deputy is getting bogged down in detail.

Deputy Enda Kenny: The Taoiseach stated in his reply that when a request for movement
of the jet comes in it is dealt with initially by his staff. Thereafter, the clearance is to be given
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by the Taoiseach. In answer to a supplementary question, he stated his job in this regard is to
authorise use of the service. He has now asked me whether I have a question on operational
matters and I do. What was the purpose of moving the Government jet from Phoenix, Arizona
to Las Vegas, Nevada? The newspaper reports from the time indicated that only Air Corp
personnel were on board. Why was it necessary to move the jet from Phoenix, Arizona to Las
Vegas? Was the Taoiseach, as the person who must give authorisation for the use of the service,
consulted about this and did he authorise it? If he was not asked or did not authorise it, can
we get from him or his office a follow up response as to why the jet travelled to Las Vegas and
back to Phoenix?

The Taoiseach: I am trying to figure out where Deputy Kenny is coming from in all of this.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Phoenix, Arizona.

Deputy Joe Costello: Happy Jack.

The Taoiseach: I was appointed Taoiseach on 7 May 2008. Deputy Kenny referred to a flight
that took place on 3 February 2008. I had no involvement in the matter. That is the first point.

The second point is that in my reply to Deputy Kenny I said that any Taoiseach of the day
provides the authorisation to use the Government jet for ministerial visits abroad. As Deputy
Kenny knows ministerial air transport services are needed for the proper conduct of Govern-
ment business. When the Deputy raised a query about a technical issue that arose while Air
Corps personnel went from one airport to another, I made the point that operational matters
and details have to be taken up with the Department of Defence. The Taoiseach is not involved
in any change of arrangements that take place for whatever technical reasons that arise on
flights. If Deputy Kenny does not know that, he should know it. It is absurd to indicate that
people would have to ring my office at 3 a.m. to find out whether they can move from one
airport to another. That does not happen. Decisions and operational responsibilities are taken
by the flight personnel themselves. Answers to any queries on the matter can be directly
obtained from the Department of Defence. For the record, I did not hold the office of
Taoiseach at the time but that is not to say any issue arises either.

Deputy Enda Kenny: I accept that point. The Taoiseach is also now the acting Minister for
Defence. He can take it that I will ask him, as Minister for Defence, to find out how and why
this happened. I accept he was not Taoiseach at that stage but on an operational matter this
jet did move from city to city.

The Taoiseach: As I explained, nor would the Taoiseach of the day have been involved in
that issue.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Yes, but the Minister for Defence is the person who has the record.
As the Taoiseach is now the Minister for Defence, I ask him that question. We will see how
he responds to it.

The Taoiseach: No problem. I will get the file.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: I heard the Taoiseach’s reply to Deputy Kenny and I understand
from it that there was no request for approval of a flight from Phoenix, Arizona to Las Vegas
and that no such approval was granted.

The Taoiseach: Deputy Gilmore cannot take that as being the case.
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Deputy Eamon Gilmore: But that is what I heard.

The Taoiseach: Deputy Gilmore did not hear that.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Which is it then?

The Taoiseach: That is what I am saying——

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Was it approved or not?

The Taoiseach: It is very simple. As I have explained and as Deputy Gilmore is aware, the
Taoiseach of the day authorises the use of the jet. When the jet takes off from Baldonnel on
its ministerial visit or other trip, the decisions on whatever technical issues or operational details
that arise are taken by the flight personnel themselves. The Department of Defence holds the
records and if people have any queries on those records they put the question to the Depart-
ment of Defence. No Taoiseach of the day is involved in clearance of the subsequent details
that arose. The question that arises in the first instance is the authorisation by the Taoiseach
of the use of the Government jet for the trip to America.

Deputy Enda Kenny: To Phoenix.

The Taoiseach: Thereafter, whatever arises is dealt with by the Department of Defence. That
is what I am saying.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: It is not a case that when the jet is out of Irish airspace it is free to
go where it likes. Presumably, there is a procedure in place for when a Minister who has been
approved for, let us say, a flight from Dublin to Madrid on Government business then decides
he has to fly to Rome on Government business. What is the procedure? Is the Minister free to
go on the flight from Madrid to Rome or is he required to seek additional approval from the
Taoiseach’s office for the second flight? It would be helpful if we knew that.

I also wish to ask the Taoiseach about his visit to Copenhagen for the climate change summit.
There was a report in the Irish Independent that the Government jet had to make two return
trips to bring him to and from that event. Apparently, when the Government jet got to Copen-
hagen to bring the Taoiseach to the climate change conference it could not find anywhere to
park and it had to come home and go out again to bring him back. That was a total of four
flights when there otherwise might have been two. The Minister for Communications, Energy
and Natural Resources, who is seated beside the Taoiseach, will be interested in this issue. I
understand it is Government policy that there will be a carbon off-set for the use of the Govern-
ment jet. Will the Taoiseach confirm whether the jet had to do a double run to bring the
Taoiseach to and from Copenhagen? If so, has the carbon impact of that been calculated?

An Ceann Comhairle: We are getting far away from Arizona.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: I understand the impact of the use of the jet is to be made up by
way of growing trees in urban areas. In which town can we find the urban forest that compen-
sates for the double trip to Copenhagen?

The Taoiseach: Deputy Gilmore is in a facetious mood today whatever is wrong with him.
The decision to return to Baldonnel Aerodrome before travelling back to Copenhagen was
made by the Air Corps for operational reasons. The Copenhagen Airport authority advised
the Air Corps that due the large number of aircraft expected for the summit, the GIV jet could
not overnight in Copenhagen. Having regard to this, the Air Corps received permission to
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[The Taoiseach.]

return to Baldonnel on 17 December and reposition to Copenhagen on 18 December to com-
plete the mission. This was done in order to facilitate essential pilot training and for reasons
of operational expediency.

All Government flights are taken into account in regard to carbon off-sets and I am sure
this particular flight will be included in that.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Will the Taoiseach respond to the first part of my question? If, for
example, a Minister has permission to go to Madrid by Government jet but then has to travel
on to Rome, would he or she have to apply for a second clearance from the Department of
the Taoiseach?

The Taoiseach: I will have to check with my office what the technical arrangements would
be in that case. Ministers who have use of the jet are on official business and that is fine.
However, I will have to check the details of the hypothetical scenario set out by the Deputy.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: I accept there will be times where the schedules and
responsibilities of the Taoiseach or a Minister will not coincide with the schedules of commer-
cial flights. Rather than going over what has already been said, I have a simple question. Has
any cost analysis been done in respect of the possibility of chartering a jet in order to meet the
occasional need for travel beyond what the commercial schedules will accommodate? Is there
a cost saving involved in using commercial flights in the main and chartering a jet only when
required rather than having to maintain a dedicated aircraft? It is reasonable to assume there
might be. If such a cost analysis has not been carried out, will the Taoiseach undertake to
ensure it is done so that we may be better informed as to what savings might be achieved?

The Taoiseach: As I said, there is a requirement for a ministerial air transport service. There
is an ongoing requirement for the Government and the President to maintain active economic,
political and cultural relations with countries not only in Europe but across the globe. We
regularly have to participate in international discussions and negotiations with bodies such as
the European Union and the United Nations. Fulfilling those international obligations necess-
arily involves substantial air travel by members of Government and the President. The travel
arrangements required cannot always be met by commercial airline companies, which is why
we need the service we have. It provides the Government and the President with an indepen-
dent, flexible and effective air transport service that helps us to meet our international
obligations.

Maintaining a dedicated aircraft has several advantages over a reliance on commercial air
travel. The service is more flexible in that it is not tied to set routes, timetables or schedules.
For example, where European Union meetings end up taking longer than expected, it is vital
that departure times can be altered as required at short notice. The service helps Ministers to
fulfil all their duties both at home and abroad to the greatest extent possible and to carry out
those duties with the maximum efficiency having regard to increasingly busy portfolios and the
availability of the service for special tasks. In times of crisis it ensures independence of move-
ment for those who require it. In short, it is a matter of recognising that the commercial airline
industry does not provide sufficiently for the workings of modern government in any country.
This service is necessary to ensure people can attend to their duties and do their business on
behalf of the country and can return as quickly as possible once those duties are fulfilled.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: Will the Taoiseach undertake to perform a cost analysis in
this regard?
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The Taoiseach: As for a cost analysis, one instance pertains to the loss of days and times, as
well as the overnight stays that would be involved in being obliged to stay overnight in other
locations, rather than getting back to fulfil duties at home. The commercial airline industry
does not fulfil all the requirements for a flexible and efficient service with which Ministers can
do their jobs, both at home and abroad, as one would expect them to.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: It might be an exercise worth doing.

Priority Questions.

————

Electric Transport.

52. Deputy Simon Coveney asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his proposals to promote electric transport this year. [10455/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
Government has ambitious plans for the large-scale deployment of electric vehicles in Ireland.
A target has been set of 10% of all vehicles to be powered by electricity by 2020, which would
equate to approximately 225,000 cars on Irish roads. Electric vehicles are an increasingly
realistic solution to the challenge of reducing the transport sector’s greenhouse gas emissions
and reducing reliance on imported fossil fuels. There is now significant global investment under
way in research and development in this area. The technology is maturing to a point where
large-scale commercial deployment appears feasible in the short to medium term. There is keen
interest at EU level and internationally in Ireland’s commitment to be an early mover in this
field. Ireland is seen as an excellent testbed, particularly in respect of its network infrastructure
development. The challenge now is to develop economically viable options for the establish-
ment, cost-efficient operation and maintenance of an electric vehicle infrastructure network in
Ireland, together with measures to develop a market for the vehicles themselves.

ESB Networks is playing a central role in the research and development of the infrastructure
network. The ESB also is playing a leading role in work by European utilities and car manufac-
turers to further essential standardisation across Europe. I have given my support to the current
Spanish Presidency in highlighting electric vehicles as a key EU priority. I also have welcomed
the recent confirmation by the European Commission that it is to begin work on the standardis-
ation agenda. The interdepartmental-interagency task force has assessed the costed options
and timeframes for putting in place the necessary infrastructure and other arrangements for
the cost-effective deployment of electric vehicles on a national basis. Initial estimates by ESB
Networks for the roll-out of infrastructure are between six and 18 months, depending on the
scale of initial deployment. Global developments will be factored in as the technologies mature.

The introduction of incentives to assist in the roll-out of electric vehicles, as set out in budget
2010, is being furthered by my Department and the Department of Finance. As the Minister
for Finance stated in his Budget Statement, it is intended that incentive systems will be in place
to coincide with the arrival of the first electric vehicles later this year or at the same time as
the agreed arrival of electric vehicles from a number of car manufacturers.

My Department and the ESB have already agreed a memorandum of understanding with
Renault-Nissan that provides for ongoing information exchange on developments. Discussions
also are under way with a number of other car manufacturers, with a view to developing
memoranda of understanding with them. I understand there are several promising prospects in
this regard for later this year.
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Deputy Simon Coveney: First, I welcome the commitment by the Spanish Presidency that
this issue should be one of the key priorities for the European Union during its presidency. I
also welcome the initial moves by the EU towards standardisation in respect of plugs, charging
and so on. My concern is with the Government’s lethargy in driving forward this agenda. I
acknowledge the Minister agrees with me that this is a technology which can transform the
transport sector in Ireland, can deal in a highly impressive way with an emissions problem in
that sector and can act as an exciting new development for the energy sector, particularly with
regard to dealing with intermittency issues pertaining to wind generation. Is the Minister satis-
fied that ESB Networks is doing enough in respect of its proposed pilot projects? My under-
standing from the Minister’s reply on 26 January last is that ESB Networks intends to put in
place 20 charging points as a national pilot project. How many charging points does the Minister
envisage being installed during the six to 18 months timeframe in which ESB Networks is
involved? Second, a number of months have passed since a memorandum of understanding
was put in place with Renault-Nissan. What has been the result and how many cars can one
expect will come into Ireland from that company? Does Ireland have the infrastructure to be
able to facilitate this?

An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Go raibh maith agat.

Deputy Simon Coveney: I have one or two other brief questions.

An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I will revert to the Deputy but I wish to ensure that Members
receive a full answer.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I am satisfied the ESB is doing the right thing and is doing enough. It
is a staged roll-out and I understand it has already started. There is a charging point outside
my own office and a number of other locations but that is only the beginning. It is intended to
deal first with a number of our cities and then to consider connecting them. I had an interesting
meeting last week with officials from the British Government’s Department that is involved in
this area to ascertain whether work in Dublin and Belfast could be co-ordinated to develop a
corridor. Such a corridor, in which two systems are connected, would be highly progressive.
Consequently, I am fully confident that the ESB is performing the correct analysis and that
Ireland is a good and proper test location for this technology because the distances are not
insurmountable. I am also confident that the roll-out of the charging points will be sufficient
to meet the needs of approximately 6,000 vehicles initially over the first three years but with
the objective of increasing this number to 200,000 vehicles by the end of this decade and
thereafter to go on to transform the entire fleet.

This is the opportunity that is open to us. I agree with the Deputy that we share an ambition
on this issue to the effect that our renewable variable supply and single distributed network
give us a competitive advantage. The United Kingdom has six different grids, which makes it
difficult for it. As one would not wish to be dependent on any single vehicle or company, I
understand the memorandum of understanding with organisations such as Renault-Nissan
might lead to one third, one quarter or a percentage of the vehicles that are needed, which is
appropriate. Were two or three car companies to deliver 2,000 vehicles each, it would set us up.

An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I ask both the Minister and the Deputy to be more concise in
their answers and questions.

Deputy Simon Coveney: To clarify, the Minister has stated that over the next three years,
we will deploy 6,000 vehicles and then, over the following six years, he intends to deliver
244,000 vehicles. This is what Members are being told because the target for 2020, which is
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only ten years away, is to have 250,000 such vehicles. My concern is that although Ireland is
engaged in pilot projects, it should propose itself as a pilot project for the European Union. I
am frustrated with this lack of ambition because I do not believe Ireland can ramp up from
3,000 vehicles to 250,000 vehicles in the space of six years. I refer in the first instance to the
requisite infrastructure to facilitate this. I am highly concerned that we are progressing too
cautiously in this regard and as a result will not receive the benefits associated with being a
first mover in respect of technology, smart charging, software and everything else because we
simply will be overtaken by other countries’ levels of ambition

Deputy Eamon Ryan: It is exactly our ambition to be a testbed for the technology. Our first
requirement was to get any vehicles as there is a queue of countries who seeking to be in
Ireland’s position, having been able to have signed a memorandum of understanding with
Renault-Nissan and hopefully with other companies such as Mitsubishi. First, this will give us
the opportunity of having some vehicles, because certain countries that will seek vehicles will
not be able to have access to them, to turn Ireland into a testbed facility.

Deputy Simon Coveney: Three thousand vehicles. Is that it?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I have been informed by both the ESB and my Department that 6,000
vehicles is a sufficient number to provide us with a proper testbed location in which we can
develop the software technology and data management technology that comprises the real
economic opportunity for Ireland behind the development of electric vehicles, as well as manag-
ing our renewable electricity supply.

Radio Broadcasting.

53. Deputy Liz McManus asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he will review the levy structure he has proposed in view of widespread concern
at job losses arising from levies to be charged to the independent radio sector as a result of the
establishment of the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10614/10]

Deputy Eamon Ryan: Section 33 of the Broadcasting Act 2009 provides for the making of a
levy order by the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland for the purposes of meeting the expenses
of the authority and its committees in undertaking the performance of its statutory functions.
As I have made clear in my replies to previous questions on this issue, the setting of the levy
is a matter for the authority and not one in which I have a direct function.

In addition, in accordance with section 37 of the Act, the setting of the budget for the BAI
for any particular year is a matter for the authority. While the legislation makes provision for
the Minister to be able to specify the form the estimates should take and any additional infor-
mation as may be needed, it does not require the estimates to be submitted for specific minis-
terial approval. The budget for 2010 was set by the BAI at €7.6 million at its meeting in
December 2009.

As I also have previously stated, the BAI has indicated that the need for an increased budget
over those previously provided for under the Broadcasting Commission of Ireland is as a result
of the increased role given by the Oireachtas to the BAI. While the BAI has taken over the
functions of the BCI and the Broadcasting Complaints Commission, BCC, it has also been
given a range of new functions in addition to those held by its predecessors, mainly in respect
of public service broadcasting and the provision of digital broadcasting services. The BAI has
also indicated that the extent to which any budget is expended will depend on the level of
activity of the organisation in any one year.
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[Deputy Eamon Ryan.]

The BAI has confirmed that it will discharge its functions in a cost effective manner and is
conscious of not imposing an undue burden on the broadcasting sector. In this context, section
32(4) of the Broadcasting Act requires the authority to ensure that regulation by it and the
statutory committees does not involve the imposition or maintenance of unnecessary adminis-
trative burdens.

I have made clear to the authority the need to be vigilant about keeping costs down, partic-
ularly in the current economic climate. The authority has requested the chief executive to
review the detail of the 2010 budget with a view to reducing it where possible and the chief
executive will shortly report to the authority on this.

In accordance with section 37(7) of the Act, any 2010 Revised Estimate of income and
expenditure approved by the authority will be published on the BAI’s website with my consent
and that of the Minister for Finance. The authority has also asked the chief executive to review
its proposed expenditure throughout 2010 continuously with the aim of reducing it where pos-
sible. In accordance with section 33 of the Act, any surplus of levy income over expenditure in
a given year shall be offset against future levies or refunded, as appropriate.

In addition, the chief executive met commercial radio broadcasters last week to discuss the
levy and the 2010 budget and sought to address any issues and concerns that these stakeholders
may have had on this issue. I understand that the chief executive has undertaken to have a
further meeting with the commercial radio broadcasters once the budget review mentioned has
been completed to the satisfaction of the authority.

Deputy Liz McManus: The name Pontius Pilate comes to mind. Does the Minister not accept
that he cannot hide behind the broadcasting authority as regards the undue burden that he is
responsible for placing on the independent radio sector in particular and that he cannot walk
away from it now, since it is a direct result of decisions and legislation he has introduced?
Secondary legislation will not come into force until Thursday, so I urge him again to ensure
that this order is annulled to allow for a fresh start.

Has the Minister received the types of submission I have received from independent and
local radio stations from the south east, Munster, the midlands, Dublin and Connacht-Ulster?
People who are concerned about their jobs cannot believe that this system of levies will be
imposed with no recognition of the impact on the budgets within which radio stations are
struggling to survive. Does the Minister not accept that, for example, the percentage of advertis-
ing revenue has mushroomed as regards the levy? He must bear responsibility for what has
occurred. I urge him to come out from behind the BAI. We are discussing secondary legislation,
so he can still ensure that fairness comes into play. He should do so because he promised in
the House that an undue burden would not be placed on those who are struggling.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I accept that fairness has a part of play. I have a similar concern to
the Deputy’s regarding the jobs of those in broadcasters across the State, particularly in the
independent radio broadcasting sector, that are facing difficult times in terms of advertising
revenue that has fallen dramatically and the change in the nature of the broadcasting market.
There is fairness in the sense that the public service broadcaster will bear the largest burden
in the form of payment of a levy, as is right.

A benefit of an industry-funded regulator is that one gets a proper, fair and independent
regulation of the sector. This is in the commercial and employment interests of everyone
involved in the sector. We knew this would be difficult. It was flagged at various stages through-
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out the legislative process. However, our experience of independent regulation funded by the
industry is a positive one.

I agree that this is a difficult time. The authority has told the chief executive that there is a
particular difficulty and asked him to examine the Estimate. He is due to revert on the matter
because everyone, including members of the authority, is aware of the difficult times people
are facing.

Deputy Liz McManus: The Minister is a hypocrite.

An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Deputy, please.

Deputy Liz McManus: He is responsible for taking this approach. He set up a separate
quango unnecessarily. He could have been cost effective. An bord snip nua pointed the way
for him, but he insisted in a bull-headed way on setting up an expensive regulatory structure
for which he is now penalising the independent radio sector in particular as well as others. The
Minister cannot walk away from his responsibilities. I urge him to ensure that the secondary
legislation is annulled so as that we can start again and try to put right the problem he has
created. He must bear some responsibility for it.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I flatly reject the Deputy’s accusations. I recognise that there are
difficulties in the industry. We must examine the regulatory system to ensure that it is cost
effective and efficient as well as being a proper regulatory system. There are different opinions
as to how this should be done. For example, should there be an amalgamated or separate
content network regulator? The experience of the UK, which took the combined route, is that
there were no cost savings. A single body would have the exact same functions, personnel and
needs. One cannot remove the need for proper content regulation.

Deputy Liz McManus: Tell that to Colm McCarthy.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: For the Deputy to depict it as an easy alternative——

Deputy Liz McManus: Colm McCarthy stated it.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I did not agree with everything in his report. I agree that there is an
issue that we should examine and I will continue to examine it, but to portray as a political
virtue——

Deputy Simon Coveney: When will the budget increase?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: ——the idea that there is an easy and simple solution through which
we could wave away any costs is not accurate or fair to anyone, least of all the people in
the industry.

An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: We must move on to the next question.

Deputy Liz McManus: The Minister created the problem.

Digital Terrestrial Television.

54. Deputy Simon Coveney asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he will report to the Houses of the Oireachtas on the progress made in the
development of commercial digital terrestrial television channels here. [10456/10]
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Deputy Eamon Ryan: The Broadcasting Act 2009 requires the Broadcasting Authority of
Ireland, BAI, an independent regulatory authority, to provide for the development of commer-
cial digital terrestrial television, DTT, services. On foot of this requirement, the BAI’s prede-
cessor, the Broadcasting Commission of Ireland, BCI, launched a competition, which is still
ongoing. As the Deputy is aware, the highest placed consortium in the competition withdrew
from the process last April. Negotiations then commenced with the next placed bidder and this
process is continuing.

Deputy Simon Coveney: This is the same answer the Minister gave previously.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: As I stated recently in response to a previous question on the issue, I
am not prepared to speculate on the outcome of the commercial DTT process, which is a
matter for the BAI. Nor am I prepared to surmise on the ongoing negotiations between the
BAI, RTE and the OneVision consortium. I have, however, made clear my opinion that I
would like to see this process concluded as soon as possible. The conclusion of the process is
essential to provide certainty for broadcasters, suppliers and the general public with regard to
the development of commercial DTT services.

Under section 129 of the Broadcasting Act 2009, RTE is required to ensure that free-to-air
DTT is available to approximately 90% of the population on such date as may be specified by
the Minister. I signed an order last week specifying this date as being 31 October 2010. The
Act also requires RTE to provide a national free-to-air digital service with capacity to carry
RTE 1, RTE 2, TG4 and TV3 by the end of 2011 or such later date as I may specify. I have
written to RTE informing it that the date for provision of a national service is 31 December
2011.

My policy objective is the earliest possible switch-off of the analogue television system
operated by RTENL and it is my intention that this will be no later than quarter four of 2012.

Deputy Simon Coveney: At least we now have some dates. On 26 January, the House got
the same answer from the Minister in terms of the process, in that he hoped it would conclude
as soon as possible. It is not encouraging for the myriad of industries that depend on a decision.
It will be almost impossible for RTE to pay for the roll-out of free-to-air DTT services unless
it has a revenue stream from a commercial service using the infrastructure RTE has put in
place. Originally, they were to be paid for and used by Boxer, but that deal collapsed. Since
then, the Minister has backed a process whereby the next tender after Boxer, OneVision, would
try to do a deal with RTE. However, this has not occurred.

As I asked in January, has the Minister set a timeframe with the BAI, RTE and OneVision
to conclude their negotiations? What will be the Minister’s response if the relationship between
RTE and OneVision breaks down to such an extent that a commercial proposition does not
come from OneVision?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: There are sensitivities here. There would be difficulties if the Minister
intervened in the awarding of licences. We have learned the lesson that we should maintain a
certain distance and have an independent regulatory system to organise such a competition.

Deputy Simon Coveney: We are not in a selection process.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: It is a contract negotiation arrangement, which is commercially sensi-
tive. I am dissatisfied at the long time it has taken and I want to see an outcome quickly. We
will be switching off our analogue system at the end of 2012 because the economic cost of using
that spectrum for broadband is so significant that we cannot afford not to make that happen.
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I agree that the preferred outcome is one where we combine a free-to-air service with a
commercial platform which helps cover RTE’s transmission costs. This was set out in the legis-
lation. I do not have complete control of that process but I believe it must be decided within
a maximum of three or four weeks because we are running into timelines where it starts to be
difficult to meet the overall objective.

Deputy Simon Coveney: We certainly are.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: If it is not possible for both parties to reach agreement we will have
to look at other alternatives. It will be up to the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland to do that.
If it cannot succeed the Department will work with the BAI to make it happen.

Deputy Simon Coveney: For the first time the Minister has conceded that this process may
not work out. If that happens the Minister says the BAI will be responsible for finding a way
forward. I reject that. This is the Minister’s responsibility. It is his obligation to ensure that we
can have analogue switch-off by the end of 2012. He should not try to transfer responsibility
to the BAI.

Is it realistic to set a date for RTE to provide free-to-air digital terrestrial television, DTT,
services in the absence of an agreement on commercial DTT, given the significant funding
implications of free-to-air television? Why has the Minister decided to set a date for free-to-
air DTT in the absence of an agreement, or even an understanding, of where we are in terms
of commercial DTT? He knows one is reliant on the other.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I do accept responsibility but my responsibility starts with letting the
legislative process which has been put in place work. That lies with the BAI. I have supported
the authority and will give it the room to do its work. If it fails and the process cannot be
worked through, it will be back to myself and the Department to find a solution; and we will
find one. While I understand Deputy Coveney’s argument that we should try to wait for the
commercial process, I wanted to make it clear and certain that, come what may, we are switch-
ing off our analogue system. That was one of the reasons behind the decision to signal RTE to
start switching on the transmission system, which is in place, at the end of October this year.
We have already spent the significant volumes needed to put in the mast and other equipment.

Deputy Simon Coveney: There is a debt attached to that which must be repaid. It is €100
million.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I wanted to give a clear signal to the suppliers and all concerned of
our determination in terms of switch-off and the move towards whichever alternative system
evolves in the coming months.

Gas Storage Facilities.

55. Deputy Simon Coveney asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he has satisfied himself with the capacity to store gas here in the context of energy
security concerns and an over reliance on imported gas from the UK. [10457/10]

Deputy Eamon Ryan: Security of gas supply is a fundamental priority for the Irish economy
given its continued importance for power generation. Given our high level of import depen-
dence over the interconnectors with the UK, gas storage has an important role to play in
contributing to enhanced gas security for the island of Ireland. The report on an all-island
common approach to gas storage and LNG reinforces the case for additional storage facilities.
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The existing commercial gas storage facility at Kinsale has the capacity to hold 198 million
cubic metres. Licensed for use by Bord Gáis Éireann, the facility can supply around 50% of
residential and SME gas needs for up to 50 days in the event of a gas disruption.

The short to medium term prognosis for the security of Ireland’s gas supplies is relatively
secure in light of the projected relative stability of the UK gas market. Increased global gas
supplies combined with reduced global demand has led to the International Energy Agency
projecting a more benign world outlook for the next few years. Nonetheless the risk of supply
disruption should never be discounted and the continuing depletion of North Sea gas supplies
means we will become reliant on gas supplies from more distant markets. The impact of the
Russia Ukraine dispute on a number of member states in early 2009 was a wake-up call for the
EU on gas security of supply. The key objective of the proposed EU regulation on security of
gas supply is to ensure that the market meets the gas supply needs of member states including
through commercial gas storage.

I welcome the current market interest in developing further commercial gas storage, both in
Ireland and in Northern Ireland. My Department is working with the Department of
Enterprise, Trade and Investment in Northern Ireland and the energy regulators North and
South on actions to enhance security of gas supply on the island including the scope for com-
mercial gas storage.

The development of the Corrib gas field would also provide a new source of gas supply
which could meet up to 60% of our annual demand in its early years of operation.

In addition, the interest in providing liquefied natural gas storage on a commercial basis is
also an important development. Shannon LNG has received planning permission to construct
an LNG re-gasification terminal at a site located on the Shannon estuary. This facility could
potentially provide up to 40% of Ireland’s gas. LNG has the potential to improve Ireland’s
connectivity to the global gas market, which would be a critical factor in the event of a major
supply disruption.

Deputy Simon Coveney: I thank the Minister for his detailed reply. Regardless of a number
of planned projects to which the Minister has referred, Ireland’s reliance on imported fossil
fuels makes us extremely vulnerable at present. More than 90% of the gas we use on this island
is imported. Let us not forget that 55% of all of the power generated in Ireland is now fuelled
by gas. Almost all of that comes from the UK market.

At present, we have the capacity to store 11 days’ usage of gas. This compares poorly with
most European countries. France can store 92 days’ gas needs, in Germany the figure is 84, in
Italy 80 and in Denmark 58. The average of the EU 15 member states is 52 days. These
countries are not reliant on two gas interconnectors, as we are. Regardless of what is being
developed by Shannon LNG and in the Corrib gas field, does the Minister intend to extend
the remit of the National Oil Reserves Agency, NORA, to include gas storage and will he set
a target of an increased number of days’ storage of our gas reserves?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I share the Deputy’s concerns. The statistics he highlights show that
we need to increase our commercial storage. The Commission for Energy Regulation has
responsibility for managing storage licence conditions and it is the commission, in conjunction
with the Department, which will look at the various options. The National Oil Reserves Agency
has a connection to this. I recently had a meeting with NORA when we examined the potential
for increasing storage facilities at our power plants in order to cover the risk the Deputy
mentioned, that is, that in the event of a gas shortage the 55% of power generation would not
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be possible. That fuel back-up can be done in a liquefied distillate rather than gas. The issue
does not necessarily have to be one of gas storage. This is a separate issue which largely relates
to the salt deposits in Larne, the Kinsale field or some other storage facility. We will have to
look at that as part of our security system.

Deputy Simon Coveney: I agree with much of what the Minister said. However, will he take
action to require increased storage capacity rather than talk about the opportunities which exist
in empty gas fields off Kinsale or in Northern Ireland or about potential storage of liquefied
natural gas in places like Foynes?

We need a Government decision. We have the capacity to store 55 days of oil. Some of this
is stored outside the State, which is also a concern. With regard to gas, we are particularly
vulnerable to an accident or a shutting-off of supply, for whatever reason. That is something
for which we must prepare and on which the Government should take a stand in terms of
Government policy. Is the Minister willing to do that?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: Yes. It will have to be within the confines of the European Union
regulations in the area where there is a proposal for the regulation and security of gas supply.
As I said, it will be done largely with the Department and the CER working with the Com-
mission to ensure we meet the European Union requirements as well as our own needs.

Telecommunications Services.

56. Deputy Noel J. Coonan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he will report to the Houses of the Oireachtas on the progress made regarding
the creation of a one-stop-shop to market State-owned broadband infrastructure. [10458/10]

Deputy Eamon Ryan: The establishment of a one-stop-shop is one of the commitments in the
next generation broadband policy paper, Gateway to a Knowledge Ireland, which I published in
June last year. The concept of a one-stop-shop arose from a recognition that there is added
value to be had from facilitating telecoms operators in gaining access to ducting in State-owned
networks thereby ensuring optimal use of State assets and facilitating more cost-effective roll
out of broadband. The context of the proposal is the anticipated increase in demand for high
speed broadband into the future.

My Department has had consultations with the telecoms operators and has also engaged
with the relevant State bodies which are generally supportive of the proposal. My Department
has also undertaken an initial survey of State-owned networks and has published a series of
maps showing the routes of infrastructure such as roads, electricity, gas and rail.

A further development in progressing the concept has been the publication of the Premium
Rate Services Bill, which contains an amendment to the Communications (Regulation) Act
2002 whereby the National Roads Authority will provide a formal framework to make ducts
on national roads and motorways accessible to telecommunications companies. This Bill, which
has cleared all Stages in the Dáil and Seanad, will be back before this House tomorrow and I
anticipate it will be quickly enacted. The immediate objective is to have information on the
availability of and access arrangements for all State-owned ducting via a single contact point
later this year.

At the same time we will evaluate and progress the best management system that will in the
future provide co-ordinated access to such State-owned ducting. Such a management system
should facilitate our wider objective of promoting co-operation between different telecoms
providers of backhaul and wholesale services while at the same time not undermining compe-
tition in the market.
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Deputy Noel J. Coonan: In the three years I have been a Member of the House, I have
heard the Minister pontificate about what he is doing in terms of broadband and set targets
which he has consistently failed to meet. To hear him say he anticipates a demand for high
speed broadband is really maddening, especially if one comes from my region of the mid-west
which has the highest unemployment figures in the country.

When will we see developments because with almost 500,000 people unemployed, most of
whom are in the mid-west, the IDA and Shannon Development have stated clearly that the
most significant barrier to job creation in the mid-west is the lack of a high speed broadband
system? It is simply not there. The networks have been in the ground for years and it is
frustrating for people. When will we see those networks connected and a one-stop-shop, the
details of which have been published, so that companies can access information from a one-
stop-shop?

I would like a timeframe and for the Minister to state when this will happen. He could have
given this answer last September. I do not want to listen to the same story from the Minister
next September.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I am glad Deputy Coonan mentioned the past three years because any
independent analysis of what has happened in the past two and a half to three years since I
have been in office is that broadband numbers have gone from 600,000 to 1.4 million or so.
That is a fact.

Deputy Simon Coveney: The Minister should not spin the numbers.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: That is the reality. However, it is not enough. We need——

Deputy Simon Coveney: People are buying mobile phones.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: ——and want to go further. We need higher speeds. Again, it is a fact
that the competition I am pursuing is delivering that. The competition between the cable pro-
viders, the fixed line providers, the mobile providers, the WiMAX providers and the satellite
providers is the best way to drive down prices and drive up speeds. That has been shown in
market after market and it is working here.

The likes of the cable company investing in new cable networks will give 50 megabit down-
load speeds. WiMAX deployment here is ahead of any other European country. We need those
sorts of innovative solutions because of rural one-off housing levels.

However, it is not enough and we need to go further. One of the comparative advantages
we have over other countries is our recently built State infrastructure where we can provide
access to ducting, in particular on our road network, along our gas pipelines, along our rail
tracks and along ESB wires, where it is already happening.

This one-stop-shop will help progress that. We must do it carefully and in a way that does
not undermine the very competition which I have set out and which is delivering the higher
speeds, lower prices and greater broadband.

Deputy Noel J. Coonan: The Minister did not give us targets or dates and he spoke about
Europe. The National Competitiveness Council stated that broadband penetration in Ireland
is the second worst in the EU for firms and small businesses. When will the Minister start to
deliver, in particular in the mid-west region and rural areas where broadband is simply not
available and if it is available, it is of such poor quality that it is not able to operate next
generation technology. It is practically useless. For the past three years, we have appealed to
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the Minister time after time to do something about it. When will we see action rather than
words? Actions speak louder than words.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: In those rural areas, there is action. There is a €200 million plus
scheme to provide in the best way we can to the very rural areas which, as the Deputy said,
are most sensitive to this. We have gone further than that. We have gone to Europe where
there is European Union funding available for a rural broadband scheme to get to the last
10,000 houses which will be covered by that scheme. We deliberately set out to try to give
universal coverage across this island in order that no one is left behind.

At the same time, we must ramp up the speeds and let the technologies come here. New
satellite systems are being rapidly developed where speeds are a multiple of what they were a
year ago. That market-led competitive pressure is leading to new technologies and it is the best
way to deliver those higher speeds.

Other Questions.

————

Bio-fuels Market.

57. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the percentage of bio-fuels in the market here; the percentage
that is imported; the origin of these imports; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10124/10]

87. Deputy Catherine Byrne asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the measures he is planning to introduce to promote bio-fuel production
domestically in view of setting a bio-fuel content for petrol and diesel target of 4%. [10163/10]

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I propose to take Questions Nos. 57 and 87 together.

The national bio-fuel obligation will require suppliers of road transport fuels to ensure that
4% of their volumes sold on the Irish market is bio-fuel. The legislative basis for the obligation
is provided for in the Energy (Biofuels Obligation and Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill, which
has recently been introduced in the Oireachtas with a view to its enactment in the coming
weeks and entry into force by July next.

My Department calculates that in a full year, approximately 220 million litres of bio-fuels
will be required to deliver the 4% target. In 2008, the last year for which data are currently
available, 85 million litres of bio-fuels entered the Irish market. My Department currently
compiles information on the origin of bio-fuels imported under the mineral oil tax relief
schemes, MOTR. Under the schemes, approximately 30% of eligible bio-fuels were produced
in Ireland in 2008, with the remainder being imported.

The production of bio-fuel in Ireland has been incentivised to date under the mineral oil tax
relief schemes, which have resulted in 18 projects being awarded excise relief on specified
volumes of bio-fuel they produce. At least five bio-fuels plants have been constructed or rede-
veloped on foot of excise relief granted under the schemes. A number of others are either at
an advanced stage of planning, or have received planning permission.

Prior to the introduction of the excise relief schemes in 2005, market penetration of bio-fuels
in Ireland was almost non-existent. While a figure for market penetration for 2009 is not yet
available, it is expected to be in excess of 2%. The steady growth in indigenous bio-fuel pro-
duction is reflected in the fact that it represents over 50% of bio-fuel production to date. The
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excise relief schemes were designed as an interim measure to increase the level of bio-fuels in
the fuel mix and to encourage the development of an indigenous bio-fuels industry in advance
of the introduction of the national bio-fuel obligation.

The national bio-fuel obligation will, by definition, incentivise the sustainable growth of the
Irish bio-fuels market and will support indigenous bio-fuel producers and expand the sus-
tainable indigenous production of bio-fuels. The EU sustainability criteria will also provide
competitive advantage for Irish and other EU producers by ensuring that non EU imports
meet strict environmental guidelines.

Deputy Liz McManus: I welcome the forthcoming legislation. It is common sense in terms
of the percentage determined. However, I am sure the Minister is aware there has been quite
harsh criticism from the indigenous and developing bio-fuels industry that it is simply being
left up to the market to determine how this will develop. Will he accept that if he pursues the
current policy, if it can be called a policy, we are in danger of simply replacing one imported
fuel with another one?

4 o’clock

Has the Minister a strategy to develop the indigenous enterprises in a coherent way? I have
no doubt the Minister, as is his wont, will make very flowery speeches about the bio-fuels
sector as he does about the wind sector and other renewable sectors which are very often

still stuck and underdeveloped because of a lack of a strategic approach by the
Government. I have several questions on the indigenous bio-fuels sector and
sustainability. How does the Minister intend to ensure Ireland exceeds the 30%

target? How does he propose to ensure rigorous sustainability criteria are applied to imported
bio-fuels? How will sustainability be tracked to create confidence that Ireland is not part of
the problem in the developing world, particularly with regard to the effects of bio-fuel pro-
duction on agriculture?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: Bio-fuels are not an area in which the market can be left to its own
devices as to do so would result in unsustainable fuels being imported from rainforest regions
and other unsustainable sources. This is the reason I was active and supportive of the European
Union proposal for sustainability criteria to be the first requirement. This means legislation set
in Brussels rather than individual markets would be the deciding factor. The crucial issue in
this respect is that a carbon reduction requirement of 35% would exclude a whole market from
exporting bio-fuels to this country. The United States corn to ethanol market, which caused
considerable damage and undermined domestic Irish production, has been stopped by the
imposition of sustainability criteria.

While I wish to pursue the development of an indigenous market, this must be done within
the rules of the World Trade Organisation, particularly given that our agriculture sector lives
by the rules of that organisation. We cannot breach WTO rules in one area while seeking the
protection of the WTO in other areas in which we may have commercial advantage.

The first requirement for the development of an indigenous industry is to have a secure,
stable market in Ireland. Significant domestic supply sources, both in waste products and the
agriculture sector, will have commercial viability in a more stable market. The first requirement
is to find out how this works under the European Union’s sustainability criteria.

Deputy Simon Coveney: I understand Ireland can take three specific measures in conjunction
with the legislation to promote the indigenous bio-fuels industry. Different countries take
different views on import tariffs, with Germany and Britain taking different approaches. Which
country’s approach does the Minister favour? The French have decided to ignore the issue of
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import tariffs by requiring localised production of bio-fuels before they can be used in the
blending process. What is the Minister’s view of the French position?

I understand it is possible to require that ethanol be of a certain quality before it can be
blended. I refer to ethanol rather than bio-diesel because the former has been the subject of
more discussion. Imposing such a quality standard would effectively preclude the use of sugar
cane in the production of bioethanol. What is the Minister’s view on having such a
requirement?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: These are complex technical issues which are, I understand, related.
In the systems adopted by the countries to which the Deputy referred, a defining choice must
be made about whether one discriminates against unrefined ethanol products versus refined
products. I understand that refined ethanol can be transported from Brazil to Europe, whereas
unrefined ethanol would not survive such a long journey. A number of European countries, of
which Germany, I understand, is one, have introduced a requirement that bio-fuel imports
must be non-refined. In so doing, they have protected sources of domestic production. My
Department has met a number of those who are examining this complex and difficult issue. A
difficulty is that if a similar requirement was in place here, we would have to import bio-fuels
from European sources, rather than Brazil and it is not certain that such circumstances would
be better for Irish farming.

While the Department is open to considering various regimes, I am reluctant to follow a
particular course until the European Union publishes or establishes sustainability criteria. It
would be best to administer the system on the basis of continuing review to ensure it supports
indigenous producers. How one does this is not as clear or simple as following a German or
British model.

Deputy Simon Coveney: The Minister failed to answer my questions on two of the three
issues I raised. Irish farmers do not have a problem competing with other European countries
in the area of ethanol production. Competing with sugar cane plantations in Brazil is making
life potentially impossible for them. The Minister raised the prospect of importing unrefined
ethanol from other European countries. The Irish market is capable of competing with other
European markets.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: Such a scenario may not meet our common objective of giving Irish
farmers a viable market supply. If we were to go down this avenue and we ended up importing
these products from Rotterdam or elsewhere, it would not be of any benefit to the Irish agricul-
tural sector. In that case, it would not be the correct course of action.

Telecommunications Services.

58. Deputy Kathleen Lynch asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the timeframe for setting up initiatives to analyse broadband
speeds experienced by end users here; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10131/10]

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I support proposals to conduct an audit of the quality of service experi-
enced by broadband service customers compared to the quality of service advertised by sup-
pliers. Ideally, this study would be conducted in a manner which would also permit inter-
national comparisons.

In June 2009 the European Commission published an invitation to tender for a contract to
conduct a study and prepare a report on the quality of broadband services available to
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customers in the European Union. The emphasis of this study, as proposed, was on measuring
real time customer experience across the European Union compared to the speeds and other
quality of service parameters advertised by broadband service providers.

In January last, the European Commission announced that following a thorough assessment
of the eight bids it had received, it had decided that none provided sufficient guarantees that
reliable robust data would be obtained. The Commission therefore decided to close the tender
process without awarding a contract. In its announcement, the Commission also indicated it
may recommence this procurement procedure.

Following informal contacts between my Department and the European Commission on its
likely plans to re-tender and the likely duration of the study after the award of any contract,
which would be expected to be nine months or more, I have decided to commence a study of
broadband speeds available to customers in Ireland independently of the proposed wider EU
study. My Department has commenced drafting an invitation to tender document. The formal
invitation to participate and the contract award process will accord with competitive public
procurement arrangements. I expect the tender document to be available to participating par-
ties shortly.

Deputy Liz McManus: My heart sank when I heard it would take at least nine months for
the European Union to award a contract. For this reason, I welcome the Minister’s decision to
proceed with a tender process. The Minister indicated a tender document would be available
shortly. Will he specify exactly when he expects the proposed initiative to proceed?

I presume the Minister is well aware of the serious problem we have with slow connections.
Numerous reports have pointed out that Ireland’s broadband performance is dismal in compari-
son with that of other countries. We have the highest percentage of slow Internet connections
in Europe and rank fifth lowest for high speed connections. Ireland will not be able to compete
unless we get our act together on broadband speeds.

The Minister should examine his own advice before developing an initiative. Until recently,
he advised Deputies to visit the website www.broadband.gov.ie for information on operators.
If one were to do so, one would find that 75% of the listed suppliers no longer exist. That is a
shoddy performance.

We must address the issue of broadband speed. With regard to the assessment of the slow
speed of broadband services in Ireland, how does the Minister propose to address this issue in
parallel with ascertaining how bad the position is?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: We are addressing the issue through a range of measures, including
investments in 100 megabit connectivity in schools, Project Kelvin, a high speed connection
between North America and Ireland, and the exemplar network which creates potential to
overcome the slow spot in the Internet, namely, the choke point at switching equipment. We
are making a number of investments which provide an opportunity to speed up the networks.
Before doing so, however, we must first find out what are current broadband speeds. I expect
the tendering process to award a contract for carrying out this task will take place within the
next two or three weeks.

I look forward to the publication of broadband speeds because I believe it will confirm recent
OECD findings that Ireland is one of the fastest improving countries in the area of broadband.
I acknowledge that we are coming from behind and need to do more, but Ireland is in the top
three or four OECD countries as regards catching up and becoming faster on the Internet.
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Deputy Simon Coveney: At least we finally have some acknowledgement from the Minister
that there is a problem with speeds. Every time he is questioned about broadband, he starts
reeling off penetration figures. They are impressive but all they suggest is that people want
broadband. Unfortunately, however, they have to use second-rate broadband by and large.
Deputy Kathleen Lynch’s question concerns how we measure progress in terms of doing what
is most important in broadband, which is to provide lots of bandwidth quickly so that Ireland
can try to catch up with other countries that are moving ahead in this area. As regards the
State’s broadband infrastructure, can the Minister give us a date for the one-stop-shop? That
question was already asked by Deputy Coonan.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: The first thing we have to do is pass the legislation tomorrow. That is
the first crucial date and, as I said in my reply, we must proceed with the one-stop-shop this
year. While I acknowledge that we have been behind, one of the primary reasons was that we
had a series of ownerships in Eircom that took a short-term position, which was not investing
in the networks. It seems to me that over a number of years it was extracting as much value
out of the company as possible. I have high expectations that the new ownership, STT — which
comes from a country where they have invested in very high-speed broadband and which has
a telecoms company with the latest network technology there — will transfer some of that
expertise and know-how into the network here to get value back on its investment. That is a
crucial development I am looking at this year in order to increase speeds. What will incentivise
it is the development by the cable network of DOCSIS 3 technology on that cable network,
which will bring quicker broadband speeds to tens of thousands of houses this year and next
year. It is that competition, as well as the prospect of fourth generation mobile, Wymex, new
satellite technology or evolving fixed-wireless technology, which will allow speeds to double.
They are doing so. It is a key requirement for us to keep pushing various companies to make
investments, which will see customers getting the benefit of faster speeds. That can and will
happen.

Deputy Liz McManus: Will the Minister ensure that companies do not get away with making
misleading claims? Companies often promise speeds up to a certain level, which is pretty mean-
ingless because most of the time they are way below that. The website, which is the Minister’s
responsibility, is currently under construction. Will he acknowledge, however, that it does not
look good for such a website not to be up to date? I know we are concentrating on speed, but
even with a national broadband scheme 12,000 households will still not have broadband services
at all. The Minister must deal with this, so has he come up with a solution to provide those
households with broadband? If not, they will be at a great disadvantage. It is not as if they can
wait a while and expect to get broadband, because even after that scheme is completed they
will not have broadband.

Deputy Simon Coveney: I have raised the issue of open access to ducting with the Minister
before and he said he was considering it. What conclusion has he drawn as to whether we
should be regulating to require open access to ductings so that people can lay fibre to deliver
high bandwidth, high-speed broadband into people’s homes and businesses?

Deputy Eamon Ryan: As I said to Deputy Coonan earlier, that is why we went to Brussels
and got EU state aid approval for a new, additional rural scheme which will require us to
provide alternatives for those 12,000 houses.

We were dissatisfied with the quality of information on the website and that is why I took it
down. Companies were not providing sufficiently up-to-date information. ComReg does
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provide a website which has the same or similar information, so I am satisfied to direct people
to it.

Deputy Liz McManus: That is hardly open access.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: Open access is the concept with the one-stop-shop. That ducting is to
provide it on an open access basis. It is up to the regulator to try to pursue and promote open
access in other key network infrastructure and that is happening.

Deputy Simon Coveney: The regulator needs policy guidance from the Minister.

Deputy Eamon Ryan: I gave very clear policy guidance and in the last few weeks the outcome
has been — as was raised in the last session of oral questions — that the arrangement saw a
drop in line-share costs of approximately 80% to 90%. Further decisions are being made about
unbundling the network, which is happening. The reality therefore is that companies are start-
ing to see the wisdom of a more open access policy. It is the way to get an economic return on
difficult investments, which is what we must now see happening.

Written Answers follow Adjournment Debate.

Adjournment Debate Matters.

An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: I wish to advise the House of the following matters in respect
of which notice has been given under Standing Order 21 and the name of the Member in each
case: (1) Deputy Leo Varadkar — the construction and completion of the N2-N3 link road; (2)
Deputy John O’Mahony — the calculation of payments to upland sheep farmers in the Nephin
Beg region, County Mayo; (3) Deputy Andrew Doyle — the inclusion of horticultural products
in the compensation scheme for persons whose crops were damaged recently by frost; (4)
Deputy Jack Wall — the need to implement section 34 of the Housing Act 2009 for local
authorities to deal with housing loans; (5) Deputy Michael McGrath — the need to develop an
extension for Shanbally national school, Ringaskiddy, County Cork; (6) Deputy Joan Burton
— the implications for service delivery of non pay budget cuts in 2010 at Connolly Hospital,
Blanchardstown, Dublin 15; (7) Deputy Tom Sheahan — the availability of funding for the
Waterville sewerage scheme and the Kilcummin sewerage scheme, County Kerry; (8) Deputy
Pat Breen — the measures being taken to address the non-filling of a SENO position in County
Clare and the consequent implications for the processing of applications from schools for
resource teachers and special needs assistants; (9) Deputy Martin Ferris — the dispute at the
Green Isle factory, Naas, County Kildare; (10) Deputy Jan O’Sullivan — the rights of former
workers at Dell, Limerick, and at ancillary companies; (11) Deputy John Perry — the need to
settle the Byrne case under the Lost at Sea compensation scheme in line with the recom-
mendations of the Ombudsman; (12) Deputy Joe Costello — the crisis in accident and emer-
gency units in Dublin; (13) Deputy David Stanton — the provision of funding in respect of the
repair of the weir and fishpass in Fermoy, County Cork, in conjunction with the flood relief
programme; and (14) Deputy Frank Feighan — the provision of funding of rural transport by
a company Rural Lift in County Leitrim and west County Cavan.

The matters raised by Deputies Martin Ferris, Tom Sheahan, David Stanton and Michael
McGrath have been selected for discussion.

Leaders’ Questions.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Today saw the publication of the worst ever results from Allied Irish
Banks with losses of €3.5 billion. When the guarantee scheme went though the House, the
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Minister for Finance said that we were now deeply embedded in the banking sector. Conditions
were laid out for recapitalisation and what its consequences might be. It is coincidental that
the amount of recapitalisation put in by the Irish taxpayer is also €3.5 billion. In the intervening
period we have had no credit being loaned, no return for the taxpayer and no dividend.

Deputies: Hear, hear.

Deputy Enda Kenny: As I understand this, Allied Irish Banks will come cap-in-hand to the
Government for a further recapitalisation sum of between €3 billion and €5 billion. When the
banking crisis started, the Taoiseach’s response was to say that we would write whatever cheque
was necessary. When Allied Irish Banks come to the Government for more money, on top of
what taxpayers will have to pay for toxic loans transferred to NAMA, what conditions will the
Taoiseach lay down to protect Irish taxpayers? Will he tell Allied Irish Banks that there will
be no more money unless they dispose of assets that are of no value to the Irish taxpayer or
will he bail out the banks and drown the next generation of taxpayers in debt? What conditions
will he lay down before he considers giving any further money to Allied Irish Banks?

The Taoiseach: As the Minister for Finance has pointed out, we are preparing a comprehen-
sive response to all of those issues. Today’s issue, however, relates to the results that have
arisen in AIB. Those results show that NAMA is forcing the banks to face up to the reality of
their bad loans. Everybody knows that the banks loaned far too much to speculative property
development. NAMA is making the banks take the losses on these property loans up front.
That is what is reflected in the large losses that AIB is reporting. Without NAMA the banks
would have inevitably tried to do what Japanese banks did in the 1990s, which was to spread
out the losses over the next decade to the detriment of lending to viable small businesses
and households.

I am glad to note that when he addressed the Committee on Finance and the Public Service
earlier today, the Governor of the Central Bank said he believes NAMA and the recapitalis-
ation of the banks will create the foundations for the recovery of banking. It is important to
point out that from the Government’s point of view, we stand ready if necessary to provide
recapitalisation to the banks.

Deputy Brian Hayes: Under what conditions?

The Taoiseach: The indication that they are seeking to raise private capital, in the first
instance through the disposal of assets or a rights issue, is an option that is available to the
banking sector. We have made it clear in our recapitalisation statements that we will be pre-
pared, if necessary, in the interest of a viable banking sector to proceed on that basis.

Deputy Enda Kenny: The Taoiseach did not answer my question. I asked what conditions
the Government was prepared to lay down before it considered giving any further taxpayers
money to Allied Irish Banks. Is the Government prepared to make AIB dispose of overseas
assets that are not of any interest to the Irish economy? The Exchequer figures for February
will be issued at 4.30 p.m. today and these will, more than likely, indicate that the Government
will have to borrow a further €20 billion this year. Whatever case can be made for Allied Irish
Banks, no case can be made for giving another €6 billion of taxpayers’ money to Anglo Irish
Bank. It is, effectively, a dead bank which will not lend any further moneys.

The Taoiseach has said he will write whatever cheque is necessary. Postbank is being let go
although it has been providing services in every community for 200,000 customers and
consumers.
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An Ceann Comhairle: Has the Deputy a question?

Deputy Enda Kenny: However, the Taoiseach will come in here and say we need a further
€6 billion of taxpayers’ money for Anglo Irish Bank. There will be revolution on the streets if
the Taoiseach does that.

Deputies: Hear, hear.

Deputy Enda Kenny: The Fine Gael Party put forward a credible and workable solution for
Anglo Irish Bank. We suggested it should be broken up into a good bank and a bad bank. Is
the Taoiseach prepared to tell the Dáil and the country that he will not put one further cent
of taxpayers’ money into Anglo Irish Bank unless it comes to him with a proposal to break the
bank up into a good bank and bad bank? He must do this so that those who invested in
speculative fashion for return can share some of the pain and so that the Government can see
to it that good loans that are prepared to work and where there is a possibility of future jobs
can be protected.

Deputies: Hear, hear.

The Taoiseach: The management plan from Anglo Irish Bank, which has been submitted to
the European Commission, suggests, in the aftermath of the relevant loans being transferred
to NAMA, setting up a self-contained bad bank within Anglo Irish Bank and providing for a
new good bank. This plan has already been submitted to the European Commission, but it
remains to be seen whether it will be approved. There is ongoing interaction on that. Therefore,
this is not a Fine Gael idea. It is an idea that has come from the executive management of the
board of Anglo Irish Bank.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Fine Gael put forward that idea.

Deputy Olivia Mitchell: The Government dismissed it out of hand.

The Taoiseach: This has been in the public domain since well before Christmas. On the other
matter, the issue then was that the bank would be nationalised, long before we nationalised it.
That would have meant plugging a large hole in the bank’s balance sheet at that time, but the
funding position for the State and the banks was very challenging at the time. The State was
paying an interest rate of more than 6% on its borrowings then, compared to 4.5% today. That
approach would have forced the State to try to borrow huge amounts of additional money at the
worst possible time. At best, that would have been a very expensive mistake for the taxpayers.

Fine Gael claims it has a credible banking policy alternative. As I said last week, Fine Gael’s
banking policy is to threaten to default. We are somehow led to believe that threatening to
default on those who provide funds to the banks will reduce the cost of funding the banks. In
other words, we say will not pay, but we want more money at a lower interest. That is how
credible Fine Gael policy is. Its other idea is to set up a national recovery bank.

Deputy Enda Kenny: I asked about paying another €6 billion? I asked what ideas the
Government has.

The Taoiseach: Fine Gael claims the ECB will fund the national recovery bank idea, but
there is no basis upon which a bank will be funded solely from ECB funds. Were one to seek
to obtain funds and chase deposits from other banks in the system, that would clearly increase
the demand on funding and increase interest rates. Therefore, the Fine Gael proposals would
create an even more difficult situation.
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The Governor of the Central Bank and others have confirmed that the approach we are
taking is the best possible approach. NAMA is forcing the banks to face up to their losses and
take those losses up-front. The policy of the bank has been to indicate that asset disposal and
rights issue is a possible means of raising private capital, if it is possible to do so, but obviously
the State must stand ready, if necessary, to provide capital as well.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Some €6 billion.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Government policy on the banks is not working. Even in the short
time since we met last week, Postbank has announced it will cease operations, with a possible
loss of 160 jobs, Hughes & Hughes bookseller has gone into receivership, with 225 jobs lost,
clothing retailers Vero Moda and associated retailers are losing 80 jobs, SIAC Butler’s Steel is
losing 55 jobs, and we do not know how many more jobs have gone from various small busi-
nesses around the country. However, we will probably get some indication when the Govern-
ment leaks the live register figures later this evening in anticipation of their publication tomor-
row morning. Meanwhile, we hear from businesses — the ICC monitor companies — that 952
companies became insolvent last year and ISME has informed us that more than half of com-
panies that apply for loans or overdraft facilities are refused. What is happening is that the
banks are not lending to businesses. They are not lending. The Government policy on banking
is not working and because of that many people in the country are no longer working.

We are now in the third calendar year of this recession. It is a year since the Government
announced its policy to establish NAMA. To date, as I understand, not a single loan has
been transferred to NAMA. The Government banking policy is not working. Last year, the
Government rejected the Labour Party proposal for a temporary nationalisation of the banks.
Now it looks as though the Government will gradually nationalise the banks by default. Does
the Taoiseach have any plans to change Government policy on the banks or will we have a
continuation of a policy which has resulted in little or no credit being made available to busi-
nesses and consequences for the survival of those businesses and for jobs? Will he continue
with a policy that requires taxpayers to dig deeper and deeper into their pockets to pay over
thousands of millions of euros to Anglo Irish Bank, Allied Irish Banks and the other covered
institutions?

The Taoiseach: I do not agree with Deputy Gilmore. With regard to the job losses he men-
tioned, there were also 250 jobs lost in Athlone and 200 lost in Dundalk within the past week.
That aside, the core of the Deputy’s question relates to banking policy. The Labour Party idea
was to proceed with nationalisation of the banks 12 months ago and order a huge write-down
of the value of the banks’ property loans. The scale of the write-down would have been arbi-
trary, as the loans would not have been individually valued. That action would have forced the
State to immediately recapitalise the banks to plug the large hole that proposal would have
created in the banks’ balance sheets. The funding position for the State and banks last year
was far worse than it is currently; therefore, the costs of plugging that hole would have been
greater. That would have been an expensive mistake for the country to make.

Deputy Pat Rabbitte: Who wrote that note?

The Taoiseach: It is true. Throwing jibes is not a policy. The cost of plugging the hole that
nationalisation policy would have made, would have been significant, far greater than the
interest rates we are paying now.

On the question of trying to provide credit into the economy, the issue is that the purchase
price of the assets, through the loans under the NAMA process, will determine the level of
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losses incurred by the banks. That loss, combined with other variables such as existing capital,
profitable operations and other assets will determine the level of capital required by the finan-
cial institutions. We have made it clear from the first recapitalisation statement that if additional
capital is required, our preference is that it should be raised from private sources in the first
instance; if this is not possible, the State will provide the capital. If the State provides capital
to a financial institution it will take ordinary equity in that institution. We stand ready to
provide capital if necessary, as it is essential to have a financial system that can provide credit
to protect and create jobs. That is the reason we have had recapitalisation — to protect and
create jobs.

Deputy Michael D. Higgins: Without liquidity.

The Taoiseach: The policy of recapitalisation, which we are implementing as outlined, is the
best way forward.

Deputy Róisín Shortall: It is not working.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: I remember the first time I raised the issue of banks with the
Taoiseach. On 25 June 2008, I stated: “[T]he banks are closed to new businesses”. I said the
banks appeared to be squeezing the life out of many businesses because they would not lend
to them. That was before the collapse of Lehman Brothers and the introduction of the bank
guarantee. The Taoiseach stated in his reply: “It is important to point out ... that, as the Central
Bank has confirmed, the Irish banking system is well capitalised and is in a healthy state in
terms of its own financial situation”. Three months later, we discovered that was not the case.

At that time, when the Labour Party challenged the introduction of the blanket guarantee,
the Taoiseach said: “[I]t is my intention to ensure the Irish taxpayer will not be held liable in
any way for any deficit that might occur in the event of there being a problem in the future”.
We have paid €11 billion to the banks since the Taoiseach told us it would not cost anything,
and now, apparently, we will have to pay more. AIB and Anglo Irish Bank have lined up with
the lámh amach arís. They are coming again for more capitalisation, and the Taoiseach tells us
he stands ready to provide capital. How many more times will he get it wrong before he realises
the Government will need to change its position on the banks? How many more people will
lose their jobs? How many more businesses will go to the wall? For how much more money
does the Taoiseach intend to beggar those who are at work today, their children and possibly
their grandchildren to pay for a failed banking system?

The Government’s banking policy is not working and because of this, people are out of work.
It is about time it changed tack on the banking system instead of maintaining its dogged
approach and saying it was always right. The Taoiseach told the Labour Party a year ago in
the House that he would not accept the policy we were advocating at the time, which was
temporary nationalisation. That is fair enough; we can differ over policy. However, even as
recently as this morning, some fairly cautious commentators on the radio were telling us it was
now inevitable that nationalisation would take place. How much does the State have to own
before one can say a bank is nationalised?

It is time the Taoiseach woke up to the reality that the Government’s banking policy is not
working. It is not working in the interests of the taxpayer, of businesses, or those who are
losing their jobs, and it is time to change it. If the Taoiseach is not prepared to accept the
alternatives proposed by the Labour Party, Fine Gael or anybody else——

Deputy Noel Dempsey: Different ones.
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Deputy Eamon Gilmore: ——he should at least present an alternative that has some prospect
of success, because what he is doing now is not working.

Deputies: Hear, hear.

The Taoiseach: I do not accept that the alternative policies on banking suggested by the
Opposition are credible. The parties presented two very different policies, but each is entitled
to its position. With regard to the policy of the Labour Party, I am simply making the point——

Deputy Róisín Shortall: Can we talk about Fianna Fáil’s policy? Let us talk about its policy
and how it is not working.

The Taoiseach: Deputy Gilmore indicated that we are entitled to our differences and that
we should articulate them in the House so that people know what they are.

Deputy Michael D. Higgins: Yes.

The Taoiseach: Yes, Deputy Higgins. The difference between our policy and that of the
Labour Party is that it would have nationalised the banks 12 months ago. The cost to the State
and to banking at that time was greater than it is now and therefore the exposure to the
taxpayer would have been greater.

Deputy Liz McManus: That is not true.

The Taoiseach: We said we would provide if necessary——

Deputy Emmet Stagg: Who told the Taoiseach that?

The Taoiseach: Those are the facts. Interest rates tell me that.

Deputy Emmet Stagg: They are not facts.

The Taoiseach: The cost of funding tells me that.

Deputy Joan Burton: Does the Taoiseach know all this happened 18 months ago, not 12
months ago?

An Ceann Comhairle: Allow the Taoiseach to continue without interruption.

Deputy Joan Burton: The Taoiseach thinks this was 12 months ago. It was not, it was 18.
Time passes.

The Taoiseach: Four and a half percent is less than 6% even in the socialist nirvana in which
the Deputy lives.

An Ceann Comhairle: One speaker at a time, please.

Deputy Joan Burton: He has forgotten. There is a big difference between a year and a year
and a half.

Deputy Pat Rabbitte: The Government wants to pay €26 billion for two banks that are worth
€2 billion.

The Taoiseach: We put forward a position — that is, the establishment of NAMA — that
was not supported by the other parties. NAMA puts banks in a better position to access funds
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and provide credit to viable businesses and households because it will increase investor confi-
dence in the banks through the removal of risky assets and improve liquidity through the
exchange of illiquid assets — that is, the loans — for more liquid assets, namely bonds.

Deputy Pat Rabbitte: It is not achieving that.

The Taoiseach: It is not yet operational. We received approval from the European Com-
mission last Friday.

There is an idea that recapitalisation is somehow unique to this country. However, more
than €300 billion——

Deputy Michael D. Higgins: Liquidity is the issue.

The Taoiseach: We will come to that, if that is the point the Deputy wishes to make. More
than €300 billion has been offered in recapitalisation schemes of different types by various
EU countries.

The means by which we obtain liquidity is to take the illiquid assets — that is, the billions
of euro worth of property and development loans — off the balance sheets of the banks, put
them into NAMA and trade them for Government bonds. This will provide the reserve liquidity
that is required so that people can go on to the wholesale markets and obtain funds in the sure
knowledge that the difficulties with the banks’ balance sheets have been properly priced in.
NAMA is proceeding with this and ensuring that banks face up to their losses. The losses
announced today by AIB and those of other banks are precisely because the NAMA vehicle
is involved. Were it not involved, banks would be seeking to protect their interests by spreading
those losses over a longer period in order to protect shareholder interests only. That was the
experience in Japan in the 1990s.

NAMA is bringing things forward. It is providing, through the exchange of Government
bonds for illiquid assets — that is, the loans — the means for banks to access funding at an
affordable cost. At the moment, banking institutions are chasing deposits. The interest rate
they are paying on those deposits is greater than the amount they are lending out. That is not
a sustainable position in the long term. We have implemented a policy which has the support
of those independent commentators who are not partisan on the issue, such as the Governor
of the Central Bank.

The question Deputies opposite need to answer is this: how do they propose to ensure credit
is released? We all know the banks have curtailed lending, mainly because they are finding it
a challenge to obtain funds, and the reason for this is that providers of funds are reluctant to
deposit their money in banks with balance sheets of questionable quality. NAMA will remove
that uncertainty and allow the banks to attract sufficient funding again. None of the parties
opposite has come up with a workable proposal to achieve that end.

Deputy Róisín Shortall: In the meantime, how many jobs will be lost?

The Taoiseach: Without NAMA there will not be sufficient credit.

Deputy Brian Hayes: If stuck, keep repeating the above.

The Taoiseach: Having set up NAMA to clean up the banks’ balance sheets, the Government
is determined to ensure that through the guidelines provided for in the NAMA legislation and
the credit review system, the banks will begin to perform their proper role in the economy,
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which is to support viable and sustainable businesses and households. That is the Govern-
ment’s policy.

Deputy Róisín Shortall: It is not working.

The Taoiseach: I am not sure the Opposition parties have yet suggested a credible alternative,
on any basis, that sufficiently meets these needs.

Deputy Bernard J. Durkan: What the Government is doing is not working.

Death of a Former Member: Expressions of Sympathy.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: On my own behalf and that of the Labour Party, I wish to pay
tribute to Mr. Justin Keating, a former Deputy, Senator, Minister and MEP. I welcome to the
Distinguished Visitors Gallery his wife Barbara, his son David, daughters Carla and Eilis and
their respective families.

Justin Keating was a major public figure who, over a long life stretching from 1930 to January
of this year, served the State and society in a wide variety of roles with distinction and devotion.
Educated as a veterinary scientist he first became a distinguished academic, lecturing in both
Trinity College and University College Dublin, where he was appointed Dean of the Faculty
of Veterinary Science and in later life becoming the first professor of equine science at the
University of Limerick.

He began a second career in 1965 when he joined the infant RTÉ, where he devised and
fronted the pioneering agricultural education programme “Teilifís Feirme” which, due to his
superb communications skills, quickly became one of the most popular programmes on tele-
vision, even among urban audiences. He in turn became the sort of national figure we now call
celebrity. This eclectic background prepared him well for his next and most distinguished
career, that of a parliamentarian.

A man of deep political conviction, he was a democratic socialist who in the best traditions
of the Labour movement was both Irish and internationalist. In response to an invitation to
enter public life from the then leader of the Labour Party, Mr. Brendan Corish, he stood as a
candidate for the Labour Party in the 1969 general election and was returned to this House
from a Dublin constituency.

His arrival coincided with the outbreak of sectarian violence in Northern Ireland and shortly
afterwards with that of the arms crisis here in the Republic of Ireland. During the many ensuing
debates in this Chamber on Northern Ireland he immediately made his mark for the clarity of
his contributions in dissecting the sectarian nature of the conflict and the force of his arguments
in upholding the rule of law, a necessary requirement here at that time.

In 1972 he was personally chosen by Brendan Corish to lead the Labour Party campaign in
opposing Ireland’s entry into the then European Economic Community. He brought an intellec-
tual robustness to the referendum debate which would otherwise have been absent and which
also served this country well by refining the analysis of our vital national interests, such as
agriculture. As a direct result, our negotiating stance on the terms of entry was toughened to
the benefit of Irish farmers and workers.

He was returned in the 1973 general election and embarked on his fourth career, this time
as a member of the national coalition Government, being appointed as Minister for Industry
and Commerce and serving in that post for four years. Nine months after his appointment the
world economy was plunged into depression by the first oil shock and its disastrous social and
economic effects set the political agenda for his remaining period in office. He devised and
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implemented policies to counter unprecedented inflation and to stem the flow of massive job
losses arising from the collapse of international trade. In that regard, he worked tirelessly with
the IDA to attract new industry to Ireland and, despite the world depression, succeeded in
securing significant quantities of inward investment.

His greatest legacy, however, is undoubtedly the policy he developed on the exploitation of
our oil and mineral resources whereby he succeeded in protecting the national interest while
encouraging private sector engagement. The policy framework agreed by this House on his
recommendation serves as a template for the development of our national resources to this
day. His career as a Deputy ended in 1977 when he was not re-elected but he continued his
parliamentary career by winning a seat in the Seanad, which he held until 1981 and by then
returning to the European Parliament where, a decade earlier, he had been one of our first
MEPs, a role for which he was particularly well equipped.

His career as a parliamentarian ended in 1984 and he devoted the remainder of his life to a
rich mix of careers which covered teaching, writing, science, the arts, crafts, agriculture, broad-
casting, horse breeding, European affairs and environmental politics. As a scientist he was one
of the first to recognise the environmental threats posed by unbridled industrialisation and he
again served society well via his trenchant warnings of the consequences of climate change.

He had contracted a debilitating disease in mid life, which he fought with quiet courage and
despite its physical effects, he remained active in public life up to his death, just one week short
of his 80th birthday. Surrounded by his wife, children, grandchildren, extended family and
comrades, he was laid to rest in the snow to the strains of the “Internationale”. Justin was a
man of great conviction who remained loyal to his values and beliefs right up to the end, as
his humanist funeral demonstrated.

Justin Keating put his formidable intellect, erudition as a political philosopher, deep learning
as a scientist and his unmatched skills as a communicator at the disposal of his country through-
out a long life of unselfish devotion to the public good. This House was fortunate that at a
time of unparalleled crises, both nationally and internationally, economically and politically, it
had such a renaissance man to serve the Irish public as a national parliamentarian, a Cabinet
Minister and international statesman. It is fitting that we pay tribute to him today and acknowl-
edge with gratitude the singular and unique contribution he made to this State, the body politic
and to our society. On my behalf and that of the Labour Party, I extend to Barbara, David,
Carla, Eilis and their families our sincerest sympathy on the death of Justin Keating.

The Taoiseach: I was saddened to learn of the death of Mr. Justin Keating on New Year’s
Eve. I welcome his family to the Dáil and I am pleased to have this opportunity to say a few
words about a person who made a strong and meaningful contribution to the development of
our country in a variety of roles.

Justin Keating passed away just a week short of his 80th birthday. His life was full of activity
and achievement in a wide variety of disciplines. An obituary written about Mr. Keating made
the point that he was a man who never really retired and he was certainly enthusiastic and
active for the causes he espoused right up to his death.

As a young man Justin Keating studied in University College Dublin and the University of
London. He became a respected academic and a gifted teacher, and in the 1950s he lectured
in the UCD veterinary college. In 1960 he was appointed as a senior lecturer in Trinity College.
I note from Deputy Ruairí Quinn’s memoir that Mr. Keating was a voice for progressive reform
in our universities in the late 1960s and inspired many people in student politics.
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Justin Keating had a lifelong love of learning and the values and benefit of education were
to be a consistent theme throughout his public and political careers. Much later, in the 1980s,
he would serve with distinction as chairman of the National Council for Educational Awards,
and he was a committed educationalist. He had a great love of learning and this especially
focused on his significant interest in our natural heritage and environment.

His knowledge in this regard and his articulate nature served him well in his career as a
distinguished broadcaster. Justin served as RTE’s head of agricultural programmes from 1965
to 1967. This was a time when the country was experiencing significant advances in industrial
policy and international investment but Ireland was still a predominantly agrarian society. He
was an award-winning broadcaster who kept people informed and was at the cutting edge of
debate in a changing Ireland. His passion for our natural environment infused his programmes
and his whole philosophy on life.

In preparing for these tributes I had the pleasure of reading Deputy Michael D. Higgins’s
typically eloquent and passionate remarks at Mr. Keating’s funeral. Deputy Higgins captured
this aspect of Mr. Keating’s life and this facet of his personality best when he stated:

His work as a broadcaster revealed a view of nature, of land and animals, that was one of
wonder, and above all showed a respect for the symmetry of nature. He understood the warm
intimacy of life that flowed from being close to animals. His view of nature was the very
antithesis to the false rationalism of Francis Bacon who wrote “I lead to you Nature and all
Her children in bondage for your use”.

As a prominent broadcaster and someone with strong and sincerely held convictions about
how our country could progress, Mr. Keating was never going to be one to solely offer advice
from the sidelines. He took the decision to enter politics and was one of a number of prominent
academics who joined the Labour Party at that time. He was elected to Dáil Éireann for the
first time in 1969 and served two terms in this House. He served a subsequent term in Seanad
Éireann and an earlier stint in the European Parliament. He was a politician with strong ideas
and definite views and he was also a man of great courtesy and integrity.

Writing about Mr. Keating in the days following his death, Senator Eoghan Harris said that
he was serious about politics but “could have a royal row with you while observing the decen-
cies of public discourse.” For Justin Keating, politics was never personal and he immersed
himself in the cut and thrust of politics. He debated issues to great effect and with a particular
gift for oration.

It is important and only fair to say he also had an abiding respect for the views of others.
He was a prominent member of Liam Cosgrave’s Government and Justin Keating did his duty
as a Minister at a difficult time for Ireland. He served as Minister for Industry and Commerce
at a time when Ireland contended with problems provoked by the oil crisis. He was a reformer
and not one to be deterred by the slings and arrows of political life. He was a strong advocate
at the Cabinet table for protecting and developing our natural and national resources. He also
made a significant contribution to Ireland’s industrial development and expansion.

Former Taoiseach John Bruton, who served as his parliamentary secretary in that Govern-
ment, said that Justin Keating’s work as Minister for Industry and Commerce laid the found-
ation in difficult times for Ireland’s subsequent modernisation through overseas investment. It
must be said that Justin Keating did play his part. He rolled up his sleeves during tough times
for our country and got on with his job. Despite the economic difficulties of the day, he per-
severed with the policies of pursuing foreign investment and free trade, which in time reaped
a significant benefit to our national life. As Minister, he led numerous trade delegations and
put this vital work for the country above his own political interests. In the month before the
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1977 general election, he undertook a 19 day world tour promoting Irish businesses, which
entailed 30,000 miles of travel. He came home and went straight into the demands of a difficult
and competitive election campaign.

Beyond politics, Justin’s life was no less productive and active. He was prominent in the
National Union of Journalists and wrote a column in the Sunday Independent. He returned to
broadcasting and remained in tune with academic and scientific developments. He farmed in
his beloved Kildare and he remained immersed in culture and the arts. He was never far from
the public sphere and he chaired the Crafts Council of Ireland and in later years, the Irish
Humanist Association.

I would like to take this opportunity to express my condolences to our colleagues in the
Labour Party, and especially to those who knew Justin best and loved him most; his wife
Barbara, his children Carla, Eilis and David, his grandchildren Wendy, Danielle, Jonah, Jona-
than and Seán, his great-grandchildren and all of his family. Each of you can take great pride
in Justin’s life, which was one of service and achievement, and was fulfilled with great energy.
He was an inspiration to many, and he is fondly remembered by people throughout Ireland.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Ba mhaith liom cuidiú leis an rún comhbhrón ar bhás Justin Keating.
He was a man of presence, influence, intellectual capacity and understanding. I served with
him in this House from 1975 until 1977. I saw him on many days when he walked down those
stairs and sat in the seat occupied by the Minister, Deputy Dempsey. In fact, he was in this
Chamber for month after month dealing with the issue of Bula and Tara Mines. Question Time
lasted for weeks in those days because Ministers dealt with all questions.

Justin Keating had a power, a presence and a communications capacity that few have ever
equalled in this Chamber since. Anybody going on deputations to that Minister had better be
informed, because they were dealing with a scientist, with somebody who lectured in veterinary
anatomy, who knew his brief and who was not prepared to hide behind the counter or the
newspaper when defending his beliefs.

I saw him canvassing in the wilds of the west as a member of the national coalition for my
own by-election, along with Conor Cruise O’Brien, Brendan Corish and all the other members
of the Labour Party. In Belmullet or in Ballinrobe, he held farmers enthralled because they
expected that somebody of the academic brilliance of a newly acquired member of the Labour
Party would not understand the difficulties with which small farmers in the west had to contend.
As somebody who lectured veterinary anatomy, he knew the changing face of nature, or as
Deputy Higgins pointed out, the changing colours of the fields and the hedgerows. It was an
election in which the party had little chance of making it, as Deputy Higgins admitted, even
though it put up a great fight at the time.

Justin Keating’s life and his philosophy was crystallised by Barbara when she said that he
used to say, “If you show me better, then I must change”. He was never afraid to change, but
he always defended his deep rooted belief in his principles. It was a privilege to have known
Justin Keating. I remember going on the odd delegation to the Minister for Industry and
Commerce to speak about industrial expansion or whatever, and I remember him behind the
desk dealing in an understanding way with people whose case might not be that clear, always
pointing out a way forward.

He was the son of Seán Keating, and the Taoiseach and Deputy Gilmore outlined his history.
I remember him as a person of big presence and influence, but as a person who understood
the ways of human nature and who translated that into politics. It was difficult for a person of
academic stature to do that in the way he did. It was a privilege to have known him and despite
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a difference with many of his political beliefs, it was wonderful to see him in action. He had a
particular belief in the payment of royalties to the people for the nation’s natural resources,
which should be used for their benefit.

Here was a man who made a difference. Here was a man who stood out and was proud to
make that difference. Here was a man who defended what politics was all about. We often
listen to commentators today who say it should be all about legislators, and the late Justin
Keating made it all about legislators. He paid the price for that, but he made no bones about
standing for his duty and responsibility to put legislation through this House. It may have been
to the detriment of some of his constituents, but they make their own choice in any event. He
was quite fixed on his responsibility as an elected Member and as a Cabinet Minister to ensure
that legislation was dealt with fully, comprehensively and thoroughly. If I recall correctly, that
Bula Bill was before this House for two years, and he was in here week after week doggedly
pursuing his own agenda for the Bill.

For me, “If you show me better, I must change” was the philosophy of Justin Keating. He
was a person, a citizen and a politician who made a difference, and I was proud to have
known him.

Deputy Mary Alexandra White: It is a great pleasure to add my voice to these tributes to a
very special man, Justin Keating. He was an idealist and an activist for all of his almost 80
years, which took him through a great variety of careers and interests. He was a distinguished
Member of this House and the Seanad. He was a veterinarian, an enthusiastic academic and
educator, a talented Minister, a courageous campaigner for many causes, a ground-breaking
journalist, a farmer, a cook, an artist and much more besides. It is no surprise at all that he
never retired, and many people were astonished to learn that he battled serious illness for
much of his adult life.

5 o’clock

On behalf of the Green Party, I salute Justin Keating today as an environmentalist who
gloried in the natural world and was always very passionate about the need to respect and
protect the environment. He saw no contradiction between industrial development or efficient

farming and respect for the world around us. He was keen to keep his footprint
on this earth as light as possible, yet he enjoyed life to the full, in good company
whenever he could find it. Justin Keating championed what was then called the

electronic cottage, and was among the first to support the idea of people being able to live in
rural places and work from their own homes. In this and many other areas, he was indeed
ahead of his time.

I wish to offer my heartfelt sympathy, and that of all members of the Green Party, to Justin
Keating’s family, relatives and friends, both here and across the globe. Ba phribléid faoi leith
dom labhairt anseo inniu i dtaobh Justin Keating. Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam cróga dílis.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: On my behalf and on behalf of the Sinn Féin Members of
the Dáil and Seanad I extend deepest sympathy to the family and friends of the late Justin
Keating. I also extend sympathy to the Labour Party, of which he was a leading member and
for which he served as Minister for Industry and Commerce between 1973 and 1977. In that
role, he set out terms for oil and gas exploration off our coasts that were far more favourable
for the Irish people than the sell-outs which occurred subsequently and the negative con-
sequences of which still reverberate.

During the Oireachtas hearings on the Barron report on the Dublin and Monaghan bombings
of May 1974, Justin Keating spoke frankly of the role of the then coalition Government and
supported the call for a judicial inquiry. It is correct that we should also recall at this time the
recent passing of Mr. Justice Henry Barron, the author of that report.
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When his book The God Squad was published in 1988, abuse survivor and author Paddy
Doyle praised Justin Keating as the only politician who wrote and spoke about child abuse. I
never had the privilege to meet Justin Keating, who was a Deputy from a previous era.
However, his reputation and legacy have carried on. He was independent minded and chal-
lenged preconceived ideas. Justin Keating was widely recognised as a man of keen intellect and
sincere commitment to public service. Déanaim comhbhrón dá chlann agus dá chairde go léir.

An Ceann Comhairle: On my own behalf and on behalf of all Members of the House, I join
in the expressions of sympathy to the Keating family on the death of Justin Keating.

Members rose.

Requests to move Adjournment of Dáil under Standing Order 32.

An Ceann Comhairle: Before coming to the Order of Business, I propose to deal with a
number of notices under Standing Order 32. I will call on the Deputies in the order in which
they submitted their notices to my office.

Deputy Jimmy Devins: In light of the statement earlier today by Dr. Donal O’Shea of St.
Vincent’s Hospital in Dublin that Irish children are now among the fattest in Europe — com-
pared with the position 40 years ago when they were the leanest — I seek the adjournment of
the Dáil under Standing Order 32 to raise a matter of national importance, namely, the current
epidemic of obesity that is sweeping the country and the steps that can be taken to harness the
enormous interest in this matter among members of the public, which is evidenced by the fact
that more than 500,000 of them watch “Operation Transformation” on RTE One and also that
there have been over 3 million hits to the programme’s website.

Deputy Frank Feighan: I seek the adjournment of the Dáil under Standing Order 32 to raise
a matter of national importance, namely, the continued embargo or moratorium on recruitment
in the HSE, which has resulted in the closure of beds and many day-care facilities throughout
the country. Yesterday, 50 elderly patients who attend the day-care facility at the Plunkett
Home in Boyle were informed that the services on offer there would not be continued due to
a lack of staff and budgetary cutbacks. This facility provided hope, friendship and respect for
elderly citizens who made huge sacrifices for this country. The decision that has been made is
a crime against elderly citizens who rely on the service to ease their burdens and add some joy
to their lives. I call on the Minister for Health and Children to address the situation
immediately.

An Ceann Comhairle: Having considered the matters raised, they are not in order under
Standing Order 32.

Order of Business.

The Taoiseach: It is proposed to take No. 21, Planning and Development (Amendment) Bill
2009 [Seanad] — Second Stage (resumed); and No. 22, Road Traffic Bill 2009 — Second Stage
(resumed). It is proposed, notwithstanding anything in Standing Orders, that Private Members’
business shall be No. 38, Civil Liability (Good Samaritans and Volunteers) Bill 2009 — Second
Stage, and the proceedings thereon shall, if not previously concluded, be brought to a con-
clusion at 8.30 p.m. on Wednesday, 3 March 2010.

An Ceann Comhairle: There is one proposal to put to the House. Is the proposal for dealing
with Private Members’ business agreed? Agreed.
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Deputy Enda Kenny: Does the Government propose to allocate time for a debate on the
implications of Statutory Instrument No. 7 of 2010? Deputies McManus and Coveney have an
interest in this matter. The Broadcasting Authority of Ireland has submitted a claim for an
increased levy and this will have a devastating effect and impact on employment in local radio
stations. There is no objection to such stations paying a levy. However, there is serious contro-
versy regarding the extent of what is proposed, namely, an increase of approximately €7.6
million this year. It would be appropriate if the implications of this statutory instrument, which
has been published, were discussed on Government time. I ask the Taoiseach and the Govern-
ment Chief Whip to give consideration to this matter.

Is the Taoiseach concerned about the difficulties experienced by public representatives and
members of the public as a result of the go-slow involving elements within the public service?
I am not raising this matter in the context of the elected representatives in this House. Rather,
I am concerned with regard to people who may, for example, want to report children who may
be vulnerable or at risk but who cannot do so in certain circumstances because there is no
response available from the HSE. Will the Taoiseach report to the House on the arrangements
he is making or on the efforts that are being made to restore the public services which people
have a right to demand and which they have come to expect?

I wish to refer to an issue that has been raised by Deputy Creed on a number of occasions.
Statements were taken in the House on the lost at sea scheme. However, it is necessary to send
this matter back to the relevant committee for further analysis. The Ombudsman has made the
point that the Government weighed her report against the rights of Deputy Fahey. Obviously,
the Government came out in the Deputy’s favour. Will the Taoiseach instruct the Government
Chief Whip to ensure that the relevant committee engages in a further analysis of the impli-
cations of the lost at sea scheme? It would be in everyone’s interests, including those of Deputy
Fahey, that those involved should be given the opportunity to pose questions and provide
answers before the relevant committee. I ask that the Taoiseach make arrangements in that
regard.

Deputy Liz McManus: On the first issue to which Deputy Kenny referred, there is a motion
in my name on the Order Paper which relates to secondary legislation. There is time for the
secondary legislation — that is, the statutory instrument — to which Deputy Kenny referred
to be annulled. The reason there has been such a significant increase in the budget of the
Broadcasting Authority of Ireland is as a result of Government policy, which ran contrary to
the proposal contained in the bord snip nua report to the effect that there should be one
regulator for the broadcasting and communications industries. However, the Government and,
in particular, the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources, Deputy Ryan,
insisted on establishing a new quango, namely, the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland. The
budget for that authority has now climbed to €7.6 million. I do not know whether the Taoiseach
is aware of this, although I am sure, like every other representative in the House, he has a
certain dependence on local radio to transmit his views and opinions. Local radio stations
throughout the country are extremely concerned and angry at the fact that an undue burden is
being levied on them. This will lead to job losses in an essential part of our broadcasting sector.
I am sure the Minister received the same type of submissions as I did from every part of
Ireland, including the south-east, Munster, Dublin, the midlands and Connaught-Ulster.

An Ceann Comhairle: We are into Second Stage.

Deputy Dermot Ahern: A tour of Ireland.
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Deputy Liz McManus: I cannot emphasise enough the concerns out there. There is still time
if the Taoiseach is willing to do what the Minister, Deputy Ryan, has run away from, which is
to make a decision to annul this order and have a fresh start. As Deputy Kenny stated, nobody
objects to paying a levy but it must be fair and proportionate and it must safeguard jobs.

Deputy Simon Coveney: Based on previous budgets.

The Taoiseach: Business to be ordered for the future can be arranged by the Whips. Whether
this is an issue that comes up for debate is a matter for the Whips to discuss.

With regard to the industrial relations issue, I stated to the House last week that there are
well-established channels of communication with representatives of the trade unions in the
public service that can be used to establish whether a basis for engagement can be identified.
We have always stood ready and available to engage. There is a shared view on the changes
throughout the public service that would produce greater efficiency, better services for the
public and more satisfactory working conditions for public servants. It is through engagement
on that agenda rather than industrial action that the issues of concern to public servants can
be addressed. We have asked people to reflect on the extent to which conflict will get in the
way of our shared ambitions for the public service and the well-being of individual public
servants. We are available in that respect to do that.

The lost at sea scheme report was available in both Houses of the Oireachtas and has been
dealt with.

Deputy Enda Kenny: There were only statements and no questions and answers.

The Taoiseach: Questions were answered here. The report speaks for itself.

Deputy Enda Kenny: Wrong.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: I agree with Deputy Kenny on the handling of the lost at sea
scheme report and the referral of the Ombudsman’s report to the Oireachtas.

An Ceann Comhairle: We have dealt with this. We had statements on it a few days ago.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: I know we had statements on it but the reason Deputy Kenny
raised it and I am raising it is that statements are not adequate. The Ombudsman in the exercise
of her independent function has made a recommendation in this case and the Government has
rejected that recommendation. What she does in those circumstances is to refer the issue to
the Oireachtas, effectively for us to adjudicate on it. The House has not adjudicated on it; a
set of statements were made. We need to bring it to a conclusion. The Labour Party has no
wish to politicise or make partisan this issue but we have to be mindful of two things: respect
for the Office of the Ombudsman by ensuring that when we receive a request from her that it
is dealt with; and——

An Ceann Comhairle: The select committee will have the power to decide whether it wants
a hearing on the report. We have committees to consider these matters.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Yes, but we must refer issues to committees and that is the issue
being raised. The Government should agree that this issue be referred to the appropriate
committee. Is the Ceann Comhairle proposing that?

An Ceann Comhairle: I understand committees are empowered to consider such matters
themselves.
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Deputy Eamon Gilmore: If it is to be considered by the committee I am happy with that. If
the Taoiseach confirms that, it will be the end of the matter, as far as raising it on the Order
of Business is concerned, until it comes back from committee. Will the Taoiseach confirm that
it will be considered by the committee?

The Taoiseach: I do not speak for any committee.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: The Taoiseach speaks for the Government.

Deputy Damien English: We may as well go home then.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: The problem is that it will only be considered by the committee if
the Government members of the committee agree to have it considered by the committee. If
that is agreed we have no problem. I agree with the Ceann Comhairle that the way to deal
with the matter is through the committee. If the Taoiseach confirms that it will be dealt with
by the committee we are happy.

The Taoiseach: I have no intention of engaging in the confusion. The matter has been dealt
with by the Oireachtas in the Dáil and the Seanad. I do not comment on what committees do.
It has been dealt with in both Houses.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: Does the Government have any objection to it being dealt with
there?

The Taoiseach: It has been dealt with. As regards this idea——

Deputy P. J. Sheehan: The easy way out.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: No, it has not been dealt with.

The Taoiseach: ——of not introducing partisanship, that is a good one.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: It has not been dealt with and the Taoiseach is making it worse now.

The Taoiseach: Making it worse, are you joking me?

An Ceann Comhairle: There are other options for this. Deputy Gilmore can submit a motion
to have the matter considered in Private Members’ time.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: It is not appropriate for Private Members’ time. We do not want
to deal with it that way. I do not want to labour the point but it should be dealt with by
the committee.

An Ceann Comhairle: The committee is empowered to consider the matter if it so wishes.

Deputy Eamon Gilmore: When will the Taoiseach announce the Cabinet reshuffle to the
House? Will he confirm that he has plans for a very wide-ranging redrawing and reconfigur-
ation of Departments? It would be welcome as it an area in which we need to see something
happening.

There is a very difficult industrial relations situation at Green Isle Foods in Naas. Tomorrow
will be the 14th day of a hunger strike by one man, a second man is on his seventh day and a
third man is about to join it. I know Members of the House have been making valiant efforts
to try to resolve matters. There is the option of the Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employ-
ment having this issue looked at under section 38 of the Industrial Relations Act 1990. Will
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the Taoiseach request the Minister to use her powers under this section to have this very
difficult situation looked at before it gets much worse.

An Ceann Comhairle: The matter is being considered on the Adjournment tonight.

The Taoiseach: I understand mediation efforts are being made and I hope they can bring a
successful conclusion to it.

As I stated earlier when the Deputy asked me to comment on the position of the Minister
for Defence, I cannot join in speculation. I continue to hold that position and when there is a
change I will bring forward a motion to the House.

Deputy Kathleen Lynch: Is it possible to have the Taoiseach’s microphone turned up?
Seriously, I cannot hear him and I know what he has to say is of value.

Deputy Pat Rabbitte: She has made certain to hear every word. She asks me what the
Taoiseach has said and I have to tell her.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: Has a date been set for the publication of the prescription
charges Bill which the Minister for Health and Children states is to address the issue of the
high cost of drugs? Will the Taoiseach explain why that Bill is scheduled for the current session
and will have quite a serious impact on the least well-off in our society, those dependent on
medical cards for access to prescriptions and yet another very important Bill——

An Ceann Comhairle: Promised legislation.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: ——which will, or at least is signalled to, address the whole
area of the cost of drugs, the reference pricing for drugs Bill, is not scheduled for the current
session. There is no indication I can see that this Bill will be brought forward any time soon.
There is a two-track approach here: one for medical card holders and a completely different
one for the pharmaceutical companies and distributors of——

An Ceann Comhairle: We really are into Second Stage contributions.

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: No, this is about a comparison of the Department’s approach
to two signalled Bills in the Government programme: one that affects very directly ordinary
medical card holders and another that is intended to save money on drugs costs and for which
there is no date for publication——

An Ceann Comhairle: The Deputy should——

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: ——and no intention yet to even fast-track or bring forward
that. Will the Taoiseach indicate the position in regard to both the prescription charges——

An Ceann Comhairle: Is legislation promised?

Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin: ——Bill and the reference pricing for drugs Bill?

An Ceann Comhairle: Do we have promised legislation in this area?

The Taoiseach: I understand the prescription charges Bill will be dealt with this session and
the other Bill will probably be dealt with later in the year.
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Deputy Pat Rabbitte: I wish to ask the Taoiseach about the whereabouts of the Immigration,
Residence and Protection Bill. We spent 18 days on Committee Stage with it. If I understand
it correctly from something that was said at a recent Whips meeting, which might be inaccurate,
the Minister is contemplating some 700 amendments. I do not know if that is true, but if it is
the case and it is contemplated that we would have 700 amendments on Report Stage then we
would be better off having an immigration (No. 2) Bill. We have already spent 18 days in
committee and that is not the way to go about things. I am willing to let the Minister brief the
Taoiseach rather than to ask him more questions on it but that is hardly the way to enact
legislation.

The Taoiseach: As Deputy Rabbitte indicated, this is a complex area. A significant number
of amendments are envisaged on Report Stage. I presume they arise from the debate on Second
Stage and Committee Stage in terms of ensuring the legislation is robust enough to achieve its
objectives. I understand the preparation of those amendments is close to finality. I acknowledge
there may well be a significant number of amendments involved but sometimes when a valid
point is raised it can have the effect of requiring ten similar repeat-type amendments to a Bill.
The amendments arise from the debate on the Bill. It is good to see that the Minister intends
to respond in kind to the points that were raised.

Deputy Pat Rabbitte: I do know what the Taoiseach means but I wonder whether he has
ever been involved with a Bill that had 700 amendments on Report Stage. It is not the way to
make law.

The Taoiseach: The purpose of the amendments is to improve the Bill. I cannot give any
more detail to the Deputy than that. The Bill needs to be enacted. Points were raised during
the debate and it is right that they have to be responded to by ensuring that the legislative
framework reflects the validity of the arguments raised by both sides.

Deputy Ruairí Quinn: A Cheann Comhairle, you might perhaps give me some guidance on
the matter I wish to raise. The Irish Thalidomide Association has been in contact with the
Minister for Health and Children and, through her, referral to the State Claims Agency for
three years trying to get some redress similar to what has occurred in Northern Ireland, the
Scottish Parliament, the Welsh Assembly and in the House of Commons at Westminster.

The Minister of State, Deputy Áine Brady, came to the House on Thursday last — she might
not necessarily have been aware of the background to this situation — and she read into the
record of the House the following: “The State Claims Agency met with representatives of the
association on 25 June last year and listened carefully to its position”. That is simply not true.
I seek your guidance, a Cheann Comhairle, and that of the Taoiseach, in terms of offering an
opportunity for the record to be set straight. That has not been the experience of the associ-
ation. It has been met with marked silence from various Government agencies in total contrast
to what has happened across the water and in the North.

We are talking about 32 survivors, most of whom are now in their 50s and who have long
since exceeded their original expected lifespan. Can the record of this House be corrected and
can we avoid further shame on this Administration and on this Republic in terms of how we
deal with those 32 citizens who have been ignored by the self-same State Claims Agency? Up
to 12 e-mails have been sent to the chief executive of that body since 25 June and they have
not been responded to. The only contact the association has received has been since this matter
went public in other administrations. We are being shamed into living up to our responsibilities.
I ask the Taoiseach to take this matter in hand, as his colleague, the Minister for Health and
Children is incapable of dealing with it.
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Deputy Brian O’Shea: Hear, hear.

The Taoiseach: I do not accept that the Minister is incapable of dealing with the matter. I
will take up the matter again. I am aware of the general issue and I will find out what is the
current position.

Deputy Róisín Shortall: Have the heads of the Social Welfare (Miscellaneous Provisions)
Bill been agreed by Cabinet and when is the Bill likely to be published?

The Taoiseach: No, they have not been agreed by Government.

Deputy Róisín Shortall: Does the Taoiseach have an indication of when the Bill might be
published?

The Taoiseach: I could not anticipate that until the Bill has been considered by Government.

Deputy Lucinda Creighton: The recently enacted Land and Conveyancing Law Reform Act
2009 provided for a change to the upward-only rent reviews that were in place until that time.
The Taoiseach is well aware that the legislation is not retrospective on the basis of legal advice
which I believe came from the Attorney General. A letter in today’s The Irish Times by
Professor David Gwynn Morgan, who is one of two of the foremost constitutional lawyers in
the country, questions that legal advice. He says it is not unconstitutional to retrospectively
address the issue of upward-only rent reviews.

The Taoiseach will be aware that the Grafton Street Tenants’ Association met yesterday
morning and it is pleading with the Government to address this issue. The new legislation does
nothing for people who find themselves in difficulty right now. It is essential if this Government
is serious about facilitating——

An Ceann Comhairle: Deputy Creighton is heavily into a Second Stage contribution.

Deputy Lucinda Creighton: This is very important.

An Ceann Comhairle: I know.

Deputy Lucinda Creighton: It is not a Second Stage speech because there has been no oppor-
tunity to address this issue as it was left out of the recent legislation. This is a very important
issue for traders who are struggling to stay in existence and to keep people in employment. I
would like to see some action from the Government on the matter.

An Ceann Comhairle: Is there promised legislation?

The Taoiseach: The question of rents and arbitration is being examined. The Government
takes its advice on all matters from the Attorney General but I will consider the corre-
spondence.

Planning and Development (Amendment) Bill 2009 [Seanad]: Second Stage (Resumed).

Question again proposed: “That the Bill be now read a Second Time.”

Deputy Lucinda Creighton: It is with reluctance that I feel obliged to begin on a slightly
critical note, but I believe the legislation, especially in light of its source, the Minister for the
Environment, Heritage and Local Government, is a sham. I do not wish to personalise this but
the introduction of a Bill such as this is pathetic emanating from a Deputy who spent all of his
time in opposition criticising and highlighting the democratic deficit, lamenting the progressive
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centralisation of power with Fianna Fáil Ministers and pleading for a meaningful devolved
form of local government. It speaks volumes about the ineptitude of the Green Party in
Government and its inability to influence any sort of meaningful change in terms of local
government, in particular, planning.

The Bill flies in the face of subsidiarity. The word “subsidiarity” came up a lot in recent
campaigns on European referenda. It does not mean much to people but it does mean a great
deal in terms of its practical application. Subsidiarity is a commendable and worthwhile prin-
ciple which we should apply to local government. It is about governing at the very lowest level
closest to the people. Surely that is what local government should be about. Instead, what the
Bill promotes is more of a top-down approach and even further centralisation of power in
terms of planning than we have seen to date. As a former member of a local authority, I
consider this lamentable.

The Bill essentially amounts to watering down the powers afforded to councillors in regard
to planning. Local authority members throughout the State who are members of my party have
condemned the legislation, and I am also aware of similar condemnation from councillors who
are members of parties on the other side of the House. It has been met with general disdain
from public representatives who see it for what it is, namely, a whitewash designed to limit
further the already limited powers available to them.

Councillors have only one meaningful reserved function, that is, the creation and application
of county and city development plans. That is their main function and this Bill proposes to
alter it fundamentally. The requirement for a two thirds majority to pass a development plan
or any alteration thereto flies in the face of the principle of subsidiarity. Last year’s local
elections saw the establishment of Fine Gael-led power-sharing arrangements in the vast
majority of local authorities throughout the State.

This leads one to question whether the motivation behind this new two thirds majority
requirement is the discomfort of the parties in government that they no longer control local
authorities. Are they trying to force a situation whereby Fine Gael councillors who have a
direct mandate from the electorate will have to go on bended knee, begging for the imprimatur
of Fianna Fáil councillors and other councillors to agree to development plans and variations
thereto and other major planning decisions? This represents a serious abuse of the democratic
system at local level and an abuse of the role of this House, being an attempt to gain political
weight at local government level by parties that were defeated in last year’s local elections.
The Government, particularly the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment, must think twice about its motivation.

This Bill is another example of the continuing extension of ministerial powers. It is extraordi-
nary that while the Government alludes to the need for local government reform that will make
it more meaningful and will empower councillors to govern at local level, the Minister for the
Environment, Heritage and Local Government takes it upon himself to create vast new powers
allowing him to direct local authorities in one direction or another. It may well be the case that
the Minister considers himself the tsar of planning and that it is only his opinion that counts
when it comes to good planning. I have news for him, however. He should bear in mind that
he is not a member of a local authority; he does not have a mandate at local level to deal with
planning matters and he ought to show a certain degree of deference and respect for those
who have such a mandate.

Under this legislation, the Minister has bestowed upon himself the power to issue directions
in regard to local area plans. It is a bizarre notion that he should issue directions and directives
from his office in Dublin on how local area plans should operate in towns and villages through-
out the State. That represents a complete diminution of the powers and responsibilities of local
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councillors to represent their local areas as best they can. What on earth qualifies the Minister
to know more about a town in south Kerry or north-west Donegal than those who are elected
directly to represent it? This extraordinary premise contradicts everything the Minister, Deputy
Gormley, claimed to stand for before the last general election. It is a worrying trend.

The Minister also envisages in this legislation an enhanced role for regional authorities, which
are entirely exempt from any requirements in regard to public consultation. Yet again, another
layer of bureaucracy is being added that distances local representatives from their rightful
functions. Regional authorities, which are not directly elected and have no particular role, will
now be in a position to direct the policies of local authorities. I understand the Minister, in
other proposed legislation, is planning to scrap the Dublin Regional Authority. However, for
the purposes of argument, I will presume it continues to exist. Under this legislation, the Dublin
Regional Authority will direct Dublin City Council as to the policies it ought to pursue in
regard to the city development plan. This is a ridiculous and extraordinary proposal of the
Minister, Deputy Gormley.

Similarly, an enhanced role is envisaged for the national spatial strategy. This was originally
a good document which was entirely thrown out in the mad grab for seats and votes before the
last general election, when the Government decided, under the direction and stewardship of
the then Minister for Finance, Mr. Charlie McCreevy, to pursue a policy of decentralisation.
The national spatial strategy was completely ignored when it came down to the brass tacks of
securing votes for Fianna Fáil candidates in constituencies throughout the State. Nevertheless,
the spatial strategy remains a useful document, albeit one that is now most likely out of date.
This strategic policy was not laid before the Oireachtas and does not have a mandate from the
national Parliament. To propose that it should supersede the views of directly elected local
councillors and the authorities on which they sit flies in the face of any concept of democracy.
I take great exception to that proposal. The national spatial strategy should be reviewed and
updated. If it is to have a place in this legislation and if it is to function as a steward for local
authorities, then it should, at the very least, be debated in this Chamber and receive a mandate
from the House.

Another notable element of the legislation is a sense of what can only be described as skewed
priorities on the part of the Minister and his officials. The mandatory objectives envisaged
under the legislation include the promotion of sustainable settlement and transportation stra-
tegies. That is meritorious. However, it is bizarre that the list includes nothing about edu-
cational needs, community needs, school requirements and so on. This has been a deficiency
of the planning system for far too long. In my constituency, a major development took place
some years ago on the grounds of a former convent at Mount St. Anne’s in Milltown. This site
formerly included a primary school which served the children of families in the area. What was
allowed to happen under our wonderful planning system? It allowed for closure of the school,
selling off and rezoning of the land and the development of multiple family-sized units on the
land but with no school. There is no school for the children of that parish to attend and
consequently the parents there are forced to try to get their children into schools in neighbour-
ing parishes that already are oversubscribed and in which there are no places. Incidentally,
according to the lists maintained by the Department of Education and Science of areas that
are prioritised for school building, the area in question does not feature because it is located
in Dublin 6, which is perceived to be wealthy. It therefore does not matter and does not qualify
as a priority for the Department’s experts, which I consider to be most bizarre.

Another failing of this legislation relates to over-reliance on development levies. Theoreti-
cally, development levies are a reasonably good concept and all Members will be familiar with
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examples in which they have fed into the seriously depleted coffers of local authorities.
However, in my experience in Dublin, there has been over-reliance on development levies in
recent years. The local government fund has not increased in line with either inflation or
with the Government commitments made on its initial introduction. Consequently, it has been
depleted proportionately every year and local authorities’ reliance on development levies has
increased. This has provided a great incentive for local authorities to build intensively and to
grant planning permission for any application that comes before them. They are reliant on
development levies for day-to-day activities at local authority level. I can understand the con-
flict that exists because they are completely incentivised to grant planning permission for any
application that comes before them. This is damaging to the operation of local authorities. It
skews their priorities and the manner in which they apply development plans. Moreover, it
skews the manner in which they critically analyse and assess planning applications that come
before them. Not only does this legislation do nothing to improve this state of affairs but it
refers to supplementary development contributions, which will add a greater incentive to grant
inappropriate planning permission. This issue must be considered and reviewed by the Minister,
Deputy Gormley. I would be very surprised were he able to genuinely stand over this or if he
could in good conscience consider this to be a suitable way to fund local government.

The issue of how local government is to be funded in the future, which is connected but not
directly relevant to this Bill, must be examined. The expectation that central government should
fund local government cannot continue as it is neither viable nor sustainable. Moreover,
Members are aware that the Government does not ring-fence for local government what it
should or what it has committed to do and as a result, local authorities nationwide are on the
brink of bankruptcy. A meaningful way to fund local government must be found and it will
involve the introduction of local taxes. I acknowledge this is not a politically popular thing to
do or say. Moreover, I am unsure how many Members of this House would be sufficiently
courageous to stand over such a proposal but I genuinely believe it is the only way. It is the
only answer to servicing properly those needs that are met by the services provided by local
government. It is the only fair and right way to fund the requisite services.

On cleaning up the planning process, earlier, I alluded to the attempt to water down the role
of councillors at a local level, planning being the only area in which they really have a role to
play. It is important to note that by and large, 99.9% of councillors are good people who put
their names on the ballot paper and put their heads above the parapet. They do so to try to
serve their communities as best they can. I am not aware of any councillors with whom I ever
served who were corrupt or who engaged in any form of corrupt behaviour. Dublin City
Council never really had a reputation or much of an involvement in this regard as inappropriate
rezoning pertained more to the county than to the city of Dublin. However, the spotlight now
is on all public representatives and specifically on councillors in respect of planning, rezoning,
corruption and so on. In the present climate, given all the tribunals and so on that have been
held, it would be very difficult to abuse that system and anyone who might be so inclined
probably would not get away with it. Consequently, most local authorities nationwide have
responsible councillors who are doing their best to serve the people.

The apparent suspicion that exists in the Department of the Environment, Heritage and
Local Government in its relationship with such councillors must be reassessed. It is important
that this relationship should be restored and improved because were the only solution to plan-
ning problems to be an attempt by that Department to take back more and more power for
itself and to centralise matters even further, it would lead to a far more corrupt system than
existed in the past. If one is serious about accountability and democracy, government must
operate at the lowest possible level. One must trust councillors and allow them to run local
authorities in the way they should be run. They are the people with the mandate.
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If the Minister is serious about cleaning up planning, he should impose penalties on local
authorities that breach development plans. This is a different point of view because in my
experience, it is the planners and not the councillors who flout regulations and rules and
nothing in this Bill attempts to address this point. My experience in my constituency was that
councillors had their arms twisted behind their backs to try to force them to rezone a site in
Ballsbridge with which some Members may be familiar. I am pleased and proud to state that I
was one of those who led the charge against this because I did not believe it was appropriate.
I had a mandate from the people and believed it was my duty to honour it. Consequently, the
councillors refused to rezone the site and retained its residential zoning. However, although
the planners then decided to ignore the development plan, there were no consequences for the
planning officials in Dublin City Council who deliberately flouted the city development plan.
This legislation should aim at and target the flagrant abuse by local authorities of development
plans, planning regulations and guidelines. The Minister is misguided in that this legislation is
directed at punishing councillors who have a mandate and who are accountable to the people.
Instead, it should be directed at local authorities that try to ignore the democratically-elected
councillors and try to ignore the development plans they have put in place.

Deputy John Cregan: I wish to share my time with Deputy Fitzpatrick.

Acting Chairman (Deputy Charlie O’Connor): Is that agreed? Agreed.

Deputy John Cregan: I welcome the legislation and am glad to have the opportunity to make
a brief contribution to the debate. The predominant purpose of my contribution is to call on
the Minister to consider amending the legislation. While I am open to correction, I understand
the legislation includes a provision to allow a five-year extension to some planning permission
that may run out of time. I greatly welcome this provision and perceive the logic and reason
behind it. However, the legislation is lacking in that I understand this provision pertains to
development per se as against one-off housing.

I call for consistency, and will revert to that later in my contribution, and for fairness. While
I am open to correction, I understand that a developer or contractor will be allowed to extend
planning permission beyond the five-year period for which it was granted because of the present
economic climate and perhaps because the individual in question is unable to secure the requi-
site finance to put in place the development. However, a couple who obtained planning per-
mission to build a one-off house, fell on difficult times and lost their jobs through no fault of
theirs might have gone to a bank for a mortgage and been refused. To be consistent and in the
interests of fairness, we should ensure that we follow through for those people to whom I
referred. Is a small builder who has bought one or two sites in the countryside and built two
or three houses catered for in the legislation? If so, I welcome the provision, as we would have
consistency and fairness. If it is not the case, I ask that the matter be examined.

I represent rural County Limerick and much of my constituency work involves constituents
approaching me for assistance with planning applications across a range of areas. When dealing
with planning applications, I always call for consistency. I want to see consistency in the plan-
ning decisions that are being made daily in my county. If I sit down with a planner or director
of services and he or she can justify the reason for refusing a planning application, I accept it.
There are genuine reasons for refusals. What I cannot accept, however, is a lack of consistency.
I do not mean a lack in one local authority area, but throughout the country.

Take the infamous section 47 that landowners are asked to sign as an example. Before
entering the Chamber this evening, I spoke with two colleagues and told them that, in County
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Limerick, section 47 is for life, not only for the landowner who commits to not allowing further
development, but for the next landowner and the landowner after that. I understand that in
County Kerry across the border from my constituency, a section 47 is signed for a ten-year
period. In County Clare, another adjoining county, a section 47 is signed for a five-year period.
This is just one example of a large inconsistency between three counties in my immediate area.

For the benefit of members of the general public who may not understand what a section 47
is, it is where a landowner has been asked to sign off on his or her landholding and given a
commitment in writing that he or she will not seek further planning permission for develop-
ment. In some instances, this favours the landowner. In the absence of the agreement, he or
she would not get any planning permission. However, there is a distinct lack of consistency and
I question the legality of such a document. Would it stand up in a court of law? Asking anyone
to sign off on a section 47 is a considerable undertaking.

I mentioned one-off housing in rural Ireland. There is a distinct train of thought, particularly
in the Irish Planning Institute, that there should be fewer one-off houses. I am a strong advocate
of rural housing and allowing rural people who need to live in rural areas — I qualify what I
am saying — to build in those areas. This is important. Although the institute and others are
trying to convince us to build in towns and villages, we have a problem, as towns and villages
do not have sufficient infrastructure. I could cite several instances in my county in which appli-
cations were made to the Department over a number of years. These applications had been
prioritised by the local authority and sent to the Department, which prioritised and approved
by them. Since there was no work-to-rule or no go slow, I cannot understand why it would
take five, seven or ten years for those projects to come to fruition. The upgrading of a sewage
plant in a small town is an example. What are we doing? We can build a motorway or whatever
we wish, but we cannot seem to get to grips with doing this. I am not referring to present
incumbents, as this system has been in place for years.

If I table a parliamentary question about a particular sewerage scheme upgrade, the reply
will tell me that the Department has reverted to the county council for more information.
When I speak with the director of services, I am told that the council has reverted to the
Department for more information. The matter is up and down the road every second day and
we get nowhere. I cannot defend this situation because it is not on. In this day and age, it
should not be the case. It is leaving me in a difficult situation.

In my home town of Drumcollogher, there is an embargo on houses being built because the
sewerage system has reached its capacity. I accept this, as I do not want to promote pollution
or cause people difficulties. However, I want to see progress in my town and progress and
growth in the rest of the towns in County Limerick. We are being strangled in this regard
because the infrastructure is not in place. Resources and money have been made available, but
no progress has been made. I have a bee in my bonnet about this issue, which I take seriously.
We are telling people that they cannot build one-off houses in rural Ireland because county
development plans specify A, B and C and that we want them to come into towns and villages.
However, those who want to build in towns and villages cannot do so. Obviously, we must
solve this problem quickly. It is not rocket science. We should allow people to build.

I also wish to raise the issue of pre-planning meetings, an inclusion in our system that I
welcome. In County Limerick, our pre-planning system is effective. The applicant can sit down
rationally with the planner for the area, discuss the issues and get a note containing an accurate
account of the meeting from the planner when leaving. This allows the applicant to know where
he or she stands, whether he or she can apply for permission to build a type of house, whether
permission will be given, the percolation situation and so on. This is reasonable and proper
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and prevents people from throwing away good money, as they can be advised. The pre-planning
process is welcome and works well for us.

Planning can be subjective and design is a bugbear for many people who want to build
houses. Not for one moment would I advocate the so-called build what you like where you like
syndrome. This cannot happen and I do not agree with it. If two people are making a decision
to build what will, in most cases, be their family home for the rest of their lives, we are quick
in telling them that they cannot build a two-storey or dormer house somewhere.

Acting Chairman: The Deputy has one minute remaining.

Deputy John Cregan: I commend the planning authority in my county, which has set down
design guidelines. It is important that there be design guidelines, but we need discretion. With
the greatest of respect to planners, planning can be subjective. One sees planners coming and
going and opinions changing. Irrespective of whether we like it, this is the way it works. What
was the flavour of the month yesterday might not be the flavour of the month today.

These are my few points and I am glad that I had an opportunity to contribute to this debate.
I welcome the legislation.

Deputy Michael Fitzpatrick: I welcome the opportunity to speak on the Planning and
Development (Amendment) Bill 2009, which seeks to introduce a number of changes to plan-
ning and development. The key objectives of the Bill are to support economic renewal and
promote sustainable development. It also aims to bring about a closer alignment between the
national spatial strategy, regional planning guidelines, development plans and local area plans
in addition to introducing a requirement for an evidence-based core strategy in development
plans.

6 o’clock

Ireland’s planning system was first introduced on 1 October 1964 when the Local Govern-
ment (Planning and Development) Act 1963 came into effect. Since then, a large body of
planning legislation and regulations have emerged, which is said to reflect “the expansion of

the statutory development control system to meet the demands arising from econ-
omic growth, rising public concern in the area of environmental control, a desire
on the part of the public for a statutory and independent planning appeals system,

and a growing European dimension arising from our membership of the European Union”.
Expansion of the planning code culminated in the Planning and Development Act 2000, which
the Department describes as the starting point for the modern planning code.

In the regulatory impact analysis of the Bill, the Department of the Environment, Heritage
and Local Government highlights a number of what it describes as qualitative improvements
in the planning system in recent years. These include the consolidation and modernisation of
the planning code under the Planning and Development Act 2000; the publication of the
national spatial strategy in 2002 and the regional planning guidelines adopted in 2004; the
enactment of the Planning and Development (Strategic Infrastructure) Act 2006, which pro-
vides a single, consent process for major private and public infrastructure projects; and the
provision of comprehensive guidance to local authorities in regard to, inter alia, development
plan preparation, the development management process, strategic environmental assessment,
rural housing, retail planning, apartment design and space standards, the planning system and
sustainable urban residential development. In brief, since the consolidation and modernisation
of planning laws in 2000, there have been numerous amendments to the Planning and Develop-
ment Act 2000.
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The Planning and Development Act 2002 amended Part V of the 2000 Act in regard to social
and affordable housing to provide more flexibility for the manner in which developers can
comply with obligations under Part V of the Act. A number of miscellaneous amendments
were made, for example in regard to local area plans, development plans and judicial review
of compulsory purchase orders. The Housing Act 2004 provided for the opening up of the
affordable housing market to financial institutions. The Planning and Development Act 2006
made substantial changes to the 2000 Act, most significantly in introducing a special application
process for strategic infrastructure developments, whereby applications are made directly to
An Bord Pleanála. Further amendments included modifications to the procedure for the refusal
of planning permission for past failures to comply and changes to special judicial review pro-
ceedings to cover “any act done” by the planning authority or the board. Finally, Part V of the
Dublin Transport Authority Act 2008 amended the 2000 Act to provide for consistency
between the Dublin Transport Authority’s transport strategy and the plans and guidelines of
planning authorities within the greater Dublin area. It set out a role for the Dublin Transport
Authority in land use and planning in the greater Dublin area. The Public Transport Regulation
Bill 2009 proposes to provide for a consultative role for the National Transport Authority in
the preparation of regional planning guidelines, similar to that already provided for the Dublin
Transport Authority. This is most welcome.

Local authorities and An Bord Pleanála are responsible for directly operating Ireland’s physi-
cal planning system. According to the Department, its primary role is “to provide the essential
legislative framework and policy guidelines while seeking to minimise the regulatory burden
and cost of the system”. Basing planning on population targets has the potential to disadvantage
rural communities along with many smaller towns and villages. Parts of my constituency of
North Kildare, along with north Offaly, were designated disadvantages under Offaly and
Kildare Partnership. Sustaining these communities and encouraging people and business to
the areas has been problematic. Besides, Kildare borders the BMW region and this puts my
constituency at a disadvantage.

Using population targets will not get commercial or housing development in the smaller
villages, due to the size of development that will be allowable under population targets. Small
development will not be viable, as developers have to provide infrastructure, such as water,
sewerage, footpaths and traffic calming for the entire village.

Residents in these areas need improved infrastructure and the only way this can be achieved
is by the introduction of appropriate developments. I hear much talk about gateways and hubs
and encouraging population growth in these towns. None of these towns are in Kildare. Apart
from the large towns, minimum rural housing will be allowed and this will further disadvantage
rural communities, particularly farm families and those involved in agriculture and rural
enterprise along with new residents who would have a valuable contribution to make. I am
thinking of teachers, gardaí and professional people, who would normally come to live in rural
areas and provide services as well as becoming involved in the community.

There are villages in my constituency which are now classified as settlements. When that was
done in the last development plan everyone believed they were being earmarked for develop-
ment, whether housing, industry or whatever. With the new population growth idea however,
this is not the case. People have bought land within these settlements. I am speaking about
small developers, such as a local man who bought a small holding and then sought planning
permission for it. He built a few houses but is now unable to sell them. He has gone broke and
his company is in liquidation. We need to provide infrastructure. To do that, we must have
developments big enough to provide it.
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We will lose out on the community gain which came from these developments. They were
providing the infrastructure needed. A rural village in County Kildare which did not have a
water and sewerage plant got the opportunity under the plan to provide them. If the Minister’s
new guidelines on population are enforced such places will not get water and sewerage treat-
ment plants and neither will they have schools or anything else. This is a much bigger issue
than is realised.

Planning must have a bottom-up approach together with a top-down approach. Officials
prepare draft guidelines and plans and, in the case of local authorities, elected members adopt
these plans. It is my view that public representatives should have independent technical and
legal advice available to them in this work. For too long public representatives have been
overwhelmed by official-speak along with an overwhelming amount of documentation and an
inability to get officials to accept how these plans effect ordinary people, such as people wanting
to relocate within their own county. Under the Kildare development plan a person can only
receive one planning permission. If he or she wants to upsize or downsize, a second planning
permission will not be given and the householder must go and live in a town or village. A
person who wants to sell or relocate for family reasons may want an occupation clause lifted.
This will not be done until the five year period has expired. Families who want to move from
an urban to a rural area for family reasons or for work or business will not be allowed to do
so. Take the example of a family who obtain a local authority house in a town and whose sons
or daughters, when they need housing, go back to the family’s original home. They will not be
given permission to build because they are now classified as urban dwellers. What is wrong with
rural families moving from one county to another or building a home in their adopted county?

Local needs and local growth needs in county development plans should be flexible in these
recessionary times and ensure good planning is adhered to. It is important that objectives for
development plans should recognise existing settlement patterns and not be prescriptive or give
rise to stringent requirements that effectively prevent investment in new development and
businesses from operating once they have received the necessary permission.

Towns and villages should have development plans and should not be classified as settle-
ments. Development plans clearly outline planning and development objectives for the future.

Deputy Damien English: I am glad to have a chance to speak on the Bill. It is one of those
funny Bills. It is called the Planning and Development (Amendment) Bill 2009 and it is
described as a Bill to support economic renewal and promote sustainable development. I cannot
find that in the Bill and I do not know what it will do to support economic renewal. I have
gone through the Bill and I have read the Minister’s speech but I am not convinced it does
anything different from what is there at present, except to tighten up one or two things. There
is nothing wrong with the Bill but it is not the be-all and end-all of economic renewal. I had
hoped it would go into more detail in certain areas. Perhaps that will happen on Committee
Stage. The Bill will not solve as many problems as it promises to do.

We will have a chance to add to the Bill and improve it. Having read the Minister’s speech,
I know what he wants to do. It is a pity he, or someone like him, was not responsible for
planning a number of years ago. This is a case of closing the stable door when the horse has
bolted. Many of our current problems are the result of bad planning.

The Minister referred to his objective of carrying out flood risk assessment as part of the
control and regulation of development in areas at risk of flooding. I understood that was
already in place to ensure planners did not build on flood plains and on lands that flood. New
legislation is not necessarily needed to prevent that. Planners and engineers in county councils
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need to listen to local people. In any case in which I have been involved where there was
flooding following development, the potential for flooding was flagged and planners and engin-
eers were told by local people who did not have degrees in planning but who knew the land
would flood because they had seen it happen year in, year out. It is silly that we did not listen
to them. There are numerous examples of that.

I was involved in a case in my area where a new county council graveyard was being provided.
All the locals said the field flooded every year but nobody listened to them. The graveyard
was built and it floods. We do not necessarily need new laws but common sense and instructions
to planners to take on board people’s opinions, especially if there is proof of flooding, and not
to put objections and submissions to one side because people might not have planning degrees.
Very often people are not wrong and local information is required.

The Minister spoke about towns in the commuter belt suffering the most from the economic
downturn. He was correct in what he said. Towns such as Navan, where I am from, Trim and
Naas and other towns in the greater Dublin area — the Acting Chairman, Deputy O’Connor,
might mention Tallaght — suffered badly in the Celtic tiger years from stupid planning and a
lack of planning. Many of the development plans which caused the problems were from the
1990s — 1996, 1997 and 1998 — when field after field was zoned. Since then, development
plans have been generally quite well done. I was involved in one in my town when I was a
councillor — the 2003 development plan. Excellent planning was done on it but most of it has
not come into force yet because development stopped.

The Minister spoke about trying to correct things in this Bill, which I believe have been
corrected. The development plans in which I was involved in 2001, 2002 and 2003 all used local
area plans, strategic development zones and so on for proper planning. There are some great
plans in place which will come on stream in the future and which correct the balance in planning
in regard development land for housing versus school sites, infrastructure and so on. Quite
often that was missing. However, it is there now so I am not sure what new great things this
Bill will do.

The Minister spoke about the scatterings of estates with no schools and so on. That is a
major problem which must be addressed but it will need to be addressed through council
funding and by putting in place infrastructure which is missing. A Planning and Development
(Amendment) Bill or otherwise will not fix that, rather it will be money and proper targeted
resources in those areas to correct bad planning decisions which were made by parties on all
sides. Bad decisions need to be corrected but this Bill will not do that and the Minister should
not necessarily speak about it. As I said, the plans are in place to fix it.

The Bill states that councillors and planners will have to provide evidence that they have
had regard to national spatial guidelines, the greater Dublin region planning guidelines and so
on. The national spatial strategy more or less skips the commuter belt zone and goes beyond
it. It is a long time since I read it in 2003, 2002 or even before that when it was published. The
reason I read it was that it barely mentioned my county of Meath or the counties around it
which have suffered from bad planning and where the majority of houses were built. The spatial
strategy directs funds and investment elsewhere. If we ever get the chance to debate that
document, which must be seven or eight years old, we might be able to point that out and show
where it is flawed and where it misses an opportunity to direct investment in infrastructure,
industry and so on into areas which have suffered from all that housing.

In addition, we should use the outer ring of Dublin as a springboard to link it to rural areas.
I refer to places beyond the M50, to Drogheda, Navan, Naas, Kilcock, Bray and so on. They
could be the link with the areas beyond them such as Athlone, Roscommon, Kilkenny and so
on. To skip those areas completely was wrong.
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I am disappointed this Bill refers to the national spatial strategy as if it is the be-all and end-
all. It is not because we have not discussed it. I rarely hear about it being used in policy
formulation elsewhere. Perhaps this Bill is an attempt to try to have it used. The regional
planning guidelines and the greater Dublin guidelines are spoken about a lot, they are issued
a lot, they are updated and so on but the national spatial strategy is not. I am not convinced
this Bill will do much because the document itself is flawed.

The Minister said only minor changes will be allowed after the public consultation. I am not
happy with that. When preparing a development plan, politicians, including councillors and
Deputies, assume members of the public know all about it, are fully tuned in, read every
amendment and know what is happening in the fields behind their houses but they do not. It
is usually many years before they discover what is going on. When something is being built,
they realise they should have objected to it or amended the plan but they have missed that
opportunity.

New ideas often come in during the process of a development plan which might be significant
and encourage councillors to zone a different field or make a big decision. I know guidelines
are set down for the different stages of a development plan, the consultation period and so on,
but this Bill speaks about limiting it to minor amendments after the consultation stage. There
is nothing wrong with returning the consultation stage for a third or fourth time if necessary
with a major amendment. It is proper and good planning. It would give people a chance to
change their opinion when new ideas come in.

The Bill should provide that if there are proposals to zone land in a certain area for industrial
or commercial use, housing or whatever, we advertise it more publicly. A little note in a local
or a national newspaper is not good enough to inform thousands of people in an area who
might not read. If we are to zone land, a large sign should be put up in the same way as with
a planning application in order that people’s attention is drawn to it and that they can have a
real say in what happens in their community. That would be a useful amendment but it is not
in the Bill.

The Minister said decisions by An Bord Pleanála in regard to routine cases will only require
a quorum of two members instead of three. I am not convinced that will work and I have a
problem with it. We need to look at An Bord Pleanála because it is not working fast enough
for a modern society. Things have slowed down but decisions need to be made more quickly.
During the boom times, a nine month plus timeframe was ridiculous. Many planners, engineers
and architectures are unemployed so there is no reason An Bord Pleanála cannot increase its
staff and make decisions more quickly based on the current rules. Having two members will
not work because there will be logjams. The use of three members always worked.

I have an issue with An Bord Pleanála not listening to its inspectors who go out on site and
do reports. There are many examples of where an inspector does a good report but it seems
to be put to one side and the board makes its own decision. I question that. The more staff in
An Bord Pleanála, the quicker the decisions. Less than two years ago, the Minister gave a
commitment to the committee to increase the staff in An Bord Pleanála but I have not seen
any changes.

I was involved in a case recently in Carton House. An Bord Pleanála made a decision to
refuse a science park, or a smart park as it was called, based on current planning laws, and I
am not saying it was wrong in what it did. That is something this country badly needs and it
would support economic renewal. Planning was refused because the development was on a
very important site, Carton House demesne, which has connections with this building.
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When one walks the site, one realises An Bord Pleanála might have been wrong. Although
the planning laws perhaps meant it had no choice but to refuse permission, common sense
would suggest that this park would have blended in quite well and could have been facilitated.
Will the Minister consider trying to strike a balance between the protection of heritage, the
environment and so on and good economic planning in this Bill or in another one? We must
move forward, create jobs and make some tough decisions. It might not be possible to have all
the nice things and none of the not so nice things. Smart parks and science parks are the norm
in other countries but not here. Common sense is needed and the manner in which the law is
applied should be changed. Anyone who visited the site in question would realise that the
decision was wrong. It may be necessary, therefore, to change planning legislation. The Minister
should consider doing so in this Bill because if we are to create jobs and emerge from our
serious economic difficulties, we must ensure decision making becomes more commercial.

It has been argued that, as a result of the Bill, improvements will be made to the effective-
ness, efficiency and environmental sustainability of the planning code, including the facilitation
of e-planning and so forth. How equipped is this country for environmental planning? I am not
convinced we are up to speed in this area, which will become more important in future. I do
not believe environmental and planning experts in local authorities and An Bord Pleanála have
a sufficiently high level of training. Perhaps the Minister of State will correct me in that regard.
The Bill affords us an opportunity to address the issue of training. Should different training be
provided, for instance?

I am not convinced that environmental impact statements are of a sufficiently high quality.
Perhaps new guidelines are needed for environmental impact statements. The economic slow-
down provides an opportunity to fix these types of problems. Rather than introducing legis-
lation which offers ideas, the Minister should legislate for solving problems.

The Bill refers to the provision and development of infrastructure. Many local authorities,
particularly those located in the commuter belt and have suffered from bad planning, rely on
developer driven projects for the provision of new infrastructure. To take my home town as an
example — I am being parochial because Deputies’ expertise is in our respective local areas
— people in Navan are relying on a developer to build a ring road for the town. Given that
developments are not proceeding at a fast pace in the current climate, the inner relief road for
Navan, which is separate from a proposed by-pass, will not be built. Other towns will experience
similar problems.

The Government, using taxpayers’ money, should provide infrastructure before devel-
opments commence. Once a development has been completed, the developer should be
charged the costs incurred in providing the infrastructure. Waiting on developers to build or
phase in infrastructure will not work and does not constitute proper planning. If a developer
decides not to develop his land, important infrastructure is not built. Proper planning requires
that money is provided to develop badly needed infrastructure. This matter must be addressed.

The Bill refers to contribution levies. We heard that these levies will not hinder the establish-
ment of new business and business people know what will costs they will incur before they
start a development. On the contrary, these levies are anti-competitive and hinder business.
They are wrong and amount to another high tax which people must pay in one lump sum at
the start of a development. The development levy was introduced during the good times as a
way of reducing Government funding to local authorities. I blame the former Taoiseach,
Deputy Bertie Ahern, for this clever ploy introduced to shove the costs of Government onto
other people. At one time, more than 90% of the cost of infrastructure provided by county
councils was met by national taxes. Nowadays, one is fortunate if the Government meets 60%
of the costs and 40% are raised locally through contribution levies and other charges. The levies
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are wrong and are a sneaky way to do business because they mean the cost of infrastructure is
not spread across the community through the tax system. This problem is preventing develop-
ment in certain areas and will lead to job losses.

The legislation refers to taking account of an applicant’s previous history when he or she
seeks approval for a new development. It also apparently gives stronger powers to a planning
authority to refuse permission and refers to powers provided for under a previous planning
Act. While I was pleased to learn of a case in County Wicklow in which a development was
refused on the basis of the applicant’s history, I have not heard of many other cases of planning
authorities refusing planning applications on these grounds.

I understand from reading the legislation that the planning authorities must take cases of
this nature to the High Court. This means the implementation of a basic and simple provision
of the planning legislation generates significant costs for the planning authority. If somebody
abuses the planning system, for example, by not finishing an estate, he or she should not be
given planning permission for other developments until the previous abuse has been rectified.
This decision should be automatic, in other words, a black and white issue for the local auth-
ority, and should not require taking a case to court. Local authorities should have the power
to refuse all planning applications from persons with a poor record. Too many developers have
left estates unfinished or built bad developments before establishing a new company and being
granted permission for further developments. Ending this practice will only be possible when
it becomes easy for planning authorities to enforce these provisions and they must no longer
incur the substantial costs associated with taking a case to court. Local authorities cannot afford
to go before the courts.

The programme for Government includes a commitment to ensure citizens information
services have the necessary resources to assist and inform members of the public about planning
procedures. This is an admission that county councils are not informing people about the plan-
ning process. I have spoken on numerous occasions about the need to educate people about
local government, national government and the European Union. The majority of people,
including me, did not had an opportunity at school to study how the political system works at
local, national and European level. I accept, however, that a good system has been introduced
in the education system. Rather than providing resources to citizens information services to
inform people about planning, we must establish a proper system for educating members of
the public about rules and regulations, including in the planning area. The library services to
which people turn for information at any rate should be given this task, particularly as most
libraries are operated by local authorities. The Bill should address this issue.

Acting Chairman: The Deputy has 90 seconds left.

Deputy Damien English: Where does the time go? I must speed up.

Acting Chairman: The Deputy is doing well.

Deputy Damien English: I want to raise plenty of other issues.

The Minister indicated that the Department’s role is to lay down guidelines and monitor
their enforcement. It is not efficient to have 88 planning authorities in a small country, nor is
this number conducive to good decision making. While some town councils work well with
county councils, there is a degree of overlap. When a development is covered by both a town
and county council the issue becomes complicated. The Bill fails to address this matter.
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We must strengthen the role of local authorities in providing sites for schools and other
important infrastructure. The Department of Education and Science is supposed to find sites
for second level schools, while local parishes and vocational educational committees are sup-
posed to find sites for primary schools. Responsibility falls between two stools. The planning
authority, in its development plan, marks school sites on its development plan but no one takes
the bull by the horns and makes a commitment to deliver the site. This Bill provides an oppor-
tunity to clarify where responsibility for securing and making available sites for schools lies.
This requires more than colouring in on a map the proposed location of a school site.

Acting Chairman: The Deputy should conclude.

Deputy Damien English: I will raise many more issues on Committee Stage.

Deputy Michael P. Kitt: I welcome the Bill. It is regrettable that this common sense legis-
lation was not introduced earlier given the damage that has been done as a result of poor
planning. Good planning will provide great benefits for individuals and communities. High
quality homes should be built in areas where industry is located and facilities such as shops,
health care institutions, schools and public transport should be developed in rural areas.

I have always felt sorry for people who have to travel long journeys, whether commuting to
work, students going to college or others visiting hospital. We see traffic congestion throughout
the country and there is much debate about long commuting times to Dublin from all parts. It
is often forgotten, however, that many of the longest delays occur in places such as Claregalway
on the Tuam-Galway road, which affect those travelling from north Galway, south Mayo, west
Roscommon and further north. There are serious delays in travel times in those areas which
affect people commuting to work in Galway city every day. It is also an issue for students
travelling at weekends, as well as business people and those attending hospitals in the region.
It was therefore welcome news for me to hear the Minister for Transport talking about a
new public-private partnership proposal for a motorway from Gort to Oranmore, bypassing
Claregalway and on to Tuam, which it would also bypass. It is hoped that will start before the
end of the year.

It is indicative of the large sums of money that have been spent on transport that we now
have a motorway from Dublin to Galway, which was opened by the Minister in December,
ahead of time and under budget. Last weekend in Ballinasloe, some constituents of mine were
saying that they can now get to Galway in 30 minutes and Dublin in 90 minutes, which is of
great benefit. The motorway network is of benefit to the whole country. The Galway-Dublin
motorway will mean that development along that route will be greatly increased also.

In addition to road development, it is welcome to see that by the end of this month the
Government will announce the commencement of train services from Limerick to Ennis and
Athenry in County Galway. It may happen before Easter and I hope the Taoiseach and Mini-
ster for Transport will be in Galway to mark that special occasion.

The use of bus corridors along the Tuam-Galway road is very welcome. Bus Éireann and
private bus operators have been calling for these corridors for some time and they are now a
reality. Such corridors can deal with some of the transport issues facing Claregalway, but more
public transport development is also needed along with new roads to deal with current traffic
congestion.

Earlier, I referred to the legacy of rezoning and bad planning which fuelled the property
bubble. For all the building that went on, however, we did not have the necessary infrastructure
in place. Nor was there any co-ordinated infrastructural development in the west in particular.
I often wonder if Departments or State agencies speak to each other, because when water and
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sewerage schemes are being developed no proper consideration is given to providing gas,
Eircom, ESB or broadband services. One would imagine that such basic facilities could be
provided in conjunction with a water and sewerage scheme. I had to lobby the Minister for
Communications, Energy and Natural Resources, Deputy Eamon Ryan, very hard to get extra
funding for high-quality broadband in Tuam in recent times. It took me 12 months to get
those broadband services included with the sewerage facilities. Now that we have a good roads
programme and more such development will be introduced, I hope we will see such co-ordi-
nation in future. Hopefully we will also see broadband being introduced in conjunction with
new railway lines.

The Minister spoke about greed winning out over need when it came to planning, and that
certainly has been the case. We have seen houses built on huge areas of rezoned land without
proper amenities being provided. The Government has talked about introducing an 80% wind-
fall tax on all rezoning decisions and hopefully that will be put in place. We should concentrate
on building houses where they are really needed, such as in Galway city which has a big
waiting list. Many young families are seeking housing there, so we need to get a good building
programme going. I hope that will happen. In addition to the need for housing, figures show
that schools, public transport and health facilities are also required. All those issues should be
dealt with quickly.

It is often assumed that small provincial towns around Galway should act as dormitory areas.
While I would not accept it, if that were to be the case we will see more people travelling to
Galway city from rural areas, whether for work or other reasons. Retail businesses are
important in a city like Galway. I hope the development plans currently in place will include
more retail units in smaller towns. The development plans should include the provision of park
and ride facilities there, as is the case with other cities.

I welcome the Minister’s announcement of his intention to publish a White Paper on local
government. That document should provide for a transparent and coherent local government
system. The Minister referred to statutory protection for whistle-blowers in the local govern-
ment system, building on the approach introduced in many other areas of the public service,
which I welcome. I am sure the Minister is aware of the frustration over planning delays,
whether at local authority level or with An Bord Pleanála. Such delays should be improved
upon. In recent years, we have seen a major increase in planning applications but things are
not as busy now. It is hard to understand, however, why An Bord Pleanála is so slow in making
decisions. Consistency in such decisions is required, together with consistent development
plans, housing policy, regional planning guidelines and spatial strategy. The National Spatial
Strategy designated gateways and hub towns, particularly on the west coast, and there was an
expectation that decentralisation would follow from that, but disappointingly that was not the
case. Nevertheless, I hope we can build on some of the successful decentralisation proposals
we have had in the past. We should concentrate in particular on hub towns because they will
find it harder to attract development compared to the gateways, which will develop anyway.

Section 23 provides for an extension of permission for a period of up to five years in circum-
stances where substantial work has not been carried out, but where there are commercial,
economic or technical considerations beyond the control of the applicant that substantially
militate against either the commencement of the development or the carrying out of substantial
works. That is welcome because there are many reasons why a development could not take
place within five years. The Minister has covered some of the issues, including the economic
one, which was particularly pertinent when the recessionary downturn hit us. Other submissions
related to the residential institution redress board and property that was not fully available, for
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example when building a school or a health centre. It is important to deal with this through an
amendment to the Bill and I believe the Minister is considering the matter further.

Section 28 refers to An Bord Pleanála and the suggestion that the quorum for meetings be
reduced from three members to two on the recommendation of the chairperson. This is some-
thing I would welcome. Planning has always been a difficult area. I was a member of Galway
County Council for 17 years and I am aware there was criticism of councillors who raised
section 4 motions. Many councillors felt there was no other option but to do that, because it
was so difficult to get planning permission. This gave rise to certain suspicion when councillors
from east Galway supported proposals in west Galway and vice versa. This area has been
changed and section 4 motions are no longer used as frequently. People had to do it that
way at the time in order to deal with the problem of planning permission, particularly in
west Galway.

Some Deputies have referred to the issue of taking in charge of housing or residential estates
by the planning authority. Section 20 deals with the issue of developers who do not finish off
estates. It is very frustrating for residents of estates that are not properly completed. There are
also issues with regard to apartments, such as the behaviour of tenants, taps left running, leaks
in apartments and noise. I understand a Bill is to be introduced to deal with issue of noise.
This is a serious problem, especially where alarms are not checked and that are left to disturb
people’s sleep. Often alarms go off during the day also. I realise there are probably some legal
problems in this regard, but I hope they will be addressed. Section 20 also examines the ques-
tion of refusing planning permission where an applicant has carried out a substantial unauthor-
ised development. There is also an issue of cost recovery. It is important we deal with this area,
particularly with regard to cases decided by An Bord Pleanála under the strategic infrastructure
development provisions. I hope there will be progress in this regard.

I am very glad to see a section in the Bill to provide for removing any legal impediments to
e-planning. This has been promoted by local authorities and is an area where technology is
helpful. We also save money and can get information more quickly. I understand from dis-
cussion with colleagues on Galway County Council that councillors and staff have attended
numerous seminars to ensure they understand the technology and how to get the best results
from it. I welcome that.

The Minister spoke recently about the amount of land that has been rezoned for develop-
ment and he mentioned that we had so much land zoned now that we had enough to provide
development land up to 2075. That is 65 years from now. County development plans deal with
a certain number of years, but we have land rezoned for 65 years hence. One would wonder
why this is the case. It is ridiculous to rezone land for six or seven decades into the future. I
support the Minister in what he is doing to try and rationalise the planning system. If this type
of rezoning continued, we would have serious problems. As it is, we have enough problems. I
would have serious concerns that we have rezoned for the next 65 years. There was, of course,
a property bubble and people lost the run of themselves.

The Minister spoke about community gain. This is particularly pertinent to County Galway
because of the flooding situation. Deputy English also touched on this. If we have development
levies — significant sums were collected in development levies when housing was at its peak
— we would like to see some of the moneys from those levies spent on flood relief work.
Flooding has been a particular problem in south Galway and Ballinasloe and I was very glad
to see that Ballinasloe town and County Galway have been given priority with regard to flood
relief and dealing with the causes of flooding. Unlike Deputy English, I am not clear as to what
caused the flooding. However, I am convinced there was never enough maintenance on our
rivers and lakes and drainage committees never got enough funding to deal with the obstacles
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in their way, although some simple steps could have been taken to deal with the threat of
flooding. I would like to see some of the moneys from the levies spent on flood relief works.

Another important issue is planning for walking and cycling routes and for other such local
facilities, even if these are only local routes to schools, shops and local facilities. The provision
of open space within developments is also important. I was glad to see when we had sports
capital grants, that many sports fields developed through these grants provided walking routes
around their perimeters. It is important for such facilities to provide a walking area and these
have been welcomed by the public throughout the country. I am glad these facilities have been
provided in those areas where sports grants were made available.

The Minister also raised the question of derelict sites. There is a question of the use of
levies to try and encourage owners to improve these sites. I have praised the Minister on the
development of motorways. However, I have noticed significant numbers of vehicles being used
on roadsides to display advertising. This is probably because the motorways have moved busi-
ness away from some of the restaurants, filling stations etc. along the former routes. This is a
problem. We should have rest areas and places to stop along our motorways, but no doubt that
will happen in due course. We should not allow vehicles advertise along the side of motorways.
I would like to see proper signage at cross roads for such advertisements. People should adver-
tise their facilities properly and not distract motorists by using cars or other vehicles.

I welcome the Bill, but regret it was not introduced earlier. Much damage has been done
through irresponsible planning. However, it is still not too late to change. If we follow the right
policies, we will have good planning and development in the years ahead.

Deputy Joe Costello: I am delighted to have the opportunity of speaking on this legislation.
A good point on which to start is the one on which Deputy Kitt finished: while I welcome this
Bill, it is a pity we did not have it much earlier. It was during the boom years that we needed
such legislation, to allow proper spatial planning and development and ensure the work that
was required was done properly, avoiding the rampant development that took place in unre-
strained fashion throughout the country. Over the last ten to 12 years, planning was in many
ways a cowboy business. The situation was also quite bad in earlier years. An assistant county
manager was convicted of corruption, a number of councillors were accused of taking bribes
and a Minister had to resign. Inquiries into the planning process were set up and are still not
complete with regard to areas in which serious abuses were identified.

I would like the Bill to go much further than it currently does. There are still serious problems
with regard to zoning. The amount of rezoning that has taken place in the last number of years
is incredible, as is the fact that windfall profits are still being made from rezoning. The Kenny
report, which recommended that profits from rezoning should not be more than 25% of the
market value, has not yet been properly implemented. Whenever there are vast sums of money
to be made in any arena, the temptation is there to cut corners to ensure it can be made.
Money was made hand over fist over the last couple of decades as development operated in a
rather uncontrolled fashion.

In addition, spatial planning never effectively took place. Many of the flood plains of Ireland
— not just around urban areas such as Dublin, as the Acting Chairman knows, but also in rural
areas — have been built on. Development in Wicklow and Meath, on the borders of Dublin,
has resulted in flooding of rivers such as the Dodder and the Tolka in the heart of the city.
There are whole communities in my constituency whose members find it almost impossible to
get insurance because sufficient steps were not taken to prevent flooding. In this decade alone
we have had two serious floods in my own constituency which came about, we are told, because
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of building on the flood plains on the perimeter of the city. The same situation has arisen
around the country, including in Carrick-on-Shannon, where many houses built on flood plains
around the town were destroyed, and many other rural or semi-rural communities.

Extravagant building has taken place in areas where nobody is prepared to buy. Holiday
homes built on the basis of tax incentives are now wanted by nobody. This is a result of the
manner in which we conducted our business, not just in the planning process but also in setting
Government policy. Anybody would know that one should not built on a flood plain. If one
lives beside the Shannon, one does not build on an area that is lower down than the Shannon.
Nobody is going to drain the Shannon in our lifetime; they never drained it in anybody else’s.
Because of climate change, most rivers now have a tendency to flood at times. The “perfect
storm” coincidence of a major rainstorm with a high tide was thought to happen only once
in 100 or 200 years, but we cannot expect that any longer. These are issues that should be
considered carefully.

Similarly to the development of holiday homes, we saw today in the newspapers the con-
sequences of out-of-control hotel development. We now have many zombie hotels — hotels
that are surplus to requirements — due to bad planning and lack of control.

There is also the issue of the planning process itself. Most people who seek planning per-
mission complain that the process is far too cumbersome and weighted against the applicant,
while those affected by planning applications believe the process is weighted in favour of devel-
opers. There is always tension because of this.

My own experience is that local authorities tend to be too generous in granting planning
applications without sufficient scrutiny and, as a result, decisions are often left to An Bord
Pleanála. The board is making more and more decisions because so many planning applications
that were granted rather too easily by local authorities are appealed. That is the problem. If
the planning departments of local authorities did their work in the first instance and imposed
the necessary restrictions on planning permissions so that people affected by developments did
not feel aggrieved, there would not be so many referrals to An Bord Pleanála, which would
allow the planning process to move more quickly.

There should be a greater emphasis on rigorous examination of planning applications by
local authorities in the first instance. I have found An Bord Pleanála to be rigorous in its work,
and it listens carefully to submissions made whether in support of or against a development.
However, about 40% of all major applications in Dublin now end up with An Bord Pleanála,
which is not satisfactory.

7 o’clock

A similar issue about which I have a bee in my bonnet is retention planning permission.
This must be considered carefully. I remember tabling an amendment to the Planning and
Development (Amendment) Bill 2002, when Deputy Dempsey was the Minister in charge, to

the effect that retention planning applications should not be allowed and that
fresh applications must be submitted instead. If one built a house without apply-
ing for planning permission, as we saw recently in the case of a house built in a

beauty spot in the Dublin mountains, it would have to be removed. In that case, as Members
may have seen in the newspapers last week, the local authority directed that the entire structure
be demolished and the beauty spot restored to its original condition. If we allow retention
applications on a large scale, many people will simply get on with it and start work on their
planned structures without waiting for proper permission, which is unsatisfactory.

To give an example from my own constituency, a large telecommunications mast was erected
by a corporate entity, O2, just behind the houses in Claremont Court. Planning permission was
obtained, but because nobody saw the application or knew about it, nobody objected to it. The
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period specified in the application was five years, but after this time had expired, the mast was
not removed. The company then applied for retention planning permission. The local authority
sought enforcement but because the retention application has not yet been decided upon, it is
unlikely the case will ever appear in the courts. The problem is that the company was able to
submit a retention planning application although it should have been a new application because
the period of the previous planning permission had expired. This is not satisfactory and the
problem is not addressed in the Bill.

Debate adjourned.

Private Members’ Business.

————

Civil Liability (Good Samaritans and Volunteers) Bill 2009: Second Stage.

Deputy Billy Timmins: I move: “That the Bill be now read a Second Time.”

I wish to share my time with a number of Deputies.

Acting Chairman (Deputy Michael Kennedy): Is it agreed that Deputy Billy Timmins has 15
minutes and Deputies Bannon, Tom Hayes, O’Mahony, Perry and Breen have five minutes
each? Agreed.

Deputy Billy Timmins: Just over four years ago I brought the Good Samaritan Bill 2005
before the House and the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform referred it to the
Law Reform Commission for consideration. In the intervening period, the Law Reform Com-
mission has published two reports, both recommending the concept and need for this legis-
lation. I revert to the House tonight to pursue my desire to have this Bill enacted.

I will be straight about my motivation for this Bill. I firmly believe it will save lives and
further promote active citizenship. In 2003 I became aware of the necessity for a community
first responders scheme when the concept of publicly available defibrillators was still in its
infancy. The Bill does not just cover such activities but casts a wider net and proposes to protect
people from any civil proceedings for damage caused to another person, if they aided a person
in good faith in an emergency.

This is a simple and practical Bill requiring no funding or resources. In 2005, the former
Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, Mr. Michael McDowell, recognised the need for
and concept of good Samaritan legislation; hence the referral to the Law Reform Commission. I
hope that tonight the current Government will recognise the importance of this Bill and accept
it in its entirety.

The purpose of this Bill is to protect from liability those who go to the assistance of others
who may be ill or injured as a result of an accident or other emergency. This legislation will
ensure that those who intervene to give help to others and who offer this assistance in good
faith cannot be penalised or held liable as a result of their intervention unless there is a case
of gross negligence.

Section 1 deals with the title of the Bill and the timeframe in which the Act should be
implemented, which is one month in this case. Section 2 sets out the necessary definitions in
the legislation and Section 3 states that the good Samaritan shall not be held liable in any civil
proceedings for damage caused to another person where assistance, advice or care was provided
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to the person who has been injured in an accident or circumstances of serious or imminent
danger. The exception to this is in the case of gross negligence.

Section 4 refers to the circumstances in which volunteers are not liable and to the circum-
stances in which they are; this again refers to cases of gross negligence. Section 5 deals with
bodies formed for the purpose of giving assistance for the benefit of the community. Such
bodies are liable in cases where damage is caused by the failure to take such care as is it is
reasonable to expect.

The main advantage in passing this Bill is that it will be easily accessible and ready for
immediate use, especially when there is no case law. It will also be authoritative, having been
passed by the Legislature.

One may ask if there has never been a case concerning this issue, why bring forward an
unnecessary solution? I remain firmly of the view that the absence of such legislation is pro-
hibiting the involvement of volunteers in some projects and the further roll-out of defibrillators
in the community. Many reports of the Government have highlighted the fear of litigation as
a deterrent to voluntary work.

In this country there is no existing duty, for example, between an employer and an employee
and the general principle is that there is no liability for a mere omission to act. There is no
legal obligation to warn someone who is about to walk into a trap or to rescue him from a
dangerous position when he has done so. However, if one intervenes and adds to the damage,
we do not yet know in Ireland if there is liability. The result of all this may be that the good
Samaritan who tries to help may find himself or herself involved in damages while the priest
and the Levite who pass by on the other side can go on their merry way.

This Bill can give protection and has been shown to do so in case law in the United States,
and many countries have similar good Samaritan legislation. During the debate on the issue in
2005 I referred to various instances of case law. One case, Boccasile v. Cajun Music Limited
1997, involved a man suffering an allergic reaction to food he consumed at a music festival.
Another case is Pemberton v. Dharmani, a malpractice case in Michigan in 1994.

There is a legal maxim of volenti nonfit injuria, roughly construed to mean no injury is done
to one who consents. It has its origin in the process by which Roman law validated the act of
a free citizen selling himself into slavery. In the 19th century it found its way into the law of
tort. The principle is that a person may not sue in tort if he or she had given an express or
implied consent to the act complained of. In many of the situations I envisage where this
legislation may be of use, consent may not be possible due to the condition of the injured party.
Even knowledge may not be possible, and knowledge in itself is not consent.

The biblical parable of the priest, the Levite and the good Samaritan is often used to teach
the virtue of helping someone in need. There is a desire in virtually all of us to help a person
whom we perceive to be in immediate danger. This can range from saving a person from
drowning to helping to change a car tyre. However, with the evolution of society this desire
takes other issues into consideration. How often have we heard about someone who stopped
on a road to assist and ended up as the victim of a mugging?

The good Samaritan issue is not a concept that has been discussed widely in Ireland, mainly
because it has not arisen in any tangible form. The claim, often made, that the door was closed
after the horse had bolted cannot be made in this case as Fine Gael, by bringing forward this
Bill, intends to assist in the development of volunteerism.

The issue has arisen in other countries. As a general principle, common law does not require
a bystander to help someone in danger. This legislation does not make this a requirement
either; the priest and the Levite would not be liable for failing to assist the stranger. However,
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a bystander is safe as long as he or she does absolutely nothing. It is my firm belief that some
time in the future we will see in our legal system a claim for damages where a person chooses
to intervene and adds to the injury. Our courts have a strong tendency to ensure that someone
picks up the cost for injury to a person, and passing this Bill should lessen the chances of the
willing helper being that someone.

It is not uncommon to have statutory modifications to the common law. In Quebec, Canada,
the law imposes a duty on everyone to help a person in peril. The duty to assist a person in
danger is evolving in France and Belgium, and we all remember the photographers in the
Princess Diana case.

My primary motivation for this Bill is to assist in encouraging the availability of defibrillators
in the community through sporting clubs, commercial outlets, schools and any location where
large crowds are likely to gather. Since the Bill was originally published in 2005, I acknowledge
the great strides that have been made by the HSE ambulance service in rolling out defibrillators
and the first responders scheme. However, I am aware that the fear of litigation, whether
justified or not, has acted as a barrier to encouraging more people to volunteer. This simple
legislation can address this problem and we need to ensure the virtue of the good Samaritan
concept carries over to our legal system.

Cardiac Self Help Wicklow, now Wicklow Community First Responders, is a voluntary group
established in autumn 2003 with a view to making defibrillators available in the wider com-
munity. Every year, several thousand people die in Ireland from sudden cardiac arrest. There
are many causes, such as genetics, illness, heart attack, environmental conditions and even
physical contact. Thanks to the ambulance service working with voluntary groups across the
country, first responders schemes are up and running in many areas. Many communities are in
the process of setting up a scheme and it is our intention, with the co-operation of communities,
to extend this service throughout the country.

In addition, local groups and schools can privately purchase a defibrillator and have it avail-
able in their immediate area. This is known as targeted defibrillation. The scheme in Wicklow
went into operation in spring 2005 and now has more than 500 active members, representing
almost 30 areas. Similar schemes exist in Roscommon, Cork and other parts of the country.

To assist with targeted defibrillation, legislation will be necessary to deal with the concerns
of volunteers who fear litigation. This is such a Bill. The Government has repeatedly called for
ideas from this side of the House and the implementation of this one will greatly improve our
health service at virtually zero cost.

It is said that Ireland is becoming a more litigious society. These days, how do we ensure
that our legal system does not act as a disincentive to people to get involved in voluntary work
to the benefit of their communities and society as a whole? How do we ensure that a person
who gives of their time to assist with a volunteer cardiac response unit is not left without legal
protection? Over the past ten years, many reports have highlighted the need for legislation to
cover those who act as a good Samaritan or volunteer in administering fist aid or other emer-
gency procedures. The Government published a white paper in 2000 on supporting voluntary
activity. The document noted that:

The Irish Constitution recognises the right to associate. Overall, however, there is an
underdeveloped legal and policy framework in Ireland for the support of voluntary work and
the contexts in which it takes place.

In 2005, the European Volunteer Centre published a country report on the legal status of
volunteers in Ireland and noted there is no specific legislation relating to volunteers here. In
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2006, the taskforce on active citizenship was established and its terms of reference requested it
to make recommendations which “could be taken as part of public policy to facilitate and
encourage a greater degree of engagement by citizens in all aspects of Irish life, and the growth
and development of voluntary organisations as part of a strong civic culture”. In its 2007 report
to the Taoiseach, it stated that “the fear of litigation has become a growing barrier for many
community and voluntary groups”.

The 2006 report of the national task force on sudden cardiac death syndrome, Reducing the
Risk: A Strategic Approach, stated that Ireland has no good samaritan law to protect members
of the public who go to the aid of another person. The HSE’s 2008 cardiac first response guide
also reiterated the views of that report, stating that “one of the main stumbling blocks to
communities purchasing defibrillators and developing programmes has been a concern over
legal indemnity”.

One of the phrases used repeatedly by this Fianna Fáil-led Government is “social capital”.
The decline in what is referred to as social capital is frequently lamented by the Government
and is a phenomenon witnessed by all of us in the new Ireland of the 21st century. While
speaking of the importance of promoting social capital, the Government is not taking concrete
action to match those words. The final recommendations of the task force on active citizenship
lie unimplemented.

Fine Gael brought forward this Bill in 2005 and the then Minister for Justice, Equality and
Law Reform stated it was flawed legislation. This was untrue but he put that construction on
the Bill for his own benefit. However, he proposed at the time that the concept be sent to the
Law Reform Commission. We welcomed that. We have had two reports since from the Law
Reform Commission, the first of which went out for general discussion. The strong recommend-
ation from many of the groups that made contact with the commission was to bring in good
samaritan legislation. The commission published its report last year and published a draft Bill
which was virtually a replica of the Fine Gael Bill, with just two slight differences. The first was
the issue of a professional person going to assist somebody and the second was the extension in
the commission’s Bill to cover an organisation that was represented by a volunteer. We pub-
lished that Bill in its entirety as we are anxious that legislation be brought in. It was a replica
of the Fine Gael Bill and we have listened to the Minister tell us he wants to hear proposals
from the Opposition. We have brought forward proposals and I am outraged that the Govern-
ment has tabled an amendment kicking this to touch.

I had given consideration earlier today to withdrawing this Bill, because the Government
has treated this proposal with disdain. It speaks of active citizenship and volunteers, yet it
administers a kick in the teeth to those same volunteers because it does not want to acknowl-
edge the role of a progressive and positive Opposition. It puts its own self-serving agenda
ahead of the people. I could have spent the last few months lobbying these voluntary groups.
We will not see a story about good samaritan legislation on the front page of The Irish Times
or the Irish Independent, and it will not be mentioned among the chattering classes. However,
it is a major issue under the surface and those groups will discover over the next few days that
the Government has turned down progressive legislation for no reason other than that it does
not have the magnanimity, virtue, compassion or interest in Irish people to bring forward
legislation that quite simply costs nothing.

The Government amendment mentions a civil law miscellaneous provisions Bill, but the
heads of that Bill have been published and there is no reference to good samaritan legislation.
This story will not end up on the “Nine O’Clock News”, but it is a very sad day for this House.
The Minister knows what this Bill is about, and although his colleagues in the Cabinet do not,
they will over the next few weeks. Many voluntary groups realise what the Government has
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done. Every report, including reports commissioned by the Minister’s Government, have
recommended this legislation, but the Government simply did not have the good grace to give
a little bit of credit to the Opposition.

Deputy James Bannon: I thank Deputies Billy Timmins and Charles Flanagan for bringing
this important legislation before the House. This Bill is basically about protecting the good
samaritans in our society. These are the people who selflessly risk life and limb to save others,
whether as members of voluntary organisations or individually. They currently do so knowing
that in our litigious society, they are leaving themselves wide open to being sued for their
trouble.

This Bill has been recommended by the Law Reform Commission in a recent report. Two
significant developments have occurred to make the issue particularly relevant, namely, the
rollout of defibrillators in public places and sporting venues and the promotion of active citizen-
ship by the task force on active citizenship. There are more than 5,000 sudden cardiac deaths
on average in this country every year, so it makes sense that defibrillators can be used to
attempt to save lives without fear of prosecution. More than 500,000 people volunteer in the
Republic, which is a third of the active adult population, providing the equivalent of 96,450
full-time workers. Their selfless work deserves to be free from fear of litigation.

This matter was previously examined in a Private Members’ Bill, the Good Samaritan Bill
2005, which was followed in 2007 by a consultation paper and a seminar last May, leading to
the publication of the final recommendations of the Law Reform Commission. I welcome the
fact this Bill does not force ordinary people, under the provision of duty, to go to the aid of
someone in danger. However, professionals such as gardaí and members of the Defence Forces
should have the necessary training to provide a duty of care to the general population.

Cases such as that in Wigan, England on 3 May 2007, in which a young boy drowned because
two police support officers made no attempt to rescue him, have never occurred in this country
as far as I know. However, a lack of training and a lack of obligation to attempt a rescue could
result in a similar situation. Surely there is a strong case to be made between the duty of a
professional and non-professional person. I would be shocked to think that a member of any
police force should be able to stand by while someone’s life was at stake and still be immune
to prosecution.

On the other hand, there was a recent case in the UK where a postman attempted to sue
the woman who had come to his aid after he slipped on the snow, calling an ambulance and
administering first aid. She subsequently rang the hospital to inquire about his condition. What
did the postman do in return? He attempted to sue his rescuer, but dropped the claim when
he discovered the issue would not be handled through insurers. This is just the sort of situation
the Bill seeks to prevent. Fear of litigation should not be allowed to prevent people doing what
is essentially their moral, if not legal duty to aid someone in distress. What has gone wrong
with society when our first response to a cry for help is, “this is not my problem”?

People all over the world have become hardened to the distress of others, due to the “survival
of the fittest” societies in which we live. This Bill is a chance to rectify some of the fears of
litigation that people have been forced to endure. While the Bill goes a long way to alleviate
those fears, the fact that rescuers are exempt from civil liability unless there is gross negligence
means that unless one has specific training in first aid, life-saving procedures and so on, one’s
natural instinct to help could still by default lead to prosecution.

The Government’s amendment shows its determination to sideline this Bill, as it did in 2005,
replacing it with the civil law miscellaneous provisions Bill. This will negate the need for the
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Bill before the House to be read a second time in September. It will also ensure the Govern-
ment will not be obliged to vote against the very necessary measures contained in this legis-
lation. Shame on the Minister for allowing this to happen. I thought he had adopted a hands-
on approach in his portfolio but it seems he has not done so. I hope the Taoiseach, when he
reshuffles the Cabinet next week, will take the necessary action in respect of the Minister.

Deputy Pat Breen: I welcome the opportunity to contribute to the debate on the Bill and
commend Deputies Timmins and Flanagan on its introduction.

When the Good Samaritan Bill was debated in 2005, a number of issues arose and the
then Attorney General, Mr. Rory Brady, senior counsel, referred them to the Law Reform
Commission, LRC, for clarification. The LRC published its final report last May and recom-
mended that in order to give protection to those who were concerned that they might face
litigation if they intervened and assisted as a good samaritan, rules should be clearly set out in
statute. It also proposed that the legislation should provide a full defence against civil liability
unless there was gross negligence. The Bill before the House would provide such assurances
and also give solace to people who offer assistance in good faith that they would not be held
liable as a result of their action.

Good samaritans are born, not raised. We have all witnessed the heroism that is displayed
on a daily basis when in an emergency one person comes to the aid of another simply as an
act of kindness. If someone is involved in a car accident, if he or she is seriously injured and if
the car bursts into flames, moving him or her could save his or her life. However, the law must
reflect this.

Other jurisdictions have been obliged to introduce legislation in this area as a result of court
decisions. For example, the decision in the Van Horn v. Watson case in California led to the
introduction of three items of legislation. The court in California held that non-medical good
samaritans were not entitled to liability protection when there was an injury as a result of their
actions. In this case, Lisa Torti moved Alexa Van Horn out of a car in the belief it was going
to explode and that the latter would be burned. Alexa Van Horn alleged that the movement
caused her subsequent paralysis.

In Canada the position on good samaritan acts varies from province to province. In Quebec
people have a general duty to respond in an emergency. In British Columbia they have a duty
to respond only where a child is endangered.

As Deputy Timmins indicated, when Diana, Princess of Wales, was killed in a car crash in
Paris, the focus was placed on the paparazzi who had taken pictures of her following the
accident. Under French law, the photographers involved could have been accused of a criminal
offence for failing to provide assistance for a person in need. Ultimately, three photographers
were each fined a symbolic €1 by the French appeals court for taking pictures of her and that
was the end of the case.

The law should not discourage people who arrive on the scene of an accident from offering
the best help possible. Sadly, in an emergency members of the general public can be deterred
from assisting others. This is because they are afraid they will be sued.

Irish people are renowned for giving help during a crisis. During the worst of the recent
flooding and also the cold snap ordinary men and women rose to the challenge and assisted
the emergency services. I saw evidence of this in my constituency in County Clare where people
filled sand bags, provided assistance for their neighbours, gritted roads and helped individuals
being evacuated from their homes. When the crisis was at its height, an elderly man went out
to feed his cattle. On failing to return, a major search got under way. The Garda, Civil Defence
and local volunteers found him and he was rescued by the Irish Coast Guard helicopter.
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The increase in the number of sudden cardiac deaths among young people has resulted in
the availability of a greater number of publicly accessible defibrillators. However, the HSE’s
2008 guide for cardiac first responders notes that civil liability is a stumbling block for some
communities. If we are to encourage these communities to use defibrillators, legislation to
provide for legal indemnity must be put in place.

Ireland has a history of voluntarism. Over 30,000 volunteers assisted in the Special Olympic
Games in 2003. According to the 2006 census, 553,000 people are involved in voluntary activity
of some form or other. We must ensure we continue to support and encourage voluntarism.
The Bill before the House would provide a legal framework for volunteers to continue to lend
a hand in our communities. It would also provide protection for good samaritans, without
whose actions many lives would be lost. There is no reason for the Government to fail to
support the Bill. It is letting the people down in this regard. I, therefore, ask the Minister to
reconsider the position.

Deputy John O’Mahony: Like previous speakers, I welcome the opportunity to contribute
to the debate on the Bill. I commend Deputies Timmins and Flanagan on its introduction.
When the Good Samaritan Bill was introduced in 2005, it was referred to the Law Reform
Commission which I understand has given its imprimatur to that legislation.

In the light of the history of the Bill and the fact that it is necessary, non-contentious and
would not involve a cost, I am disappointed that the Government has tabled an amendment
and intends to hide its provisions away in a Bill which will be introduced later in the year. I
appeal to it to reconsider its position prior to the end of Private Members’ business tomor-
row night.

There has always been a need for legislation of this nature. Its passing at this time would be
appropriate, particularly as voluntarism and active citizenship are required now more than
ever. We witnessed the appetite for voluntarism during the flooding that occurred prior to
Christmas and also during the recent cold snap. People could not do enough to assist their
neighbours or those who were isolated or in danger.

I have worked as a volunteer in my community, both as a sports coach and as a teacher, for
all of my adult life. I also benefited from the services of volunteers during my time as a player.
In the good old days people were prepared to become involved because they were not con-
cerned about litigation or anything else. However, the position has changed to a major degree.
I am aware of many people who would love to assist sports clubs or community organisations
but who are afraid to become involved. It is not worth the hassle if there is a threat of litigation.
During the cold snap shopkeepers were afraid to clear snow and ice away from the front of
their premises for fear that they would be taken to court in the event that something untoward
happened. Clarification was provided in respect of such circumstances but that which I have
outlined is an example of the fear among people and highlights why the Bill is necessary.

When I worked as a teacher, I took charge of numerous sports teams and witnessed at first
hand the need for legislation of this kind. This is particularly the case in the light of the cutbacks
in education funding in recent years. Previously, a couple of teachers would accompany school
teams to matches at other schools’ grounds. That is no longer possible. In addition, one teacher
would look after the team if the other was obliged to take an injured player to hospital. Again,
this is no longer possible. As a result, trainers face a dilemma if a serious injury occurs. The
individuals concerned must decide whether they should remain with the team or accompany
the player who has been seriously injured to hospital. I was placed in such a position during a
match and obliged to ask someone in attendance to bring an injured student to hospital.
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However, the individual in question was afraid to do so owing to concerns about what might
happen on the way to the hospital. Such situations could be avoided if legislation such as that
before the House was on the Statute Book.

Deputy Timmins referred to defibrillators. A few years ago everyone was touched by the
death of Cormac McAnallen. That was a tragedy which could have been prevented. I am not
stating legislation such as that before the House would resolve everything but it would certainly
help us to avoid tragedies such as that which befell Cormac McAnallen.

Everyone knows the importance of encouraging community spirit. At a time when many
thousands are in a position to give of their time and expertise, they should be allowed to do
so. The Bill is non-contentious and would not involve a cost. It should be above politics. It
would reflect well on politicians and all parties in the House if the Bill were accepted. I appeal
to the Minister to consider this fact before the matter is pressed to a vote tomorrow evening.

Deputy Tom Hayes: I congratulate and commend Deputies Timmins and Charles Flanagan
on bringing this Bill before the House. If anything can send out a good signal of proper work
and thought in this House, it is support of this Bill. Like Deputy Timmins, I was extremely
surprised that the Government tabled an amendment to prevent us from passing the Bill
through the House. We need to send out a message of support for the very many voluntary
organisations and groups. It would reflect well on the body politic and would show that we are
genuine about doing what people want us to do.

At a time of an emergency in the country — we saw it during this winter in particular —
with the roads, storms or bad frost, people are extremely concerned about doing volunteer
work such as clearing snow from footpaths, which was done and to which reference has been
made. During a particular 48-hour period, nobody would go near the footpaths or roads outside
their houses simply because they were extremely worried. If this Bill did nothing else except
send out a signal that we will protect those people who make genuine efforts to help others in
their local communities, it would be important. I have seen at first hand in Clonmel, which has
been flooded in recent years, the number of volunteers who turn up and help people flooded
out of their homes. The Bill will give such people protection if anything happens.

A total of 553,000 people are involved in volunteerism, whether in their local communities
or at national level. They may be involved in point-to-points, race meetings or in the GAA.
They are involved in the basic things of life. We are living in times of severe economic hardship.
Local authorities are not able to cope with some of the issues confronting them. Many volun-
teers are willing and anxious to help in a crisis. If this House does nothing to protect them,
then as a country and as a Government we are not looking after them. The technicalities of
the Bill were dealt with by other speakers but I wanted to contribute because it sends out a
signal to the huge number of volunteers.

The most critical issue is that of defibrillators. They are used and available in every village
and town throughout the country. As we close down our hospitals we will have more need for
defibrillators. The Government should give this consideration. The Minister, Deputy Dermot
Ahern, is a practical man. He should reconsider what he is doing here because of the message
it will send out. We need a clear signal that volunteers are protected. That is the main thrust
of the Bill, which I support. The Minister should give very serious consideration to supporting
what Deputies Timmins and Flanagan have proposed.

Deputy John Perry: I welcome the opportunity to say a few words on this important Bill
introduced by my colleagues, Deputies Timmins and Charles Flanagan.
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The purpose of the Bill is to protect from liability those who go to the assistance of others
who may be ill or injured as a result of an accident or other emergency. The Bill is an important
and necessary addition to the legal protection available to those who volunteer to assist others
in need or in emergencies. It fits into the general framework of legislation covering the relation-
ship of responsibility between the conscientious citizen and society. People have a responsibility
to raise genuine concerns about dangers to public safety, fraud or other serious malpractice.

Under certain legislation, there is now a specified duty on persons to report concerns. Typi-
cally, these persons have a duty of confidentiality, but they also have an overriding duty, in the
public interest, to report misconduct to the authorities. Typical areas covered include account-
ing fraud, tax evasion, insolvency, bankruptcy, financial services for money laundering and
proceeds of drug trafficking, child protection and mandatory reporting of suspected abuse. In
all of these cases there is a legal requirement to act and to disclose. Contrast that with the legal
protection available to those who volunteer to assist others in need or in emergencies. There
is no legal obligation or positive duty on citizens to intervene to assist an injured person or
someone who takes ill suddenly. Neither is there any specific statutory protection where per-
sons act in the public interest to assist an injured person or someone who takes ill suddenly.

We have a classic situation of having a legal requirement to talk to the relevant authorities
about particular financial services and child protection situations and full legal protection for
those who talk, where the communication with authorities is made in good faith. The contrast
with someone in an emergency situation, injured or ill could not be greater. The concerned
citizen can talk elegantly about what should or should not be done. He may or may not call
emergency services. If he or she does not call the emergency services there will, in all prob-
ability, be no legal consequence. However, if the concerned citizen, out of a sense of common
humanity and good citizenship, volunteers to provide practical emergency assistance to the
person in need, the legal protection available to that good Samaritan enters a grey area.

This Bill is designed to provide certainty this legal grey area. A person who volunteers to
assist others in need or in emergencies should have clear and specific legal protection. Society
must send a clear message to those who choose to act in an emergency and this Bill provides
that message. It must be safer and more rewarding to act in emergency situations than to do
nothing. The law must send a clear signal that persons who act responsibly in emergencies will
receive statutory protection. This Bill provides that safety net to good Samaritans and it is very
important legislation.

Deputy Timmins has been working on this legislation for a number of years and raised it in
the previous administration. This issue has gone on for far too long. As Deputy O’Mahony
stated, people are very litigious and it is amazing what happens after people fall and someone
comes to their assistance. Legal entities can take over and it can become a matter for litigation.

I applaud the availability of defibrillators. We have a very large voluntary sector which acts
very correctly. They are very positively-minded. The Order of Malta and other organisations
give of their time voluntarily. Having the legal protection that would be provided in the Bill
makes much sense.

The Minister is very practical and considers matters in a sensible manner. Taking on board
this Bill would be the intelligent thing to do. It would send a very clear message to those in
the voluntary sector. I have no doubt people act very responsibly in emergencies and do not
consider or size up the legal risks. However, accepting the Bill would reassure civic-minded
people and give them the confidence to participate on voluntary defibrillator courses. They are
now in almost every sporting club and I applaud those who raise money to have defibrillators
readily available. It is very important.
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I compliment Deputy Timmins. He has campaigned vigorously for the introduction of the
Bill and I congratulate him on it. I hope the Minister will acknowledge his efforts and enact
the Bill as quickly as possible.

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I move amendment
No. 1:

To delete all words after “That” and substitute the following:

“Dáil Éireann—

noting the commitment in the Government Legislation Programme published on 19
January 2010 to publish a Civil Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill in the current
session;

supporting the inclusion of provisions in the Civil Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill
to provide more adequately for the civil liability of good samaritans and volunteers;

noting that drafting of that Bill is at an advanced stage,

resolves that the Civil Liability (Good Samaritans and Volunteers) Bill 2009 be
deemed to be read a second time on 2nd September 2010.”.

The Government proposal is that the House defers for six months the second reading of the
Private Members’ Civil Liability (Good Samaritans and Volunteers) Bill 2009. The Govern-
ment does not oppose the Private Members’ Bill as such. We thank Deputy Timmins and his
colleagues for promoting the principle of what is involved, with which I agree entirely.
However, the Government is in the final stages of preparing its own legislation which, it
believes, will address the matter more adequately and more quickly.

The Government legislation will also set out to protect from liability those who, acting with
good intentions, go to the assistance of those who are injured or ill as a consequence of an
accident or emergency. The Bill’s purpose also will be to ensure that a well-intentioned person
who helps someone who is ill or hurt in an emergency need not fear being sued as a result of
his or her intervention.

The Government recognises that fear of civil liability can hamper volunteerism and may
prevent individuals and groups from providing assistance and services to others. Without
greater legal certainty in this area, the concern is that the perception may continue that there
is a risk of civil liability to those who provide assistance or services on an ex gratia basis. That
potentially discourages volunteerism and may raise insurance premia for volunteer groups.
Changes in society, the pace of life, and working patterns mean that volunteerism is under
stress from many angles and greater clarity in the law would encourage volunteerism to the
benefit of the State and society as a whole.

When Deputy Timmins brought forward his earlier Bill on this subject in June 2005, his
stated primary motivation was to specifically smooth the path for the introduction and use of
defibrillators in the community, by removing the fear of litigation if the intervention did not
go as far as intended. The Deputy’s entirely commendable intention was to remove perceived
obstacles in terms of vulnerability to litigation from the emergency use by volunteers of defi-
brillators at sporting events, in schools, in shopping centres and in other locations and circum-
stances where people might suffer sudden cardiac arrest. Such legislative proposals have wider
implications for the volunteer community in general, and are not limited to situations requiring
cardiac resuscitation.
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At that time, the Government considered the objective of the 2005 Bill to be entirely worthy,
but the Bill failed in several respects to adequately address the complexities of the law in this
area and the matter was referred in January 2006 to the Law Reform Commission for an in-
depth review. The Law Reform Commission published its Report on the Civil Liability of
“Good Samaritans” and Volunteers in May 2009. I note that the Bill replicates precisely the
draft provided by the commission in that report. In December 2009 the Government agreed to
include the relevant provisions on good samaritans into the Civil Law (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Bill we are now bringing forward.

The key recommendations by the Law Reform Commission were the following. First, to
maintain the position in common law not to impose a general duty on any category of persons
to intervene for the purpose of effecting a rescue or assisting an injured person or a person at
risk of injury. Second, that the range of individuals that constitutes good samaritans and volun-
teers and the types of intervention they may make should be set out in statute. The actors
envisaged are those who act “voluntarily and without expectation of payment or other reward”.
Third, that legislation should set a standard of care for good samaritans and volunteers, which
is above the threshold of gross negligence, an understanding of which should also be addressed.
Fourth, that legislation should set out an ordinary standard of care for volunteer organisations
or undertakings and that account should be taken of the benefits which have accrued to society
because of the organisation’s work in determining whether it is just and reasonable to impose
liability.

The recommendations of the Law Reform Commission were fully accepted by the Govern-
ment. The Government subsequently approved my proposals for the drafting of provisions to
legislate for good samaritans in the proposed Civil Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill. That
Bill is in the course of being drafted for publication in this session in accordance with the
Government legislation programme announced by the Chief Whip on 19 January 2010. The
Government’s legislative proposals will incorporate the commission’s recommendations and
some additional provisions to ensure that the law is as comprehensive as possible.

In examining the commission’s recommended Bill, my Department, in consultation with the
Office of the Attorney General has identified issues requiring attention. These issues are not
addressed in the Private Members’ Bill nor in the Bill proposed by the Law Reform Com-
mission, and their omission would result in a text that would fall somewhat short of the ideal.

The Private Members’ Bill leaves unresolved important policy and drafting matters. Greater
clarity is required around the kinds of scenario that might give rise to protection from civil
liability. For example, should the advice, assistance or care given by a good samaritan or volun-
teer be restricted to the scene of an accident or should it include transportation to a hospital
or other medical care facility? How far into the future from the time of the accident or emer-
gency ought the protection from liability stretch; until the injured person receives medical
attention for the first time or beyond that? Other points of clarification include whether a
person who caused the accident or emergency in question in the first place could be categorised
as a good samaritan thereafter, depending on his or her behaviour. We would not want to
exclude such a person from protection under this legislation as long as he or she behaves with
the requisite reasonableness and care expected when helping those who have been injured.
That issue is not addressed in the Private Members’ Bill before the House.

The Government’s proposed legislation will also seek to ensure that persons who merely
appear to be injured are included within the scope of the legislation alongside those who are
actually injured. It would not make sense to protect a good samaritan from liability for coming
to the aid of someone with, let us say, a broken leg, but not to provide protection from liability
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if he or she attempted to assist an essentially uninjured but intoxicated person. There are
legislative provisions along these lines in other common law jurisdictions.

The Private Members’ Bill protects certain persons from liability for damage, which could
include death or personal injury. I propose to ensure that damage to property falls within the
scope of this definition. There are many situations where damage to property would be a
natural consequence of coming to a person’s rescue. For example, it might be necessary to do
damage to a person’s vehicle when extracting him or her following an accident. Another issue
that arises is who is envisaged as the potential plaintiff. This may be limited to the person
directly affected by damage at the hands of the would-be good samaritan or volunteer or may
include a dependant of such a person.

Technical drafting issues also require to be clarified, particularly around the appropriateness
or otherwise of defining in statute certain core concepts including, for example, “gross negli-
gence”. That concept has heretofore not been defined in a comprehensive or satisfactory way,
either in national or relevant international law. The most relevant Irish case law, according to
the Law Reform Commission report, dates back to 1948. Therefore, we must tread carefully
to ensure the necessary complexity and subtlety is captured. To establish negligence there must
be: a duty of care — in other words the existence of a legally recognised obligation which
requires a defendant to conform to a certain standard of behaviour to protect persons from
harm; a breach of the standard of care; actual loss or damage to the interests of the plaintiff;
and a close causal connection between the defendant’s conduct and the injury caused to the
plaintiff.

The duty of care is broadly speaking a duty that one must not injure one’s neighbour. In
other words, one’s actions must not cause injury to others or put others into harm’s way. Our
courts fashion the duty of care and specify its scope with the simple aim of accomplishing social
goals. What must be remembered is that very different factual situations arise in particular
cases and each situation must be carefully examined before it can be determined whether a
duty of care exists and the scope of that duty. The Law Reform Commission recommended
that the law should not be amended to impose any general legal duty to intervene to rescue
people in danger over and above what exists in the law already, for example, the duty on
employers to provide first aid assistance to employees under the safety and health at work
legislation.

Many civil law states with code-based systems, including those of continental Europe, have
imposed positive legal duties to intervene to rescue. However, the position that there should
not be a general legal duty to intervene is deeply rooted in the common law for both philosophi-
cal and practical reasons. That is reflected in numerous cases in this jurisdiction and in compar-
able international jurisdictions. Common law in this area has long emphasised the concept of
proximity to one’s neighbour before a duty of care arises, and draws a distinction between that
which is morally desirable and that which is legally required. While inaction or, for example, a
failure to attempt a rescue may lead to injury or death just as much as careless action, it is only
where there already exists a clear duty of care that civil liability could arise. While a high
standard of care, including a positive duty to act, is set for parents in respect of their children,
for instance, strangers are held to a lower general standard not to act in a way that would harm
or injure another.

The Law Reform Commission correctly concluded that it was unlikely that a general duty to
intervene would promote volunteering or active citizenship. Moreover, the commission was
informed by the groups it consulted that imposing such a duty might have the opposite effect.
With a view to legislating properly and comprehensively on this matter, the Government’s
preference is to proceed, as announced in our legislative programme, with the civil law miscel-
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laneous provisions Bill as the vehicle. The Government is taking on board the recom-
mendations of the Law Reform Commission by incorporating the principles of the com-
mission’s draft Bill into its own Bill. In light of this, my proposal is to defer the Second Reading
of the Private Members’ Bill for six months. The effect of the Government’s amendment is to
retain the Bill on the Order Paper so it may be progressed through the House in the unlikely
event that the civil law miscellaneous provisions Bill is not enacted quickly in the meantime.

The civil law miscellaneous provisions Bill covers several areas including, as was agreed in
December, provisions relating to good samaritans and volunteers. The Government has given
priority status to the drafting of this Bill because it includes other provisions which must be
passed before 31 July. As such, I can offer a guarantee that the Bill, including the provisions
relating to good samaritans and volunteers, will pass before the summer recess.

I compliment Deputies on the other side of the House on bringing forward this Private
Members’ Bill. I also compliment the Law Reform Commission which spent considerable time
in bringing forward its report and the legislation that flowed from it. As I said, there are several
defects in the Private Members’ Bill. I do not say that in order to be critical of the Deputy who
brought forward the Bill or of the Law Reform Commission.

Deputy Billy Timmins: The Minister knows there are no defects in the Bill. He is playing
politics.

Deputy Dermot Ahern: I have indicated there are several defects. I do not want to go into
them again.

Deputy Billy Timmins: The Minister has raised spurious objections.

Deputy Dermot Ahern: No, I have not.

Deputy Billy Timmins: He is the same as his predecessor.

An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Deputy Timmins must allow the Minister to speak.

Deputy Dermot Ahern: I make these points respectfully, although I have been subject to
political criticism from the other side of the House. I hope the House will not divide tomorrow
night on this important issue.

However, Members opposite will recall that we agreed in December to include provisions
relating to good samaritans and volunteers in the civil law miscellaneous provisions Bill. More-
over, it is the view of Government, on the advice of the Attorney General, that the Law Reform
Commission report and the Bill it produced, which Fine Gael has replicated verbatim, is not
complete. As I said in my speech, it is important that we do this properly. The original advice
from my Department was that we should oppose the Bill, but I consider it better to prioritise
the passing of the civil law miscellaneous provisions Bill and adjourn the Fine Gael Bill for six
months to ensure we give precedence to the Government Bill, which is in the final stages of
drafting. As a result of provisions in the Government’s Bill which must be passed before 31
July, namely, those relating to the granting of an intoxicating liquor licence for the national
conference centre, the Bill will pass as a matter of priority. Therefore, I can assure Members
that the provisions we are including in that Bill in respect of good samaritans will also become
law before the summer.

Minister of State at the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Barry
Andrews): It is encouraging and positive to see Private Members’ time being taken up with
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proposed legislation, albeit legislation devised by the Law Reform Commission. It is fitting that
Private Members’ time should be used in this way given that we are primarily a legislative body.
While motions have their uses from time to time, this is the best use of Private Members’ time.

Deputy Timmins observed in his introduction that the legislation he is proposing is not to
address any specific problems that have arisen but rather to avoid such problems in the future.
It is a stitch in time saves nine approach. That type of anticipatory legislation is to be welcomed.
On the other hand, it is also the case that we have time to get this right. We should not stand
on ceremony and demand that it is my way or no way. The Law Reform Commission was
asked by the Government to look at the considerations that must be borne in mind in the
preparation of legislation, and it has done that. As the Minister outlined, there is a specific
time pressure in terms of getting the relevant Government legislation, the civil law miscel-
laneous provisions Bill, onto the Statute Book.

I do not wish to give advice to Deputy Timmins, who is an experienced parliamentarian, but
it is an achievement for any Opposition Deputy to have legislation he or she has brought
forward, or the principle of that legislation, accepted by the Government.

Deputy Billy Timmins: That is particularly true in the case of this Government.

Deputy Barry Andrews: That is to the Deputy’s credit. This has been a collaborative effort
between the Government and the Opposition. The public is crying out for that type of co-
operation rather than the usual Punch and Judy stuff that goes on. We may pretend we are
vicious fighting factions but the truth is far from that. We work best when we work together.
In this case there has been a commonality of views on the issues that are arising in the course
of the debate.

The amended motion from the Government side urges a postponement of the Second Read-
ing of the Private Members’ Bill given that drafting of the Government’s civil law miscellaneous
provisions Bill is already at an advanced stage. The principle of the Private Members’ Bill is
already provided for in the Government’s legislation. Both Government and Opposition share
the same objectives in this matter, namely, to protect from liability those who, acting with good
intentions, go to the assistance of those who are injured or ill as a consequence of an accident
or emergency, and to ensure that persons who volunteer to provide care, advice or assistance
to others for the greater good of society have some clear protection in law.

8 o’clock

There is an unfortunate perception among some members of the public that to come to a
person’s aid in an emergency or to volunteer for work in the community will leave them
exposed to being sued in the event that some mishap or injury occurs as a result of their actions,

no matter how ordinary or reasonable those actions may be. However, many
decades of case law both in this jurisdiction and in comparable common law
jurisdictions emphatically contradict that perception. The Law Reform Com-

mission’s 2009 report on this subject made the point clearly. In layman’s terms, all that is
expected in law of the average person is that he or she act reasonably in all circumstances and
not behave in a grossly negligent way towards others.

However, because of the perception that one is vulnerable to suit if one participates in a
rescue or in voluntary work in the community, there has been a call from voluntary groups and
organisations for the Government to provide clarity and certainty in statute as to what is
expected from those wishing to participate in various aspects of volunteerism. That said, Ireland
has a long and continuing tradition of volunteering and active citizenship both at home and
abroad. This Government has long been to the forefront in encouraging greater participation
by its citizens in community life. Voluntary activity is central to developing civic-minded,
responsible citizens who are committed to making a positive difference in the communities in
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which they live and work. Active citizenship is not just for other people; it is for each of us
individually, as well as for the Government, business, the media, unions and various other
organisations, to decide how we can engage with each other and create together a set of shared
values for a better society.

The Government’s focus over the past number of years, in terms of citizen engagement, has
been to put in place measures to encourage greater participation by everyone in the issues that
affect their daily lives. The issue of concern being addressed in the proposed legislation is one
of ensuring that barriers to civic engagement, whether real or perceived, are minimised to the
greatest extent possible. Where there may be fears of litigation against individuals genuinely
acting as good citizens, one must alleviate such fears and provide a legal basis on which to
protect such individuals who act for the common good.

During the consultation process conducted by the Law Reform Commission on this issue,
Ms Mary Davis, who chaired the task force on active citizenship, was invited to share her
experiences of volunteering in respect of the concerns of people who wished to get involved in
voluntary activity. She outlined how the fear of litigation is a concern and is reflected in the
difficulties that many organisations face in obtaining affordable public liability insurance. The
extension of the group insurance scheme through the Irish National Community and Voluntary
Forum was one of the recommendations of the task force, and this has been implemented
through the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government.

Significantly, the nationwide consultation and research that was completed by the task force
in 2007 found an overwhelming willingness to participate despite the barriers that many experi-
enced which hindered or prevented them from contributing time to community activity. It
comes as no surprise, therefore, that capacity-building supports provided to citizens are of
increasing importance in enabling them to influence in a positive way the decisions that affect
them in their daily lives and which make it easier for them to become involved.

I believe the Government’s efforts have helped to increase levels of community involvement
and to generate a renewed willingness in Irish society to become involved and to help others.
Some of these measures include supporting capacity development among community and vol-
untary organisations, particularly in the area of training; extending the number of volunteer
centres to provide a link between organisations and volunteers throughout the country; com-
pleting an audit of community, sports and arts facilities to inform the Government on the
provision of facilities and to identify opportunities for getting the best use of recreational
facilities nationwide; strengthening local civic participation through legislation on local govern-
ment reform; encouraging schools to make their premises available for the use of community
and other groups after school hours; and developing a syllabus for a full optional exam subject
called “Politics and Society” as an extension of the current civic, social and political education
subject in the junior cycle, which at present gives students practical experience of active
citizenship.

I also should note that as Minister of State with responsibility for children and youth affairs,
it falls to me to discharge the Government’s responsibility to ensure that the voice of children
is heard in matters that affect them and to ensure that children try to take a more active part
in citizenship. This is achieved through a number of measures, including the Dáil na nÓg
process, which will meet in plenary session in Croke Park on Friday of this week and at which,
together with other policymakers and civil servants, I will be obliged to face a rigorous cross-
examination by representatives of comhairlí na nóg from all over the country over the course
of the day and at which various propositions will be voted upon. This provides an opportunity
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to young people to genuinely influence policymakers on issues that affect them. Moreover,
tomorrow I will attend the Young Social Innovators Speak Out forum at Griffith College, at
which young people again will have an opportunity to share their experiences of various issues
and to put together their views in this regard. Through such measures, the Government gives
real effect to its obligations under the United Nations and the national children’s strategy and
to its intention to ensure that young people become involved in volunteerism and active
citizenship.

Ireland is also fortunate to have such a long tradition of neighbourliness and volunteerism,
which is not lost on the majority of people in today’s fast-changing world. The traditional
spirit of meitheal still thrives in this country, albeit in a different form, whereby the strongest
communities are those which work together to deal with the many challenges of modern living.
This was borne out in a report by the Central Statistics Office last July entitled, Community
Involvement and Social Networks in Ireland 2006, which showed that almost two thirds of
people regularly take part in voluntary or community activities. The Government’s role is to
continue to foster those higher values of neighbourliness, of caring and to facilitate citizens
within and across communities who are committed to enhancing their local areas or to working
to find solutions to local issues together.

Good samaritan legislation is one element in the broader policy area of volunteering and
active citizenship that will assist in encouraging greater levels of civic engagement. I acknowl-
edge that while progress has been made regarding many of the recommendations of the
taskforce, in respect of policy changes that could enable greater levels of participation by
young and old, the global economic downturn will inevitably adversely affect or delay the
implementation process as Departments and Government agencies grapple with the difficult
task of finding savings to alleviate pressure on the public finances. Ironically, an article pub-
lished in The Irish Times in recent months reported a huge increase in the number of highly-
skilled people engaging in volunteerism but noted the apparent link between this increase and
the unfortunate rise in unemployment. Nevertheless, there is clearly a good base on which to
encourage even greater citizen participation through the statutory copperfastening of legal
protection from civil liability, within reasonable limits, for good samaritans, volunteers and
voluntary organisations.

I thank Deputies Timmins and Charles Flanagan for their work in furthering this agenda. In
commending the amended motion to the House, I re-emphasise that the introduction of this
Bill by the Deputies was worthwhile because the Minister has made a commitment to the effect
that it will find its way onto the Statute Book by the middle of this year. This is on foot both
of the work of the Law Reform Commission and the work carried out in 2005 when Deputy
Timmins originally introduced the Bill. I commend the amended motion to the House.

Deputy Joe Costello: I wish to share time with Deputy Charles Flanagan.

An Leas-Cheann Comhairle: Very good.

Deputy Joe Costello: First, I compliment Deputy Timmins for introducing this legislation in
Private Members’ time. I also compliment him on his tenacity in seeking to secure its passage
of this legislation. I note that in the less than five years since he last introduced it, no action
has been taken by the Government in the meantime. Moreover, I can imagine the response he
then received from the then Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, Michael McDowell,
which I am sure was not terribly positive. I hope the present Minister will do as he promised,
which is to ensure that his proposed legislation, namely, the civil law (miscellaneous provisions)
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Bill, will be enacted this year. I had not realised that the national conference centre required
a liquor licence and that this needed to be done in the context of its opening. As I had thought
it was going to open much earlier, that is, next month, perhaps it will be obliged to operate for
some time without the liquor licence. However, were the Minister to deliver on this commit-
ment this year, it would be very welcome. I also commend Deputy Timmins on keeping this
matter on the agenda and ensuring that it is being addressed in a serious manner.

As other Members have noted, the purpose of the Bill is to ensure that those who assist and
take steps to help others and who do so in good faith will not be held liable for any unforeseen
adverse circumstances that might occur as a result of their actions. Citizens who volunteer their
services to help others should, I believe, be cherished and protected from any negative unin-
tended consequences of their activities. This should be established and clarified in a formal,
certain, statutory fashion as is proposed in the Bill because the last thing one needs is for the
present confusion to continue to reign. Where there is doubt, all such doubt should be removed
and this should be done once and for all.

The reason is that enormous numbers of people, more than 550,000 adults in Ireland, provide
volunteer services. They are the unsung heroes who volunteer their time and skills and who
expect nothing in return. They make a significant contribution to the quality of our society.
Volunteers and good samaritans provide the cement that binds human relationships, promotes
team spirit, develops social networking, gives the impetus to the positive human development
and social values and principles which enhance our humanity and underpin our society. These
are extraordinarily important matters that in the main are provided by volunteers.

The Government has been active in this respect. The former Taoiseach, Deputy Bertie
Ahern, was a strong promoter of volunteerism and active citizenship. If we as a country go
down that road, surely we must put a framework in place that does not endanger those who
provide their services for free or allow them to become liable due to an act of negligence by
those of us in this House. We have a responsibility to ensure that they do not incur a liability
when they act in good faith. This is the important issue. Although there may not have been
too many instances of such liability being incurred, it is important for us to make that assertion
clear in a robust and formal legislative format. How can we invite and persuade people to
volunteer and become involved in active citizenship unless we do our bit to ensure that they
can do so without incurring any liability?

Deputy Timmins had a particular concern regarding defibrillators. I have a particular con-
cern, in that there has been profligate waste. This issue can be addressed. Every day in every
town, supermarkets, grocery stores and bakeries dispose of food that has reached or passed its
sell-by date. Every day and night, there are skip-loads of it. Supermarkets must dispose of it in
such a fashion that it cannot be used. They will not allow it to go to night shelters or to be
used by the homeless or any agency where it might be consumed by humans. They cannot do
this because they fear liability, namely, that they could be prosecuted for making available
foodstuffs that have passed their sell-by date and, therefore, might cause illness.

Tens of thousands of tonnes of food are lost in this fashion. It must be possible to find a
mechanism whereby the sell-by date could be brought forward a little or the issue of liability
in this respect could be negotiated. There are many night shelters and food centres that provide
meals. The Capuchin Day Centre in my constituency provides more than 400 meals to the
homeless daily. The centre finds getting enough money to pay for that food difficult, yet there
are skiploads of food that, if made available one or two days earlier, would have been perfectly
good. Perhaps that food is perfectly good as it is, since there must be a margin of error. Due
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to the liability, however, the food cannot be used. This means that supermarkets must ensure
there is dye in the food or it is disposed of in such a way as to make it inaccessible for human
consumption. I would like this matter to be addressed, particularly in an era in which making
ends meet and finding enough food for everyone who is in desperate need of it is proving
difficult.

Different countries have different approaches. In some countries, it is impossible for a citizen
to provide aid. One must go to the emergency service. In Italy, for example, one must call an
ambulance. One cannot approach a person and provide first aid because doing so is against the
law. We should get our act together and, instead of putting a negative factor into the equation,
make the situation as positive as possible. If someone goes to the aid of another person and
does so in good faith and in a reasonable fashion, no liability should be incurred. This basis
can be easily established in terms of legislation.

Regarding the situations that can arise, first aid and 999 services are not far away in an urban
setting. In rural settings, however, the issue is more complicated. Therefore, there are variations
in terms of the isolation in which the good samaritan or volunteer provides his or her services.
These situations must be addressed in the legislation. It is a complex matter.

Today’s newspaper carries statistics in respect of Childline. That there has been an increase
of 200,000 in the number of calls, bringing the total to 800,000, is incredible, as is the fact that
300,000 of those calls have not been responded to because there were not enough volunteers
and resources. One can only respond to calls if there are lines. The cost of providing these
services is expensive, but this is a matter of great importance.

Volunteerism is considerably important. The figure of 550,000 people involved on a regular
basis is colossal. All of us know the football teams that are trained and coached every weekend
and the amount of time given to under-six, under-seven, under-eight, under-nine and other
under-age teams. All of it is provided by volunteers. In such situations, there are no doctors.
If one attends a match at Croke Park, there will be a doctor, as there will at a boxing tourna-
ment in the National Stadium. If one attends a concert, the Order of Malta will probably be
there, as will the Civil Defence. They all have specific skills. However, every day in Clonshaugh
where so much of the training in question takes place, St. Anne’s Park in Dublin or the Bogies
in St. John Paul Park, hundreds of young lads and so on are in situations in which first aid
might be a priority. These issues must also be addressed.

The essence of volunteerism is people who will provide a service free of charge and go to
the assistance of someone who, for one reason or another, requires assistance. This is where
the action should be and where we should ensure that we give a positive message. We should
assert that people acting in that capacity should not incur liability. For this reason, legislation
is important.

It may well be the case that liability is unlikely to be regularly incurred despite our litigious
society. Nevertheless, let us make strong and robust our message that we, as policy makers,
want to encourage good and active citizenship, volunteerism and the concept of the good
samaritan and to provide the legislative framework to make that possible.

Deputy Charles Flanagan: I am delighted to be associated with this Bill in the name of my
colleague, Deputy Timmins. The Bill reflects the twin objectives of reforming a harsh rule of
law and recognising and protecting the good work of active citizens.

I am disappointed by the response to the Bill by the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform and his junior colleague. It is clear that the only reason this Private Members’ Bill will
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be voted down tomorrow night is that it does not come from the Government side. I regret
having to say this once again during Private Members’ time. I listened with intent to the Mini-
ster, but there is no reason this Bill could not be granted a Second Stage reading tomorrow
evening and brought before the Select Committee on Justice, Equality and Law Reform. Hav-
ing regard to the reservations and technical points made by the Minister and the Minister of
State, there is every reason the Bill could be perfected and tailored to suit their needs during
a couple of hours of debate. There is no other reason than that it did not have the Fianna Fáil
stamp and logo. Once again, the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform is playing the
narrow, partisan, political card in a Dáil debate.

The fig leaf of the ministerial response is underlined by his assertion that Deputy Timmins’s
Bill will be incorporated in the Civil Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill, which is No. 14 on
the pink list, as announced by the Government in its legislative programme on 19 January. In
the foreword to the Civil Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill it is described as a Bill, “to
establish a Courts’ funds office to replace the accountant’s office and assume other cash man-
agement and accounting functions, to make provision for an intoxicating liquor licence for the
National Conference Centre and to provide for some miscellaneous matters”. Nowhere is there
a reference to the Civil Liability (Good Samaritans and Volunteers) Bill. Obviously, the Mini-
ster and his junior colleague had to engage in some panic measure today and yesterday and
decided that this fig leaf would wash with members of the Opposition. It is a sad day for
Parliament when Ministers must continually revert to the narrow partisan political agenda.

The reason for the Bill is obvious. Law students in a tort or criminal law lecture are generally
advised, “Do not to rush to help somebody in trouble because if you do you will become liable
for their welfare”. The message from the Irish State is, “Do not help those in distress. It is
more trouble than it is worth”. That is a selfish and cynical message, particularly against the
background of what the former Leader of the Government, Deputy Bertie Ahern, has prided
himself on doing in the name of active citizenship. The cynical message of “Mind your own
business, move on, turn the other cheek, turn the other eye” does not foster a sense of com-
munity, generosity, kindness or good neighbourliness. The State appears to suggest that citizens
should look after themselves, step over people injured on the pavement, not rush to the aid of
someone who has collapsed, turn the other cheek, look the other way and move on. I’m all
right Jack.

Fine Gael saw the need for legal reform some time ago and Deputy Timmins, to whom great
credit is due, introduced a Private Members’ Bill in 2005. The Fianna Fáil-led Government,
with typical intransigence, shot the Bill down. However, the Bill struck a chord with a signifi-
cant number of people. The Law Reform Commission took up the baton and subsequently
published a consultation document, followed by a full report with recommendations. The
report, by and large, reflects the concerns of Deputy Timmins and of Fine Gael. As is custom-
ary, the Law Reform Commission included a draft Bill with its report, which is similar to
Deputy Timmins’s Private Members’ Bill. There is ample evidence that the approach of Fine
Gael and Deputy Timmins makes good sense. However, for reasons I have outlined and which,
I regret, have become the hallmark of the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform, the
Government drags its heels and refuses to take action. The Fine Gael Private Members’ Bill
was introduced in 2005 but there was no response from the Government in 2006, 2007, 2008 or
2009. Now, in 2010, hey presto, we are informed by the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law
Reform that the measure will be included in the provision for an intoxicating liquor licence for
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the National Conference Centre. It is most regrettable that progress on this matter ground to
a halt, prompting Deputy Timmins to push reform in the Bill before the House tonight.

In 2007, two years after Fine Gael’s Good Samaritan Bill was defeated by Fianna Fáil and
the Progressive Democrats, the Taoiseach, Deputy Ahern, set up a task force on active citizen-
ship. He claimed he was concerned that active citizenship had gone into decline, something I
heard echoed by the Minister of State, Deputy Barry Andrews, and his Minister earlier this
evening. Is it any wonder that so-called active citizens are getting thin on the ground when
helping a person in medical distress could land one in court, liable for considerable damages
and in serious trouble? Many people have become afraid to reach out to help others. Simply
administrating first aid could leave one responsible for the subsequent welfare of the person
being helped. These fears, undoubtedly, led to the reduction in civic mindedness referred to
by Deputy Ahern in his active citizens endeavour. The fear of consequential injury or illness
militated against people performing good samaritan acts.

At the same time there was a rise in sudden cardiac death syndrome, with a large number
of people, many of them young people, dying each year. There was, consequently, a need for
defibrillators, as outlined by Deputy Timmins. Voluntary campaigns throughout the country
have seen the provision of defibrillators, particularly in sporting clubs. We even have one in
the visitors’ waiting room in Leinster House. These days, most community and voluntary groups
have a defibrillator at hand. This is a wonderful and positive development.

There is still a missing piece of the jigsaw, and this was addressed by Deputy Timmins. Civil
liability law needs to be reformed to ensure that good samaritans and those rushing to the
aid of someone in need are not punished for their good works. Defibrillators have become
commonplace because they are a vital tool in the saving of lives. A rapid response is crucial in
the event of cardiac arrest. The Law Reform Commission notes, in its report, that when a
person who has suffered a sudden cardiac arrest is defibrillated within five minutes his chance
of survival is approximately 50%, and potentially higher in a younger patient. When defibril-
lation is delayed for ten minutes or more, there is virtually no chance of survival without
cardiopulmonary resuscitation, CPR, while the chance of survival increases to between 10%
and 20% if CPR is used. Therefore, a speedy and effective response is required if the chances
of survival are to be increased. Training is essential for those who operate defibrillators and
now almost every voluntary group has a person trained in their use.

A 2006 report by the national task force on sudden cardiac death syndrome, which the
Law Reform Commission referenced, noted that Ireland has no good samaritan law to protect
members of the public who go to the aid of another person. This legal difficulty has been noted
time and time again. It is regrettable that the Government failed to act, in spite of the Private
Members’ initiative in 2005. The Law Reform Commission makes a number of recom-
mendations which, by and large, reflect the provisions of the Fine Gael Bill before the House.
It notes that parliaments in Australia, Canada and in many states of the United States recognise
the importance of fostering civic mindedness by protecting good samaritans from civil liability.

Playing the narrow political card does this House no service. I know, from speaking to Fianna
Fáil backbenchers, that they support this legislation and from speaking to Members in every
party I know there is no opposition to this legislation, except for the fact that it does not
contain the Fianna Fáil Party logo. I hope colleagues on the opposite benches will support the
concept of volunteerism as championed in words by former Taoiseach, Deputy Bertie Ahern.
Let us follow up in deeds. One positive deed we can undertake is to pass into law Deputy
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Timmins’s legislation at the earliest opportunity and four years after it was unnecessarily and
without justification shot down by Fianna Fáil and the Progressive Democrats.

Debate adjourned.

Adjournment Debate.

————

Industrial Disputes.

Deputy Martin Ferris: Currently, two men are on hunger strike outside the Green Isle factory
in Naas, County Kildare. Jim Wyse has been on hunger strike for 13 days and is starting into
his 14th day tonight while John Guinan has been on hunger strike for seven days and is starting
into his eight night.

The dispute concerns what the union claims was the wrongful dismissal of three craftworkers.
The workers had 16, ten and seven years’ service. The union’s case is as follows. In December
2008, the company made available on its IT system a file called “Boardroom”. Direct access
was given to one engineer but it was available to anyone else in the company by mapping the
drive. In March 2009, the engineer became concerned about a file which showed the planned
termination of employment of six maintenance workers and he showed the file to his manager
who, in turn, reported it to senior management. Company letters were issued to the engineer
and another worker asking them to disclose their full knowledge of the “Boardroom” file and
warning them that it was a serious matter which could lead to their dismissal. The union replied
to the company stating that it was a company error which gave the workers access to the file.
Some days later the workers were dismissed.

The matter was then referred to the High Court and proceedings continued for some months.
In June 2009, the company started separate proceedings against three workers, including the
two already mentioned and one other. At this stage, the union sought to have the issue of the
“Boardroom” file closed as it was taking so long. The High Court report issued in June 2009
and, in the event, the three workers were dismissed on 10 July 2009. The union appealed the
dismissals but following an investigation, they were upheld. Pickets were placed on the
company.

The union referred the case to the Labour Court on 6 October 2009. A Labour Court hearing
took place on 4 December 2009. The company did not attend the hearing but was represented
by IBEC. In a statement to the court, the company maintained that it did not engage with
unions and that the court was not the appropriate forum to hear the case. Its case was that the
workers committed serious transgressions and that they were afforded all rights in the investi-
gation and appeal hearings undertaken by the company.

Since then there has been a scandalous campaign by the company against the workers
implying they were downloading pornography. Last Sunday, a Green Isle director finally admit-
ted on RTE’s “This Week” programme that the employees did not have Internet access. He
also admitted that the adult material was sent from an anonymous source to the employees’ e-
mail in-boxes. It was a total and an absolute distortion to try to slander the workers concerned.

The Labour Court stated that on the information before it, the court was satisfied that the
dismissals at issue were unjustified, that in the circumstances of this case, the normal approach
of the court would be to recommend that the workers dismissed be reinstated without loss of
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pay, that it noted that the union had revised its claim and was now seeking a financial settlement
for those concerned and that it recommended that the parties engage, through an intermediary
if necessary, with a view to agreeing an acceptable compensation package, that this engagement
should continue for one week following the date of this recommendation and if final agreement
was not reached, the matter be referred back to the court. The court made a monetary recom-
mendation for the three people in question.

Currently, the two men are going into their 14th and eight day on hunger strike. I visited
them today, last Thursday and the Thursday before that. It is a very serious situation. I have
no doubt that behind all of this is an attempt to de-unionise workers working in the plant.
Green Isle was an Irish company which was sold to an English multinational company. Cur-
rently, most workers employed in it are non-nationals. The future of the trade union movement
and of Irish workers is being tested.

I appeal to the Minister and the Government to intercede, if necessary. I, nor does anybody
— I understand other parties have met the workers — want to see this hunger strike continue
because it will do irreparable damage to the men’s health. Jim Wyse is starting his 14th day on
hunger strike. I await the Minister’s response and I hope he will not be found wanting in
interceding if necessary.

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Conor
Lenihan): I thank Deputy Ferris for raising this important matter on the Adjournment. The
strike involves a number of craftworkers who have been on strike since August 2009 in support
of three dismissed colleagues. I understand this dispute arose following a decision by the com-
pany to dismiss the workers following an investigation into alleged improper use of the com-
pany’s IT system. The union representing the affected workers, the TEEU, has disputed the
company’s stated reason for the dismissals and believes that the dismissals were a result of an
earlier dispute over several workers sharing a confidential e-mail about redundancies, which
had been sent to a union member in error. I understand the company does not recognise the
trade union for collective bargaining purposes, nor is it obliged to do so.

The National Implementation Body had previously intervened in the dispute suggesting inde-
pendent mediation by a third party outside the Labour Relations Commission and Labour
Court. However, this initiative was not taken up by the company. The union subsequently
referred the case to the Labour Court on 6 October 2009, in accordance with section 20(1) of
the Industrial Relations Act 1969. This means that the recommendation is binding on the union
but not on the company. A Labour Court hearing took place on 4 December 2009. I understand
that the company did not attend the hearing but that IBEC was in attendance. In a statement
to the court, the company maintained that it did not engage with unions and that the court was
not the appropriate forum to hear the case. Its case was that the workers committed serious
transgressions and that they were afforded all rights in the investigation and appeal hearings
undertaken by the company.

The Labour Court issued its recommendation on 8 December 2009. The court was satisfied
that, on the uncontested information before it, the dismissals in question were unjustified. In
the circumstances of this case, the normal approach of the court would be to recommend that
the workers dismissed be reinstated without loss of pay. The court noted that the union had
revised its claim and was seeking a financial settlement for those concerned.

In this context, the court recommended that the parties should engage, through an intermedi-
ary if necessary, with a view to agreeing an acceptable compensation package, that this engage-
ment should continue for one week following the date of the court’s recommendation and that
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if final agreement was not reached, the matter should be referred back to the court. The court
also recommended that the dispute should be ended on these terms and there should be an
immediate return to work. In addition, there should be no victimisation of any type on either
side.

Green Isle Foods rejected the Labour Court recommendation aimed at ending the strike.
Media reports quoted a company spokesman as stating that it would not be bound by the
Labour Court recommendation as it did not accept that the court was an appropriate mechan-
ism by which to resolve this issue.

I regret that the company has not found it possible to accept the Labour Court recommend-
ation and that it has not opted as yet for the established route of settling employment griev-
ances. The experience and expertise of the Labour Court offers the most appropriate and
effective avenue for resolving such disputes.

I understand that on 17 February 2010, a shop steward at the plant began a hunger strike in
protest at the refusal by the company to accept the Labour Court recommendation. A second
worker joined the hunger strike on 24 February. A third worker may join the hunger strike
tomorrow, Wednesday, 3 March. I understand the company has said that it had made every
effort to resolve the dispute and that mediation at local level, involving members of this House,
is being pursued in an effort to find a settlement to the dispute.

It is a matter of great concern that this dispute has reached a stage where some workers
believe they must go to the extreme length of going on hunger strike in order to achieve a
settlement. I very much regret that the company has so far not found it possible to engage with
the industrial relations machinery of the State during the protracted dispute. Notwithstanding
the company’s stance and mediation efforts ongoing at local level, the services of the Labour
Relations Commission and the Labour Court remain available to the parties, if required, to
assist in finding a resolution to the dispute.

Responsibility for the resolution of industrial disputes between employers and workers,
whether in redundancy or other collective disputes, rests with the employer, the workers and
their representatives. The State provides the industrial relations dispute settlement machinery
free of charge to assist this process which, in line with the general principles of industrial
relations in Ireland, is voluntary in nature.

I again urge all the parties involved in this dispute to work together to break the current
impasse and to avail of the established machinery for dispute resolution. I again thank Deputy
Ferris for raising this matter in the House.

Water and Sewerage Schemes.

Deputy Tom Sheahan: I raise the Kilcummin and Waterville sewerage schemes together
because the failure to proceed with both schemes is having a massive impact on amenities in
my constituency. With regard to the Kilcummin scheme, for many years the local authority and
local residents sought a sewage treatment plant for the area. In 2007 the Government sanc-
tioned a scheme to bring sewage from Kilcummin to the treatment facility in Killarney. No
progress has been made since.

The roads in the Kilcummin area are in a deplorable state. The local authority has taken a
decision, with which I do not disagree, not to upgrade local roads until the sewerage scheme is
completed. Residents of the area are suffering on two fronts because they do not have a sewage
treatment facility and on the basis that the local authority has refused to upgrade local roads
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until a facility is developed. The proximity of Kilcummin to the Lakes of Killarney — the area
is three miles north of Killarney — makes it vital that the construction of a sewage treatment
facility proceeds. As the Minister of State will be aware, the Lakes of Killarney have suffered
in recent years from algae bloom and unacceptably high levels of phosphates. This amenity will
be lost if a sewage treatment facility is not put in place immediately.

A sewerage scheme for Waterville has been sanctioned and featured on list after list during
the years but funding has been held up in the Department. As a seaside resort, it is
unacceptable that raw sewage is being emitted into the sea at Waterville. Residents will no
longer tolerate this. We have heard about all the great work done during the Celtic tiger but
priorities were misplaced during the period. It is unacceptable that, despite approval being
granted, work has not proceeded on sewerage schemes in an area close to the Lakes of
Killarney and in a seaside resort.

I ask the Department to provide funding to enable Kerry County Council to carry out the
required works immediately. I also request that the Minister include the sewerage schemes for
Waterville and Kilcummin in the water services investment programme 2010-12 which is due
to be announced this month. I plead with him to make available this vital funding.

I thank the office of the Ceann Comhairle for providing me with a timely opportunity to
raise this matter.

Deputy Conor Lenihan: On behalf of the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government, I thank the Deputy for providing me with an opportunity to clarify the position
on Kerry County Council’s proposals for water and wastewater facilities for Waterville and
wastewater facilities for Kilcummin.

The Waterville water and sewerage schemes are designed to upgrade the water treatment
plant, provide a new wastewater treatment plant and the pipework for both the water and
sewerage systems. The combined schemes were to be procured under two contracts, a pipeline
contract and a single contract for the two treatment plants. The water mains and sewer net-
works contract is substantially completed. The two treatment plants are to be procured under
a single design-build-operate, DBO, contract. Kerry County Council has submitted a tender
recommendation for the DBO contract to the Department of the Environment, Heritage and
Local Government in which it is under examination. Agreement has not been reached between
the Department and the council on the level of funding to be provided by both the council and
the Department for the scheme. Discussions have taken place, however, and the council is to
make a further submission to the Department. When agreement is reached on the level of
funding to be provided by both parties, consideration will be given to allowing the council to
proceed with the scheme.

The Kilcummin sewerage scheme is part of the Lough Leane catchment sewerage scheme
which was included in the Department’s water services investment programme 2007-09. Kerry
County Council’s revised proposals for the Kilcummin scheme are under examination in the
Department and a decision will be conveyed to the council as soon as possible.

In common with all local authorities, Kerry County Council was asked to submit an assess-
ment of needs for water and sewerage services in its area to the Department by 23 October
2009. The Department is finalising the consideration of these assessments which will form a
key input to the development of the 2010-12 water services investment programme. In con-
ducting their assessments local authorities were asked to prioritise schemes and contracts for
progression in the coming years based on key environmental and economic criteria.
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With the changed economic climate and completion of the first cycle of river basin manage-
ment plans by local authorities in the near future, there is a greater need than ever to focus
on strategic environmental and economic objectives. The 2010-12 programme will do this by
prioritising projects that target public health and environmental compliance issues, support
economic and employment growth and offer best value for money. The Minister expects to
publish the 2010-12 water services investment programme shortly and his Department will work
closely with Kerry County Council to advance priority schemes identified in the programme. I
hope my reply satisfies the Deputy, whom I thank again for raising the matter.

Flood Relief.

Deputy David Stanton: I thank the office of the Ceann Comhairle for allowing me to raise
this important matter, namely, funding for the repair of the weir and fish pass in Fermoy,
County Cork. I thank, in particular, the Minister of State, Deputy Conor Lenihan, for coming
before the House. I am aware of his personal interest in the matter and that he has visited
Fermoy on occasion to familiarise himself with it.

When I raised this issue approximately one year ago, I was informed that a rock fish ramp
was required. I understand this is no longer the case and the Department’s scientific committee
has indicated that the number of salmon upstream of the weir is surplus to quota. Notwithstand-
ing this, the weir in Fermoy needs to be repaired as a matter of urgency. The fish pass, although
adequate, also needs to be repaired. Funding is required for both projects.

At long last, a flood relief scheme is being proceeded with in Fermoy. I hope the new scheme
will be as successful as the one in Mallow. With workers, contractors and the Office of Public
Works on the ground, this is an opportune time to carry out repair works on the fish pass
and weir.

I have been asked to bring to the attention of the Minister the concerns of Fermoy Rowing
Club. I have been informed the Minister is aware of these concerns and has walked the Black-
water River and noted the issues that arise. The rowing club welcomes the proposed implemen-
tation of phase 2 of the flood alleviation scheme and is cautiously optimistic that the Office of
Public Works will address its needs and concerns. Initially, the club was assured that the plans
to erect a permanent, continuous 1.3 m high wall along the quay from the youth centre to the
rowing club were open to qualification. The erection of such a wall would make it difficult, if
not impossible, for the club to place boats on the river during regattas, training sessions and so
forth. The club is seeking the erection of demountable walls or movable gates as part of the
barrier to enable rowers to launch boats on the river. It wants this issue to be addressed in
conjunction with the other works being undertaken in the area.

The minimum requirement is that any proposed permanent structure contain two breaks of
at least 75 ft. each to facilitate daily training and the launch of boats during regattas. This
clearance is needed to launch an eight person rowing boat which is 63 ft. in length. Any new
permanent structure would compromise the club’s slipway and require it to be extended and
renovated. The rowing club understands from consultations with engineers that its proposals
are feasible. I ask the Minister of State to raise the matter with the Office of Public Works to
ensure all the relevant bodies come together. Fermoy Town Council and residents want these
works which are both practical and possible to be carried out, as they would safeguard the
rowing club, fish in the river and the beautiful weir, a landmark, of which the people of Fermoy
and north County Cork are proud.
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I hope the Minister of State will discuss this matter with his colleagues. Let us see sense
because it was left unattended for long enough. The problem has almost been solved. I hope
the Minister of State, with his pragmatic, practical way of doing things, will have the matter
sorted out to allow us to move on.

Deputy Conor Lenihan: I thank Deputy Stanton for raising this matter. Protecting and
enhancing our inland fisheries is a core objective of our inland fisheries strategy and a require-
ment of EU law under the habitats directive. In this regard, I welcome the matter of the weir
at Fermoy being raised on the Adjournment. The weir is in the ownership of Fermoy Town
Council. The council, which acquired the weir some years ago, is responsible, as are other weir
owners, for the maintenance and upkeep of the weir. Following a complaint to the European
Commission and technical studies taken thereafter, the town council is aware of the need to
reduce the barrier effect of the weir on the migration of certain protected fish species, including
salmon and lamprey, to ensure compliance with the EU habitats directive.

Since taking up responsibility for the inland fisheries brief, I reviewed the approach to resolv-
ing the barrier to fish passage at Fermoy up to December 2009. I was anxious that progress be
made to deal with problems of fish passage and actively engaged with the town council on the
matter as well as the local rowing club and angling interests in terms of how their needs could
also be met. I listened carefully to the strong arguments of the council, local rowing club and
anglers, that an alternative to the rock-ramp proposal would provide a viable solution to the
issue of fish passage at Fermoy.

While the technical and scientific advice to me differs from this position, having listened to
the arguments of the council and rowing club, I agreed to afford the council — which is the
owner of the weir — an opportunity to implement its own preferred solution of repairing the
existing fish passes on the weir. I also made it abundantly clear that if that solution did not
work, I would have no alternative — indeed, no hesitation — in requiring the rock-ramp
proposal to proceed.

To give practical effect to my decision, I exercised my power to revoke the original direction
issued in 2006, in favour of the order given to the Fermoy Town Council, under section 116 of
the Fisheries (Consolidation) Act 1959, to undertake immediate repairs to the existing damaged
fish ladder situated in the weir to reduce the barrier effect of the weir on migratory fish species.

In light of my discussions with the European Commission authorities, having listened to the
council, the rowing club and the anglers — and having had the advice of the Attorney General,
as the chief legal adviser to the Government — I came to the conclusion that affording the
council an opportunity to explore its preferred solution to repair the existing fish ladder is the
appropriate immediate action. This will obviously need to be monitored closely from a fish
passage perspective. I hope the council will work closely with local or regional fisheries officers
to ensure that the optimum result is obtained. All parties involved must, however, appreciate
that Ireland is a member of the European Union and thus committed to meeting its responsibil-
ities under EU law, including obligations on biodiversity, and in particular to protection of
species and habitats under the habitats directive.

I have created an opportunity for the council to demonstrate that its preferred solution to
repair the fish pass offers a viable solution to the issue of fish passage at Fermoy. This oppor-
tunity has been provided to the council notwithstanding the technical advice to me and it is
now a matter for Fermoy Town Council, the owners of the weir, to implement its proposals
and monitor their effectiveness. In creating this opportunity, I stress there is no dilution of
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Ireland’s commitment to meeting its responsibilities under EU law, including obligations on
protected species under the habitats directive.

The effect of the repairs proposed on fish migration will be closely monitored and if the
required improvement in fish migration is not achieved, I will not hesitate to direct the town
council to undertake further major works.

I understand that the works on the weir do not contribute to the separate flood relief project.
The costs are therefore not attributable or appropriate to that project, which is being funded
and managed by the Office of Public Works.

The onus rests with the local authority to maintain the structure it values and protects so
zealously, in the same way that it funds and maintains other important infrastructure in its
ownership.

Deputy David Stanton: It does not have the money.

Deputy Conor Lenihan: I fully appreciate that the need to remedy the problems of a barrier
to fish migration at Fermoy has been contentious, but I hope the decision I have made will
enable rapid progress to be achieved. I urge the council to expedite the repairs and engage
actively with the fisheries board to monitor their impact.

I again thank the Deputy for raising this matter. I also thank the people I met in Fermoy
who made submissions to me on this matter.

Deputy David Stanton: They have no money.

Schools Building Projects.

Deputy Michael McGrath: I thank the Ceann Comhairle’s office for selecting this important
local matter for discussion on the Adjournment. Everyone associated with Shanbally National
School was deeply disappointed that the school was not included in the recent announcement
by the Minister for Education and Science concerning the schools building programme. That
disappointment must be understood in the context that the application for the extension was
initially made to the Department in June 2001.

Shanbally National School is currently operating on a site of approximately 1.65 acres. It is
an old school building with a number of portakabins on the site. The original building was
developed in 1964 as a three-teacher school. The school currently has eight main-stream
classrooms, as well as a special speech and language class. Some 220 pupils attend the school,
but the vast majority of those have to attend classes in the portakabins. The main building
accommodates just three mainstream classes, a school office and a general purpose room. The
remaining five mainstream classes, as well as the special speech and language class, currently
operate in nine portakabins on the site.

I wish to highlight the costs involved in this case. The annual rent for the portkabins is about
€100,000 which is a significant sum for an eight-classroom school. I acknowledge that the Mini-
ster has made good progress nationally in reducing the costs associated with renting temporary
portkabins on school sites. However, he should examine this case in Shanbally where that
annual investment of €100,000 could be put to better use by providing a permanent extension
to the school building, which is what is required. The school has a band of 2.2 which needs to
be upgraded. The key issue is that Shanbally should be recognised as a developing area, given
its proximity to Carrigaline where I live. It is a large and expanding satellite town. In recent
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times, local schools have been under some pressure to accommodate the number of children
coming through the system.

Enrolment at Shanbally has doubled since 2000 when it had only 126 pupils. That growth
has been entirely predictable, given the level of development in Carrigaline and the spillover
effect which has reached Shanbally National School. I wish to highlight the comparison with
other schools in the area. For example, Ballygarvan is deemed to be a developing area and it,
too, has a similar mixture of pupils from the village of Ballygarvan itself, as well as pupils from
Carrigaline. In the case of Shanbally, the Department has agreed with the long-term projected
enrolment so that it will remain a school of eight mainstream classes.

The school has submitted its own proposal whereby a builder would construct the extension
and lease it back to the Department over a 24-year period. That design work was completed
by O’Shea Leader consultants. The Minister for Education and Science is familiar with this
school, having represented the constituency for a long time. He has advanced a number of
other projects in the constituency.

Shanbally is a very deserving case. I pay tribute to Mr. Liam Shanahan, the principal, and
his staff, for working in difficult conditions. I hope the Minister will find a suitable avenue to
advance this essential project, whether it be through the permanent accommodation scheme or
the capital building programme.

Deputy Conor Lenihan: I am happy to reply on behalf of my colleague, the Minister for
Education and Science, who, unfortunately, cannot be present. I thank the Deputy for raising
this matter as it provides me with the opportunity to outline to the Dáil the Government’s
strategy for capital investment in education projects.

9 o’clock

Modernising facilities in our existing building stock as well as the need to respond to emerg-
ing needs in areas of rapid population growth is a significant challenge. The Government has
shown a consistent determination to improve the condition of our school buildings and to

ensure that the appropriate facilities are in place to enable the implementation
of a broad and balanced curriculum. All applications for capital funding are
assessed by the Department. The assessment process determines the extent and

type of need presenting, based on the demographics of an area, proposed housing devel-
opments, condition of buildings, site capacity etc., leading ultimately to an appropriate accom-
modation solution.

As part of this process, a project is assigned a band rating under published prioritisation
criteria for large scale building projects. These criteria were devised following consultation with
the education partners. Projects are selected for inclusion in the school building and modernis-
ation programme on the basis of priority of need. This is reflected in the band rating assigned
to a project. In other words, a proposed building project moves through the system com-
mensurate with the band rating assigned to it. There are four band ratings overall, of which
band 1 is the highest and band 4 the lowest. Band 1 projects, for example, include the provision
of buildings where none currently exists, but there is a high demand for pupil places, while a
band 4 project makes provision of desirable, but not necessarily urgent or essential facilities,
such as a library or new sports hall.

Due to industrial action on the part of some staff in the Department of Education and
Science, I am not in a position to give full details of the school referred to by the Deputy.
However, the school’s application is listed on the Department of Education and Science website
with a band 2 rating. Furthermore, as the Deputy will be aware, on 16 February last, the
Minister for Education and Science made an announcement regarding a total of 52 projects
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which are to proceed to tender and construction. Some 25 of these projects have already
secured planning permission and have been approved to proceed to tender and construction
this year. The remaining projects have not yet secured planning permission. When they have
secured this planning permission, they will then be in a position to prepare their tender docu-
ments and proceed to tender and construction, either later this year or in 2011. The project for
the school in question was not included in this announcement.

The progression of all large scale building projects, including this project, from initial design
stage through to construction is dependent on the prioritisation of competing demands on the
funding available under the Department’s capital budget. This project will be considered in the
context of the Department’s multi-annual school building and modernisation programme. I
thank the Deputy for raising this matter and wish him luck.

The Dáil adjourned at 9.05 p.m. until 10.30 a.m. on Wednesday, 3 March 2010.
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Written Answers.

————————

The following are questions tabled by Members for written response and the
ministerial replies as received on the day from the Departments [unrevised].

————————

Questions Nos. 1 to 7, inclusive, answered orally.

Questions Nos. 8 to 51, inclusive, resubmitted.

Questions Nos. 52 to 58, inclusive, answered orally.

Telecommunication Services.

59. Deputy Frank Feighan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the introduction of a one-stop-shop to improve the provision
of broadband infrastructure here; the reason for the delay in setting up this new structure to
date. [10197/10]

67. Deputy Olivia Mitchell asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he has established an Implementation Task Force chaired by his Department with
regard to setting up a one-stop-shop to improve the provision of broadband infrastructure here;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10216/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 59 and 67 together.

The establishment of a “one-stop-shop” is one of the commitments in the Next Generation
Broadband policy paper “Gateway to a Knowledge Ireland”, which I published in June last
year.

The concept of a “one-stop-shop” arose from a recognition that there is added value to be
had from facilitating telecoms operators in gaining access to ducting in State-owned networks,
thereby ensuring optimal use of State assets and facilitating more cost-effective roll out of
broadband. The context to the proposal is the anticipated increase in demand for high speed
broadband into the future.

My Department has had consultations with the telecoms operators and has also engaged
with the relevant State Bodies which are generally supportive of the proposal. My Department
has also undertaken an initial survey of State-owned networks and has published a series of
maps showing the routes of infrastructure such as roads, electricity, gas and rail.
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A further development in progressing the thinking behind the concept has been the publi-
cation of the Premium Rate Services Bill, which contains an amendment to the Communi-
cations (Regulation) Act 2002 whereby the National Roads Authority will provide a formal
framework to make ducts on national roads and motorways accessible to telecommunications
companies. This Bill, which has cleared all stages in the Dáil and Seanad will be back before
this House tomorrow and I anticipate that it will be quickly enacted.

The immediate objective is to have information on the availability of and access arrange-
ments for all State-owned ducting via a single contact point later this year. My Department is
in discussion with ComReg in this regard.

At the same time we will evaluate and progress the best management system that will in the
future provide coordinated access to such State-owned ducting.

Such a management system should facilitate our wider objective of promoting cooperation
between different telecoms providers of backhaul and wholesale services while at the same
time not undermining competition in the market.

Alternative Energy Projects.

60. Deputy Bernard Allen asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his plans to amend the Gate 3 system to facilitate commercially viable new wind
farm proposals getting grid connection without unreasonable delay; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10178/10]

88. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his plans to amend the Gate 3 system to facilitate commercially viable new wind
farm proposals getting grid connection without unreasonable delay; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10111/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 60 and 88 together.

The Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) has statutory responsibility for grid connec-
tion offers and for oversight of EirGrid’s grid connection process including the Gate process
for renewable energy.

There is currently over 1,500 megawatts (MWs) of renewable generation capacity connected
to the electricity grid. Wind powered technology is the dominant renewable technology. Over
100 individual windfarms have been connected with a combined capacity of 1,260 MWs. 240
MWs of hydro-power are connected. The balance represents biomass plants mainly landfill gas.

The contribution from renewable energy connected to the electricity grid is increasing very
steadily from year to year. Renewable generation contributed 11.9% of all electricity consumed
in 2008 compared to just 4.4% in 2003. Renewable generation in 2009 is estimated to have
represented 14% of all generation consumed. Ireland is on schedule to meet the 15% target
for electricity from renewable sources in 2010.

In addition to projects already built and connected, a further 1400 MWs of capacity have
already signed grid connection offers from the Gate 1 and Gate 2 processes and will be built
and connected to the grid over the next two or three year period.

The CER and EirGrid previously estimated that around 5,800 megawatts (MWs) of renew-
able capacity will be required in total to deliver the 40% target in 2020. If the downward trend
in electricity consumption continues the prospects for exceeding the 40% target increases.
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The CER decision on the ‘Gate 3’ round provides for connection offers for an additional
4,000 MWs of renewable electricity capacity. Approximately 90% of these offers are wind
powered capacity including around 800 MW of offshore wind. The Gate 3 decisions, combined
with existing renewable capacity and projects currently being built and connected, point to the
40% target being met and even exceeded by 2020. Ireland’s National Renewable Energy Action
Plan, which is to be submitted to the EU Commission by next June, will set out the detailed
projections and strategies to achieve the national target. The plan is being developed in consul-
tation with the renewable sector and all stakeholders.

The projects in Gate 3 were selected by the CER on a “first come first served” criterion.
Grid connection offers for projects within the Gate 3 process began to issue in December last
year. They continue to be issued on a phased basis until mid 2011.

To ensure this process operates efficiently and to keep the industry informed of devel-
opments, the CER has established a Gate 3 Liaison Group involving all stakeholders, including
EirGrid and the renewable industry associations. The objective is to ensure the connection
offer process is completed quickly, transparently and effectively.

The Gate 3 process was extensively consulted on by the CER. Through public consultation
and dedicated industry workshops, all industry stakeholders were given the opportunity of
responding in advance to the proposed connection process.

Once the level of take up of Gate 3 offers becomes clear, the CER will decide how to address
any issues arising.

A strategic framework to deliver on the potential for exporting renewable electricity from
Ireland is also a key priority. This will take account of grid technology developments, power
flow management techniques and progressive interconnection with the UK and potentially
Europe. In that context Ireland’s membership of the North Seas Countries Offshore Grid
Initiative and involvement in other EU offshore wind fora will ensure that Ireland is at the
forefront of European developments in offshore renewable energy.

Electricity Generation.

61. Deputy Dinny McGinley asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his plans to address the issue of windfall profits being made by electricity generators
on the back of charging consumers for the cost of carbon; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10212/10]

69. Deputy Michael D. Higgins asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his plans to address the issue of windfall profits being made by electricity generators;
the position regarding the types of legislative mechanisms that may be put in place to recover
carbon windfall gains from electricity generation companies; the most recent amount of windfall
profits generated; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10140/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 61 and 69 together.

My Department in consultation with the Office of the Attorney General has been working
to progress a scheme to provide for the recovery of carbon windfall gains from electricity
generators to the end of the current EU Emissions Trading Scheme in 2012. Under the current
Emissions Trading Scheme there is a free allocation of carbon credits to electricity generators.

The Single Electricity Market Committee has statutory responsibility for the operation of
the all island electricity market. The Committee decided in 2008 that the full costs of the free
carbon allocations should be passed through to the market. This has been a cause of consider-
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able concern to business because of the impact on the wholesale cost of electricity. Business
Groups have also expressed concerns about the related carbon windfall profits earned by elec-
tricity generators. These concerns have been raised consistently in the context of energy costs
for business and their impact on competitiveness.

In July last year the Government agreed a series of measures to mitigate where possible
energy costs for business. As part of those measures the Government decided to progress the
introduction of legislation to recover carbon windfall gains from generators up to 2012.

There are legal, technical and other complex considerations inherent in any potential treat-
ment of carbon windfall gains. My Department has been working to comprehensively address
all these considerations in finalising proposals for the drafting of legislation. I can advise the
Deputy that the Government have today approved my proposals to draft legislation on the
implementation of a carbon windfall levy. My Department will be working with the Office of
the Parliamentary Counsel to finalise the draft legislative provision with a view to its publi-
cation shortly.

Telecommunications Services.

62. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the steps he is taking to provide broadband coverage to areas not serviced by the
national broadband scheme; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9945/10]

99. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the implementation of a scheme funded by the European
Economic Recovery Programme to access broadband in rural areas; the action he is taking to
ensure 100% broadband availability here; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10092/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 62 and 99 together.

My Department entered into a contract with “3”, a Hutchison Whampoa company, for the
delivery of the National Broadband Scheme (NBS) in late December 2008. Since then, 3 has
progressed its network rollout and NBS broadband services are now available in almost half
of the 1,028 designated Electoral Divisions (ED) to be covered under the Scheme. Under the
NBS contract, all EDs in the NBS Coverage Area are required to have broadband connectivity
by end September 2010.

It is accepted that even after the full roll-out of the National Broadband Scheme (NBS)
there will still be a small percentage of premises outside of the Electoral Divisions covered by
the scheme that will not be capable of receiving broadband services. This is primarily due to
technical and other reasons (suitability of a telephone line, distance from an enabled exchange,
no line of sight etc.).

The European Commission has set aside a portion of the European Economic Recovery Plan
(EERP) funding for rural broadband initiatives. In this context, my Department is currently
considering the detailed design and implementation of a scheme which would utilise these
funds to address the issue of broadband availability to unserved rural premises outside of the
NBS areas.

One of the key issues to be resolved in adopting a scheme to address this issue is the identifi-
cation of potential beneficiaries under the scheme. The scheme can apply only in rural areas
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and can not apply to those areas already covered by the NBS. The scheme will also not be
available to people who already have a service available to them.

My Department will be consulting with existing Internet Service Providers to ensure that the
scheme does not encroach on their existing customer base.

It is hoped to commence the scheme this year with the identification of premises not capable
of receiving broadband. State Aid approval has been granted by the European Commission as
part of the overall process of securing the necessary approvals and funding for the scheme.

Alternative Energy Projects.

63. Deputy Enda Kenny asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his plans to combine heat and power in public buildings; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10206/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): Com-
bined Heat and Power (CHP) is a highly efficient way of generating on-site heat and electricity
simultaneously. It can offer significantly reduced energy bills for the end user and is a partic-
ularly efficient form of energy generation as it minimises any transmission losses involved in
getting power to the site.

Traditionally, CHP plants were only used in large industrial units with a high on-site heat
load. Increasingly the technology is developing higher efficiency, smaller scale units that are
capable of servicing smaller buildings and residential houses.

As this technology becomes more common in the market, smaller commercial premises,
public buildings, can now reduce their energy costs by installing CHP systems.

Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI), administers the Deployment Programme for CHP
technologies. The programme was expanded in 2008 to include dedicated support for Biomass
and Anaerobic Digestion powered CHP.

Under the SEI Support Programme a significant number of Public Buildings have taken
advantage of the benefits of CHP, or are currently in the process of doing so. These include
academic institutions which have installed CHP systems, with a total electrical capacity of 850
kilowatts. Two more institutions are in the process of installing systems with an electrical capa-
city of 750 kilowatts.

In the Health sector, 5 hospitals have already installed CHP systems with a total electrical
capacity of 770 kilowatts. 3 Local Authorities have also installed systems with an electrical
capacity of 350 kilowatts, with one more in construction.

The Renewable Heat Deployment Programme (ReHeat), which incentivises the installation
of biomass boilers, is also open to institutional users of heat, and has already supported the
construction of a number of projects.

Taken together, CHP technologies and the projects supported by Reheat offer real solutions
to energy costs in these public buildings by reducing the cost of power and increasing the
overall energy efficiency of the buildings.

There are particular challenges for Ireland in achieving significant CHP penetration given
our dispersed low density population and the characteristics of the built environment. The
improvements in CHP technology and the ongoing work of SEI with the Public Sector and
industry will help us to overcome the challenges.
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Proposed Legislation.

64. Deputy Paul Connaughton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his plans to introduce legislation to facilitate the development of offshore wind
energy; and if so the timescale for same. [10168/10]

93. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his plans to introduce legislation to facilitate the development of offshore wind
energy; the timeframe for the legislation; the position regarding offshore wind here; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10109/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 64 and 93 together.

Following the enactment of the Foreshore and Dumping at Sea (Amendment) Act 2009,
responsibility for certain foreshore functions transferred to the Minister for the Environment,
Heritage and Local Government with effect from 15 January last. This includes all energy
related developments (including oil, gas, wind, wave and tidal energy) on the foreshore.

My colleague, Minister Gormley, has made clear that he will introduce legislative change
aimed at better integrating the foreshore consent processes with the planning processes under
the Planning Acts. This will include the new planning regime for offshore renewable energy
developments, taking account of the National Offshore Renewable Energy Plan which is to be
submitted by my Department to the EU Commission by next June. My Department is working
closely with the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government on the new
regime that will reflect national and EU renewable energy objectives while taking account of
the interests of stakeholders in the marine resource.

Both Departments will work with the Department of Finance, the Attorney General’s Office
and other relevant Departments as well as EirGrid, the Commission for Energy Regulation
(CER) and Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI), in the delivery of the new regime.

A Strategic Environmental Assessment (SEA) of Irish offshore renewable energy resources
is being undertaken by the SEI at my Department’s request. This will complement and inform
the design of the new offshore framework. The SEA process is being overseen by a steering
group comprising my Department, the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government, SEI and the Marine Institute.

I intend to bring forward shortly a policy blueprint for the development of the renewable
energy offshore resource encompassing ocean and wind energy. Ireland’s National Offshore
Renewable Energy Plan to be submitted to the EU Commission by next June will include our
plans for offshore renewable energy. It will also take account of the significant impetus being
given to offshore renewable energy at European level. Our work as part of the North Seas
Countries Offshore Initiative together with the forthcoming EU Strategic Energy Review will
focus on the priority interconnection needs across Member States. The Plan will also reflect
ongoing co-operation with the UK and Northern Ireland through the ISLES project and under
the British-Irish Council.

I look forward to meeting with the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Climate Change and
Energy Security in the coming weeks to set out my vision for the renewable energy resource
and the actions underway to deliver on the potential including a fit for purpose planning regime.

Telecommunications Sector.

65. Deputy Michael D’Arcy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
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Resources his plans to instruct ComReg to allow open access to all publicly and privately
owned infrastructure. [10176/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I
strongly favour open access to private and public telecoms infrastructure. I believe that such
access can increase competition, drive down prices and encourage investment.

The question of ensuring access to telecoms infrastructure is a matter for ComReg as part
of its function of regulating the telecoms markets in accordance with the requirements of the
EU Regulatory Framework for electronic communications. ComReg is independent in the
exercise of its regulatory functions and is required by law to exercise its powers impartially
and transparently.

Under the Access Directive of the EU Regulatory Framework, ComReg is required to ensure
access and interconnection between telecommunications operators in order to promote
efficiency, sustainable competition and give the maximum benefit to end users. These are legal
obligations under EU and national law, which ComReg is required to enforce.

I very much welcome recent decisions by ComReg to make the cost of access to the infra-
structure of the dominant telecommunications player more competitive.

There are a number of telecom networks which are owned by the State or by commercial
State bodies that are available to telecom service providers on an open-access basis.

Eighty-seven Metropolitan Area Networks constructed by my Department, in conjunction
with Local and Regional Authorities, offering dark fibre and managed services are available
on an open access basis to all service providers. There are currently 35 service providers using
the MANs in some of these locations.

ESB Telecoms (ESBT) has built over 1,300kms of optical fibre network, which was grant-
aided by my Department from Exchequer and European Regional Development Funds. ESBT
offers dark fibre and managed bandwidth services to any service provider requiring backhaul
connectivity on their network.

Aurora Telecom, a Division of Bord Gáis Éireann, offers dark fibre on its network to service
providers on an open-access basis.

The importance of open access for competition in the telecommunications market has been
continuously highlighted by me in policy statements governing electronic communications, most
recently in my policy paper “Next Generation Broadband — Gateway to a Knowledge
Ireland”.

Broadcasting Services.

66. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the target date for the switch off of analogue television broadcast services.
[10158/10]

89. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the persons who are on the group set up to advise him on analogue switch off; when
the recommendations will be completed; if the recommendations will be published in the public
domain; if there is a cost involved in setting up this group; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10143/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 66 and 89 together.
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Part 8 of the Broadcasting Act, 2009 provides for, amongst other things, the closure of the
national analogue TV network.

My stated policy objective on this is that the earliest possible switch-off of the analogue
system needs to be achieved thereby releasing valuable spectrum to enable Ireland to reap the
benefits of the digital dividend.

The European Commission has set 2012 as the timeline for analogue switch off throughout
Europe and the EU Council of Ministers has asked Member States to, as far as possible,
complete the switchover in 2012.

As previously announced my objective is that this should take place in Ireland no later than
quarter 4 of 2012.

The group I have established to advise me on planning for analogue switch off and related
matters is chaired by the Head of the Broadcasting Policy Division in my Department. The
Group includes representatives of the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland (BAI), ComReg, RTE
and my Department. Representation on the Group is a matter for the individual organisations
and can vary from meeting to meeting. I expect to receive the group’s report shortly and I will
publish it when I have concluded my consideration of it. There was no cost involved in setting
up the group.

Question No. 67 answered with Question No. 59.

Electric Vehicles.

68. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he has worked on securing a memorandum of understanding with any new manu-
facturers with a view to supplying electric vehicles here following his statement that he would
look to other manufacturers to guarantee choice of supply of electric vehicles; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10187/10]

70. Deputy Damien English asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the process of rolling out an infrastructure for charging elec-
tric vehicles; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10193/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 68 and 70 together.

Electric vehicles offer an increasingly realistic solution in terms of reducing the Greenhouse
Gas Emissions in transport while at the same time tackling Ireland’s dependence on imported
fossil fuels. There is very significant global investment under way in research and development
in this area. The technology is now maturing to a point where large scale commercial deploy-
ment appears feasible in the short to medium term. The range of new car models by virtually
all motor manufacturers recently revealed at the recent Frankfurt Motor Show underlines the
rapidity and scale of the technology shift.

Ireland needs to be at the forefront of developments and we are working to ensure this with
all stakeholders. We have set a target of 10% of all vehicles to be powered by electricity by
2020, which will equate to around 225,000 cars on Irish roads.

The challenge is to develop economically viable options for the cost efficient build, operation
and maintenance of an electric vehicle infrastructure network in Ireland. Incentivisation is also
needed to develop a market for electric vehicles.
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ESB networks are proactively developing plans for an electric vehicle infrastructure network
and are taking a lead role in Europe to ensure that EU utilities work together to progress
standardisation. I am working with my colleague the Minister for Finance to put in place the
incentives to support electric vehicles as announced on Budget Day.

The Memorandum of Understanding concluded by the ESB and my Department with
Renault-Nissan is designed to support knowledge transfer on the infrastructure requirements
of electric vehicles. It will also ensure that Ireland is one of the first countries to be supplied
with both Renault and Nissan electric cars. This represents a major opportunity for Ireland.
Under the Memorandum of Understanding ESB Networks is able to avail of data on devel-
opments in electric vehicles which is informing consideration of optimum infrastructure, sup-
port mechanisms and the potential benefits accruing. The Memorandum of Understanding does
not convey any exclusive rights in relation to the provision of electric cars. Ireland is open for
business to all manufacturers of electric vehicles and I want to build relationships with all
global players in the sector.

My Department and the ESB are currently in discussions with other motor manufacturers
with a view to developing additional Memoranda of Understanding and there are a number of
promising prospects for later this year, which will contribute to ensuring choice of supply.

Question No. 69 answered with Question No. 61.

Question No. 70 answered with Question No. 68.

Digital Terrestrial Television.

71. Deputy Terence Flanagan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the provision of commercial digital terrestrial television here
and the ongoing negotiation between the Broadcasting Commission of Ireland and a consor-
tium (details supplied); the timescale for the rollout of a free to air DTT service; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10201/10]

102. Deputy Liz McManus asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the digital terrestrial television project here; when he expects
the signing of the contract with a company (details supplied); the concerns he has if the delays
in implementing DTT continue; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10104/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 71 and 102 together.

Part 8 of the Broadcasting Act 2009 provides for the development of free-to-air and commer-
cial digital terrestrial television (DTT) in Ireland and for the closure of the national analogue
TV network.

On foot of this requirement, the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland (BAI) predecessor, the
Broadcasting Commission of Ireland (BCI), launched a competition, which is still ongoing. As
the Deputy is aware, the highest placed consortium in the competition withdrew from the
process last April. Negotiations then commenced with the next placed bidder and this process
is continuing.

As I stated recently in response to previous questions on this issue, I am not prepared to
speculate on the outcome of the commercial DTT process, which is a matter for the BAI, an
independent regulatory authority. Nor am I prepared to surmise on the ongoing negotiations
between the BAI, RTÉ and the OneVision consortium. I have, however, made clear my view
that I would like to see this process concluded as soon as possible.
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The conclusion of the process is essential to provide certainty for broadcasters, suppliers and
the general public with regard to the development of commercial DTT services in Ireland.

Under section 129 of the Broadcasting Act 2009 RTÉ is required to ensure that ‘free-to-air’
DTT is available to approximately 90% of the population on such date as may be specified by
the Minister. I signed an Order last week specifying this date as 31st October 2010.

The Act also requires RTÉ to provide a national ‘free to air’ digital service with capacity to
carry RTÉ 1, RTE 2, TG4 and TV3 by the end of 2011 or such later date as I may specify. I
have written to RTE informing them that the date for provision of a national service is 31
December 2011.

As I have previously stated, my policy objective is the earliest possible switch-off of the
analogue TV system operated by RTÉNL and it is my intention that this will be no later that
quarter four 2012. The timely switch-off of analogue broadcast services will release valuable
spectrum and will position Ireland to maximise the benefits of the resulting digital dividend.

Departmental Agencies.

72. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and
Natural Resources if the annual accounts for 2008 of the Central Fisheries Board have been
published and laid before Dáil Éireann; if not, the reason for the delay; the timeframe for
publication; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10128/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources
(Deputy Conor Lenihan): The Fisheries (Amendment) Act 1999, provides that the Central
Fisheries Board shall submit draft annual accounts to the Comptroller & Auditor General (C&
AG) and that the Board is then obliged to submit to the Minister, as soon as may be but not
later than one month after an audit by the C&AG, a copy of its annual accounts, together with
the report of the C&AG.

I understand the Comptroller and Auditor General is finalising his consideration of the
Board’s 2008 accounts and that it is expected the accounts will be signed off in the coming
weeks, and forwarded to me thereafter. It is my intention that, on receipt of the audited
accounts and report, copies of both will be laid before each House of the Oireachtas at the
earliest possible opportunity.

Telecommunications Services.

73. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if ComReg will be given powers to issue a regulatory limit on contention in relation
to broadband or the way companies can advertise broadband speeds; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10132/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
Commission for Communications Regulation (ComReg) is charged with the development of a
dynamic, efficient and competitive market-place for electronic communications. ComReg is
empowered to regulate certain markets at the wholesale level, including the wholesale broad-
band market. Contention is only one element of many retail broadband products that are
available. Other elements would include price, speed, latency, and technology and customers
choose their product based on their specific needs. ComReg does not regulate retail markets.
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Electricity Grid.

74. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the North South Interconnector; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [10134/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
Meath-Tyrone 400 kV Interconnection Development Project comprises an 80km, 400kV Inter-
connector between Cavan and Tyrone, and a 58km, 400kV Power Line between Meath and
Cavan. This project will deliver enhanced cross-border transmission of electricity and further
strengthen links between Ireland and Northern Ireland as part of the all-island electricity
market. It will facilitate the increased integration of renewable electricity and will ensure secur-
ity of electricity supplies for consumers and businesses on the island and in particular in the
North East region, thereby underpinning economic renewal.

This cross-border project is being developed by Ireland’s national transmission system oper-
ator, EirGrid, and Northern Ireland Electricity (NIE). A planning consent application was
submitted by EirGrid to An Bord Pleanála in December 2009. NIE also submitted a planning
application in respect of the Northern Ireland aspects of the project, to the Northern Ireland
Department of Environment Planning Service in December. Public consultation in both juris-
dictions commenced last month.

Proposed Legislation.

75. Deputy Noel J. Coonan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his plans to introduce legislation to facilitate geothermal combined heat and power
projects; and if so the time scale for same. [10171/10]

86. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding geothermal energy here; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10110/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources
(Deputy Conor Lenihan): I propose to take Questions Nos. 75 and 86 together.

I have stated on a number of occasions commitment to the early provision of a legislative
framework for the exploration for and development of geothermal energy. Accordingly, in the
course of 2009, drafting of a General Scheme of a Bill with a view to producing Heads in early
2010 has been prioritised in the Department, with detailed legislative drafting to follow by the
Office of Parliamentary Counsel. Considerable progress has been made in this regard and I am
currently considering an initial proposal for Heads, which I would hope to bring to Government
in the near future, seeking approval to send these forward for drafting a Bill on Geothermal
Energy for publication later this year.

I have pointed out on a number of occasions that geothermal energy is a new area of legislat-
ive endeavour in this jurisdiction and the Bill will be expected to be substantial, dealing with
a range of matters such as ownership of the resource, regulation and licensing of exploration
and development, ancillary rights and protection of third party interests. I would add that I
have engaged closely with industry and interested parties in a series of meetings and workshops
to ensure legislative proposals have the benefit of their input.

Broadcasting Services.

76. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the establishment of a television channel dedicated to the
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proceedings of the Houses of the Oireachtas as outlined in the Programme for Government
2007; when it is proposed to be on air; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10091/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): Part
7, Chapter 6 of the Broadcasting Act 2009 provides for the development of an Oireachtas
Channel. Part 8 of the Act provides for a right of carriage on the RTÉ digital terrestrial
television multiplex in respect of this channel.

The Broadcasting Act 2009 provides that the Commission of the Houses of the Oireachtas
may establish a public service channel to be made available throughout the island of Ireland
providing coverage of:

• proceedings of both Houses of the Oireachtas;

• proceedings of a local authority;

• institutions under the British-Irish Agreement;

• other legislatures; and

• UN, EU and Council of Europe institutions.

The 2009 Act provides that the cost of such a channel would be met from the budget of the
Commission of the Houses of the Oireachtas and that no advertising is permitted on the chan-
nel. I hope that the Commission of the Houses of the Oireachtas will now be able to make the
necessary resources available to progress the channel in conjunction with the roll out of the
new digital terrestrial television services.

Telecommunications Services.

77. Deputy Ruairí Quinn asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the way he plans to combat the digital divide; if he is satisfied that persons who wish
to learn how to use the Internet across broad sections of society have an opportunity to learn;
the numbers of eInclusion grants awarded; the numbers of training places that have been taken
up; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10127/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources
(Deputy Conor Lenihan): My Department, and others, have been working, and continue to
work, on addressing the digital divide with a range of measures to promote digital engagement.

One issue has been access to the technology and infrastructure — which is being addressed
both by the market and, in the case of areas where broadband provision remains an issue,
through the National Broadband Scheme, in which my Department is investing substantially.

The issue of skills is being addressed in several ways. Training opportunities are being pro-
vided by community, voluntary and not for profit organisations across the country. My Depart-
ment’s BenefIT e-Inclusion grant schemes are assisting many of these initiatives.

Under the BenefIT schemes, 89 grants were awarded in 2008 and 2009 — amounting to
approximately €2.58 million. A review of the outputs from the BenefIT 1 scheme has com-
menced. It will, inter alia, determine the number of people trained under the scheme, and will
be published on my Department’s website when completed later this year. Approximately 7,400
training places are available under the BenefIT 2 scheme this year. Training throughout 2010
is taking place in venues across the country. Details of the training, the locations and contact
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information for the training providers are available on my Department’s website at www.eIn-
clusion.ie

There are, of course, other training opportunities available from a variety of sources —
including opportunities in libraries and in night classes throughout the country, and from a
range of private sector training providers. In addition, there is the “Log on, Learn” initiative —
a collaborative program between Intel, Microsoft, An Post and the Department of Education &
Science. The programme is designed to match participating transition-year students with older
people on a one-to-one basis, to share skills and knowledge with each other. I understand that
over 3,000 people have been trained on this programme.

Government will continue to examine approaches to promote increased digital participation
and digital skills in the context of strategies to advance the Knowledge Society.

Postal Services.

78. Deputy Mary Upton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if the decision on the type of postcode to be implemented was made prior to the
tender process; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10105/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
Government has now approved the implementation of a postcode system as recommended by
the National Postcode Project Board.

The model recommended, and since approved by Government, is an alpha-numeric, publicly
available and accessible postal sector model.

Following the Government’s approval of the implementation of a national postcode system
for Ireland as recommended by the National Postcodes Project Board, my officials and I have
been working to address the next steps in this project. A competition was launched last month
to select a body that will assist the Department in managing the delivery of a working postcodes
system. That delivery will be undertaken by way of a competitive tender process.

Energy Regulation.

79. Deputy Tom Hayes asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources when he plans to change the regulatory model for setting the price of domestic
household electricity in order to allow the ESB to compete on price; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10205/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
entry into the domestic electricity market last year of two new suppliers, Airtricity and Bord
Gáis Energy, demonstrates that policy to encourage competition in electricity generation and
supply is paying dividends for consumers.

Bord Gáis Energy and Airtricity are offering discounts of between 10% and 14% on ESB
unit rates which are still regulated. They are also offering domestic consumers alternative billing
arrangements and options for the level of renewable electricity they purchase.

Energy price regulation is designed to ensure that a dominant player cannot engage in
uncompetitive, short-term pricing practices, which could undermine or drive out emerging com-
petition. The Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) has made it clear that the regulation
of ESB tariffs will discontinue when competition has taken firm hold in the market.

The CER is now working with ESB and with the other players in the market as well as
consumer and business groups, to develop a timeframe for deregulation of the regulated ESB
tariffs through the emergence of competition of scale. On 2nd December last, the CER pub-
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lished its paper for consultation on the timing and conditions under which regulation of prices
should be discontinued for ESB Customer Supply. The CER is also consulting on other actions
to be taken, apart from the removal of the price control, in order to ensure a fully competitive
deregulated electricity retail market. The closing date for submissions on the CER’s consul-
tation paper was 1st February last. I understand the CER received a wide range of submissions
which are now being analysed. A clear roadmap and timeframe for retail electricity deregu-
lation for domestic customers as well as SMEs will result from this process in the coming
months.

Telecommunications Services.

80. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the steps he is taking to provide high speed broadband services in urban areas; and
if he will make a statement on the matter. [9946/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): While
the provision of broadband services, particularly in urban areas, is a matter for private sector
service providers, my overall policy framework is aimed at encouraging wider availability and
higher speed services.

Broadband policy is set out in the paper that I launched in June 2009. This paper set out the
basic policy framework that investment in broadband, including Next Generation Networks
(NGN) which provide higher speeds, is primarily a matter for the market facilitated by an
appropriate regulatory regime. Direct State investment is aimed at market failure situations, for
example, the National Broadband Scheme (NBS), which is aimed at bringing a basic broadband
product to unserved areas.

The availability, take up and quality of broadband in Ireland have all increased substantially
over recent years. Large corporates throughout Ireland are fully served. SME and residential
broadband has also improved significantly over recent years. Any remaining areas of Ireland
that do not currently have a broadband service (i.e. now estimated at under 4% of the premises
in Ireland) will have one through the NBS by the end of this year.

At the end of September 2009, just over 70% of Irish homes, and over 86% of SMEs, had
subscribed for a broadband connection. As regards broadband speeds, most of the homes
(68.4%) and the SMEs (72.8%) are using higher speed broadband (2mbps — 10mbps).

Energy Regulation.

81. Deputy Pat Rabbitte asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his views on ensuring that tariffs for domestic gas cylinders are brought under the
remit of the Energy Regulator; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10112/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): While
the regulation of natural gas tariffs is the responsibility of the Commission for Energy Regu-
lation (CER), which is statutorily independent in the performance of its functions, the Com-
mission has no function in regard to the setting of tariffs for domestic gas cylinders, or LPG,
which is a by-product of oil. The Irish oil industry is fully privatised, liberalised and deregulated
and there is no price control on petroleum products in Ireland.

The transportation and supply of Liquefied Petroleum Gas (LPG) is not licensed under the
Energy Acts and neither my Department nor the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER)
have any role in the regulation of LPG transportation and supply.
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Section 14 of the Energy (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2006, enables the CER’s responsibil-
ities to be extended to cover the activities of LPG undertakings and installers with respect to
safety. Following legal advice indicating that amendments were required to this provision of
the legislation, the Energy (Biofuel Obligation and Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill includes a
number of amendments in order to incorporate LPG and LPG installers into the natural gas
safety regulatory system and to further provide that the CER assume responsibility for LPG
safety. The Bill was introduced in the Seanad and has recently passed Second Stage.

These current legislative proposals represent Phase I of a two phase legislative approach. The
matter of addressing identified gaps in relation to LPG Distribution Networks and reporting of
LPG-related incidents requires further detailed examination and consultation with both indus-
try and the Health and Safety Authority in order to ensure that among other things there is
no duplication of responsibilities.

The CER has recently published a consultation document on these issues. The outcome of
that consultation will inform Phase II legislative proposals. There are no plans to extend the
role of the CER in relation to LPG beyond the safety role.

Telecommunications Services.

82. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he will seek a strategic partnership with Eircom under the new Singapore
Technologies Telemedia partnership to roll out fibre broadband to the home. [10184/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan):
Government policy pertaining to the electronic communications market in Ireland is set out in
“Next Generation Broadband — Gateway to a Knowledge Ireland”, which I published in June
2009. The policy paper was developed in accordance with various key principles, which are
crucial to the development of the market including (i) competition, at platform and service
levels, which drives innovation and investment, (ii) investment certainty for service providers
considering investing in network infrastructure, (iii) investment intervention by Government
to bridge any digital divide in cases of market failure and to meet certain of the State’s own
communication needs, and (iv) appropriate regulation. The policy paper sets out the Govern-
ment’s position that investment in broadband infrastructure is primarily a matter for the private
sector, facilitated, where appropriate and possible, by Government (e.g. by providing access to
State owned infrastructure).

Existing policy has facilitated significant progress in broadband roll out and broadband
speeds over recent years and my focus will be on continuing implementation of this policy. I
welcome all plans by service providers across different platforms to invest in high-speed broad-
band and will ensure that the State provides a supportive environment for such investment.

83. Deputy Joanna Tuffy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the national broadband scheme; the cost of the scheme to
date; the overall expected cost; if the project is set for completion in September 2010; the
maximum and minimum spends expected for this scheme; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10139/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I
regret to advise the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to her Question at this
time. I will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.
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Broadcasting Services.

84. Deputy Liz McManus asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the free to air BBC services here in view of statements (details
supplied) following the publication of the Memorandum of Understanding between him and
the UK Government; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10103/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): Fol-
lowing the signing of the Memorandum of Understanding with the UK on digital broadcasting
on 1 February 2010, it was found that a reference in the joint press release in relation to
facilitating the provision of BBC services in Ireland did not accord with the text of the Memor-
andum. Following agreement between the two administrations, the press release was amended.
The text of the memorandum and the press release is available on my Department’s website
www.dcenr.ie.

Energy Resources.

85. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding fuel mix here; the percentage of fossil fuels that were
imported in 2009; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10130/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
energy balance figures for 2009 are not yet available. The latest figures available were published
by Sustainable Energy Ireland in December 2009 and refer to 2008.

The figures show that Ireland’s overall import dependency reached 91% in 2006 and has
decreased slightly to 89% in 2008.

Since the mid-1990s import dependency has grown significantly due to the overall increase
in energy use together with the decline in indigenous natural gas production at Kinsale since
1995 and decreasing peat production.

Over the period 1990 to 2008, production of indigenous gas decreased by 81%, peat by 54%
while the use renewable energy in contrast increased by 221%.

Question No. 86 answered with Question No. 75.

Question No. 87 answered with Question No. 57.

Question No. 88 answered with Question No. 60.

Question No. 89 answered with Question No. 66.

Telecommunications Services.

90. Deputy Seán Sherlock asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his views on the Davy Report that pointed to the failures of investment in our
telecoms sector as a major concern; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10136/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
report referred to by the Deputy examines the distribution of private sector capital investment
over the previous decade. It highlights the excessive concentration of such investment in the
housing sector and calls for an increased distribution of future capital investment in core activi-
ties that would enhance national productive capacity. The report accords with my policy paper
“Next Generation Broadband — Gateway to a Knowledge Ireland”, published in June 2009,
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which aims to facilitate private sector capital investment in electronic communications infra-
structure.

I would to point out that there has in fact been significant private investment in telecom-
munications infrastructure, especially broadband, in recent years. This has led to a major invest-
ment in our broadband infrastructure across the different platforms of fixed line, cable and
mobile. As a result, broadband coverage has been greatly extended and speeds have increased.
This private investment has been complemented by State investment in cases of market failure
such as the National Broadband Scheme (NBS). These developments are reflected in recent
improvements in Ireland’s international position on broadband provision.

Energy Efficiency.

91. Deputy Kathleen Lynch asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the progress made to date on the implementation of the National Energy Efficiency
Action Plan which was published in 2009; the position regarding the target of 20% energy
efficiency savings across the economy by 2020; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10133/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
National Energy Efficiency Action Plan (NEEAP) sets out 90 actions that Government is
either already taking or will take in the period to 2020 to achieve the national energy efficiency
targets of 20% across the economy and 33% in the public sector. The savings identified in the
Action Plan represent approximately €1.6 billion in avoided energy costs for the economy
in 2020.

The key NEEAP actions undertaken to date are as follows:

The Home Energy Saving (HES) Scheme, which is administered by Sustainable Energy
Ireland (SEI), was launched in March 2009. The scheme provides grant assistance to
homeowners for energy efficiency retro-fitting measures including attic and wall insulation,
very high-efficiency boilers, heating controls and Building Energy Rating (BER) assessments.

The scheme is open to anybody owning a house that was built prior to 2006. Homeowners
can expect to save up to €700 per year on their energy bills if they install the full suite of
measures available under the scheme. The scheme offers grants of up to 40% of the typical
cost of energy efficiency upgrade measures, depending on the measure concerned. The scheme
had attracted 40,724 applications by the end of December 2009. In total, 33,434 energy efficient
measures were installed in 18,183 homes in 2009.

The Warmer Homes Scheme (WHS) provides support for low income housing for insulation
and other energy efficiency improvement measures. This scheme is also managed by SEI and
implemented by local community groups. Measures include cavity wall insulation, attic insu-
lation, boiler lagging jackets, draught proofing measures and Compact Fluorescent Lamps
(CFLs). These measures are provided free or at a nominal cost to the householder. Advice is
also provided on minimising energy use. Some €20 million was provided for the scheme in
2009, which included a contribution of €5 million from ESB and BGE. This enabled energy
efficiency improvements to be made in over 19,000 vulnerable homes in 2009, effectively doubl-
ing the total number of homes benefiting under the scheme in the previous ten years.

In the business sector, the most significant cost-cutting and energy saving potential lies in
improving the energy performance requirements of new non-residential buildings, improve-
ment of existing buildings, encouraging more businesses and public bodies to actively address
their energy use and to use the most energy efficient plant, machinery and equipment. In 2009,
SEI delivered a €5 million programme that provided grant assistance to the business and public
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[Deputy Eamon Ryan.]

sectors. The programme supports energy efficiency measures for businesses and institutions
across the country. Over 74 projects have been funded under the programme. As a result of
the work carried out, annual energy savings worth €2.6 million and 12kt CO2 where achieved.

SEI also ran a €1.3m support programme providing energy assessments and training to local
authorities and other public sector agencies. This has resulted in savings worth between €1.2M
and €1.8M in 2009. A range of best practice guides were also developed and an energy
efficiency design process initiated to incorporate energy efficiency principles into the design of
new or retrofitted public sector services. Regulations introduced in December 2009 require all
public bodies to include, in its annual reports published after January 1st next year, a statement
describing the actions it is taking to improve its energy efficiency, together with an assessment
of the energy savings arising from those actions. SEI is currently finalising the methodology
for calculating energy savings across the public sector.

For 2010, a dedicated public sector programme will build on the work of 2009. The Energy
Efficiency in the Public Sector Programme will be the main delivery mechanism for energy
efficiency actions by public sector bodies. In addition to the services provided in 2009, areas to
be supported in 2010 include:

— Developing Energy Service Company (ESC) led models under new the National Retro-
fit programme, outlined in the Budget

— Assisting public sector bodies in the development of 2020 energy efficiency strategies
to 2020

— Working in partnership with all Departments in relation to energy efficient design and
procurement.

Regulations have also been finalised to give effect to the EU Energy Efficiency Directive that
include new energy efficient public procurement rules. These new rules will require public
bodies to purchase or lease only plant and equipment across a diverse range of technologies
that are listed on SEI’s database of highly energy efficient products. This database has already
been developed as part of the Accelerated Capital Allowance (ACA) Scheme for energy
efficient technologies.

SEI is also required under the regulations with producing general guidelines on energy
efficient procurement and these will be progressed in conjunction with the new OPW National
Public Procurement Office and the Department of Environment, Heritage and Local
Government.

The ACA scheme was expanded in 2009 to take account of additional categories including
energy efficient IT infrastructure and electric vehicles. Companies can now write off the full
capital cost of energy efficient equipment in the year of purchase. The ACA scheme currently
covers equipment accounting for at least 60% of the energy used by industry in Ireland.

In compliance with the 2006 and 2008 Building Regulations, it is also the policy of Office of
Public Works (OPW) that it will conduct feasibility studies on the utilisation of renewable
energy technologies in all new buildings over 1,000m2 as part of the design process.

The OPW has already installed a number of biomass boiler systems and Solar Panel systems
in both new and existing buildings where it has been shown to be both technically and economi-
cally feasible. OPW will continue to take this approach.

The Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government has recently prioritised
work through the statutory Building Regulations Advisory Board to establish achievable targets
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for reductions in primary energy and CO2 emissions for buildings in all sectors of the economy
including public sector buildings, with a view to upgrading the requirements in Part L
(Conservation of Fuel and Energy) of the Building Regulations in 2010. The work programme
currently under way will inform the development of a programme for continuous improvement
in Part L requirements in coming years with a view to achieving a Carbon Neutral building
standard for buildings other than dwellings, including civic buildings, by 2016.

SEI’s Large Industry Energy Network (LIEN) continues to engage with the largest energy
using enterprises (in manufacturing and services) where the 120 member companies collectively
spend over €800 million per annum on energy. Recently published analysis shows that by
spending €1.9 million these companies avoided energy costs of €60 million in 2008 alone.

The National Energy Retrofit Programme, announced on Budget Day, will further reduce
energy costs and carbon emissions in homes and business while also creating employment
and developing a sustainable market for energy services in Ireland. The detailed design and
specification of the new programme is being finalised by my Department and SEI. The Prog-
ramme will be the subject of a public consultation shortly. In broad terms the Retrofit Prog-
ramme will bring together the HES Scheme and the WHS as well as the support programme
for business and the public sector. It will also involve the development and promotion of energy
services by the energy companies.

This new Programme has the potential to be the most innovative, ambitious, energy-related
initiative ever introduced in Ireland. It will significantly reduce CO2 emissions and contribute
to meeting the national efficiency targets including the target of 33% set for the public sector.
It will also create significant employment in the energy and construction sectors in support of
economic renewal.

Bio-Fuels Industry.

92. Deputy Eamon Gilmore asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the European led sustainability criteria in relation to bio-
fuels; the way he envisages same being implemented; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10125/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I have
been a strong advocate in Europe of the need for sustainability criteria for biofuel imports and
production. The development of the EU biofuel sustainability criteria regime was overseen by
a special ad hoc Committee, which comprised all Member States and the Commission. My
Department participated in the work of the committee. The sustainability criteria are duly
reflected in the Renewable Energy Directive which sets a 10% target for renewable energy in
transport for all Member States by 2020. The Commission is finalising its detailed guidance
document on the implementation of the sustainability criteria including reporting and verifi-
cation requirements which will be critical to successful implementation. The Commission’s
guidelines are expected to be finalised and published later this month. They will be incorpor-
ated into the National Biofuels Obligation Scheme to ensure that the Irish biofuels market
operates in full accordance with the sustainability standards.

Question No. 93 answered with Question No. 64.

Broadcasting Services.

94. Deputy Jan O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he will clarify his press statement on 27 January 2010 in relation to Play TV; the
way he plans to deal with this issue; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10145/10]
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Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
Premium Rate Services Bill will empower the Commission for Communications Regulation
(ComReg) to regulate the provision of premium rate services, including TV shows that invite
telephone participants. This Bill, which has already cleared all stages in the Dáil and Seanad,
will be back before this House tomorrow and I anticipate that it will be quickly enacted.

Telecommunications Services.

95. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the degree to which high speed high quality broadband is available throughout the
country at present; the areas still without service; the areas with service but which is deemed
to be unreliable or below par by international standards; the degree to which plans over the
past five years to provide service in all areas have been achieved; his plans to ensure 100%
coverage throughout the entire country in the next five years; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10154/10]

98. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if comparisons have been made between the telecommunications services available
here and those available in other EU member states with particular reference to the quality
and reliability of all such technology, wire and wireless and or satellite; if the costs in this
country are competitive; if the customer receives a service equal in every way to that available
in other EU member states; if the quality of mobile phone services has kept pace with such
services throughout the European Union in terms of overall coverage, quality, reliability and
costs; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10155/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 95 and 98 together.

The regulation of telecommunications service providers, including regulatory issues sur-
rounding network coverage and quality is the responsibility of the Commission for Communi-
cations Regulation (ComReg), in accordance with its functions under the Communications
Regulation Act 2002, as amended, and the EU Regulatory Framework for Electronic
Communications. The framework applies in all EU Member States.

The provision of telecommunications and broadband services is a matter for electronic
communications service providers who operate in a fully liberated market, regulated by the
ComReg. In cases of market failure the Government will intervene, where appropriate and
possible.

Government policy pertaining to the electronic communications market in Ireland is set out
in “Next Generation Broadband — Gateway to a Knowledge Ireland”, which I published in
June 2009.

There has been significant progress in broadband roll out and broadband quality over recent
years. According to ComReg’s latest Quarterly Report for Q3/2009, 68% of residential sub-
scriptions in Ireland and 72% of non-residential subscriptions are in the 2 — 10 Mbps range.
Only 21% of the non residential subscriptions and only 24% of the residential subscriptions
are in the 1 — 2 Mbps range. Higher speeds, in some cases up to 50Mbps, are also available
to residential and SME customers in urban areas. For example, speeds of up to 24Mbps are
available from DSL providers, 50Mbps products are available from fibre operators and 20Mbps
products are available from cable operators.

In terms of fixed and mobile broadband penetration Ireland now ranks 11th out of the EU
27 and is ahead of the EU 27 average. It is notable also that telecoms prices in Ireland have
fallen 40% in real terms over the past decade.
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The Government has undertaken a number of initiatives to bring broadband to those parts
of the country where operators have been unable to offer service on a commercial basis. In the
case of the National Broadband Scheme (NBS), 3 is progressing its network roll-out and NBS
broadband services are now available in almost half of the 1,028 designated Electoral Divisions
(ED) to be covered under the Scheme. Under the NBS contract, all EDs in the NBS Coverage
Area are required to have broadband connectivity by end September 2010.

It is accepted that even after the full roll-out of the NBS there will still be a small percentage
of premises outside of the Electoral Divisions covered by the scheme that will not be capable
of receiving broadband services. This is primarily due to technical and other reasons (suitability
of a telephone line, distance from an enabled exchange, no line of sight etc.).

The European Commission has set aside a portion of the European Economic Recovery Plan
(EERP) funding for rural broadband initiatives. In this context, my Department is currently
considering the detailed design and implementation of a scheme which would utilise these
funds to address the issue of broadband availability to unserved rural premises outside of the
NBS areas.

Energy Programmes.

96. Deputy Seán Sherlock asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the €40 million that was unspent for sustainable energy prog-
rammes in 2009; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10135/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): Under
Public Financial Procedures, up to 10% of any given year’s capital allocation can be carried
forward if unspent. In relation to the 2009 allocation, my Department carried forward €15.721m
into 2010. These funds were allocated between the ICT Programme (€14.290m) and the Energy
Research Programme (€1.431m). The remainder of the unspent 2009 allocation was remitted
to the Exchequer.

I would point out to the Deputy that the bulk of the allocation for energy programmes in
2009 related to demand led schemes and it is difficult to accurately predict take up of these,
particularly in relation to new schemes. Notwithstanding the underspend in 2009, there were
considerable achievements across sustainable energy programmes overseen by Sustainable
Energy Ireland (SEI). The Home Energy Savings Scheme, which was operational from April
2009, received 40,727 applications, and paid for 33,434 measures across 18,183 homes. Expendi-
ture in 2009 amounted to €18.81m. The scheme has already received over 10,000 applications
in 2010 with over €5m already paid out to date. I anticipate that the enhanced allocation on
energy programmes in 2010 will be extended.

Telecommunications Services.

97. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the cost and timeframe for the completion of the national broadband scheme.
[10142/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
total cost of the National Broadband Scheme (NBS) is €223m of which the Government is
contributing €79.8m.

The NBS project will involve a 21 month roll-out and the timeframe for 100% broadband
availability in the NBS coverage area is end September 2010.

Question No. 98 answered with Question No. 95.
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Question No. 99 answered with Question No. 62.

Energy Costs.

100. Deputy Pat Rabbitte asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the timeframe for the energy affordability strategy; the form this strategy will take;
the way he plans to address the problem of fuel poverty here; the number of homes that were
part of the warmer homes scheme for 2008 and 2009; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10113/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
Government is committed to mitigating energy costs for vulnerable households through a com-
bination of institutional supports, investment in improving the energy efficiency of the housing
stock and the wide availability of advice.

I am working closely with the Ministers for Social and Family Affairs and Environment,
Heritage and Local Government to continue to deliver a fully cohesive Government response
to the challenges of addressing energy affordability in Ireland in line with the commitment in
the Renewed Programme for Government. The Energy Affordability Strategy is being pre-
pared under the auspices of the Interdepartmental/Agency Group and will be subject of public
consultation shortly. It will set out existing strategies and measures and future approaches to
addressing energy affordability in a cohesive way.

Enhancing the energy efficiency of homes through structural improvements is pivotal to the
Government’s strategy to address energy affordability. To date, energy efficiency improve-
ments in nearly 40,000 homes have been made under the Warmer Homes Scheme (WHS), of
which 5,343 homes were completed in 2008 and 19,000 in 2009 (including nearly 3,000 homes
delivered by the ESB according to WHS specification). Some €15 million was provided for the
scheme in 2009, with a further €5 million provided by ESB and BGE. Of the €15 million
Exchequer allocation €12.4m was spent under the scheme last year. Funding of €13m has been
provided to the scheme in 2010. The WHS will be further enhanced under the National Energy
Retrofit Programme which was announced on Budget Day.

The WHS provides energy efficiency improvements to homes in, or at risk of, fuel poverty
and is primarily delivered by community based organisations (CBOs) of which 22 have, to date,
been approved to provide this service. The CBOs work in partnership with their local network
of poverty and community support organisations including public health nurses, MABS and St.
Vincent De Paul to identify and address vulnerable homes. Private contractors were also
engaged in 2009 to address the increasing demand for the scheme.

Energy Policy.

101. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and
Natural Resources the position regarding the energy related targets in the Programme for
Government 2007; the current position in relation to achieving each target; and if he will make
a statement on the matter. [10129/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): Under
EU Directive 2001/77/EC, Ireland has a target of 13.2% for renewable electricity to be achieved
by 2010. Ireland is on track to exceed this target and will meet the higher Government Prog-
ramme target of 15% of electricity from renewable sources by 2010.

Between 2000 and 2007 renewable energy used for heat (RES-H) grew from 2.4 % to 3.7%
before falling back slightly in 2008 to 3.6%. In absolute terms, biofuels in transport increased
from 1 ktoe in 2005 (0.03% of road and rail transport [RES-T]) to 56 ktoe in 2008 (1.2%).
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Under the Renewable Energy Directive 2009/28/EC, Ireland’s target is for 16% of all energy
(to include electricity, heating and transport) to be from renewable sources by 2020. The
Government’s targets of 40% of electricity, 12% of heating/cooling and 10% of transport to
be sourced from renewable sources by 2020 are commensurate with Ireland’s EU target.

In December 2008, the Commission for Energy Regulation (CER) issued a decision, which
requires EirGrid and ESB Networks to provide connection offers for an additional 3,900 MWs
of new renewable capacity to ensure the 2020 target can be achieved. This additional level of
capacity, taken together with the capacity already built and the capacity that already has con-
nection offers, is capable of meeting our 40% 2020 electricity target, which EirGrid and the
CER equate to an overall capacity of 5,800 MW of renewable capacity.

The National Energy Efficiency Action Plan 2009 sets out the actions under way and
planned, which will deliver on the Government Programme targets of 20% energy savings
across the economy and 33% in the public sector by 2020.

The Ocean Energy Strategy is under way in support of delivering on the targets for ocean
energy in the Government Programme.

Question No. 102 answered with Question No. 71.

Energy Resources.

103. Deputy Joanna Tuffy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the position regarding the legal action taken by the European Commission in 2009
on concerns over Ireland’s obligations under the EU Directive on emergency oil stocks; and if
he will make a statement on the matter. [10138/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): In
2008 the EU Commission issued a formal notice of infringement proceedings arising from the
Commission’s view that section 26 (4) of the National Oil Reserves Agency Act, 2007 was not
compatible with Article 3(1) of Directive 2006/67/EC on the basis that the section allowed the
National Oil Reserves Agency (NORA) stocks to be used as security against Agency loans.
While in reality, NORA never used nor planned to use its stocks as security against any of its
loans, the undertaking was given to the Commission to repeal the relevant Section of the Act
in the interest of ensuring full compliance with the terms of the Directive.

Accordingly, I signed the European Communities (Repeal of Section 26(4) of the National
Oil Reserves Agency Act 2007) Regulations 2009 (S.I. No 247 of 2009) on 30th June 2009.
These Regulations repealed Section 26(4) of the National Oil Reserves Agency Act 2007, in
order to make the 2007 Act compatible with Article 3(1) of the Directive and the European
Commission was notified of this action accordingly.

Departmental Websites.

104. Deputy Mary Upton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the number of websites being run under the remit of his Department; the cost of
setting up each website; the cost of maintaining each website; the number of unique hits
achieved per website; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10107/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I
regret to advise the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this
time. I will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.
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Departmental Programmes.

105. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources when the national energy efficiency retrofit programme will be launched in view of
the difficulties (details supplied) with expenditure in 2009; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10106/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
National Energy Retrofit Programme, announced on Budget Day is a major initiative which
will reduce energy costs and carbon emissions in homes and business while also creating jobs
and developing a sustainable market for energy services. It will significantly reduce CO2 emis-
sions and contribute to meeting the national efficiency targets including the target of 33% set
for the public sector. It will also create significant employment in the energy and construction
sectors in support of economic renewal and building the Smart Economy.

The detailed design and specification of the new programme is being finalised by my Depart-
ment and SEI. The Programme will be the subject of public consultation shortly. In broad
terms the Retrofit Programme will bring together the Home Energy Savings Scheme (HES)
and the Warmer Homes Scheme (WHS), as well as support programmes for business and the
public sector. It will also involve the development and promotion of energy services by the
energy companies.

Pending the introduction of the overall Retrofit Programme, the HES and the WHS are fully
open for business with applications being received and processed by SEI.

The HES Scheme which is administered by SEI, provides grant assistance to homeowners
for energy efficiency retrofitting measures including attic and wall insulation, very high-
efficiency boilers, heating controls and Building Energy Rating (BER) assessments.

The scheme is open to anybody owning a house that was built prior to 2006. Homeowners
can expect to save up to €700 per year on their energy bills if they install the full suite of
measures available under the scheme. The scheme offers grants of up to 40% of the typical
cost of energy efficiency upgrade measures, depending on the measure concerned.

The scheme, which was launched in March 2009, had attracted 40,724 applications by the
end of 2009. Some €16.26 million was paid out by SEI by the end of the year, representing
33,434 energy efficient measures installed in 18,183 homes. The scheme allows homeowners six
months, from the date of grant approval, to have the work undertaken. Applications, take up
and expenditure trends in January and to date in February have been most encouraging with
over 1,000 applications per week on average.

Radio Broadcasting.

106. Deputy Ruairí Quinn asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the amount of money that has been spent on digital radio here; the position regard-
ing the project; if he will comment on criticisms of DAB radio as being outdated; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10126/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I
regret to advise the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this
time. I will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.

Electricity Grid.

107. Deputy Michael D. Higgins asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
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Resources the position regarding the Grid 25 project; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10141/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): Grid25
is EirGrid’s strategy for developing Ireland’s electricity transmission network over the next
fifteen years. The plan envisages the doubling of Ireland’s grid capacity over the period to
2025, and will involve investment of €4 billion in this critical national infrastructure. I fully
support EirGrid’s plans for the transmission network as a strategic imperative.

The strengthening of Ireland’s transmission grid is essential to allow increased integration of
renewable energy in the Irish electricity system, facilitating the growth of secure indigenous
energy resources and ensuring for the first time the capacity to export electricity generated in
Ireland from renewable resources. It will also ensure secure, competitive and sustainable elec-
tricity supplies for industry and consumers by providing the capacity to meet future demand.
Grid25 is therefore a key driver of economic growth and recovery. It is central to the achieve-
ment of a de-carbonised energy system for Ireland.

As the state owned National Transmission System Operator, EirGrid is proactively pro-
gressing Ireland’s transmission development needs in line with Grid25, as a matter of priority.
Work on a number of 110kV projects and three 220kV projects which have already received
planning permission is underway. A further set of projects is currently the subject of public
consultation in advance of planning consents being sought. These include key 110kV to 400kV
developments at Moneypoint, Aghada, Shannonbridge, Mullingar and Loughteeogue. An
application for planning consent was submitted in respect of the Meath Cavan Interconnection
Project in December 2009, and construction on the East West Interconnector is scheduled to
commence shortly.

In parallel with the roll-out of these projects, EirGrid has undertaken a series of regional
briefings with stakeholders, on the longer-term implementation programme for Grid25.
Detailed studies are being prepared to specify reinforcement requirements, and will assess
environmental impact, technical issues, and route identification for the necessary regional
schemes. These will form the basis for consultation with the public and all key stakeholders in
the development of this strategic national infrastructure.

Electricity Generation.

108. Deputy David Stanton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources further to Parliamentary Question No. 95 of 26 January 2010 the number of persons
who have signed up to the ESB microgeneration programme; if the review of the scheme and
participation levels has begun by his Department and the ESB; when he expects the review to
be completed; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10157/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
Micro Generation Programme is being operated by ESB Customer Supply and supported by
ESB Networks. The programme has the potential to provide up to 4,000 domestic customers
investing in micro-scale projects with a financial payment for electricity exported back to the
grid. The ESB advises that to date 222 customers have signed up for the scheme — 197 in the
wind category and 25 in the solar photovoltaic category.

My Department has begun discussions with the ESB on reviewing the scheme with a further
meeting planned in the coming weeks. I have asked my Department and ESB to expedite the
review in the interests of timely progress on rolling out the microgeneration programme.
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Central Statistics Office.

109. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Taoiseach the reason for the 19% increase, from
€48,572,000 to €57, 832,000, in the estimated expenditure by the Central Statistics Office
between 2009 and 2010; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9952/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach (Deputy Pat Carey): The net allocation
for the CSO in 2010 is €57,832,000, compared with a provisional outturn of €48,572,000 for
2009. The increase is mainly due to cyclical activities which are additional to the CSO’s core
annual statistical work programme. Preparations for the next Census of Population in April
2011 are advancing this year and include the printing of the census forms; putting in place the
census processing systems; commencing the recruitment of the temporary field force; and a
wide range of other support and logistics preparations. The collection of the 2009/10 Household
Budget Survey is continuing during the course of 2010 and the ten-yearly Census of Agriculture
will be collected in June.

Unemployment Levels.

110. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Taoiseach the number of persons under 25 years who
are unemployed on the quarterly national household survey that do not hold a leaving certifi-
cate qualification on a county basis in tabular form; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [9883/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach (Deputy Pat Carey): The Quarterly
National Household Survey (QNHS) provides estimates at State and regional levels but does
not provide data for counties or smaller areas. The following table gives details of the estimated
number of unemployed persons aged 15 to 24 in Quarter 3 2009, classified by highest level of
education completed.

Unemployed persons aged 15 to 24 by highest level of education completed Q3 2009

’000

Region Below Leaving Leaving Certificate Not stated Total aged 15 to 24
Certificate or higher

Border 2.5 6.1 * 9.0

Midland 1.7 3.2 * 4.9

West 1.7 5.9 * 7.7

Dublin 4.2 11.9 * 16.2

Mid-East 1.8 6.8 * 8.7

Mid-West 1.4 4.9 * 6.7

South-East 3.5 7.1 * 10.7

South-West 3.1 7.3 * 10.5

Total 20.0 53.1 1.2 74.4

Figures marked with a * refer to estimates of below 1,000 persons. Such estimates are considered to be unreliable
and as such are not presented.
Data may be subject to future revision.
Data may be subject to sampling or other survey errors, which are greater in respect of smaller values or estimates
of change.
Reference period: q1=Jan-Mar, q2=Apr-Jun, q3=Jul-Sep, q4=Oct-Dec.
Source: Quarterly National Household Survey, Central Statistics Office.
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Central Statistics Office.

111. Deputy David Stanton asked the Taoiseach the persons who represent Ireland at the
United Nations Washington Group on Statistics; the State agencies, bodies or organisations
that they represent; their functions and duties regarding the group, in particular the hosting
of the group’s seventh meeting in Dublin in 2007; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [9942/10]

112. Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin asked the Taoiseach further to Parliamentary Question
No. 139 of 23 February 2010, the reason the Central Statistics Office has not been represented
by any other State body at EU or UN meetings in relation to the collection of statistics in view
of the fact that in the National Disability Authority’s Operational Research Plan 2007 to 2009
it is stated on page 11 that it has participated on behalf of the CSO in the meetings of the UN
Washington City Group on Disability Statistics. [10089/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach (Deputy Pat Carey): I propose to take
Questions Nos. 111 and 112 together.

The Washington Group on Disability Statistics was formed as a result of the United Nations
International Seminar on Measurement of Disability that took place in New York in June 2001.
An outcome of that meeting was the recognition that statistical and methodological work was
needed at an international level in order to facilitate the comparison of data on disability cross-
nationally. The City Group is an informal, temporary organisational format, reporting to the
United Nations Statistical Commission, that allows representatives from national statistical
agencies from a number of countries to come together along with subject matter and other
experts to address selected problems in statistical methods. The composition of the Washington
Group is representatives of National Statistics Institutes, International Organisations with an
interest in disability statistics and national organisations with a research, policy or represen-
tational role.

The Washington Group first met in 2002 and has held nine meetings in total. Representatives
from Ireland have attended the last seven meetings of the Group. The Irish delegation has
included officials/experts from the Central Statistics Office, the National Disability Authority
and Trinity College Dublin as appropriate. Ireland’s participation in the Group has reflected
considerable national developments in recent years, notably: the disability questions in the
Census of Population and the 2006 National Disability Survey. The Central Statistics Office
was a member of the Washington Group Steering Committee in 2008 and 2009.

The 2007 meeting in Dublin was organised and hosted by the CSO in conjunction with the
NDA. Some officials from the Health Research Board and other Irish organisations with an
interest in disability attended this meeting as observers.

As I stated in my reply to Parliamentary Question No. 139 of 23 February 2010, the CSO
has not been represented by any other State body in relation to the work of the Group. Instead
the composition of the Irish representation reflects the need for both producers and expert
users of disability statistics to be engaged in methodological work of this nature. By way of
analogy at national level, the CSO has worked closely with the NDA in the development and
conduct of the National Disability Survey, in the formulation and review of the Census dis-
ability questions, in discussions of issues arising from the work of the Washington Group, on
ethical issues concerning the conduct of the National Disability Survey, and more generally in
relation to issues of relevance to disability statistics.
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Unemployment Levels.

113. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Taoiseach the most recent unemployment figures
for Tallaght, Dublin 24; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10118/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach (Deputy Pat Carey): The Live Register
series gives a monthly breakdown of the number of people claiming Jobseekers Benefit, Job-
seekers Allowance and other registrants as registered with the Department of Social and Family
Affairs. Figures are published for each county and local social welfare office.

The most recent Live Register figures available are for January 2010. The table below con-
tains the numbers signing on in Tallaght local office on the last Friday of January 2010. The
live register for February will be published on March 3rd with detailed tables published on
March 5th.

It should be noted that the Live Register is not a definitive measure of unemployment as it
includes part-time workers, and seasonal and casual workers entitled to Jobseekers Benefit
or Allowance.

Persons on the Live Register in Tallaght Local Office by sex and age, January 2010

Male Female Both sexes

Under 25 years 1,595 849 2,444

25 years and over 5,617 2,090 7,707

All ages 7,212 2,939 10,151

Employment Levels.

114. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Taoiseach the number of persons from the most
recent Quarterly National Household Survey under 25 years who are self-employed; the per-
centage of persons in work under the age of 25 years who are self-employed; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10281/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Taoiseach (Deputy Pat Carey): The results of the
Quarterly National Household Survey for Quarter 3 2009 indicated that there were an esti-
mated 580,000 people aged 15 to 24 years in the State. Of these, an estimated 208,700 were in
employment, 2,700 of whom were self-employed. This estimate represents 1.3% of all persons
aged 15 to 24 years and in employment.

Departmental Staff.

115. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Taoiseach the number of posts unfilled in his Depart-
ment because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10296/10]

The Taoiseach: When the moratorium on recruitment is lifted the question as to whether
any further staff are required by my Department will be considered further. Until then, my
Department will continue to manage its staffing resources within the budget allocation in a
manner which will ensure that priority is given to achieving the key activities and objectives of
the Department.

Departmental Expenditure.

116. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Taoiseach the amount of expenditure incurred in the
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period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009 by his Department and also offices, agencies and
any other bodies falling within his remit on the lease, rental or purchase of car parking spaces
for use by civil and public servants; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10575/10]

The Taoiseach: My Department did not incur any expenditure on the lease, rental or pur-
chase of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants in 2009. The rental cost to the
National Economic and Social Development Office of car parking spaces for use by its staff in
2009 was €38,100. The Central Statistics Office spent €12,417 for this purpose in the same
period.

Departmental Staff.

117. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Taoiseach the number and grade of staff who qualified
for performance related pay prior to that payment being abolished in his Department; and the
pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10589/10]

The Taoiseach: Five Assistant Secretaries in my Department qualified for performance
related pay prior to that payment being abolished. The current pay scales for the Assistant
Secretary grade are set out in the most recent Department of Finance pay circular, Circular
28/2009, which is available on the Department of Finance’s website, www.finance.gov.ie.

FÁS Training Programmes.

118. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the cost of providing 10,000 free information technology skills training places to
bring participants up to European computer drivers licence advanced level for unemployed
workers. [9907/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): The information requested is being researched and will be communicated to the
Deputy as soon as possible.

Employment Support Services.

119. Deputy Lucinda Creighton asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the employment schemes or grants available for a community newspaper (details
supplied); if any subsidised schemes exist for it to provide employment or training for those in
receipt of jobseeker’s allowance or to employ people; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10031/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): The business referred to by the Deputy could avail of assistance through the Work
Placement Programme. The programme is designed to provide unemployed people, including
unemployed graduates, with the opportunity to obtain nine months work experience. The
placement is unpaid but eligible participants retain their social welfare payments during their
placement. Participants gain valuable work experience allowing them to keep their skills fresh
and relevant to the job market. The business must meet with a number of eligibility criteria,
including having no vacancies in the areas of activity in which the placement is offered. Further-
more, the placement cannot be provided to displace an existing employee and the business
must not have made any person redundant in the last 3 months.

Another possible option would be the Wage Subsidy Scheme, which is available to
employers, outside of the Public Sector. This scheme provides financial incentives to encourage
the employment of persons with disabilities.
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To pursue the above options further the business in question should contact FÁS in the
first instance.

FÁS Training Programmes.

120. Deputy Simon Coveney asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the number of persons who have been taken off the live register to complete the
GI1 and GID gas installation course with FÁS in the past 24 months on a monthly basis in
tabular form. [10388/10]

121. Deputy Simon Coveney asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the level of work experience that a person needs to have in order to complete
the FÁS GI1 and GI2 courses and be qualified as a gas installer. [10389/10]

122. Deputy Simon Coveney asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if all persons sent on GI1 training courses with FÁS have one year’s relevant
work experience on GI1 type applications or installations prior to being sent on the course.
[10390/10]

123. Deputy Simon Coveney asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if all persons sent on GID training courses with FÁS have a GI1 training certifi-
cate. [10391/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): I propose to take Questions Nos. 120 to 123, inclusive, together.

The information requested is being collated and will be communicated to the Deputy as soon
as possible.

124. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the number of persons under 25 years who are registered with FÁS that do not
hold a leaving certificate qualification on a county basis in tabular form; and if she will make
a statement on the matter. [9882/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): The number of people registered with FÁS as not holding a Leaving Certificate is
set out in the table below.

County Number of persons registered with FÁS without a
Leaving Certificate

Dublin City 1,994

Dublin West County 61

Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown 105

Dublin North County — Fingal 216

Kildare 340

Meath 207

Wicklow 306

Cavan 101

Louth 335

Monaghan 133

Carlow 148
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County Number of persons registered with FÁS without a
Leaving Certificate

Kilkenny 149

Tipperary South 185

Waterford City 161

Waterford County 83

Wexford 465

Laois 144

Longford 103

Offaly 161

Roscommon 132

Westmeath 213

Cork City 422

Cork County 286

Kerry 302

Clare 190

Limerick City 233

Limerick County 227

Tipperary North 155

Galway City 172

Galway County 197

Mayo 285

Donegal 748

Leitrim 63

Sligo 116

Total 9,138

Redundancy Payments.

125. Deputy Olivia Mitchell asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if her attention has been drawn to the eight month delay in her Department’s
response in paying rebates due on foot of redundancy payments by the private sector; when a
claim submitted on 2 July 2009 will be awarded to a company (details supplied) in Dublin 18;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9904/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): My Department administers the Social Insurance Fund (SIF) in relation to redun-
dancy matters on behalf of the Department of Social and Family Affairs. There are two types
of payment made from the SIF — rebates to those employers who have paid statutory redun-
dancy to eligible employees, and statutory lump sums to employees whose employers are insol-
vent and/or in receivership/liquidation.

I am pleased to advise the Deputy that the Redundancy Payments Section of my Department
processed an application for a statutory rebate claim submitted by the company concerned and
that payment is expected to issue within the next week.

Given the unprecedented increase in Redundancy Payment claims lodged with my Depart-
ment since late 2008 it has proved impossible to maintain the customer service targets that
previously obtained. The scale of the challenge is evident from the statistics that show incoming
redundancy claims with a cumulative figure for 2009 of 77,001. This figure exceeds the claims
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lodged for 2008 (40,607) by 90% and 2008 was, of itself, an exceptional year as compared with
earlier years when claims received were of the order of 25,000.

Efforts continue to be made by my Department to deliver more acceptable turnaround pro-
cessing times for redundancy payments given the difficulties that this gives rise to for both
individual employees and the business community. Measures already taken include:

• the reassignment of 26.7 additional staff (full time equivalents) from other areas of the
Department to the Redundancy Payments area since early 2009 with ongoing review of
trends and demands. The current number of staff serving in the Redundancy Payments
Section in terms of full time equivalents is 52.5;

• the prioritisation of the Department’s overtime budget towards staff in the Redundancy
Payments Section to tackle the backlog outside normal hours;

• the establishment of a special call handling facility to deal with the huge volume of
telephone calls from people and businesses who are naturally concerned about their
payments, using the facilities and cooperation of the National Employment Rights Auth-
ority (NERA). This centre has received an average of 12,500 calls per month this year
with an estimated 60% relating to redundancy payments;

• the provision of better quality information relating to current processing times on the
Department’s website;

• engagement with the Revenue Commissioners to facilitate the offset of redundancy
rebate payments by employers against outstanding tax liabilities with the Revenue Com-
missioners.

It is clear that these interventions are having an impact in that for example the numbers of
claims processed and paid by the Redundancy Payments Section in 2008 and 2009 respectively
amounted to 29,802 and 50,664.

The Tánaiste and I are monitoring closely the impact of these changes against the continuing
influx of redundancy claims. However, it is clear that additional measures are required to help
reduce the backlog of claims, which currently stands in excess of 40,000. The Department is
currently actively engaged in efforts to secure up to 16 additional staff resources deployed to
the area in the first quarter of 2010.

Globalisation Adjustment Fund.

126. Deputy Ruairí Quinn asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if she is involved in the release of funds from the European Globalisation Fund;
when a course (details supplied) will receive its funds; if her attention has been drawn to the
fact that unless the funds are provided the course will be cancelled; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10008/10]

143. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if her attention has been drawn to the fact that the promise of engineering courses
in a DIT for persons who worked at a company (details supplied) had not been delivered
allegedly due to the fact that necessary funding has not been forthcoming from her Department;
if her further attention has been drawn to the fact that the 12 month entitlement period under
jobseeker’s benefit will soon be expiring for these persons who will thereby not only lose the
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opportunity to reskill but also lose their eligibility for continuing welfare payments if they have
a spouse who is at work; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10372/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 126 and 143 together.

I refer the Deputy to the reply given to Parliamentary Question, Reference No. 8809/10, of
23 February 2010.

As stated therein, the further progression of any interventions to be funded specifically by
the European Globalisation Fund (EGF) must await the completion of the EGF application
process.

Matters relating to social welfare entitlements are matters for my colleague the Minister for
Social and Family Affairs.

Employment Rights.

127. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if her attention has been drawn to the working conditions of some employees on
board international cruise ships which visit some ports here; if her further attention has been
drawn to the fact that some employees get as little as €30 a month and have contracts that may
require them to work for six months without a day off; if she will raise this issue with her
counterparts in the EU; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10013/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): Primary responsibility for this sector rests with the Minister of Transport. I can advise
the Deputy however that the terms and conditions of employment on board international cruise
ships are linked to the State in which the ship is registered. In the case of workers employed
on Irish registered vessels, the terms and conditions of those employees on the vessel are
subject to the provisions of Irish law whether the ship is in Irish territorial waters or on the
high seas. This would include legislation dealing with minimum wages. The conditions of
employment, including minimum wages, of workers on board vessels under the Irish flag are
governed by a comprehensive corpus of Irish employment rights legislation.

If the vessel is not registered in Ireland, it will also be subject to port state control inspections
in Ireland by the Department of Transport. Such inspections cover safety, environment protec-
tion and International Labour Organisation Conventions. The latter covers the welfare of the
crew (food, accommodation, hours of work etc) but excludes rates of pay.

Ireland has consistently supported the International Labour Organisation in its efforts to
promote global labour standards for seafarers. A new consolidated Maritime Labour Conven-
tion was adopted in February 2006 at the 94th International Labour Conference in Geneva.
Ireland was represented at the Conference by a tripartite delegation consisting of Government
officials, nominees of the employers (IBEC) and of the workers (ICTU). The new Convention
sets out clear principles and rights for seafarers. EU member states are committed to ratifying
the new Convention by 31 December 2010 and it is expected to come into force internationally
in 2011.

Work Permits.

128. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employ-
ment the position regarding an application in respect of a person (details supplied) in County
Clare; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10029/10]
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Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): An application for an employment permit in this case was refused on 19th January
2010. An appeal of this decision was received on 1 February and will be considered by the
Appeals Officer in due course.

Business Regulation.

129. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if, in view of the commitment to cut the administrative cost of regulation by 25%
by 2012, the baseline cost of regulation has been calculated; if not when it is expected to
complete this calculation; the way it is intended to do so; and if she will make a statement on
the matter. [10034/10]

130. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the reduction in percentage terms that has been achieved in the cost of red tape
since the commitment was made to reduce the administrative cost of regulation by 25% by
2012 for each Department; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10035/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 129 and 130 together.

In March 2008 the Government set a 25% target to reduce administrative burdens on busi-
ness arising from regulations by 2012. My Department is charged with leading the cross-
Government drive to reduce administrative burdens. This is being done in a prioritised way,
drawing from the experience of other Member States involved in administrative burden
reduction.

During 2009, a prioritized list of more than thirty Information Obligations in Company Law,
Employment Law and Health & Safety Law, which falls within the remit of my Department,
were measured. The results of this exercise were validated by business in December 2009.

My Department is now setting up a series of simplification workshops, to be run during the
first half of this year, to identify ways to reduce burdens in the three measured areas. The
workshops will canvass business for their views on how best to reduce the measured burdens.

At Inter-Departmental level Departments that have regulations that affects business are
identifying the information obligations contained in their legislation that are likely to be causing
the biggest burdens for business. A consolidated priority list of information obligations will be
agreed and then measured in a single cross-Government project. Simplification plans will then
be developed to reduce the administrative burden. I expect that this project will be completed
in 2011.

It will not be possible to provide a final figure for the overall baseline until all of the burdens
have been measured and the simplification plans have been completed.

International Agreements.

131. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if he will support the campaign to suspend the trade agreement with Colombia
in view of the treatment of trade union activists there; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10037/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Billy
Kelleher): EU relations with Colombia are conducted in the framework of regional relations
between the EU and the Andean Community, comprising Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and
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Peru. In 2007, negotiations aimed at concluding a comprehensive Association Agreement
between the EU and the Andean Community were formally launched. Such Agreements cover
all facets of relations between the EU and these countries, including political dialogue, econ-
omic cooperation and trade. However, as not all member states of the Andean Community
were in a position to proceed with free trade negotiations, the decision was taken to commence
negotiations on a multiparty Free Trade Agreement (FTA) between the EU and two member
states of the Andean Community — Colombia and Peru — within the overall framework of
the Association Agreement.

The European Union has competence in trade negotiations. So these were carried out by
the European Commission on the basis of a mandate from the Council. The Commission
announced on 1 March that trade talks with Peru and Colombia have concluded, reaching an
agreement on the key elements of a trade arrangement. This will inaugurate a new framework
of bilateral trade and investment relations between the European Union and the signatory
Andean countries.

Colombia, however, faces many challenges. It has experienced the longest period of terrorist
violence of any country in Latin America. There is no single solution for promoting peace in
Colombia; the various social and economic elements underlying the conflict have to be tackled
simultaneously. Our approach and that of the European Union is to assist and influence the
Colombian Government in a manner that results in economic and social development while
progressively improving human rights standards. The conclusion of a Free Trade Agreement
between the EU and Colombia will contribute significantly to the social and economic develop-
ment of Colombia, which is imperative if it is to emerge from its violent past.

I wish to assure the Deputy that there is no question of strengthening economic ties with
Colombia at the expense of human rights. I am of the view that the FTA process with Colombia
at this time offers the best opportunity to ensure that the concerns of EU Member States at
the human rights situation in that country and, in particular, the treatment of trade union
activists are fully addressed by the Colombian government.

I and my colleague the Minister for Foreign Affairs have taken a number of steps in address-
ing human rights issues directly with the Government of Colombia and together with the Euro-
pean Union. My officials have raised our concerns in various meetings of the Trade Policy
Committee to highlight our deep interest in addressing the human rights situation in Colombia
as part of the negotiations with Colombia. Ireland has insisted on the inclusion of a clause
committing both the EU Member States and Colombia to the implementation of their human
rights responsibilities with the proviso that failure to do would result in the suspension of
the Agreement.

I can assure you that the Government will continue to closely follow the human rights
situation in Colombia and take the steps we consider necessary bilaterally as well as in cooper-
ation with our EU partners.

Departmental Agencies.

132. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if FÁS made a request to her Department to facilitate term-time leave of absence
arrangements; her response to the proposal; if she is supportive of such staffing arrangements;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10041/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): The question of term-time arrangements, as provided for under the Department of
Finance Circular 14/2009 on the Shorter Working Year Scheme, is a day-to-day staffing matter
for FÁS under its functions as provided for in the Labour Services Act, 1987.
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Company Takeovers.

133. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade
and Employment the law as it stands on the potentially predatory acquisition of shares in a
company by a direct and hostile rival; if her attention has been drawn to the fact that many
other EU and OECD states have legislation outlawing this practice, especially if there are
significant monopolistic implications; if she is preparing legislation in this regard; and if she
will make a statement on the matter. [10058/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): I
am assuming that the Deputy’s question relates to Competition Law.

Under the Competition Act 2002, any merger, involving the acquisition of shares in a com-
pany, by predatory purchase or otherwise, and which results in the acquisition of control of
that company, must be notified to the Competition Authority if the merger satisfies certain
financial thresholds. The 2002 Act also provides for voluntary notification of mergers which do
not meet the said thresholds. All notified mergers are considered by the Authority with refer-
ence to whether the result of the merger will be to substantially lessen competition in markets
for goods or services in the State.

In the context of the review of the implementation and operation of the 2002 Competition
Act, submissions relating to the treatment of mergers have been received and are being exam-
ined by my Department.

Redundancy Payments.

134. Deputy Emmet Stagg asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the position regarding a redundancy claim in respect of a person (details supplied)
in County Kildare. [10090/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): My Department administers the Social Insurance Fund (SIF) in relation to redun-
dancy matters on behalf of the Department of Social and Family Affairs. There are two types
of redundancy payment made from the SIF — rebates to those employers who have paid
statutory redundancy to eligible employees, and statutory lump sums to employees whose
employers are insolvent and/or in receivership/liquidation. I can confirm that my Department
received a statutory lump sum claim for the individual concerned on 24 September, 2009 claim-
ing inability to pay on behalf of the employer.

In this case, as in all cases where the employer claims inability to pay the employee(s)
statutory redundancy, the Department requires the employer to provide sufficient proof to
substantiate the claim. This includes providing the latest set of audited accounts for the com-
pany as well as certification from the company’s Accountant or Solicitor attesting to the fact
that the employer has insufficient assets to pay the redundancy entitlements. Providing this
documentation is submitted and is in order, the Department pays the employee(s) directly from
the Social Insurance Fund.

In this case, adequate supporting documentation from the employer was requested by my
Department in November 2009 and was received on 26 February 2010. I understand that follow-
ing receipt of the required information the claim is being processed and payment is expected
to issue within the next two to three weeks.

Company Closures.

135. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the number of enterprises, commercial and manufacturing, that went into liqui-
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dation in the past five years; the number of jobs lost; the value of exports lost in tabular form
on a county basis; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10097/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): In
the time available it is not possible to provide the information requested.

Social Media.

136. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment her plans to introduce the wider use of social media; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10151/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): I
have no plans to introduce the wider use of social media in my Department. The appropriate-
ness of introducing the wider use of such media in my Department will be kept under review.

FÁS Training Programmes.

137. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employ-
ment the number of participants in the FÁS work placement programme in 2009; the projected
number of participants for 2010 by graduate and non-graduate; the cost of administering this
programme; the average cost per participant; the number of employers participating in this
programme that have taken on one to five participants, six to ten participants, 11 to 20 partici-
pants and more than 20 participants; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10244/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): To the end of December 2009, 186 people had started a placement as part of the
Work Placement Programme; 129 took up graduate placements and 57 took up non-graduate
placements.

To date, 473 people have started placements, 308 of which are graduates and 165 are non-
graduates. There are 2,000 places available under the Work Placement Programme, with 1,000
places for the graduate stream and 1,000 places for the non-graduate stream.

There are no additional direct costs in administering the Work Placement Programme. The
programme is being delivered using FÁS existing resources and budgets. The only cost per
participant on the Work Placement Programme is for participants who are in receipt of a social
welfare payment. Participants will continue to receive this payment from the Department of
Social and Family Affairs for the duration they are entitled to. FÁS does not make any pay-
ments to participants while they are on a placement.

Providers that have started Number of Providers

One to Five Participants 289

Six to Ten Participants 9

11 to 20 Participants 2

and more than 20 Participants 0

Total 300

Employment Levels.

138. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the number of persons under 25 years who are self-employed; the percentage of
persons in work under the age of 25 years who are self-employed; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10280/10]
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Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): The
information sought by the Deputy is not maintained by my Department.

From information provided by the CSO, the results of the Quarterly National Household
Survey for Quarter 3 2009 indicated that there were an estimated 580,000 people aged 15 to 24
years in the State. Of these, an estimated 208,700 were in employment, 2,700 of whom were self-
employed. This estimate represents 1.3% of all persons aged 15 to 24 years and in employment.

Departmental Staff.

139. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the number of posts unfilled in her Department because of the embargo on
recruitment; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10289/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan):
Government Decision S180/20/10/0964C which was communicated to my Department on 27th
March 2009 directed that no public service post, however arising, may be filled by recruitment,
promotion, nor payment of an allowance for the performance of duties at a higher grade.

Since that date, 55 members of staff have retired in my Department. 2 were compulsory
retirements at age 65, 18 were normal retirements between age 60 and 65, 3 retired under the
Cost Neutral Early Retirement Scheme, 28 opted for the Incentivised Scheme of Early Retire-
ment and 4 retired on grounds of ill health. In addition my Department had 1 death in service
and 3 members of staff had their employment terminated. In accordance with the Government
Decision none of the above positions was filled and they are broken down by grade as follows:

7 Principal Officers

12 Assistant Principals

13 Higher Executive Officers

16 Executive Officers

2 Staff Officers

7 Clerical Officers

2 Service Officers

In addition to the above, 34 members of staff in my Department have commenced a career
break since the moratorium began. Of the 34, 31 availed of the Special Incentivised Career
Break introduced in May 2009, while 3 members of staff availed of the regular career break
scheme provided for under Department of Finance Circular No. 18/98. These 34 posts are
broken down by grade as follows:

1 Assistant Principal

2 Higher Executive Officers

3 Administrative Officers

5 Executive Officers

2 Staff Officers

21 Clerical Officers

Business Regulation.

140. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment if her attention has been drawn to the fact that businesses who operate as sole
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traders rather than as limited liability companies who wish to do business in Arabic countries
will often require certification by the authorities in those countries that they are compliant with
all regulatory requirements, have their affairs properly registered and are trading solvently; her
views on developing an appropriate certified document that would serve the needs of sole
traders seeking to enter such potential markets; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10322/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan):
Legal, regulatory and certification requirements vary substantially among the many juris-
dictions that could be described as Arabic countries and business regulation can vary substan-
tially across different countries. I am, however, not aware of the difficulties raised by the
Deputy being either a specific or a generic problem for those doing business in Arabic coun-
tries. To help investigate the matter I would ask the Deputy to provide me with any specific
instances of which he is aware.

Departmental Agencies.

141. Deputy Damien English asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the number of staff at each State agency under the aegis of her Department; the
cost of employment for each agency in tabular form. [10327/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): In
the time available it has not been possible to gather all the information requested. The available
information is outlined in the table.

Agency Current Number of Staff 2010 Pay Budget

€m

Competition Authority 42.2 3.614

National ConsumerAgency 44.4 3.646

IAASA 12.0 1.243

Science Foundation Ireland 53.0 4.723

Personal Injuries Assessment Board 74.0 5,695

FÁS 2,055.4 112.330

Labour Relations Commission 46.0 4.011

Health and Safety Authority 192.3 13.504

NERA 116.0 €7.94m in 2009 comprising €6.55m
in pay and €1.39m non-pay

142. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the reason she has prevented employees in her Department from availing of the
family friendly option of term time or leave of absence from FÁS in 2010 due to the public
sector moratorium on recruitment in view of the fact that the leave is unpaid and therefore
cost neutral and that the vacancy is filled temporarily thus giving a person who is currently
unemployed an opportunity to secure an income and gain invaluable experience; if this decision
will be reviewed; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10331/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): The question of term-time arrangements, as provided for under the Department of
Finance Circular 14/2009 on the Shorter Working Year Scheme, is a day-to-day staffing matter
for FÁS under its functions as provided for in the Labour Services Act, 1987.
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Question No. 143 answered with Question No. 126.

144. Deputy Phil Hogan asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employ-
ment if she has ever made representations to FÁS in respect of contract procurement for any
company; the details of those contacts; and if she will make a statement on the matter.
[10397/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Dara
Calleary): Contracts awarded to companies for services carried out on behalf of FÁS are subject
to normal public sector procurement procedures.

Departmental Expenditure.

145. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the amount of expenditure incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December
2009, by her Department and also offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within her
remit, on the lease, rental or purchase of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10568/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): In
general, all car parking spaces for use by officials in my Department and the 8 Offices of my
Department are provided by the Office of Public Works (OPW) without any cost to the Depart-
ment. The Department’s expenditure during the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009
was therefore nil.

I am not in a position to provide information in relation to the Agencies that come under
the remit of my Department as the provision of such information is a day to day administrative
matter for the Agencies concerned.

Departmental Staff.

146. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the number and grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay prior
to that payment being abolished in her Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those
grades. [10583/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): The
scheme of performance-related awards in the civil service applied to Deputy and Assistant
Secretaries and equivalent grades in my Department. 14 staff of my Department and its associ-
ated Offices were covered by the Scheme, 11 at Assistant Secretary level and 3 at Deputy
Secretary level.

Details of pay scales for the grades of Deputy Secretary and Assistant Secretary are available
on the website of the Department of Finance www.finance.gov.ie.

Proposed Legislation.

147. Deputy Andrew Doyle asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and
Employment the action she has taken regarding the reorganisation of the National Consumer
Agency and the Competition Authority; the proposed timeframe for the establishment of an
integrated agency; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10599/10]
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Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): As
both the National Consumer Agency and the Competition Authority were established under
statute, it is necessary to give effect to the newly merged body by way of primary legislation.
Work on the Heads of a Bill to provide for, inter alia, the merger of the two bodies is at an
advanced stage. I expect that the Bill will be published during 2010.

County Enterprise Boards.

148. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employ-
ment the reason she has reduced the financial allocation to Galway County and City Enterprise
Board by 34%; if her attention has been drawn to the impact this has on the assistance given
to new start up enterprises; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10611/10]

Tánaiste and Minister for Enterprise, Trade and Employment (Deputy Mary Coughlan): The
2010 financial allocation to Galway County and City Enterprise Board, and to each of the other
34 individual Enterprise Boards, is derived from the final allocation set out for my Department
in the Revised Estimate as published on 18 February 2010. The 2010 budget allocation for the
County and City Enterprise Boards (CEBs) is over €28m of which €14.9m has been allocated
for Capital expenditure. In 2009, a further €6m capital allocation was made available for the
CEBs under the Department’s capital carryover process. This absence of any capital carryover
provision in 2010 accounts for the differences in allocations to individual boards as between
2009 and 2010.

The CEB Central Coordination Unit, based within Enterprise Ireland, has recently advised
the individual Enterprise Boards of their 2010 budget allocations. All CEBs have, in the case
of their Capital allocation, received 65% of their 2009 capital allocations with some resources
remaining to be allocated at a later stage. This represents prudent management of the available
funding in the context of the ongoing pressures on public finances. All Boards will have to
manage the resources very carefully to match the needs of the micro-enterprise sector in
their areas.

I can assure the Deputy that the situation will be closely monitored by both the CEB Central
Coordination Unit and by my Department over the coming months in conjunction with the
individual CEBs themselves.

Labour Market Activation Measures.

149. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Finance if he will look at the feasibility
of establishing a public sector internship exchange programme with other EU states whereby
young unemployed persons here would have access to public sector internships in other EU
states as a mechanism to improve their language skills. [9967/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I can assure the Deputy that this Government
is open to proposals that would be of benefit to people who are unemployed. Of course, as the
Deputy will be aware, Labour Market Activation Measures, including EU programmes in this
area, are a matter in the first instance for the Department of Enterprise Trade and Employ-
ment. In this respect, I can say that all suitable opportunities for unemployed people will
continue to be considered including, where appropriate, internship programmes. Further infor-
mation on programmes such as SkillsNet, the European ReferNet and the European Social
Fund may be found at www.entemp.ie.
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National Conference Centre.

150. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for Finance the cost of the National Conference
Centre to the Exchequer to date; the cost to the private partner; the reason the Exchequer
must pay an annual charge to the value of €380 million over 25 years; the funding that was
obtained from the EU; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10023/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Finance (Deputy Martin Mansergh): The National
Conference Centre (NCC) was procured by means of a Public Private Partnership (PPP). The
Consortium awarded the contract is required to design, build, finance the NCC and to operate
and maintain it for a period of 25 years, after which the facility will revert to the State. In
return, once the construction of the Centre is complete and it is open for business, the State
will pay the Consortium an annual charge, the maximum total cost of which over 25 years will
be just under €380m in present day values. No funding was received from the European Union
and Exchequer costs incurred to date total €4.25m Vat. incl.

Tax Code.

151. Deputy Kieran O’Donnell asked the Minister for Finance his plans regarding a review
of tax incentives to be put in place in respect of work to be carried out under Limerick regener-
ation; when he expects such a review to commence; the length of time it may be expected to
take to carry out; the possible composition of any such review group; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10385/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): The Government continues to demonstrate a
strong commitment to the Limerick Regeneration Programme. In December 2009, the Govern-
ment considered the ten year Limerick Regeneration Programme and reaffirmed its commit-
ment to the vision outlined in the Programme.

The Government has asked the Limerick Regeneration Agencies to complete its work on
the Programme and to prepare a Phase 1 Implementation Plan which is expected to be com-
pleted by end of the first quarter of 2010, after which Government will consider the matter
again.

The Agencies are currently developing the Implementation Plan, with expert advice from
the National Building Agency, which will set out the planning issues, projected costings and
value for money considerations associated with the housing and other key elements of public
investment involved in Phase 1.

The economic development options and the opportunities and incentives to secure the essen-
tial private investment required are also under examination. Some €1.4 billion of private invest-
ment as well as €1.65 billion in public investment was originally envisaged as required to deliver
on the Master plan objectives.

To-date the Government despite constraints on capital funding has provided in excess of
€50m in the 2.5 years since the initiative commenced in mid-2007. This funding has contributed
to increased stabilisation of the four areas, through rehousing, a planned programme of demo-
litions, environmental improvement works, CCTV infrastructure, social and community sup-
ports etc.

A further €25m was provisionally allocated by the Department of Environment, Heritage
and Local Government in support of the Programme in 2010 and the programme of works to
be carried out is currently under discussion between the Agencies, Limerick City Council,
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Limerick County Council and Clare County Council. Additional investment has been provided
in terms of Garda resources, as well as other State interventions through Education, Youth,
Health, Training and Community facilities and services targeted at the areas.

Work has been progressing in 2009 on the detailed planning and design of two sheltered
housing projects serving Myross and Ballinacurra Weston and a Project Team is working to
advance the projects to tender stage in 2010. Two further projects serving the Southhill and St
Mary’s Park areas are currently being developed within the Project Team. While much atten-
tion to date has been focused on demolition and other essential works associated with the
preparing of the areas for physical regeneration, the relevant agencies acknowledge the import-
ance of progressing “new-build” projects at an early stage and the Government is committed
to facilitating this within the overall resources available for 2010.

Tax Incentive Measures have provided a vital stimulus to the economy in Ireland, but we
also recognise that there is a heavy cost on the Exchequer. This year and for the years 2011
and 2012 the Government needs to achieve savings in the region of €3 billion in each year.
There are many conflicting demands on the Government at this time. New innovative thinking
is required in tacking projects such as the Limerick Regeneration Masterplan. However, the
inclusion of tax incentives within such plans require very careful examination, given the current
difficult Exchequer position.

Proposed Legislation.

152. Deputy John O’Mahony asked the Minister for Finance when he will introduce the
necessary legislation for the European Union’s flood directive which comes into effect in 2010;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9892/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Finance (Deputy Martin Mansergh): The draft regu-
lation to transpose Directive 2007/60/EC is complete and is with the Minister for Finance for
signing into national law.

Tax and Social Welfare Codes.

153. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Finance the steps he has taken to improve
communication between the Commission for Taxi Regulation and the Revenue Commissioners
to stamp out issues of tax evasion, double jobbing and welfare fraud; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [9919/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I am informed by the Revenue Commissioners
that there is ongoing and improving communications between the Revenue Commissioners and
the Commission for Taxi Regulation.

The recently published Finance Bill contains provisions which, when enacted, will allow
for the supply of information held by the Commission for Taxi Regulation to the Revenue
Commissioners. I am informed that, following the passing of the Bill, it is the intention to
request details of all Small Public Service Vehicle Drivers (SPSV) licence holders from the
Commission for Taxi Regulation. This data will then be checked against the Revenue database
to ensure that all licence holders actively engaged in working in the taxi business are registered
with Revenue. Instances where taxi drivers are not registered will be pursued by Revenue to
ensure registration and payment of taxes due. Meetings are planned with a view to progressing
the supply of the information.
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Quite apart from the supply of information, officials from the Revenue Commissioners and
the Commission for Taxi Regulation regularly, and on an ongoing basis, participate in Multi-
Agency Checkpoints and operations. These checkpoints and operations are carried out with
assistance of An Garda Síochána and regularly also involve officials from the Dept of Social
and Family Affairs. These checkpoints and operations involve interviewing taxi drivers at ranks
and at checkpoints with a view to ascertaining the compliance of the drivers interviewed with
both taxi regulations and tax obligations. Checks are also made to see if the taxi drivers are in
receipt of social welfare benefits and appropriate action is taken by all agencies where non-
compliance or abuses are discovered.

As a result of these operations, fines have been issued by the Commission for Taxi Regu-
lation; individuals who were not registered for tax or were registered incorrectly have now
been registered by Revenue and instances of individuals working and claiming benefits are
being investigated by Dept. of Social and Family Affairs.

Public Sector Pay.

154. Deputy Mary Upton asked the Minister for Finance if he will reply to correspondence
(details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9921/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I refer to my reply to Question Nos. 9133/10
and 9199/10 of 23 February 2010.

“Section 6 of the Financial Emergency Measures in the Public Interest (No. 2) Act 2009
provides that, in certain limited circumstances, the Minister for Finance may by direction
exempt or vary the application of the pay reductions provided for in the Act to public servants
or groups of public servants.

Representations from a number of Deputies have been made in relation to the application
of the pay reductions to contract researchers. The Financial Emergency Measures in the Public
Interest (No. 2) Act, 2009 makes provision for the reduction in the pay rates of all persons
employed by public service bodies with effect from 1 January 2010. As universities come within
the definition in the Act of public service bodies, contract researchers employed by such univer-
sities are subject to the pay reductions provided for under the legislation. I have no proposals
to exempt persons in that position from the pay reductions.”

Tax Code.

155. Deputy Joe McHugh asked the Minister for Finance when the carbon tax on solid fuel
will come into effect; the way that this tax will apply; the rate of this tax; and if he will make
a statement on the matter. [9922/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I announced on Budget night that the appli-
cation of carbon tax to coal and commercial peat will be subject to a commencement order to
allow a robust mechanism to be put in place to counter the sourcing of coal and peat from
Northern Ireland where lower environmental standards apply. I do not propose to introduce
the tax on coal and peat until that issue is addressed appropriately and that is why I haven’t
yet signalled a specific date. However, I understand work has already commenced on this
matter within the Department of Environment, Heritage and Local Government.

The actual rates of carbon tax, exclusive of VAT, that will apply to solid fuels are:
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• Coal €39.51 per tonne;

• Peat Briquettes €27.50 per tonne;

• Milled Peat €13.50 per tonne;

• and Other Peat €20.44 per tonne.

These rates are based on a rate of €15 per tonne of carbon emissions.

The details concerning the way in which the tax will apply are set out in Sections 73 to 83 in
Finance Bill 2010 (as initiated).

156. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Finance if the restriction of tax relief for
nursing homes has now been restricted to the standard rate; the date on which that change
came into force; if taxpayers are entitled to have this relief credited on a monthly basis instead
of waiting until year end. [9929/10]

175. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Finance the tax relief regime in respect of
nursing home fees; if relief is available at the standard or higher rate from 1 January 2010; if
taxpayers claiming this relief are entitled to, upon provision of a letter from the nursing home
concerned, receive a tax free allowance certificate so that the relief is receivable at source
(details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10367/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I propose to take Questions Nos. 156 and
175 together.

Relief for the cost of nursing home fees incurred which form part of a health expense claim
continues to be allowed at the individual claimant’s marginal rate of tax.

The statutory requirement that relief is to be given by way of repayment after the end of the
tax year may be modified in cases of hardship to allow tax relief during the course of the tax
year against wages/salaries where particularly large payments arise. The claimant’s inspector,
having regard to the circumstances of the case, may grant this concessionary treatment and
issue an appropriately amended certificate of tax credits and standard rate cut-off point.

All such cases will, of course, be subject to lodgement of an overall end of year claim in the
normal way.

157. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Finance if he will carry out a review of
a claim by the Revenue Commissioners in respect of a person (details supplied) in County
Donegal with particular emphasis on the VAT section and penalty section. [9934/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I am advised by the Revenue Commissioners
that this case involves the seizure of a non-State registered motor vehicle owned by a State
resident. The vehicle in question was a new means of transport when it was acquired in the
UK in June 2008. A new means of transport is defined as a motorised land vehicle which is
intended for the transport of persons or goods, which was supplied six months or less after the
date of first entry into service, or which has travelled 6000 kilometres or less.

The vehicle’s supply and acquisition in June 2008 is defined under Value Added Tax legis-
lation as an intra-Community acquisition of goods on which VAT was chargeable at the date
of supply. The date of the transport of the vehicle to Ireland did not affect the charge to VAT
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in the case in question. However, this tax only became payable at the time the relevant Vehicle
Registration Tax liability arose, the non- payment of which resulted in the vehicle’s seizure.

The compromise penalties offered for the release of the vehicle in this case are in line with
normal administrative practice and are calculated by reference to the amount of VRT and
VAT evaded and the length of the time the vehicle has been in the State. Payment of the
compromise penalty is in lieu of forfeiture of the vehicle and legal proceedings. The Revenue
Commissioners have already reviewed this case in the light of earlier representations and I
am advised that they consider the release terms to be proportionate and a further review to
be unwarranted.

Under Section 143 of the Finance Act 2001, a person can give notice in writing contesting
the liability to forfeiture of anything that has been seized. Revenue considers that correspon-
dence already received in this case constitutes such a notice. In such cases Revenue is legally
obliged to initiate civil legal proceedings for the forfeiture and condemnation of the goods in
question. In the absence of a settlement being otherwise arrived at, Revenue will initiate these
proceedings, in which the court will adjudicate on the validity of the seizure action. The parties
contesting the seizure and their legal representatives, if any, will be required to attend and give
evidence at any such proceedings.

Tax Clearance Certificates.

158. Deputy Seán Power asked the Minister for Finance the reason a C2 certificate has not
yet been approved for a person (details supplied) despite providing all the necessary docu-
mentation; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9951/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I am advised by the Revenue Commissioners
that, regrettably, due to industrial action by some staff, it is not possible to ascertain the specific
details of this case in the time available.

159. Deputy Lucinda Creighton asked the Minister for Finance if it is envisaged that cem-
eteries will be included in the Finance Bill 2010. [10002/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I understand that the Deputy is referring to
the issue of VAT and cemeteries. The Revenue Commissioners have confirmed that under the
Irish VAT Act the purchase of a burial plot in a cemetery or through an undertaker is taxable
at the lower VAT rate of 13.5%. Consequently the supply of burial plots by private cemeteries
is currently subject to VAT.

While cemeteries operated by local authorities are currently outside of the scope of VAT,
provision is being made in the Finance Bill 2010 to apply VAT to certain local authority services
from 1 July 2010. Local authority cemeteries will then become subject to VAT. However, since
the local authorities will have an entitlement to recover from Revenue the VAT incurred on
their input costs in providing the service, the degree to which the VAT is passed on should be
less than the full VAT rate of 13.5%. I will be urging local authorities to take this into account.
It is of course a matter for a local authority to determine the overall charge in respect of the
services it supplies.

This change is required in response to a ruling by the European Court of Justice on 16 July
2009 under Case C-554/07 which found that Ireland had failed to correctly transpose the EU
VAT Directive regarding the application of VAT to services supplied by public bodies includ-
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ing local authorities. In order to comply with the ECJ ruling, it is necessary to make services
provided by public bodies including local authorities subject to VAT unless they are otherwise
exempted from VAT in accordance with the EU VAT Directive.

160. Deputy Pádraic McCormack asked the Minister for Finance his plans to offer any tax
breaks to persons who wish to relocate on a permanent basis from their houses in areas of
Galway which were recently flooded. [10009/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I understand that the Department of Envir-
onment, Heritage and Local Government does not operate a home relocation scheme to assist
households who wish to relocate in the aftermath of a flooding event. I have no plans to
introduce such a tax incentive measure.

However, in recognition of the problems faced by people in many areas of the country due
to the recent flooding, the Government allocated an initial sum of €10m to fund a Humanitarian
Assistance Scheme. The scheme is being administered by the Community Welfare Service of
the Health Service Executive on behalf of the Department of Social and Family Affairs.

The scheme, which is means tested, is intended to provide emergency financial assistance to
households who are not in a position to meet costs for essential needs in the period immediately
following flooding. The scheme covers emergency income support payments to those in need
and damage to a person’s home and its basic essential contents, such as: carpets, flooring,
furniture, household appliances and bedding. Structural damage may also be considered.

I also announced in my Budget speech that in excess of €70 million will be provided over
the remainder of 2009 and into 2010 to help those affected by recent flooding and fund work
to minimise the risks of future incidents.

Departmental Staff.

161. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Finance the number and grade of staff who
qualified for performance related pay prior to that payment being abolished in each Govern-
ment Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10014/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I presume that the Deputy is referring to the
scheme which, in the civil service, applied at the levels of Deputy and Assistant Secretary. The
scheme of awards was based on performance by reference to demanding targets. The pool for
performance awards was 10% of the pay bill in the relevant year for the group concerned.
Within that overall limit individuals could receive payments of up to 20% of pay.

Decisions on awards were made by the Committee for Performance Awards (CPA), which
included a majority of private sector members. The main roles of the committee were to moni-
tor the application of the scheme of performance-related awards and to bring independent
judgement to bear in approving objectives for the persons covered by the scheme and in
approving recommendations for awards.

Details of the procedures, the numbers covered by the schemes, the range of awards and the
total amounts paid in Departments — including the Department of Finance — are outlined in
the annual reports of the committee. The Committee’s Annual Reports 2006-2008 covering the
operation of the scheme in 2005-2007, are available on the Department of Finance website
www.finance.gov.ie. Not all persons who were eligible to participate in the awards chose to
do so.
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As the Deputy may be aware, on 5 February 2009, I announced in the Dáil the discontinu-
ation of the scheme for Assistant Secretaries, Deputy Secretary and related grades subject to
consultation with the relevant Staff Associations. Therefore no assessments or payments have
been made in respect of performances in 2008.

The payscales for the grades involved in this Department are as follows (1 January 2010
rates):

Assistant Secretary/Commissioner of Valuation/Chief Executive of Public Appointments
Service

€127,796, €133,605, €139,898, €146,191;

Assistant Secretary PPC/Commissioner of Valuation PPC/Chief Executive of Public
Appointments Service PPC

€134,523, €140,636, €147,262, €153,885;

Chief Medical Officer

€168,000;

Chief Medical Officer PPC

€176,800.

Fiscal Policy.

162. Deputy Phil Hogan asked the Minister for Finance if he gave consent for additional
borrowing for the Dublin Docklands Development Authority to engage in its purchase of the
Irish Glass Bottle site in October 2006 as required under section 30 of the Dublin Docklands
Development Authority Act 1997; if he communicated any concerns or conditions with its
consent for increased borrowing; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10087/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): Under Section.30 of the Dublin Docklands
Development Authority Act 1997, the Dublin Docklands Development Authority is entitled
to borrow up to a limit of €127m, with the approval of the Minister for the Environment
Heritage and Local Government and the consent of the Minister for Finance.

In October 2006 the Dublin Docklands Development Authority applied to and was given
approval by the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government, with the con-
sent of the Minister for Finance, to borrow up to that limit for the purpose of acquiring the
Irish Glass Bottle Site in the Dublin docklands area.

The consent of the Minister for Finance was given on the basis that the authority had the
capacity to service the debt incurred without recourse to the Exchequer.

Business Closures.

163. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Finance the number of individuals’ busi-
nesses across all sectors that have advised the Revenue Commissioners that they have ceased
trading in the past 12 months in tabular form on a county basis; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10099/10]
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Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I am advised by the Revenue Commissioners
that the following numbers of individuals and companies were recorded as ceased trading on
their records during the period Feb 2009-Jan 2010, as requested by the Deputy:

County Individuals Companies

CARLOW 163 36

CAVAN 109 46

CLARE 231 64

CORK 1,144 396

DONEGAL 479 109

DUBLIN 3,183 1,657

GALWAY 503 167

KERRY 280 105

KILDARE 548 195

KILKENNY 190 57

LAOIS 158 40

LEITRIM 41 11

LIMERICK 373 135

LONGFORD 39 13

LOUTH 293 91

MAYO 335 84

MEATH 429 168

MONAGHAN 124 49

OFFALY 182 49

ROSCOMMON 111 19

SLIGO 84 20

TIPPERARY 362 99

WATERFORD 309 69

WESTMEATH 186 56

WEXFORD 476 97

WICKLOW 351 124

Total 10,683 3,956

The Commissioners advise that the figures should be treated with some caution as, based
on past experience, there tends to be a time lag between date of cessation and notification
to Revenue.

Businesses cease for many reasons, including trading conditions, retirement of the pro-
prietors, death, formation of partnership or incorporation into Limited Company in the case
of a sole trader.

Conservation Projects.

164. Deputy Frank Feighan asked the Minister for Finance the number of restoration projects
currently being undertaken by the Office of Public Works. [10148/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Finance (Deputy Martin Mansergh): There are cur-
rently no restoration projects ongoing in the Connaught/Ulster area, as specified by the
Deputy’s office.
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Office of Public Works (OPW) National Monuments Section does have a number of con-
servation projects currently taking place, but this work is being carried out by the OPW District
workforces and not external contractors.

Pension Provisions.

165. Deputy Emmet Stagg asked the Minister for Finance the reason for the delay in pro-
cessing a pension and gratuity payment in respect of a person (details supplied) in County
Kildare. [10218/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): In the case of prison officers, my Department
calculates the pension entitlements and authorises payment on the basis of information which
it receives from the Irish Prison Service, Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform.
Accordingly, my Department is not in a position to process prison officer retirements until
such time as it receives the relevant documents from the Irish Prison Service.

The documents in this case were received from the Irish Prison Service on 8 February 2010.
The pension entitlements were calculated immediately and authorisation for payment was sent
to the Paymaster General’s Office, Tullamore, on 11 February 2010. That Office issues prison
officer pensions on a fortnightly basis in arrears. The person concerned will receive his pension
on 4 March 2010 which is the earliest date possible following receipt of the documents from
the Irish Prison Service.

166. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Finance when a pension will be
awarded to a person (details supplied) in County Kildare who retired from the Irish Prison
Service on 31 December 2009 and who gave six weeks notice prior to leaving at the end of
2009; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10222/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): In the case of prison officers, my Department
calculates the pension entitlements and authorises payment on the basis of information which
it receives from the Irish Prison Service, Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform.
Accordingly, my Department is not in a position to process prison officer retirements until
such time as it receives the relevant documents from the Irish Prison Service.

The documents in this case were received from the Irish Prison Service on 8 February 2010.
The pension entitlements were calculated immediately and authorisation for payment was sent
to the Paymaster General’s Office, Tullamore, on 11 February 2010. That Office issues prison
officer pensions on a fortnightly basis in arrears. The person concerned will receive his pension
on 4 March 2010 which is the earliest date possible following receipt of the documents from
the Irish Prison Service.

Tax Code.

167. Deputy Liz McManus asked the Minister for Finance his views on calls from a combined
heat and power supplier for a full relief from the proposed carbon tax for electricity generated
from CHP plants; if he has received correspondence on this issue; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [10257/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I have received correspondence from a
number of sectors, including the CHP sector, seeking an exemption from the carbon tax.

CHP is an energy efficient process that I have supported through the introduction of gen-
erous tax reliefs such as capital allowances and consequently I do not think it appropriate to
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put in place a further tax subsidy. We need to ensure the carbon tax has a broad base and I
don’t want to undermine that principle.

I would also like to point out that a long-term impact of the carbon tax will be to incentivise
energy efficient processes such as CHP.

Local Government Staff.

168. Deputy Deirdre Clune asked the Minister for Finance if he has replied to a request from
Cork County Council on behalf of the South West Regional Authority seeking authorisation for
that authority to employ two extra staff as part of a project fully funded by the European
Union; if the request has not yet been replied to when he will reply; if he will confirm that
failure to employ these two extra staff will result in the Authority losing €500,000 in EU
funding; the reason behind his decision to authorise this request or not. [10274/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): While no request has been received concerning
this, this would be a matter in the first instance for the Minister for the Environment, Heritage
and Local Government.

Job Creation.

169. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Finance the number of jobs that would
be created if the public sector recruitment embargo was lifted; the number of positions that
would be advertised; the cost to the Exchequer of same; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10282/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): It is not possible to estimate this with any
degree of reliability as the question posed is counterfactual. If, however, the average rate of
job increases of 2000 to 2008 had been maintained then the extra annual payroll cost in 2010
of additional staff recruited in 2009 would be around €55 million. This estimated figure, which
excludes local authorities, takes the pay rate reductions into account.

Departmental Staff.

170. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Finance the number of posts unfilled in
his Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10291/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): The authorised staffing number (whole-time
equivalent) in my Department on 1 March 2010 was 647.50. The total number of staff serving
(whole-time equivalent) on the 27 March 2009 (the date of issue of the Department of Finance
letter advising Departments and Offices of the moratorium) was 608.61. Serving numbers at 1
March 2010 is 558.18. Prioritisation of resource allocation in my Department, including the
management of vacancies, is carried out on an ongoing basis with reference to the Department’s
business needs at any given time, the level of expenditure available from which to meet those
commitments and the recommendations of the Report of the Special Group on Public Sector
Numbers and Expenditure. In that regard, my Department is constantly managing its resources
and vacancies, which will include the necessity to re-allocate, or reconfigure work areas and
posts. As a result, it would not be possible to accurately reflect the number of vacant posts that
are unfilled solely as a result of the moratorium on recruitment.

Ministerial Appointments.

171. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Finance if the person to be charged with
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deciding a residual value in Anglo Irish shares has yet been appointed; and if persons making
tax returns are being advised on the way to quantify capital losses on such shares. [10313/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): Section 22 of the Anglo Irish Bank Corpor-
ation Act 2009 provides that I shall appoint an Assessor at an appropriate time having regard
to the public interest, to determine the fair and reasonable aggregate value of the transferred
shares and extinguished rights and the consequent amount of compensation, if any, that may
be payable to persons in respect of Anglo shares transferred and rights extinguished under the
Act. Work on the process to appoint an Assessor under EU procurement rules is underway in
my Department and will be completed soon.

With regard to treatment of Anglo shares in making tax returns, the Revenue Commissioners
have published guidance on their website (e-Brief 76/09, dated 3 November 2009) explaining
that the transfer of Anglo Irish Bank shares to the Minister for Finance may be considered a
disposal to which the capital gains tax “negligible value” rule applies. The result is that, where
a claim is made, the shares will be treated as being of negligible value and a loss for the
2009 tax year may be calculated, which is available for set-off in the same way as any other
capital loss.

Compensation, if any, arising by virtue of a decision by the Assessor on the residual value
of the shares, will be treated for capital gains tax purposes as consideration for disposal at the
time of receipt. If a negligible value loss has been claimed, there will be no acquisition cost to
set against such compensation. If a negligible value loss has not been claimed, the base cost will
be the acquisition cost (and expenses of acquisition) of the shares transferred to the Minister for
Finance.

Tax Code.

172. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Finance if the lone parent tax credit can
be availed of by a separated parent who is substantially maintaining a child when they have
entered into a new relationship and are cohabiting; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10324/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): The position is that Section 462 of the Taxes
Consolidation Act 1997 provides for a one-parent family tax credit to be granted where a
claimant proves that a qualifying child is resident with him or her for the whole or part of the
year. However, the relief does not apply for any year of assessment where a husband and wife
are living together. Nor is the credit available for a year of assessment where a man and woman
are cohabiting.

173. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Finance the evidence necessary by a
separated parent to establish that they are paying maintenance which should be deducted from
their income for the purpose of calculating tax liability; if he has satisfied himself that a parent
who has not yet obtained a judicial separation has the opportunity to provide evidence of
maintenance payments being made which would be accepted by the Revenue Commissioners;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10325/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): Where an individual wishes to claim tax relief
in respect of maintenance payments made in respect of a separated spouse they should supply
their inspector of taxes with a copy of the signed maintenance agreement under which the
maintenance payments are being made together with documentary evidence to confirm the
actual payments made.
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The maintenance arrangement may be in the form of an order or rule of a court, deed of
separation or any other legally enforceable obligation, where the maintenance payments are
annual or periodical.

It should be noted that payments made for the benefit of, or in support of a child of the
marriage do not qualify for relief.

There is no requirement that an individual must have obtained a judicial separation in order
to obtain relief in respect of maintenance payments.

Tax Clearance Certificates.

174. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Finance the position regarding the renewal of
C2 in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10342/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I am advised by the Revenue Commissioners
that, regrettably, due to industrial action by some staff, it is not possible to ascertain the specific
details of this case in the time available.

Question No. 175 answered with Question No. 156.

Business Closures.

176. Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin asked the Minister for Finance the number of businesses,
both individuals and companies, across all sectors that have advised the Revenue Commis-
sioners that they have ceased trading in each of the years 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10396/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): I am advised by the Revenue Commissioners
that the following numbers of individuals and companies were recorded as ceased trading
during the period requested by the Deputy:

Year Individuals Companies

2005 35,536 8,399

2006 35,852 7,123

2007 34,586 7,184

2008 28,756 7,525

The Commissioners advise that the figures should be treated with some caution as, based
on past experience, there tends to be a time lag between date of cessation and notification
to Revenue.

I would also refer to my response to the Deputy on PQ 8667/10 of 23 February 2010 in
relation to the number of businesses who advised the Revenue Commissioners of ceasing to
trade in 2009 and in January 2010. I would like to clarify that the numbers provided in my
reply to that question relate to the individuals and companies that were ceased on the records
of the Revenue Commissioners during the period requested by the Deputy.

Businesses cease for many reasons, including trading conditions, retirement of the pro-
prietors, death, formation of partnership or incorporation into Limited Company in the case
of a sole trader.
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Departmental Expenditure.

177. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Finance the amount of expenditure
incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009, by his Department and also offices,
agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit, on the lease, rental or purchase of car
parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10570/10]

Minister for Finance (Deputy Brian Lenihan): The Office of Pubic Works provides car park-
ing spaces for various Government Departments including the Department of Finance. I have
been informed by the Office of Public Works that they are currently collating the information
requested by the Deputy and will foreword it directly him upon completion of this process.

In addition to car parking spaces provided by the Office of Public Works, the Office of the
Revenue Commissioners has informed me that they spent €1,458 in respect of car parking
spaces in 2009.

The National Treasury Management Agency paid €147,270 in respect of rented parking
spaces in 2009.

Flood Relief.

178. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Finance the financial support made available
in County Galway for each of the minor drainage works identified following the flooding in
south Galway; the location of work to be carried out and the dates on which work is likely to
start; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10608/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Finance (Deputy Martin Mansergh): The OPW and
Galway County Council set up a Joint Working Group following the recent widespread flood-
ing in the County in order to assist the identification of measures to address localised flood
problems that could be taken forward quickly. The Group identified a number of locations that
they would focus on initially, including a number of locations in South Galway. Where viable,
cost effective mitigation works are identified they will generally be carried out by the Council
with funding from OPW but, where appropriate, OPW may itself undertake works as agent of
the Council.

Galway County Council has recently submitted applications for funding for minor flood
mitigation works that the Council proposes to undertake at a number of locations in 2010.
These applications are currently being considered, in conjunction with applications received
from other Local Authorities, having regard to specific economic and environmental eligibility
criteria and the overall funding available for flood mitigation works this year. It is expected
that a decision will be made shortly in relation to applications for funding received to date.
The OPW understands that the Council will submit further applications in the near future.

It is not possible to say at this stage when works may commence at any particular location.

Departmental Offices.

179. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Finance if the Office of Public Works is still
proceeding with the consolidation of the dispersed offices of the Department of Social and
Family Affairs to one central office in a town (details supplied) in County Galway; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10613/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Finance (Deputy Martin Mansergh): The Commis-
sioners of Public Works are currently investigating options in the town as a matter of priority
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with a view to consolidating the current offices of the Department of Social and Family Affairs
into one centralised Local Office.

Children in Care.

180. Deputy Billy Timmins asked the Minister for Health and Children the position regarding
the Child Care (Amendment) Bill 2009 whereby, at present, the Health Service Executive may
continue to provide after-care to young persons coming out of care when they reach 18 years,
but many of our most vulnerable young persons are effectively abandoned when they reach 18,
a time at which they are particularly vulnerable to homelessness and the concomitant risk of
drug addiction and crime; if the Child Care (Amendment) Bill 2009 will include a provision
which would oblige the HSE to provide after-care support to every young person who needs
it; her views on a submission by an organisation (details supplied) that guaranteeing after-care
is not just the right thing to do, but is also cost-effective, and the fact that the availability of
after-care to young people leaving State care is one of the key recommendations of the Ryan
report on child abuse (recommendation 17), which all political parties have pledged to
implement; if the recommendation will be included; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [9885/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy Barry Andrews): I am
giving consideration to the legal position with regard to the provision of aftercare services,
having regard to the existing legislative provisions as set out in the Child Care Act 1991. I had
a positive meeting recently with Focus Ireland in this regard.

The Report of the Commission to Inquire into Child Abuse, 2009 Implementation Plan
states:

The provision of aftercare by the HSE should form an integral part of care delivery for
children who have been in the care of the state. It should not be seen as a discretionary
service or as a once-off event that occurs on a young person’s 18th birthday.

The report makes the following recommendations in relation to aftercare:

— The HSE will ensure the provision of aftercare services for children leaving care in all
instances where the professional judgment of the allocated social worker determines it
is required;

— The HSE will, with their consent, conduct a longitudinal study to follow young people
who leave care for 10 years, to map their transition to adulthood;

— The HSE and the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
will review the approach to prioritising identified at-risk young people leaving care and
requiring local authority housing;

— The HSE will ensure care plans include aftercare planning for all young people of 16
years and older;

— The HSE will ensure that aftercare planning identifies key workers in other health
services to which a young person is referred, for example, disability and mental health
services;

— The OMCYA, in conjunction with the HSE, will consider how best to provide necessary
once-off supports for care leavers to gain practical lifelong skills.
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In line with the Government commitment as reflected in the Ryan Implementation Plan fund-
ing of €1.0m was set aside by the HSE in its 2010 Service Plan, for the development of aftercare
services in 2010.

Care of the Elderly.

181. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Health and Children her views on estab-
lishing a policy review of the challenges of an aging population by way of a Green Paper or
otherwise. [9928/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Health and Children (Deputy Áine Brady): The
information requested by the Deputy cannot be supplied at the moment due to industrial action
by the Civil and Public Services Union (CPSU).

Medical Cards.

182. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Health and Children if a review of the
financial assessment of a person (details supplied) in County Cork for eligibility for a full
medical card will be undertaken in view of a drop in family income following a social welfare
assessment; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9933/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy.

I wish to advise the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public
service by members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to
this Parliamentary Question within the normal timeframe.

Medicinal Products.

183. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for Health and Children the developments in
the case of a person (details supplied) in County Galway regarding their request to return to
Ireland and receive medical treatment involving a substance which is illegal under the Misuse
of Drugs Act; if she is satisfied that Ireland is not in breach of UN conventions and EU
directives in the operation of its current practices; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10022/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): The current legal position in
Ireland in relation to cannabis is that it is a Schedule 1 controlled drug under the Misuse of
Drugs Act 1977. All Schedule 1 substances are substances which are considered as having
no medicinal use and the manufacture, production, preparation, sale, supply, distribution and
possession of cannabis is unlawful except for the purposes of research.

The importation of cannabis and substances and products containing cannabis to Ireland,
even if legally obtained in another EU Member State, is prohibited. It is not possible for
cannabis, products containing cannabis or derivatives thereof to be authorised for medicinal
use or for prescription by a medical practitioner. The Misuse of Drugs legislation make no
provision for derogations in respect of the importation or possession of cannabis-containing
substances or products. I am satisfied that the Misuse of Drugs legislation as operated in Ireland
is not in breach of UN Conventions and EU Directives.
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Health Services.

184. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Health and Children the reason a person
(details supplied) in County Longford who was approved for orthodontic treatment in January
2009 and was told there was a waiting list of nine months has still not received a date for
treatment; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9879/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

185. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Health and Children if she will support
the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 5. [9891/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy John Moloney): As
this is a service matter the question has been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

Adoption Services.

186. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Health and Children the reason the docu-
ment on the standardised framework for the provision of a national information and tracing
service is no longer available for download from the Adoption Board website; and if she will
make a statement on the matter. [9901/10]

187. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Health and Children her plans to ensure
the adoption agencies comply with the standards set out in the standardised framework for the
provision of a national information and tracing service without legislating for such compliance;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9902/10]

188. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Health and Children her plans to legislate
for an adoption information and tracing service that will be compliant with the standardised
framework for the provision of a national information and tracing service; and if she will make
a statement on the matter. [9903/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy Barry Andrews): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 186 to 188, inclusive, together.

The Information and Tracing Unit in the Adoption Board provides an advice and referral
service for those seeking to trace or to obtain medical or personal information. This unit pro-
vides services directly to adoptees, natural mothers and birth families. It also works closely
with the registered adoption societies and the HSE national information and tracing services.
Improvements to this service have been effected by the computerisation of the unique adoption
files held by the Board. In addition, the National Adoption Contact Preference Register
(NACPR) is designed to assist adopted people and their natural families to make contact with
each other, exchange information, or to state their contact preferences.

The Adoption Board, together with adoption societies, the HSE and support groups,
developed the “Standardised Framework for the Provision of a National Information and Trac-
ing Service”. This Framework, published in November 2007, sets standards and provides guid-
ance and advice for information and tracing service providers nationally. There is no statutory
basis for the framework which is being implemented on a consensus basis.

My Office is advised by the Adoption Board that the Framework is currently being reviewed
and has been temporarily removed from the Board’s website. However, the documentation set
out in the Framework has been widely disseminated to societies, support groups and other
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interested parties and will continue to be made available to anyone contacting the Board to
seek a copy. The Framework will again be made available through the Adoption Board website
once the review is complete.

In overall terms it is considered that there is an effective administrative system in place to
deal with the issue of information and tracing. Consequently, the current Adoption Bill, 2009
does not make specific provisions in this regard.

Nursing Homes Support Scheme.

189. Deputy Mary Upton asked the Minister for Health and Children the position regarding
the fair deal scheme in cases in which a patient is moved from a public psychiatric home to a
nursing home; if the patient will continue to be entitled to be treated as a public patient; and
if she will make a statement on the matter. [9913/10]

190. Deputy Mary Upton asked the Minister for Health and Children if a psychiatric patient
who has undergone an assessment when moving from a psychiatric unit to a nursing home will
be assessed as a mental health patient or a public nursing home patient for the purposes of the
fair deal scheme; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9914/10]

192. Deputy Mary Upton asked the Minister for Health and Children if she is satisfied that
nursing homes to which it is proposed to send mental health patients are adequately resourced
to ensure the appropriate level of care for these patients; the extra provisions that are in
place to deal with the increased demand for places; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [9916/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Health and Children (Deputy Áine Brady): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 189, 190 and 192 together.

A patient who was in receipt of public in-patient services and subject to long-stay charges
under section 53 of the Health Act 1970 prior to the introduction of the Nursing Homes Sup-
port Scheme, A Fair Deal, can choose to continue with their current arrangements when trans-
ferring to a public nursing home. In other words, where the person remains in receipt of public
care services, they can choose to continue paying long-stay charges in accordance with section
53 of the Health Act 1970 and do not have to transfer to the Nursing Homes Support Scheme.

Accordingly, the patient will not have to undergo the assessments, including the care needs
assessment, provided for in the new scheme. However, the Deputy will be aware that in 2009
my colleague, the Minister for Health and Children, introduced new Care and Welfare Regu-
lations to underpin the National Quality Standards for Residential Care Settings for Older
People in Ireland. Article 8 of the Regulations states that “the person in charge shall ensure
each resident’s needs are set out in an individual care plan developed and agreed with each
resident.”

The National Standards themselves consist of 32 standards, focusing on the outcomes for the
resident, under the following seven groupings: Rights, Protection, Health and Social Needs,
Quality of Life, Staffing, The Care Environment and Governance and Management. The stan-
dards are a key requirement for the registration and inspection of nursing homes and they are
underpinned by the Health Act 2007 (Care and Welfare of Residents in Designated Centres
for Older People) Regulations 2009.

Amongst other things, the standards govern the procedure for moving to long-term residen-
tial care. In particular, Standard 10 addresses the assessment requirements by providing that
“Each resident has his/her needs assessed prior to moving into the residential care setting, a
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full assessment upon admission, and subsequently as required to reflect changes in need and
circumstances during his/her period in residence.

Standard 11 provides that “The arrangements to meet each resident’s assessed needs are set
out in an individual care plan, developed and agreed with each resident, or in the case of a
resident with cognitive impairment with his/her representative.”

Mental Health Services.

191. Deputy Mary Upton asked the Minister for Health and Children the process that will
be provided to continue the care for psychiatric patients; the extra provisions that are in place
to deal with the increased demand; when mental health patients are being moved to an indepen-
dently managed nursing home in situations in which it is proposed to close down a facility
(details supplied), if there is a responsibility on the Health Service Executive to inform the
Mental Health Commission; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9915/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy John Moloney): ’A
Vision for Change’ the Report of the Expert Group on Mental Health Policy, provides a
framework for action to develop a modern, high quality mental health service over a seven to
ten year period. The Report recommends that the remaining psychiatric hospitals should close
and that patients should be relocated to more appropriate community based settings. The HSE
has developed a strategy for the phased closure of the remaining hospitals and the relocation
of patients to community based accommodation, and in these circumstances the question has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

Regulation 36 of the Mental Health Act 2001 (Approved Centres) Regulations 2006 (S.I.
551 of 2006) requires that where it is proposed to close an approved centre, the registered
proprietor of the approved centre must inform the Mental Health Commission in writing,
not later than 3 months before the intended date of the cessation of the provision of mental
health services.

Question No. 192 answered with Question No. 189.

Departmental Expenditure.

193. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Health and Children the steps that have
been taken to address the major deficiencies and waste of resources in the Department as
reported in the newspapers on 18 February 2010, the information on which was presented to
the Department as far back as September 2009. [9940/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): At the request of the Department
of Health and Children, a review of the Department was carried out last year under the Organ-
isational Review Programme (ORP). The report was received about four weeks ago — not last
September. It will be published, along with similar reports on other Government Offices, fol-
lowing submission to the Government in due course. The report did not identify major
deficiencies and waste in the Department. Its principal conclusions include the following:

— The Department of Health and Children is an organisation in transition as a result of
the formation of the Health Service Executive (HSE) in 2005, as this event led to sub-
stantial changes to the Department’s roles and responsibilities.

— The health sector is a particularly challenging sector of the public service and the
Department regularly has to deal with crises which place it in the media and political
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spotlight. Looking into the future it is likely that significant resource constraints will
add to the challenges faced by the Department.

— There is general recognition amongst the Department’s agencies and stakeholders that
its greatest strengths are the ability and commitment of its staff in dealing with a difficult
agenda. The staff have a deep knowledge of the health sector and they are widely
praised for the quality of the policies they bring forward.

However, the Department’s staff, agencies and stakeholders also recognise that in order to
respond to the challenges and address issues of capacity the Department, as a priority, needs to:

— Fully clarify its roles and responsibilities vis-à-vis the HSE, in particular.

— Become better at managing the delivery of all its agencies (including the HSE); to do
this it needs to become stronger at goal setting, measuring outputs and outcomes, and
managing performance so as to ensure the implementation of its policies.

— Define its customer and stakeholder groups clearly and align resources, processes and
procedures to serve each one in the most appropriate way and, at the same time, strike
an optimal balance in the allocation of resources between competing priorities, including
serving the needs of the Ministers and the Oireachtas.

— Improve its human resources capacities in general, and in particular improve its out-
comes in terms of morale and analytical capability as well as tackling issues with

— people management

— management of underperformance

— staff allocation

— management of staff mobility.

Health Services.

194. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Health and Children if she will support
the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 11. [9960/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply. Due to industrial action in the public service by
members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response within the
normal timeframe.

195. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Health and Children if she will support
the case of a person (details supplied). [9971/10]

198. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Health and Children if she will support
the case of persons (details supplied) in Dublin 5. [9995/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Health and Children (Deputy Áine Brady): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 195 and 198 together.

As this is a service matter it has been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct
reply.
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Nursing Homes Support Scheme.

196. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Health and Children if property abroad
can be taken into account in The Fair Deal Scheme. [9972/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Health and Children (Deputy Áine Brady): The
Financial Assessment for the Nursing Homes Support Scheme takes all the individual’s income
and assets into account, including property and wealth outside of the State. The person’s contri-
bution to care is then worked out based on 80% of the person’s assessable income and 5% of
the value of their assets per annum. However, the first €36,000 of the person’s assets, or €72,000
in the case of a couple, is not included at all in the assessment. It should also be noted that a
person may never pay more than the cost of their care. Finally, the Deputy should note that
the Nursing Home Loan element of the scheme is only available in respect of land-based assets
within the State.

Health Services.

197. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Health and Children if she will support
the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 5. [9994/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Health and Children (Deputy Áine Brady): As
this is a service matter it has been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply. I
wish to advise the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service
by members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this
Parliamentary Question within the normal timeframe.

Question No. 198 answered with Question No. 195.

Medical Cards.

199. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Health and Children the position
regarding an application for a medical card in respect of a person (details supplied) in County
Cork. [9996/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy. I wish to advise
the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members
of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary
Question within the normal timeframe.

Hospital Services.

200. Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin asked the Minister for Health and Children when a
person (details supplied) in County Leitrim will receive surgery; and if this will be
expedited. [10000/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply. Due to industrial action in the public service by
members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response within the
normal timeframe.

Departmental Schemes.

201. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Health and Children the payments made,
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in each of the past three years, to individual doctors in County Mayo under the indicative drugs
target savings scheme; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10003/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): While the Indicative Drugs Target
Savings Scheme (IDTS) was suspended 4 years ago pending a review of its operation and
effectiveness, my Department has requested the Parliamentary Affairs Division of the Execu-
tive to reply directly to the Deputy regarding any IDTS payments made to individual GPs in
Co. Mayo during the past three years which relate to payments due prior to suspension of the
Scheme. I wish to advise the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the
public service by members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response
to this Parliamentary Question within the normal timeframe.

202. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Health and Children if the indicative drugs
target savings scheme is still available; and if so, the guidelines for the scheme; and if she will
make a statement on the matter. [10004/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): The Indicative Drugs Target Sav-
ings Scheme (IDTS) was suspended 4 years ago pending a review of its operation and effective-
ness. That expert report review conducted by the National Centre for Pharmacoeconomic
Assessment found that there was no evidence that the scheme was incentivising appropriate
prescribing. The scheme remains suspended.

Health Services.

203. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Health and Children when a person (details
supplied) in County Kildare will receive a date for physiotherapy treatment; and if she will
make a statement on the matter. [10033/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy John Moloney): As the
Deputy’s question relates to service matters I have arranged for the question to be referred to
the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy.

Mental Health Services.

204. Deputy Tom Kitt asked the Minister for Health and Children the position regarding the
recommendations, in both the 1992 Green Paper on Mental Health and the 1996 White Paper
A New Mental Health Act, that the new legislation should include a framework for the pro-
vision of community mental health services. [10056/10]

205. Deputy Tom Kitt asked the Minister for Health and Children her views on examining
the possibility of legislation providing a framework for access to community mental health
services; the position regarding the examination within her Department; the reason there has
been no progress on this for more than a decade; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10057/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy John Moloney): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 204 and 205 together. The Mental Health Act 2001 provides a
modern framework for the admission and treatment of persons with a mental disorder. The
Act is due to be reviewed in 2011 and the need for any provisions in relation to community-
based mental health services, will be among the issues to be considered in that context.
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Health Services.

206. Deputy Catherine Byrne asked the Minister for Health and Children the reason a person
(details supplied) has been ordered to repay the Health Service Executive a sum of money for
long-stay charges; if arrangements will be made to repay in instalments; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10065/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply. I wish to advise the Deputy that, due to an intensifi-
cation of industrial action in the public service by members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be
in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary Question within the normal timeframe.

207. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for Health and Children further to Parliamen-
tary Question No. 182 of 17 November 2009, when a reply will issue; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10072/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): I understand from the HSE that
a reply issued to you on the 7th December 2009. I have asked the HSE to re-issue a copy of
this letter to you.

Hospital Waiting Lists.

208. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Health and Children the average
waiting time for an appointment with each specialist located at Beaumont Hospital, Dublin 9;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10086/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply. I wish to advise the Deputy
that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members of IMPACT,
the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary Question within
the normal timeframe.

Foster Care.

209. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Health and Children further to
Parliamentary Question No. 284 of 20 October 2009, the number of children in foster care; the
number under the age of five years; the number between five and ten years; the number
between ten and 15 years ; the number over 15 years; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10096/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy Barry Andrews): As
this is a service matter it has been referred to the HSE for direct reply. I wish to advise the
Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members of
IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary
Question within the normal timeframe.

Health Services.

210. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Minister for Health and Children the timetable for
the report of the Needs Assessment Committee which met for the first time on 4 February
2010; the terms of reference; the names and qualifications of the members of this committee;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10117/10]
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Minister of State at the Department of the Health and Children (Deputy Áine Brady): I
understand that the Deputy is referring to the Single Assessment Tool Working Group. As
this group was established by the Health Service Executive, the matter has been referred to
the Executive for direct reply.

Accident and Emergency Services.

211. Deputy Seán Ó Fearghaíl asked the Minister for Health and Children if the agreed
staffing levels are in place at the accident and emergency department of a hospital (details
supplied); and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10149/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply. I wish to advise the Deputy
that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members of IMPACT,
the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary Question within
the normal timeframe.

Mental Health Services.

212. Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin asked the Minister for Health and Children the amount
of land the Health Service Executive plans to sell off from the St. Conal’s Hospital campus in
Letterkenny, County Donegal; and if the money raised from the sale will be ringfenced for
mental health services in Donegal. [10152/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy John Moloney): As
this is a service matter the question has been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

Hospital Staff.

213. Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin asked the Minister for Health and Children if the Lifford
Community Hospital and the Rock Hospital in Ballyshannon, County Donegal, are earmarked
for closure; and the way it will affect the staff at both hospitals if these closures take place.
[10153/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Health and Children (Deputy Áine Brady): As
this is a service matter it has been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply. I
wish to advise the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service
by members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this
Parliamentary Question within the normal timeframe.

Hospital Services.

214. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health and Children when the clear
air theatre at Naas General Hospital, County Kildare, will become fully operational; and if she
will make a statement on the matter. [10224/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply. I wish to advise the Deputy
that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members of IMPACT,
the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary Question within
the normal timeframe.
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Health Services.

215. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health and Children the position
regarding a health centre (details supplied) in County Kildare following a recent audit by health
board officials; when it is expected to respond positively to requests by this health centre with
a view to expediting the process having particular regard to the population increase in the area
and that the current facilities were provided to meet the existing population demands 40 years
ago; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10225/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy. I wish to advise
the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members
of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary
Question within the normal timeframe.

Hospital Services.

216. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health and Children when hip
replacement surgery will be offered to a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; and if she
will make a statement on the matter. [10226/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply. I wish to advise the Deputy
that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members of IMPACT,
the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary Question within
the normal timeframe.

Health Services.

217. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Health and Children further to Parliamen-
tary Question No. 331 of 2 February 2010, the reason a formal reply has not yet been issued
by the Health Service Executive; and if she is now in a position to furnish a reply to the
question. [10246/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply. I wish to advise the Deputy that, due to an intensifi-
cation of industrial action in the public service by members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be
in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary Question within the normal timeframe.

Mental Health Services.

218. Deputy Olwyn Enright asked the Minister for Health and Children if she will instruct
the Health Service Executive to draw up new performance indicators together with supporting
up-to-date data to enable accurate monitoring of the national mental health budget; and if she
will make a statement on the matter. [10250/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy John Moloney): My
Department work on an ongoing collaborative basis with the HSE in developing and refining
performance measures across all service areas, including mental health, to ensure that they are
as robust and meaningful as possible and reflect key priorities and international best practice
as well as being comparable both within the EU and further afield.
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Health Services.

219. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Health and Children if she will support
the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 3. [10258/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy. I wish to advise
the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members
of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary
Question within the normal timeframe.

Medical Cards.

220. Deputy Olivia Mitchell asked the Minister for Health and Children if her attention has
been drawn to inefficiency in the Health Service Executive which has seen medical card renewal
forms sent to a person (details supplied) in County Dublin, two weeks after the submission
date has passed; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10268/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy. I wish to advise
the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members
of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary
Question within the normal timeframe.

Departmental Staff.

221. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Health and Children the number of posts
unfilled in her Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10293/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): The information requested by the
Deputy can not be supplied at the moment due to industrial action by the Civil & Public
Services Union (CPSU). A reply will issue directly to the Deputy in due course.

Medical Cards.

222. Deputy Seán Sherlock asked the Minister for Health and Children the position regarding
a medical card application in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Cork; and if she
will make a statement on the matter. [10371/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy. I wish to advise
the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members
of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary
Question within the normal timeframe.

Hospital Services.

223. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for Health and Children the budget for
Connolly Hospital, Blanchardstown, Dublin 15, for 2010; the budget for each of the past ten
years; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10382/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply. I wish to advise the Deputy
that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members of IMPACT,
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the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary Question within
the normal timeframe.

Medical Cards.

224. Deputy John O’Mahony asked the Minister for Health and Children if a person (details
supplied) in County Mayo who has a medical card and who has to go privately to Galway to
see a urologist will get a refund of the cost of same. [10395/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy. I wish to advise
the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members
of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary
Question within the normal timeframe.

Health Services .

225. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Health and Children the position
regarding an outpatient appointment for a person (details supplied) in County Cork at Cork
University Hospital. [10404/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply. Due to industrial action in the public service by
members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response within the
normal timeframe.

226. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Health and Children the reason for the
delay in considering an appeal on behalf of a person (details supplied); and if she will expedite
this appeal. [10406/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy. I wish to advise
the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members
of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary
Question within the normal timeframe.

Drugs Payment Scheme.

227. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Health and Children her plans to include
herbal and alternative medicines in the drugs treatment scheme; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [10407/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): In order for a medicinal product
to be considered by the HSE for reimbursement under the Drugs Payment Scheme it must
meet specified criteria. These include the following. The product must be an ‘allopathic’ med-
icinal product authorised by the Irish Medicines Board or the European Commission. The
product must be such that it is ordinarily supplied to the public only on foot of a medical
prescription. The product should not be advertised or promoted to the public. Herbal and
alternative medicines do not meet these criteria and as such are not reimbursable under the
Drugs Payment Scheme.

General Medical Services Scheme.

228. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Health and Children her plans to include
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alternative therapies and treatments in the General Medical Services medical card scheme; and
if she will make a statement on the matter. [10408/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): Under the General Medical
Services (GMS) Scheme, persons with full eligibility are entitled to general practitioner services,
prescribed drugs, medicines and appliances, all in-patient public hospital services in public
wards including consultant services, all out-patient public hospital services including consultant
services, dental, ophthalmic and aural services and appliances, child health services, home nurs-
ing and a maternity and infant care service. Alternative or complementary therapies are not
covered under the GMS Scheme and I have no plans to change this.

General Practitioner Training.

229. Deputy James Reilly asked the Minister for Health and Children the cost of each
General Practitioner training place; how these places are funded; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [10409/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): The Health Service Executive is
responsible for arranging and funding General Practitioner training. The Executive has
reported to my Department that the projected cost of training a General Practitioner is approxi-
mately, €176,875.

Health Services.

230. Deputy Seán Ó Fearghaíl asked the Minister for Health and Children if she will investi-
gate a matter (details supplied); and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10412/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply. I wish to advise the Deputy
that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service by members of IMPACT,
the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this Parliamentary Question within
the normal timeframe.

Departmental Expenditure.

231. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Health and Children the amount of expen-
diture incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009, by her Department and
also offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within her remit, on the lease, rental or
purchase of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10572/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): The issue of expenditure on the
lease, rental or purchase of car parking spaces is a matter for the Office of Public Works
(OPW) and I have asked the OPW to reply directly to the Deputy in this regard. The position
regarding the Health Service Executive and the other agencies is a matter for the agencies
themselves. My Department is requesting them to reply directly to the Deputy.

Departmental Staff.

232. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Health and Children the number and grade
of staff who qualified for performance-related pay prior to that payment being abolished in
her Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10586/10]
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Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): I presume that the Deputy is
referring to the Performance Related Awards Scheme (PRA) which was introduced following
a decision by the Government on the implementation of Report No. 38 of the Review Body
on Higher Remuneration in the Public Sector in 2000. This Scheme applied at the level of
Deputy and Assistant Secretary and related grades in the Civil Service and there were nine
posts in my Department at this level (two at Deputy Secretary level and seven at Assistant
Secretary level).

As the Deputy is aware, on 5th February 2009, the Minister for Finance announced the
discontinuation of the scheme in the Dáil and consequently no payments were made to eligible
officers in my Department in respect of performances in 2008. The payscales for the officials
involved are as follows (1 January 2010 rates):

Payscales — 1 January 2010

Deputy Secretary Deputy Secretary PPC
€168,000 €176,800

Assistant Secretary Assistant Secretary PPC
€127,796, €133,605, €139,898, €146,191 €134,523, €140,636, €147,262, €153,885

Chief Medical Officer Chief Medical Officer PPC
€168,000 €176,800

*PPC Scales apply to established officers appointed on or after the 6th April 1995 paying the Class A rate of PRSI
contribution and making an employee contribution in respect of personal superannuation benefits.

Patient Transport.

233. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Health and Children, further to
Parliamentary Question No. 250 of 6 May 2009, if she will furnish the corresponding figure for
2009; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10591/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply. Due to industrial action in the public service by
members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response within the
normal timeframe.

Food Safety Authority.

234. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Health and Children further to
Parliamentary Question No. 112 of 18 December 2008 and No. 253 of 17 February 2009, if
she will furnish the corresponding figures for 2009; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10592/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): Responsibility for the enforcement
of food safety and food labelling legislation rests with the Food Safety Authority of Ireland
(FSAI) and its official agents, which include the Health Service Executive, the Department of
Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (DAFF), Local Authorities (LAs) and the Sea Fisheries Pro-
tection Authority (SFPA).

Due to the public service industrial action involving members of IMPACT within the Health
Service Executive (HSE), the HSE is not in a position to provide data to this response and
consequently some of the data (particularly in respect of the second half of 2009) is not
available.
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Prosecutions

Further to the reply forwarded to the Deputy in May 2009 by the Food Safety Authority of
Ireland, a successful prosecution was taken by the FSAI against a food business in Galway:
the legislation cited for breaches included the Labelling of Fishery and Aquaculture Products
Regulations 2003. An unsuccessful prosecution was taken by the FSAI in March 2009 against
two companies, including a number of Directors, in relation to the supply/placing on the market
of certain fishery products. The case was dismissed. From January 2009 to date, the HSE
initiated 17 successful prosecutions under food legislation. One of these prosecutions cited the
2006 Country of Origin of Beef Regulations and one cited the Beef Labelling Regulations 2000
as amended. The Sea Fisheries Protection Authority concluded one conviction in 2009 for
breaches of food legislation.

Inspections

The HSE recorded 5,705 inspections in the retail sector and 15,181 in the service sector
including restaurants in the first half of 2009. From January to June 2009, compliance with beef
country of origin regulations was assessed in 4,092 inspections and 1,108 non-compliances were
recorded. For the same period, compliance with labelling of beef and beef products regulations
was assessed in 3,584 inspections and 727 non compliances were recorded. Many of these non
compliances would be for minor infringements and Environmental Health Officers follow up
on all of these non compliances with the Food Business Operators to ensure compliance.

Labelling inspections

Labelling inspections are carried out as part of the food safety inspections of food businesses.
During the course of these inspections a total of 8,715 hygiene and labelling infringements
including general hygiene and labelling were identified by Environmental Health Officers in
the first half of 2009. The HSE issued 326 enforcement notices and orders under the FSAI Act
in 2009.

Local Authority Veterinary Inspectors carry out inspections in 456 establishments. There are
some outstanding returns due to be forwarded to the FSAI but so far Local Authorities have
reported 12 major non compliances for 2009. In 2009, 3,200 inspections were carried out by the
Sea Fisheries Protection Authority. Ten compliance notices, one prohibition order, one closure
order and one improvement notice were issued.

The Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food have reported inspection data for the
first three quarters of 2009. The meat and meat products division carried out 7,810 inspections
for this period. The milk products division carried out 350 hygiene inspection and the egg and
poultry inspectors carried out 2,441 inspections in the same period.

Hospital Accommodation.

235. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Health and Children the number of
acute hospital beds in each hospital that were unavailable in 2009 due to cost containment
measures, infection control and refurbishment; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10593/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply. Due to industrial action in the public service by
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members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response within the
normal timeframe.

Mental Health Services.

236. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Health and Children the reason there is
such a wide variation in the administration of electroconvulsive therapy for the treatment of
depression where only two cases were administered in County Cork in 2008 while during the
same year in County Galway 69 cases received this treatment which is described as a high-risk,
low-benefit procedure; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10600/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Health and Children (Deputy John Moloney): As
this is a service matter the question has been referred to the HSE for direct reply.

Medical Cards.

237. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Health and Children the additional cost to
her Department and to the Health Service Executive of the change of centralisation of the
medical card processing from the regions to the Dublin centre and the number of jobs lost in
the regional centres; the number of jobs required in the new centralised centre; the reason that
this information was not supplied in my previous Parliamentary Question; and if she will make
a statement on the matter. [10601/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): The issues raised by the Deputy
are service matters. Accordingly, my Department has requested the Parliamentary Affairs
Division of the Executive to arrange to address these matters and also the matters raised in the
Deputy’s previous Parliamentary Question and to have replies issued directly to the Deputy. I
wish to advise the Deputy that, due to an intensification of industrial action in the public service
by members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response to this
Parliamentary Question within the normal timeframe.

Hospital Staff.

238. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Health and Children if she is satisfied herself
that the appropriate number of consultants have been appointed to the various specialties at
Portiuncula Hospital, Ballinasloe, County Galway; when additional consultants will be
appointed; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10609/10]

Minister for Health and Children (Deputy Mary Harney): As this is a service matter, it has
been referred to the HSE for direct reply. Due to industrial action in the public service by
members of IMPACT, the HSE may not be in a position to provide a response within the
normal timeframe.

Road Network.

239. Deputy Brian O’Shea asked the Minister for Transport if funding will be provided for
the local improvement scheme in 2010; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9930/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): I recently announced the 2010 regional and
local road grant allocations. A total of €411.409 million is being provided to local authorities
for regional and local roads in 2010. From this allocation €5 million is being provided towards
the Local Improvements Scheme.
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Marine Rescue Service.

240. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Minister for Transport the position regarding an application
(details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9880/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): Details of the proposed new Coast Guard
Station House at Doolin, Co. Clare are being finalised, and an application for planning per-
mission will be lodged shortly.

Rail Services.

241. Deputy Joe McHugh asked the Minister for Transport if he will acknowledge Resolution
No. 2 of the British-Irish Parliamentary Assembly’s plenary meeting at Cavan on 23 February
2010 (details supplied), if he will conduct a feasibility study in response to this resolution; and
if he will make a statement on the matter. [10030/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): The Strategic Rail Review (SRR) set out
priorities for future rail investment which provided an input into the development of Transport
21, my Department’s investment framework. The SRR did not include the development of rail
services in Cavan, Monaghan or Donegal in its recommendations. As a consequence, no capital
provision for such rail development was included in Transport 21 and it is not a priority for
investment in the current difficult economic situation. As I have previously indicated, the Prog-
ramme for Government contained a commitment to commence preparation of a successor to
Transport 21. It is in the context of such a successor Programme that consideration will be
given to future transport investments.

I very much welcome any proposals regarding the advancement of public transport and
am pleased to acknowledge the British-Irish Parliamentary Assembly’s interest in the possible
development of public transport services in Fermanagh, Tyrone, Cavan, Monaghan, and
Donegal. As the Deputy will be aware issues relating to cross-border public transport services
are also discussed on a regular basis under the auspices of the North-South Ministerial Council.
While there is no provision for funding for a study at present both Governments are committed
to the development of cross-border public transport services and the matter will be kept
under review.

Road Network.

242. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for Transport if his approval is required for
the setting of a tolling scheme; if so, the occasions on which his consent was sought for each of
the past three years; if he gave his consent in each instance; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10083/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): The statutory power to levy tolls on national
roads, to make toll bye-laws and to enter into toll agreements with private investors in respect
of national roads is vested in the National Roads Authority (NRA) under Part V of the Roads
Act 1993 (as amended by the Planning and Development Act 2000 and the Roads Act 2007).
Specifically, Section 57 of the Roads Act 1993, as amended by Section 271 of the Planning and
Development Act 2000, provides that the NRA may prepare a scheme for the establishment
of a system of tolls in respect of the use of a public road. The making of such a toll scheme
does not require Ministerial consent.

EU Funding.

243. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Transport the amount of funding
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received from the EU towards the construction of road projects in each of the past five years;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10085/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): The EU funding claimed in respect of
national roads projects under the Economic and Social Infrastructure Operational Programme
2000-2006 for which my Department had lead responsibility was as follows:

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009

€ € € € €

70, 072, 217 24, 054,087 22,101, 189 7,400,180 Nil

I do not have details of the funding received as payments of EU aid in respect of these claims
are made to the Department of Finance.

EU funding for national road development may also have been provided during this period
under EU programmes in respect of which other bodies in Ireland have the lead management
role under EU Regulations. These programmes include the Cohesion Fund, the Interreg Prog-
ramme and the Peace Programme.

Public Transport.

244. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Transport if he has considered the recent
report by the Citizens Information Board regarding the difficulties rural persons experience in
accessing transport; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [8486/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): The Citizens Information Board’s Report
“Getting There — Transport and Access to Social Services” is well researched and surfaces
issues which the Department has already identified as important in developing rural transport
and in making transport accessible. In that regard it will help to inform the development of
rural transport policy. The recommendations in the report also impinge on matters for which
other departments and public bodies such as the Departments of Social and Family Affairs,
Health and Children and Education and Science, the Revenue Commissioners and the Health
Services Executive have responsibility.

245. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Transport if his attention has been drawn
to the dislocation suffered by the community-based in the rural areas (details supplied) of north
County Dublin, and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10259/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): Decisions in relation to the deployment of
buses, including on the services referred to by the Deputy, are an operational matter for Bus
Éireann in conjunction, in the case of PSO services, with the National Transport Authority,
and not one in which I have any role.

Departmental Staff.

246. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Transport the number of posts unfilled
in his Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10297/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): Due to industrial action currently being
taken by staff, I regret that I am unable to provide the answer sought by the Deputy.
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Traffic Management.

247. Deputy Lucinda Creighton asked the Minister for Transport his views on allowing chauf-
feur driven cars access to drive on bus lanes, thus giving the same access to routes as the taxi
industry is permitted. [10338/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): The current rules governing use of bus lanes
were established through the Road Traffic (Traffic and Parking) Regulations 1997-1998. Large
public service vehicles (buses) are permitted to use all bus lanes. The key consideration under-
pinning the current policy is that bus lanes are provided to support and promote bus-based
public transport and to protect the carrying capacity of bus lanes so as to optimise journey
times for the members of the public who use that mode of transport.

Two exemptions are provided in the regulations. Pedal cyclists are regarded as being vulner-
able road users and, on road safety grounds, are permitted to use with-flow bus lanes.

Taxis are available for hire on-street to the public at large and are regarded as being an
element of the public transport service and are, accordingly, permitted to use with-flow bus
lanes. I have no proposals to extend further the types of vehicles permitted to use bus lanes.

Departmental Expenditure.

248. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Transport the amount of expenditure
incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009, by his Department and also offices,
agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit, on the lease, rental or purchase of car
parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10576/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): Costs associated with car parking spaces at
Department of Transport premises tend to be integrated into property leasing costs generally,
the arrangements for which are made by the Office of Public Works on behalf of the Depart-
ment. The OPW is thus responsible for the provision of the information sought by the Deputy.

Insofar as the agencies under the aegis of the Department of Transport are concerned, the
arrangements for the lease, rental or purchase of car parking spaces are matters to be dealt
with directly by the agencies concerned.

Departmental Staff.

249. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Transport the number and grade of staff
who qualified for performance related pay prior to that payment being abolished in his Depart-
ment; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10590/10]

Minister for Transport (Deputy Noel Dempsey): The scheme for performance-related awards
in the Civil Service applied to five Assistant Secretaries in my Department. The current pay
scale appropriate to the Officers of this grade in my Department is as follows:

€127,796 — €133,605 — €139,898 — €146,191

Garda Transport.

250. Deputy Phil Hogan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform when the
public order van will be restored to Carlow town; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [9912/10]
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Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The detailed allo-
cation of Garda resources, including transport, is a matter for the Garda Commissioner to
decide in accordance with his operational requirements and priorities. Such allocations are
continually monitored and reviewed by senior Garda management along with overall policing
arrangements and operational strategy. This ensures that optimum use is made of Garda
resources and that the best possible service is provided to the public.

I regret that the specific information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will
write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.

Stardust Report.

251. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if the
relatives of Stardust Victims have been consulted regarding the composition of the committee
recommended in the Coffey Report to monitor the needs of families; the extent to which
representatives of medical or other professions have been included and if a broader based
committee could be formed in consultation with relatives. [9944/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): As the Deputy will
recall, there had been ongoing consultation with the Victims Committee’s legal advisor with a
view to identifying the level of demand for access to ongoing counselling and medical services.
As this process failed to gather sufficient information to allow arrangements to be made, a
public information notice was placed in newspapers asking those who wished to access such
services through this channel to register their interest. Arrangements to provide these services
have now been put in place, on foot of the response received. These arrangements involve a
leading independent provider of counselling services and all personal details will be treated in
the strictest confidence. Insofar as the monitoring of these arrangements is concerned, for the
present this is being carried out by my Department in conjunction with the Department of An
Taoiseach and with the expert advice of the Health Service Executive. This monitoring is
restricted to the extent required to manage the provision of services.

Sexual Offences.

252. Deputy Charles Flanagan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
number of primary school teachers convicted of committing sexual offences against pupils since
1990; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10027/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The Garda Síoch-
ána Act 2005 makes provision for the compilation and publication of crime statistics by the
Central Statistics Office, as the national statistical agency, and the CSO has established a dedi-
cated unit for this purpose.

I will make arrangements, as soon as possible, to forward the Deputy’s request to the CSO
for direct reply.

253. Deputy Charles Flanagan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
number of secondary school teachers convicted of committing sexual offences against pupils
since 1990; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10028/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The Garda Síoch-
ána Act 2005 makes provision for the compilation and publication of crime statistics by the
Central Statistics Office, as the national statistical agency, and the CSO has established a dedi-
cated unit for this purpose.
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I will make arrangements, as soon as possible, to forward the Deputy’s request to the CSO
for direct reply.

Garda Investigations.

254. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if he has
received the report from the Garda team which was sent to Slovakia to investigate the airport
security exercise which caused explosives to be carried here by aircraft in January 2010; if he
will publish the findings; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10073/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I refer the Deputy
to my replies to Questions Nos. 3 and 19 of 4 February 2010. As I indicated, the Garda Com-
missioner has appointed a Detective Chief Superintendent to inquire into all the circumstances
surrounding the incident. That inquiry is ongoing and the report is awaited. When the report
is completed I will consider what further action, if any, is required on my part and what infor-
mation may be made publicly available.

Ground Rents.

255. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if his
attention has been drawn to the fact that the legal representatives of ground landlords are
demanding arrears of ground rent from leaseholders, the amounts of which are in excess of
that to which they are legally entitled having regard to the provisions of the statute of limi-
tations; the steps he proposes to take to stop this threatening practice which is causing distress
to leaseholders; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10597/10]

256. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if his
attention has been drawn to the fact that in the case of leases due to expire that ground
landlords are entitled, under existing legislative provisions, to seek payment of one-eight the
value of the property to buy out the lease; his views on whether this provision is justified; if
not, the steps he proposes to take to ensure that leaseholders are not subjected to such penal
charges to buy out their leases; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10598/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I propose to take
Questions Nos. 255 and 256 together.

I am aware that in some cases demands for payment of ground rents may not have been
made for a number of years. Where, in such cases, a demand for payment is subsequently made
by the ground rent landlord, the landlord is statute barred from claiming more than 6 years
arrears of ground rent. Moreover, section 27 of the Landlord and Tenant (Ground Rents)(No.
2) Act 1978 provides that a landlord cannot re-enter or take possession of premises in respect
of which payment of the ground rent is in arrears.

A legal challenge to the constitutionality of the purchase price provisions of ground rents
legislation was heard in the High Court in 2005. While the Court’s judgment upholding the
constitutionality of the legislation was delivered in early 2006, it has since been appealed to the
Supreme Court. While operation of the law in relation to ground rents continues to be reviewed
in my Department, there are no proposals for changes pending the outcome of this appeal.

Garda Recruitment.

257. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the discussions that have taken place within the European Union regarding serving police
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officers to join neighbouring police services in an easy manner; and the stage the discussions
have reached; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9896/10]

258. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the current procedure if a serving PSNI officer wishes to join An Garda Síochána; if there is
adequate protocols in place to allow this and due recognition to the training and service of
such officers; his views on making such transfers easier as occurs between other jurisdictions
within the European Union. [9897/10]

259. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the current procedure if a serving British Metropolitan or other British police service officers
wishes to join An Garda Síochána; if there are adequate protocols in place to allow this and
due recognition to the training and service of such officers; his views on making such transfers
easier as occurs between other jurisdictions within the European Union. [9898/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I propose to take
Questions Nos. 257 to 259, inclusive, together.

Under current regulations on admission and appointment to the Garda Síochána, recruitment
to the Garda rank is open to all citizens of the EEA, although there is no provision for serving
members in police forces in other States to apply directly for posts at higher ranks.

Under an Intergovernmental Agreement on Police Co-operation between Ireland and the
UK, however, provision is made for members from the Garda Síochána and the PSNI to apply
for posts in the other Force at ranks above Inspector. Giving effect to this will require changes
to the current Garda regulations, and my Department is in ongoing discussions on this with
the Garda Commissioner, the Garda representative associations and the Northern Ireland
Office. Under this Agreement, personnel exchanges between the Garda Síochána and the PSNI
are already in place, and a Garda Superintendent will shortly be seconded to the PSNI.

260. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the number of serving members of An Garda Síochána who were previously members of
another police service. [9899/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.

261. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the number of applications received by the Garda Síochána from police officers serving in
other jurisdictions who wish to join the Garda Síochána in the past ten years. [9900/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.

Citizenship Applications.

262. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
position regarding an application for naturalisation in respect of persons (details supplied) who
have been living here since 2002; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9957/10]
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Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.

Asylum Applications.

263. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform when a
decision will be made in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Cork; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [9969/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I refer the Deputy
to my detailed Reply to his recent Parliamentary Question, No. 643 of Tuesday, 19 January
2010, in this matter. The position in the State of the person concerned is as set out in that Reply.

The case of the person concerned is among a large volume of such cases which are awaiting
consideration at present. However, the Deputy can be assured that the case of the person
concerned will be processed to finality as soon as possible.

Departmental Investigations.

264. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if he
will report on a matter (details supplied). [9993/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought will be provided at a later date.

Residency Permits.

265. Deputy Paul Gogarty asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
reasons for the refusal of a decision on the EU Treaty Rights application for residency in the
State by a person (details supplied) in County Dublin; and if this decision will be reviewed.
[9999/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I am informed by
the Immigration Division of my Department that the person concerned made an application
for residence in the State based on her marriage to a Belgian national on 8 January 2009. The
person referred to by the Deputy was informed of the decision to refuse her application and
the basis for this decision by letter on 18 June 2009. My Department has been in receipt of
further correspondence from the individual’s legal representative and a request by the applicant
and her spouse for a review of this decision was received on 18 February 2010. All applications
for review are dealt with in chronological order of date of receipt and the decision to refuse
this application remains under review.

Garda Deployment.

266. Deputy Charles Flanagan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
number of Gardaí currently in service in each of the following divisions Sligo-Leitrim, Donegal,
Cavan-Monaghan, and Louth in tabular form; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10011/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.
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Citizenship Applications.

267. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform when a
decision will be made on an application for citizenship in respect of a person (details supplied)
in County Westmeath. [10016/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.

Crime Prevention.

268. Deputy Charles Flanagan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the steps he is taking to address white collar crime; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10026/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I wish to inform
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a detailed response to his question within the
timeframe available. I will however revert to him in due course.

Residency Permits.

269. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the position
regarding an application for residency in respect of a person (details supplied) in County
Kildare; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10050/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): In the absence of
more specific details being provided by the Deputy, I regret that it is not possible to provide a
response to his Question. If the Deputy wishes to re-submit his Question with a relevant refer-
ence number, I would be happy to provide the requested information.

Garda Training.

270. Deputy Pat Rabbitte asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
details of the new training programme for the Garda Síochána; if it will affect people waiting
on a panel to commence training at Templemore College, County Tipperary; if the current
panel will remain in place to fill the next intake; when those intakes will take place; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10055/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I was present
recently when the Garda Commissioner launched the Report of the Garda Síochána Training
and Development Review Group. The report together with guidelines for the implementation
of the eighty five recommendations contained therein can be accessed on www.garda.ie.

Recruitment to An Garda Síochána is governed by the Garda Síochána Admission and
Appointments Regulations, 1988, (as amended). I am informed by the Garda authorities that
following selection by the Public Appointments Service each applicant must undergo a Physical
Competency Test, a Medical Examination and also Character Vetting. Applicants successful at
all three stages will remain on a panel and are available to be offered positions as Garda
Trainees in a future intake.

Any proposed amendments to the regulations arising out of the Review Group’s report will
be given careful consideration and will involve full consultation with all relevant parties. The
moratorium on recruitment and promotions in the Public Service applies to the Garda Síoch-
ána, both sworn members and civilian support staff. However, I will keep the situation under
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review in consultation with the Garda Commissioner and my colleague the Minister for
Finance.

Closed Circuit Television Systems.

271. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if he
will make funding available through Pobal for the reintroduction of the closed circuit television
scheme; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [8241/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The Community-
based CCTV Scheme was launched in 2005 to provide financial assistance towards the capital
costs of establishing a community CCTV system. Two types of grant have been made available.
Substantive grants of up to €100,000 have been made available from my Department with
the Department of Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs providing matching funding for
successful applications from RAPID areas. Pre-development grants of up to €5,000 have also
been made available to assist local communities to develop substantive proposals in their areas.

Two major rounds of the scheme were advertised in 2005/2006 and 2007 with a total of 13
and 30 substantive schemes respectively approved for funding. A further 2 schemes under the
Limerick Regeneration programme were approved in 2008. In addition, 54 schemes were
awarded pre-development grants over the same period. To date, a total of 26 substantive
schemes have been installed. Installation of the remaining 19 Community CCTV Schemes is
ongoing with Schemes at various stages of implementation.

Any further plans for extension of CCTV are dependent on a number of factors, including
the progression of the schemes already grant aided, the availability of funding and overall
policy considerations.

Departmental Investigations.

272. Deputy Terence Flanagan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if
he will support the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 13; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10066/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.

Drug Treatment Programme.

273. Deputy Catherine Byrne asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform his
views on the need for protocols governing the administering of methadone to persons in Garda
custody; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10075/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The prescription
and supply of methadone throughout this jurisdiction is governed by the Misuse of Drugs Acts
and associated regulations, which come under the remit of the Minister for Health and
Children.

Garda Deployment.

274. Deputy Catherine Byrne asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
number of gardaí employed in the national drugs squad when it was first set up in 1996; the
number of gardaí employed in the national drugs squad; the number of proposed retirements
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within the squad in the next 12 months; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10076/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.

Office of the Ombudsman.

275. Deputy Emmet Stagg asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if, in
view of his proposal to include the Courts Service under the remit of the Ombudsman, he will
include the Office of the Wards of Court. [10079/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): There are no pro-
posals to extend the remit of the Ombudsman to the Office of Wards of Court which, in the
exercise of its functions, is subject to the directions of the President of the High Court.

Proposed Legislation.

276. Deputy Emmet Stagg asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform his plans
for the proposed new Court Funds Office; the functions of this office; the establishment date;
the way it will impact on current wards of court with funds in court; the way it will differ from
the system currently in place; and the way it is proposed that the new courts funds office will
operate in the context of the new mental capacity legislation. [10080/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The details of my
proposals for establishment of a Court Funds Office will be announced by way of publication
of the Civil Law (Miscellaneous Provisions) Bill which is due to be published in this Session.

Departmental Funding.

277. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if he
will support a matter (details supplied) in Dublin 17. [10102/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I understand that
the organisation concerned has, over a number of years, received State support via funding
from the Department of Social and Family Affairs. If the Deputy has not already done so he
may wish to consider contacting my colleague, the Minister for Social and Family Affairs in
relation to this matter. My Department has no proposals or funding to support the organis-
ation concerned.

Liquor Licensing Laws.

278. Deputy Mary Wallace asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
relevant legislation that is applied to off-licence premises; and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10219/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The position is that
statutory provisions relating to premises with off-licences are set out in the Licensing Acts 1833
to 2008.

International Women’s Day.

279. Deputy Mary Wallace asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform his
plans to mark International Women’s Day on 8 March 2010; if he will list the progress made
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regarding women’s role in society over the past five, ten,15 and 20 years; and if he will make
a statement on the matter. [10221/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy John
Moloney): The National Women’s Strategy 2007-2016, published on 18 April 2007, represents
the policy of the Government in relation to women in society today and it chronicles generally
the progress made in this area over the past twenty years. The National Women’s Council of
Ireland, which is funded by my Department, will be marking International Women’s Day on 8
March 2010.

Residency Permits.

280. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the position regarding an application for residency in the case of a person (details supplied) in
County Waterford; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10232/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought by the Deputy will be provided at a later date.

Asylum Applications.

281. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the position regarding an application for residency in the case of a person (details supplied) in
County Cork; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10233/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought by the Deputy will be provided at a later date.

282. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the position regarding an application for leave to remain in the State on humanitarian grounds
in the case of a person (details supplied) in County Kildare; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10234/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought by the Deputy will be provided at a later date.

283. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the expected residency status or leave to remain in the case of a person (details supplied) in
County Meath; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10235/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought by the Deputy will be provided at a later date.

284. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
position regarding an application for leave to remain in the case of a person (detail supplied) in
County Cork; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10236/10]
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Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I refer the Deputy
to my detailed reply to his earlier Parliamentary Question No. 220 of Wednesday, 2 December
2009, in this matter. The position in the state of the person concerned is as set out in that reply.

285. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the reason a person (details supplied) in County Kildare has not been granted permission to
remain; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10237/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought by the Deputy will be provided at a later date.

286. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if
a decision to reject application for subsidiary protection is affected by a decision of the courts
in the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 15; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10238/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The person con-
cerned applied for asylum on 26 May 2006. In accordance with Section 9 of the Refugee Act
1996 (as amended), he was entitled to remain in the State until his application for asylum was
decided. His asylum application was refused following consideration of his case by the Office
of the Refugee Applications Commissioner and, on appeal, the Refugee Appeals Tribunal.

Arising from the refusal of his asylum application, and in accordance with the provisions of
Section 3 of the Immigration Act 1999 (as amended), the person concerned was notified, by
letter dated 15 January 2009, that the Minister proposed to make a Deportation Order in
respect of him. He was given the options, to be exercised within 15 working days, of leaving
the State voluntarily, of consenting to the making of a Deportation Order or of making rep-
resentations to the Minister setting out the reasons why a Deportation Order should not be
made against him. In addition, he was notified of his entitlement to apply for Subsidiary Protec-
tion in the State in accordance with the European Communities (Eligibility for Protection)
Regulations 2006 (S.I. No. 518 of 2006).

The person concerned submitted an application for Subsidiary Protection in the State in
accordance with these Regulations and following the consideration of this application, a
decision was made to refuse the application and this decision was conveyed in writing to the
person concerned by letter dated 15 February 2010. The case of the person concerned was then
considered under Section 3 (6) of the Immigration Act 1999 (as amended) and Section 5 of the
Refugee Act 1996 (as amended) on the prohibition of refoulement following which a Deport-
ation Order was signed in respect of the person concerned. This Order was formally served on
the person concerned by registered post dated 22 February 2010. This communication advised
the person concerned that a Deportation Order had been made against him which placed a
legal obligation on him to leave the State by 12 March 2010 or, if he fails to do so, he must
present himself at the Offices of the Garda National Immigration Bureau on 16 March 2010 to
make arrangements for his deportation from the State.

In relation to the Deputy’s query about the impact of a Court decision on the refusal of the
application for Subsidiary Protection made by the person concerned, it is not clear as to what
Court decision the Deputy is referring to or what its relevance to the case of the person con-
cerned might be.

Citizenship Applications.

287. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
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the position regarding an application for naturalisation in the case of a person (details supplied)
in County Dublin; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10239/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.

288. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the position regarding an application for naturalisation in the case of a person (details supplied)
in County Dublin; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10240/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret that the
information requested by the Deputy is not readily to hand. I will write to the Deputy as soon
as it is available.

Departmental Correspondence.

289. Deputy Charles Flanagan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if
he will arrange to meet the parties in relation to correspondence received from persons (details
supplied) in Dublin 20; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10241/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): As you are fully
aware anyone who suspects a crime has been committed should report it to An Garda Síochána.

Asylum Applications.

290. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform when a
decision will be made in regard to an application for leave to remain by a person (details
supplied) in County Cork; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10247/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought by the Deputy will be provided at a later date.

291. Deputy Bernard Allen asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform when
a decision will be made on an application in respect of a person (details supplied) in County
Cork. [10254/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought by the Deputy will be provided at a later date.

Departmental Funding.

292. Deputy Damien English asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
amount of State funding the Federation for Victim Assistance has received for each of the
years 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009 and to date in 2010 in tabular form. [10255/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The Commission
for the Support of Victims of Crime, which was established in March, 2005 by the then Minister
for Justice, Equality and Law Reform and re-constituted in 2008, has provided following fund-
ing to the Federation for Victim Assistance as set out in the following table.
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2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 (To date)

€42,500 €44,100 €25,100 €45,000 €60,000 €52,000

Departmental Staff.

293. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
number of posts unfilled in his Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10294/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): My Department
and bodies under its aegis employ some 25,000 staff, including civil servants, members of An
Garda Síochána, Prison Officers and the Judiciary. In March 2009, the Government introduced
a moratorium on the filling of vacancies in the public service, either by way of recruitment or
promotion. Subsequently, the Government introduced an Incentivised Scheme of Early Retire-
ment (ISER) and an Incentivised Career Break Scheme (ICBS). Taken together, these
Schemes are exerting downward pressure on numbers in the public service, including in my
Department and its Agencies.

Given the size and complexity of the Justice and Equality Sector, my Department’s focus is
on ensuring that key posts that are essential to the functioning of the Sector are filled. To that
end, I have already secured exemptions in respect of a number of key positions in the Garda
Síochána and the Prison Service. The Deputy can be assured that where vacancies arise that
are critical to the functioning of the Justice and Equality Sector, I will continue to seek exemp-
tions to the moratorium.

Firearms Licences.

294. Deputy Michael Noonan asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform if his
attention has been drawn to the fact that there have been three successful appeals to pistol
licence refusals by Garda chief superintendents and that the judgments have all been similar
in their findings; if, in view of this, he will issue guidelines to the Garda Commissioner to
apply the law in accordance with these judgments; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10323/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): There have been a
number of cases where appeals of licensing decisions of the kind referred to by the Deputy
have been upheld, and indeed a number where they have not. In any event, I am advised that
I cannot intervene in licensing decisions in the manner envisaged by the Deputy. Under the
law, the Chief Superintendent is “persona designata” for the purposes of deciding whether or
not to grant a firearm certificate.

Prison Committals.

295. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
number of persons committed to prison for non-payment of fines and non-payment of debt in
the year 2009. [10326/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The number of
persons committed to prison for the non-payment of fines in 2009 was 62. I can advise the
Deputy that the number of such persons held in custody at any one time is a minute fraction
of the overall prisoner population and that I expect the number of committals for non-payment
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of fines to fall substantially once the Fines Bill 2009 has been enacted and brought into force.
Statistics relating to the number of committals in respect of debt related issues are not currently
available and will be provided to the Deputy as soon as possible.

Visa Applications.

296. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
position regarding an application for a visa in respect of persons (details supplied); and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10333/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I regret to advise
the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. The
information sought by the Deputy will be provided at a later date.

Garda Recruitment.

297. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform when
he expects there will be further recruitment to the Garda Síochána; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10377/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The moratorium
on recruitment in the Public Service currently applies to the Garda Síochána, both sworn
members and civilian support staff. The strength of sworn members of An Garda Síochána on
the last day for which figures are readily available was 14,547 with an additional 232 students
in training. I am keeping the situation under review in consultation with the Garda Com-
missioner and my colleague the Minister for Finance with a view to maintaining Garda oper-
ational strength at the highest possible level.

Citizenship Applications.

298. Deputy Seán Ó Fearghaíl asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform his
views on correspondence (details supplied) in respect of a person seeking naturalisation; and
if he will make a statement on the matter. [10392/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): Officials in the
citizenship division of my Department inform me that an acknowledgement of the letter from
the person referred to by the Deputy was issued on to the applicant concerned on 12 February
2010 who was asked to submit certain documentation to assist with the processing of his
application.

When all necessary information has been compiled the application will be submitted to me
for a decision.

Garda Stations.

299. Deputy Brendan Kenneally asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform
the money that will be spent on a Garda station (details supplied); the nature of the works
planned to be carried out; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10393/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): The programme of
replacement and refurbishment of Garda accommodation is based on agreed priorities estab-
lished by An Garda Síochána and progressed by the Office of Public Works, which has
responsibility for the provision and maintenance of Garda accommodation.
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I am advised by the Garda authorities and the Office of Public Works that a contract is in
place for the refurbishment and extension of the accommodation at Carndonagh Garda station
with work due to commence in the coming days. This work will include the provision of
additional accommodation, a Communications Room and enhancements to the Public Office.

While I do not have details of all the costs involved, I understand from the Office of Public
Works that the relevant expenditure is likely to exceed €100,000.

Departmental Expenditure.

300. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
amount of expenditure incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009 by his
Department and by offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit on the lease,
rental or purchase of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if he will make
a statement on the matter. [10573/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I am not in a
position to provide the information in so much as it is relevant to my Department sought by
the Deputy at this time, but will do so as soon as the information is available.

Departmental Staff.

301. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform the
number and grade of staff who qualified for performance-related pay prior to that payment
being abolished in his Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10587/10]

Minister for Justice, Equality and Law Reform (Deputy Dermot Ahern): I assume that the
Deputy’s question relates to the Performance-related Awards Scheme which, prior to its abol-
ition in 2009, applied to staff at Assistant Secretary, Deputy Secretary and equivalent grades
in the Civil and Public Service.

The position in relation to my Department is that a total of 11 staff received awards under
the Scheme in its last year of operation. The current salary scales for Assistant Secretary and
Deputy Secretary, the grades to which the Scheme mainly applied, are set out in Department
of Finance Circular 28/2009 which is available on that Department’s website at www.fin-
ance.gov.ie.

International Agreements.

302. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs the position regarding
his objectives to maximise the area of the continental shelf under Irish jurisdiction; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [9997/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): Ireland claims continental shelf
extending beyond the standard 200 nautical mile entitlement both to the west and to the south
of the country. Under international law these claims must be examined by the UN Commission
on the Limits of the Continental Shelf. For the purposes of our claims we have divided the
extended shelf into three sectors.

The first sector is to the south-west of the country near the Porcupine Abyssal Plain, an area
which is approximately half the size of the State’s land territory. It was the subject of Ireland’s
first submission to the Commission. The Commission issued recommendations in 2007. These
confirmed Ireland’s entitlement in this sector and set out details of where the new outer limit
there should be established. The area involved is approx. 39,000 square kilometres, which is a
very satisfactory outcome. The Government made an Order last year under the 1968 Continen-
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tal Shelf Act which formally establishes the area concerned as Irish continental shelf. The
details of this new area of Irish continental shelf have been deposited with the Secretary-
General of the United Nations.

The second claim is in the Celtic Sea, where there are unresolved boundary issues with the
UK, France and Spain. The four countries made a joint submission for this 80,000 square
kilometre area in 2006. Last March the UN Commission confirmed this claim and negotiations
on the division of the area concerned between the four countries are expected to begin later
this year.

Ireland also claims part of the Hatton-Rockall Area of the North-East Atlantic, which
extends up to 500 nautical miles from the coast. There is an agreed Ireland-UK boundary here
but it is not accepted by Iceland or the Færoe Islands, which make their own claims. The four
countries have met regularly since 2001 in an effort to resolve the overlapping claims issue, but
to date have been unable to reach agreement. In view of the 10-year deadline for the making
of submissions to the UN Commission — which for Ireland expired last May — the State
lodged its national claim for this area at the end of March. While the Commission’s rules of
procedure prevent consideration of a submission concerning a disputed area without the con-
sent of all the states concerned, its lodgement at this time stops the clock on the deadline and
preserves Ireland’s legal position. In the meantime, the four states intend to keep the matter
under regular review and we will continue to work for the creation of conditions that will
permit consideration of the submission by the Commission as soon as possible.

Departmental Staff.

303. Deputy David Stanton asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs his plans to recruit people
to work in Irish embassies; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9963/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): Irish Embassies and Missions abroad
are staffed by members of the diplomatic service and the wider civil service. A number of non-
diplomatic clerical, administrative and support staff may also be recruited locally by Missions.
The selection and recruitment of locally-engaged staff is handled directly by the Missions
themselves.

Recruitment into civil service grades, including for posts at Third Secretary level (the entry-
level grade for the Irish diplomatic service) is carried out centrally by the Public Appointments
Service (PAS).

Visa Applications.

304. Deputy Lucinda Creighton asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs if he will request that
a representative of the Australian Government meet with a group of Irish doctors (details
supplied) who were affected by the decision to remove a number of doctors from the Australian
Panel of Medical Examiners for visa applications; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10018/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): The review of application procedures
for Australian visas, including the appointment of approved medical examiners to assist with
these procedures, is a matter for the Australian Department of Immigration and Citizenship.
Australian visa applications from Ireland are handled by the Australian Immigration Office
in London.

I have asked my officials to liaise with the Australian Embassy here regarding the possibilities
for a meeting with the affected Irish doctors on this issue.
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International Agreements.

305. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs if he will support the
campaign to suspend the trade agreement with Colombia in view of the treatment of trade
union activists there; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10036/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): EU relations with Colombia are con-
ducted in the framework of regional relations between the EU and the Andean Community,
comprising Bolivia, Colombia, Ecuador and Peru. In 2007, negotiations aimed at concluding a
comprehensive Association Agreement between the EU and the Andean Community were
formally launched. Such Agreements cover all facets of relations between the EU and these
countries, including political dialogue, economic cooperation and trade. However, as not all
member states of the Andean Community were in a position to proceed with free trade nego-
tiations, the decision was taken to commence negotiations on a multiparty Free Trade Agree-
ment (FTA) between the EU and two member states of the Andean Community — Colombia
and Peru — within the overall framework of the Association Agreement. The negotiations
were carried out by the European Commission on the basis of a mandate from the Council.
The Commission announced on 1 March 2010 that negotiators had concluded talks on the key
elements of the trade Agreement.

Colombia faces many challenges. It has experienced the longest period of terrorist violence
of any country in Latin America. The Colombian people have endured relentless suffering
reflected in the more than two million internally displaced persons, a number second only to
that of Sudan.

There is no single solution for promoting peace in Colombia; the various social and economic
elements underlying the conflict have to be tackled simultaneously. Our approach and that of
the European Union is to assist and influence the Colombian Government in a manner that
results in economic and social development while progressively improving human rights stan-
dards. The conclusion of a Free Trade Agreement between the EU and Colombia will contrib-
ute significantly to the social and economic development of Colombia, which is imperative if it
is to emerge from its violent past.

I am aware of and share the deep concern that has been expressed at the manner in which
trade union activists, human rights defenders and journalists have been treated in Colombia. I
wish to assure the Deputy that there is no question of strengthening economic ties with Colom-
bia at the expense of human rights. I am of the view that continuing the FTA negotiations with
Colombia at this time offers the best opportunity to ensure that the concerns of EU Member
States at the human rights situation in that country and, in particular, the treatment of trade
union activists are fully addressed by the Colombian government.

I would like to put on record the steps which Ireland has taken over the past year in address-
ing human rights issues directly with the Government of Colombia and together with the Euro-
pean Union.

First, in December 2008, at the Universal Periodic Review of Colombia at the Commission
on Human Rights in Geneva, Ireland made a set of strong recommendations inter alia on the
protection of Human Rights Defenders in Colombia. Foreign Minister Bermudez subsequently
wrote to me outlining in detail the steps that Colombia has undertaken particularly in response
to Ireland’s recommendations at the Human Rights Council.

Secondly, the Irish Ambassador to Colombia met with President Uribé, Foreign Minister
Bermudez and senior officials in Bogota in November 2009 and raised a range of human rights
issues, in particular the question of the number of trade unionists killed in recent years. The
Colombian side acknowledged the difficulties they are facing with regard to the protection of
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human rights but outlined the steps being taken such as trebling the budget of the Protection
Programme for Human Rights Defenders to $47 million in 2009. This permitted the extension
of the Protection Programme to cover trade unionists and journalists. Indeed in the first half
of 2009, the Protection Programme benefited 1,430 trade unionists.

Thirdly, the Government’s concerns were raised with the Colombian Ambassador when he
visited Dublin to present his credentials last month.

Fourthly, Ireland has insisted on the inclusion of a clause committing both the EU Member
States and Colombia to the implementation of their human rights responsibilities with the
proviso that failure to do would result in the suspension of the Agreement.

And finally, I wrote to the EU Trade Commissioner in January to underline the importance
I attach to the inclusion of a strong and effective human rights and suspension clause as an
essential element of the Agreement.

In addition to the bilateral track, the European Union has stepped up its human rights
dialogue with the Colombian authorities who have been left in no doubt about the seriousness
of our concerns regarding the human rights situation and the extent of the improvements
needed.

I can assure you that the Government will continue to closely follow the human rights
situation in Colombia and take the steps we consider necessary bilaterally as well as in cooper-
ation with our EU partners.

International Relations.

306. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs the contacts he has
had with the Government of Kenya; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10119/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): Ireland conducts bilateral relations
with Kenya through our Ambassador, based in Dar-es-Salaam and the Kenyan Ambassador in
Dublin, as well as through multilateral channels.

On a bilateral level Ireland established diplomatic relations with Kenya in 1979 with the
opening of an Embassy in Nairobi. That mission was closed for financial reasons in 1988 and
we are currently represented on a non-resident basis by our Ambassador in Dar-es-Salaam,
H.E. Ms. Anne Barrington, who travels to Kenya on a regular basis. Kenya opened an Embassy
in Ireland in 2007 and is represented by H.E. Ambassador Catherine Muigai Mwangi.

President McAleese and Minister of State Liz O’Donnell visited Kenya in 2001 and paid a
courtesy call on then-President Daniel Arap Moi. Minister of State Tom Kitt visited Kenya as
part of an EU troika mission in 2003. Minister Dermot Ahern visited Kenya in April 2008 in
the wake of the February power-sharing agreement which ended post-election violence.

The Kenyan Minister for Tourism, the Honourable Najib Balala, will visit Ireland from 5th
to 8th of this month, and it is hoped that the Kenyan Foreign Minister will be able to visit later
in the year.

On the multilateral level, Ireland conducts relations with Kenya through our respective Per-
manent Missions to the United Nations and also through the EU with the Kenyan Mission in
Brussels and our Ambassador in Addis Ababa who is accredited to the African Union.

Since 2006, Irish Aid has provided over €27 million in humanitarian and development fund-
ing for Kenya, which is channelled through Irish, international and local NGOs, and UN
agencies.
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307. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs the contacts he has
had with the Government of Uganda; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10120/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): Ireland and Uganda established diplo-
matic relations in 1995. Ireland is represented in Kampala by Ambassador Kevin Kelly. The
Ugandan Ambassador in London, H.E. Mrs. Joan Rwabyomere, is accredited to Ireland. On
the multilateral level, Ireland conducts relations with Uganda through our respective Perma-
nent Missions to the United Nations and also through the EU with the Ugandan in Brussels
and our Ambassador in Addis Ababa who is accredited to the African Union.

There have been many visits in both directions, and other contacts, over the last decade.
President Museveni visited Ireland in 2000 and 2003, and President McAleese paid a state visit
to Uganda in 2001. Irish parliamentary delegations visited Uganda in 2004 and 2006. Then-
Minister for Foreign Affairs Dermot Ahern met Ugandan Foreign Minister Kutesa at the UN
General Assembly in 2007. Minister Martin met the Ugandan Deputy Foreign Minister, Henry
Okello Oryem, at the Cluster Munitions Conference in Dublin in May 2008.

Uganda is an Irish Aid Programme Country and received more than €51 million in Irish
Aid development funding in 2008, as well as €450,000 to support the Juba peace talks on
northern Uganda.

The Irish Embassy in Kampala, together with our EU partners, maintains regular contact
with the Ugandan Government on a range of issues related to development, and also human
rights and justice issues.

Departmental Staff.

308. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs the number of posts
unfilled in his Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10292/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): It is not possible to speculate on the
number of jobs that might be created in my Department if the moratorium on recruitment
were to be lifted. However, I can advise the Deputy that, since January 2009, there has been a
net reduction of 54 in staffing levels in my Department.

Human Rights Issues.

309. Deputy Caoimhghín Ó Caoláin asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs if his attention
has been drawn to the British Prime Minister’s apology for the child migrants programme,
which sent 15,000 children between the ages of three to 14 years to Commonwealth countries
where many of them were abused and forced into slave labour; if he has information on the
number of these children were born here; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10317/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): On 24 February, the British Prime
Minister, Gordon Brown, delivered a statement in the House of Commons in which he apolo-
gised for the support given by successive British Governments for child migration schemes
under which children aged between three and fourteen were sent to Australia, Canada, South
Africa and New Zealand. The schemes ceased operating in the 1960s. Prime Minister Brown
described the schemes as misguided and announced the establishment of a Family Restoration
Fund of £6 million. The statement followed a similar public apology made in November 2009
by the Australian Prime Minister, Kevin Rudd, for the manner in which the children were
treated when they arrived in Australia.
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[Deputy Micheál Martin.]

These statements represent a very significant acknowledgement of the suffering experienced
by child migrants. The British post World War II scheme of child migration was not supported
by the Irish Government of the day and there was no involvement in the scheme by the Irish
authorities. While the number of Irish born children is not thought to be large, it is widely
accepted that a significant number of the deported children may have been born to Irish
mothers.

Following Prime Minister Brown’s apology, our Embassy in London approached the British
authorities to seek information on the number of Irish born child migrants but were advised
that such official figures are not available. However, our contacts have undertaken to revert
once they have consulted further with the British Department of Health.

Our Embassy in Australia has had contact with a number of individual child migrants who
were either born in Ireland or trace their background to Ireland. The Embassy will continue
to maintain contact with the Irish child migrants in Australia and to provide support and
assistance where possible.

The Government, through the Emigrant Support Programme, supports Irish community
organisations in each of the countries to which child migrants were sent; including for the
provision of welfare assistance and outreach to elderly Irish emigrants.

Passport Security.

310. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs the reporting arrange-
ments for recording details of passports that have been lost or stolen; the action being taken
to use those details to prevent lost or stolen passports from being used for illegal purposes; if
he is satisfied with the existing procedures; if new initiatives are planned in view of the recent
events where Irish passports have allegedly been used in criminal activity; and if he will make
a statement on the matter. [10330/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): My Department takes very seriously
the possible misuse of lost or stolen Irish passports and urges passport holders to keep their
passport in a secure place and exercise care and vigilance over its use.

Since 1 October, 2009 the Department increased the frequency of its reporting of the serial
numbers of all lost/mislaid or stolen passports to Interpol through An Garda Síochána, to daily
reports. This information is then made available immediately to police forces worldwide in the
Interpol database to protect against the fraudulent use of these Irish passports.

The holders of lost/mislaid or stolen passports are advised not to use them again for any
travel if they are subsequently recovered. When completing the statement of loss as part of
their new passport application, applicants undertake not to travel on a missing passport if
subsequently found. However, a number of individuals either unknowingly or mistakenly use
their previously reported lost or stolen passports. This may account for the following numbers
of Irish citizens who were delayed at international border control:

• 2008 — 87;

• 2009 — 126

There has been increase in these incidents due to in part to heightened security at international
ports and airports and an increase in the number of border stations worldwide that are elec-
tronically reading passports.
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In each of the cases above, the Passport Office has received a request from Interpol to verify
the identity of the travellers. The Passport Office has been able to resolve these cases after
checks of the relevant passport details against its own database were carried out.

The documents used by the suspects in a recent murder in Dubai were not lost or stolen
Irish passports but rather counterfeit copies of an old version of the passport that is no longer
issued and is currently being phased out of use. In 2005 the Department introduced the new
APS version of the Irish passport which is one of the most modern and secure travel documents
in the world.

The introduction of the biometric or e-Passport on 16 October, 2006 further enhanced the
security features of the Irish passport. The microchip in the passport contains a digital image
of the holder which cannot be altered. Any attempt to alter the data on the microchip will be
apparent when the passport is read at a border control station because of the added security on
our chip. Border control authorities can be assured that the document is genuine and unaltered.

To complement the major technical advance which the APS passport represented, new legis-
lation was enacted in 2008. The Passports Act 2008 introduced a series of new offences relating
to the misuse of passports and passport fraud.

International Agreements.

311. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs the stage of the
association agreement between the European Union and Syria; the reason there has been a
delay in signing an agreement; and if account has been taken of the fact that the EU is Syria’s
biggest trading partner and that only Syria and Libya of the Mediterranean countries do not
have an association agreement with the European Union. [10366/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): Negotiations on an Association
Agreement with Syria began in May 1998 on the basis of a mandate agreed by the Council of
Ministers. The text of a draft Agreement was initialled by the Commission and Syria in 2004
and submitted for approval to the Council. The Council did not approve signature of the
Agreement at the time because of concerns regarding Syria’s policies towards Lebanon. In the
light of more positive developments in Syria’s regional policy, consensus within the EU
emerged that the draft Agreement previously negotiated should be updated with a view to its
signature and eventual conclusion. The text of the revised draft Agreement was initialled by
the Commission and Syria on 14 December 2008.

The EU extended an invitation to Syria to sign the Agreement in Brussels on 26 October
2009. However, the Syrian authorities declined the invitation and advised that they required
more time to study the impact of the Agreement on economic sectors in Syria. They undertook
to remain in contact and to keep the EU informed of developments.

I understand that the Spanish Presidency is now working towards signature during the first
half of this year.

The Agreement aims to promote a new, closer relationship between the EU and Syria. By
establishing a free trade area between the EU and Syria over a transitional period it seeks to
support economic and political reform in Syria, while preparing the country for greater inte-
gration into the world economy and promoting regional integration. It will enable the EU to
engage in discussions with Syria on all topics of mutual concern, in particular human rights and
democratic principles, combating terrorism and cooperation on countering the proliferation of
weapons of mass-destruction.
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[Deputy Micheál Martin.]

Syria is the only one of the southern members of the Union for the Mediterranean with
which an Association Agreement is not yet in force. Negotiations on a Framework Agreement
with Libya, which is not a member of the Union for the Mediterranean, commenced on 13
November 2008 and are ongoing.

I regard the Association Agreement with Syria, which is the product of long negotiations, to
be of mutual benefit to both the EU and Syria. It is my hope that the Syrian authorities will
soon be in a position to move forward on the signature of the Agreement.

Passport Applications.

312. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs if he has approved of the
use of Irish passports or travel documentation by persons who are not Irish citizens at the
request of other governments or their security, defence or intelligence agencies in the past five
years; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10376/10]

313. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs if he has received any
requests from another government or its intelligence agencies with regard to the use of Irish
passports or travel documentation by persons who are not Irish citizens in the past five years;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10378/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): I propose to take Questions Nos. 312
and 313 together.

I can categorically state that I have not, at any time, authorised the use of Irish passports by
persons who are not Irish citizens. I have also never received any request from another Govern-
ment or any foreign intelligence agency seeking the use of Irish passports by non-nationals.

The 2008 Passports Act provides strict guidelines on the proper procedures to be followed
with regards to the issuing of Irish passport and Section 12 of that Act stipulates very clearly
that only Irish citizens can be issued with Irish passports. My Department and I take our
obligations under the Passports Act very seriously and I would not allow a passport to be
issued unless it was in full accordance with the terms of this legislation.

I would like to reassure the Deputy that safeguarding the integrity of the Irish passport is of
paramount importance both to my Department and to me. We in Ireland are rightly proud of
the esteem in which the Irish passport is held across the world and I would never condone any
action whatsoever that would undermine its credibility.

Departmental Expenditure.

314. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs the amount of expenditure
incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009 by his Department and by offices,
agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit on the lease, rental or purchase of car
parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10571/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): My Department’s expenditure on car
park spaces in the State amounted to €14,375.00 in 2009.

Departmental Staff.

315. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Foreign Affairs the number and grade of
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staff who qualified for performance-related pay prior to that payment being abolished in his
Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10585/10]

Minister for Foreign Affairs (Deputy Micheál Martin): The Scheme of Performance Related
Pay Awards in the Civil Service applied to Deputy and Assistant Secretaries and equivalent
grades. It did not apply to Secretaries General.

In 2008, a total of €656,000 was paid to officers in my Department under this Scheme. The
payments made related to the performance of 48 officers during the preceding calendar year.
These payments were subject to tax and PRSI. The awards were made by the Committee for
Performance Awards, chaired by the Secretary General for Public Service Management and
Development in the Department of Finance, following recommendations by the Secretary
General of the Department of Foreign Affairs.

The salary scales appropriate to the grades in question for the period covered by the 2008
payment are set out in the table below.

Grade Salary Scale effective 1 December 2006 Salary Scale effective 1 June 2007*

Deputy Secretary €157,786 €160,942

Assistant Secretary €116,462 – €122,095 – €127,732 – €133,367 €118,791 – €124,537 – €130,287 – €136,034

*A pay increase was applied with effect from 1 June 2007 under the Towards 2016 pay agreement

Details of the operation of the Performance Related Pay Awards scheme are available in the
annual reports of the Committee for Performance Awards. The Committee’s April 2008 report
can be accessed on the website of the Department of Finance. Details of the operation of the
Performance Related Pay Awards scheme are available in the annual reports of the Committee
for Performance Awards. The Committee’s April 2008 report can be accessed on the website of
the Department of Finance at the following link:

http://www.finance.gov.ie/documents/publications/reports/2008/cpareport07final.pdf

No further payments were made to staff in my Department under the Scheme prior to its
suspension in 2009.

316. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism the number of
posts unfilled in his Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10284/10]

Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism (Deputy Martin Cullen): Since the introduction of the
moratorium, a total of five vacancies have arisen in the Department, two at Assistant Principal
level, two at Higher Executive Officer level, and one at Executive Officer level. One of the
Assistant Principal posts has been part-filled by an officer returning from a career break on a
work-sharing basis.

These vacancies would, in the absence of the moratorium, have been filled through the Central
Applications Facility (CAF) under the decentralisation process, through the Public Appointments
Service, Interdepartmental panels or through internal promotion. They would not have been
advertised by the Department as it does not recruit directly.

Departmental Expenditure.

317. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism the amount of
expenditure incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009, by his Department and
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[Deputy Jim O’Keeffe.]

also offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit, on the lease, rental or purchase
of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants. [10563/10]

Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism (Deputy Martin Cullen): The Department has incurred
no expenditure in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009 on the lease, rental or purchase
of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants. Any such expenditure by the agencies
under the aegis of the Department is a matter for the agencies themselves.

Departmental Staff.

318. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism the number and
grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay prior to that payment being abolished
in his Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10578/10]

Minister for Arts, Sport and Tourism (Deputy Martin Cullen): The scheme of performance-
related awards in the civil service applies to Deputy and Assistant Secretaries and equivalent
grades. Three assistant secretaries in the Department, on the relevant assistant secretary salary
scale, qualified for performance related pay prior to that payment being abolished in the
Department.

Údarás na Gaeltachta.

319. Deputy Michael Creed asked the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs
the date for elections to Údarás na Gaeltachta in 2010; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [9989/10]

Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Deputy Éamon Ó Cuı́v): As the last
Údarás na Gaeltachta elections were held on 2nd April 2005, the next elections must, according
to the provisions of the existing legislation, be held on a date between 1st April 2009 and 1st
October 2010. Due to the ongoing work in relation to the draft 20-year Strategy for Irish and the
possible implications for the functions of an tÚdarás, I am not yet in a position to make a decision
with regard to a date for the next elections. If necessary, however, I will consider bringing a Bill
before the House with a view to extending the term of office of the current members.

Community Development.

320. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs if
a review of RAPID area boundaries has taken place; if any changes have resulted; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10024/10]

Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Deputy Éamon Ó Cuı́v): As I have
previously outlined, a review of RAPID area boundaries has been undertaken with the intention
of allowing adjustments necessary to ensure that areas are appropriately targeting the most dis-
advantaged communities.

A recognised expert in the field of mapping deprivation was contracted to analyse the Census
2006 data across a range of socio-economic and deprivation indicators and to make recom-
mendations regarding the criteria for inclusion of areas in the RAPID Programme.

Following the review, the Government approved the inclusion of five new towns in the RAPID
Programme in May 2009 — Ballina, Dungarvan, Enniscorthy, Mullingar and Rathkeale — and I
have held information sessions in the five new towns over the last few months.
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The review also proposed changes to the boundaries of some of the other 46 RAPID areas. In
this regard, I held a meeting with all of the RAPID local Area Implementation Teams (AITs) in
January last to brief them on this process. Each AIT has been requested to examine the proposals
and to either confirm their agreement or to make suggestions for amendments, based on their
local knowledge. This work is underway and a number of areas have requested amendments and
these are currently being examined.

Overall, it should be noted that in implementing funding allocations based on RAPID bound-
aries, care has always been taken to ensure that key local facilities (sports clubs, health facilities,
schools, etc) are offered RAPID status based on the population they serve — not just on their
geographic inclusion within the area. Thus, for example, an AIT can accept the need to support
an organisation which, while physically located outside a RAPID area, is actively serving
RAPID residents.

Údarás na Gaeltachta.

321. Deputy Michael Creed asked the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs
the date for elections to Údarás Na Gaeltachta in 2010; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10062/10]

Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Deputy Éamon Ó Cuı́v): As the last
Údarás na Gaeltachta elections were held on 2nd April 2005, the next elections must, according
to the provisions of the existing legislation, be held on a date between 1st April 2009 and 1st
October 2010. Due to the ongoing work in relation to the draft 20-year Strategy for Irish and the
possible implications for the functions of an tÚdarás, I am not yet in a position to make a decision
with regard to a date for the next elections. If necessary, however, I will consider bringing a Bill
before the House with a view to extending the term of office of the current members.

Charities Regulation.

322. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs the
control measures that exist in respect of collectors of old clothes who leave plastic bags at domestic
premises for subsequent collection in respect of the Charities Act 2007 and the regulation of
charities; the way a person can verify the bona fides of such groups; if such groups are required
specifically to be registered as a charity; if his attention has been drawn to the fact that there are
many complaints of such groups dropping bags at all hours of the day and night much to the
annoyance of local residents; and if he will make a statement on the regulation of such activi-
ties. [10067/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Deputy John
Curran): There are two issues of public concern raised in the Deputy’s Question. Firstly, there is
the practice of non-charities representing themselves as charities when collecting clothing and
bric-a-brac from residences. Secondly, there is the public nuisance that can be caused by under-
taking such collections at anti-social hours.

At present, certain collectors of clothing and bric-a-brac convey the impression in their pro-
motional literature that they are charitable in nature, when this may not actually be the case. This
may lead some people to donate to such collections in the belief that they are supporting a charity.
I consider that this is unfair both to donors, whose intention in donating such items is to help
those in need, and to genuine charities, and in particular charity shops, that are reportedly losing
out on donations as a consequence. I believe strongly that the public should be empowered to
verify the charitable bona fides of such collectors.
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[Deputy John Curran.]

At present, there is no public register of charities operating in Ireland, although the Revenue
Commissioners publish a list of current “CHY” holders — organisations that have qualified for
charitable tax exemptions — on their website, www.revenue.ie, which is publicly accessible. I
would recommend that members of the public check this list if they have concerns about the
authenticity of any collector.

However, the Charities Act 2009, which I brought to enactment last year, will, when fully
commenced, address this problem substantively. The cornerstone of the new statutory regulatory
regime for charities will be a Charities Regulatory Authority with extensive regulatory powers
and a publicly accessible Register of Charities upon which any charity operating in Ireland must
be registered. It will be an offence for any organisation that is not on the Register of Charities to
describe itself or its activities in such a way as to lead the public to assume that the organisation
is a registered charity. This will limit the scope for non-charities to suggest that they are charitable
in nature. By checking the Register, the public will be in a position to distinguish between chari-
table and non-charitable collections, and to make better-informed decisions about which collec-
tions they choose to support. The commencement of this provision is contingent upon both the
new Authority and the Register of Charities being in place, and my Department is rolling out an
implementation plan for the Act at the moment.

The second aspect of public concern raised by the Deputy is the nuisance caused to the public
by certain collectors delivering leaflets or undertaking collections at irregular hours. Whilst I do
agree that the methods of certain collectors leave a lot to be desired, I have no statutory function
in relation to such matters. I understand, however, that local authorities have powers under the
Waste Management Act 1996 to enable them to control collections where they are of the opinion
that such waste collections are being undertaken for the purposes of reward, with a view to profit,
or otherwise in the course of business. Such collections require a permit from a local authority
for each region in which a collection is to be undertaken.

Departmental Expenditure.

323. Deputy Catherine Byrne asked the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs
the amount of money spent on communications and public relations for the new National Drugs
Strategy 2009 to 2016; if he will provide a breakdown of same; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10077/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Deputy John
Curran): Publicity in relation to the publication of the National Drugs Strategy 2009-2016, includ-
ing the arranging of interviews, press briefings and additional dissemination of information and
press releases to the media, was co-ordinated by the Press and Information Office of my
Department.

I am advised that costs of €3,231 were incurred in respect of the launch, broken down as follows:

€

Photographic services 860

Catering for 200 attendees 1,589

Printing of press folders 782

The Strategy was widely distributed to all key stakeholders and copies provided to any interested
parties, including members of the public, upon request.

The document is also available for download from my Department’s website www.pobail.ie.
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Departmental Staff.

324. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs
the number of posts unfilled in his Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10286/10]

Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Deputy Éamon Ó Cuı́v): I am advised
that the number of posts unfilled in my Department at present in circumstances related to the
moratorium on recruitment and promotion in the public service is 23.3.

Departmental Expenditure.

325. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs the
amount of expenditure incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009, by his Depart-
ment and also offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit, on the lease, rental
or purchase of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10565/10]

Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Deputy Éamon Ó Cuı́v): No expenditure
was incurred by my Department in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009 on the lease,
rental or purchase of car parking spaces as referred to by the Deputy.

In the case of bodies/agencies funded from my Department’s Vote Group, I am advised that:

— €32,750 was incurred in respect of leasing of such spaces;

— €40,731* was incurred in respect of renting of such spaces; and

— no costs were incurred in respect of purchasing of such spaces.

*£ sterling costs arising in the case of North/South Bodies were converted using an exchange range of €1 = £0.78.

Departmental Staff.

326. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs the
number and grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay prior to that payment being
abolished in his Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10580/10]

Minister for Community, Rural and Gaeltacht Affairs (Deputy Éamon Ó Cuı́v): There were
three Assistant Secretaries in my Department who qualified for performance related pay under
the scheme of performance-related awards for posts at the level of Deputy Secretary and Assistant
Secretary, prior to that payment being abolished.

The current payscale appropriate to this grade is as follows:

Grade 1st Point 2nd Point 3rd Point 4th Point

Assistant Secretary €127,796 €133,605 €139,898 €146,191

Civil Registrations.

327. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if there are circum-
stances in which a fada or other accent would be excluded from a certificate of birth, death or
marriage; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9881/10]
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Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Section 61 of the Civil Regis-
tration Act 2004 provides that a true copy of an entry in any register must be provided to any
person upon payment of a prescribed fee.

Accordingly a certificate of birth, death or marriage must contain the fada or other accent
where it is contained in the entry in the register. The details of an entry in a register are as
provided by a qualified informant prior to registration.

The current computerised registration system was introduced in 2003 and it replaced the manual
system. While this system is highly successful and does cater for the fada, it does not cater for
some characters or accents particular to some European and other languages for the purposes of
registration. Consequently, the absence of these is also reflected in certificates of entries where
relevant.

Social Welfare Benefits.

328. Deputy Tom Hayes asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if the European
Globalisation Fund available to workers of a company (details supplied) for training and
enterprise projects will not interfere with the provision of social welfare entitlements; and if she
will make a statement on the matter. [9980/10]

346. Deputy Tom Hayes asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she has consulted
with the Department of Enterprise, Trade and Employment to clarify that the European Global-
isation Fund available to workers of a company (details supplied) for training and enterprise
projects, will not interfere with the provision of social welfare entitlements; if this has been com-
municated to all local offices; when this will be clarified for all workers concerned; and if she will
make a statement on the matter. [9981/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): I propose to take Questions
Nos. 328 and 346 together.

The European Globalisation Adjustment Fund exists to support workers who lose their jobs as
a result of changing global trade patterns or the global economic and financial crisis so that they
can be prepared to find another job as quickly as possible.

An application was made by Ireland, and recently approved by EU, in the context of the DELL
redundancies in Raheen, Co. Limerick. It is estimated that up to 2,900 workers are involved when
qualifying downstream companies affected by this closure are included and a combined total of
€2.8 million is available, between EU and Government funding, to provide complementary
retraining, upskilling, entrepreneurial supports and educational opportunities for the relevant
workers. The allocated funding will be available for spending until September 2011.

Under the terms associated with the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund (EGF), it is not
envisaged in general that any monies from the fund will be paid directly to former Dell workers.
Therefore, the social welfare entitlements of the former workers will not be affected as no money
will be directly received. Instead funding is being channelled through the relevant State agencies
and educational institutions to deliver the required supports to eligible redundant workers.

Workers who were made statutorily redundant from Dell may retain their jobseekers payments
while attending education or training courses under the terms of the Back to Education schemes
operated by the Department of Social and Family Affairs. BTEA participants attending an
approved full-time course can keep their jobseekers payments for the duration of that course
(which may be a number of years). Those who participate in an approved part-time course can
receive welfare support for as long as they would ordinarily be entitled to a jobseekers payment
(9-12 months in the case of those on Jobseekers Benefit, or longer for those who qualify for the
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means-tested Jobseekers Allowance). These provisions equally apply to workers studying
HETAC or FETAC accredited third level courses at private colleges.

The Department of Enterprise, Trade & Employment is the responsible authority for making
EGF applications and drawing down EU funding. That department is also working with FAS to
make a range of programmes available to the former Dell employees. The package of programmes
is currently being finalised. Department of Social and Family Affairs officials are involved at
central and local level these matters.

Educational Qualifications.

329. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the number of
persons under 25 years on the live register who do not hold a leaving certificate qualification; and
if she will make a statement on the matter. [9884/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): The Department does not
currently hold information in relation to the educational qualifications of its customers, though
such information will be collected under the new statistical profiling and case management systems
currently being developed.

However, when jobseekers are interviewed by FAS under the National Employment Action
Plan or meet with one of this department’s facilitators, their existing qualifications are discussed
and possible options, such as the Back to Education Allowance, would be outlined to them.

The Back to Education Allowance is a second chance educational opportunities scheme for
people on welfare payments who wish to participate in full time education and who would not
otherwise be able to do so. It enables qualified people who have been getting a social welfare
payment to continue to receive a payment while pursuing an approved full-time education course.
Young people who have been out of the formal education system for at least two years may
qualify for the Back to Education Allowance once they have been in receipt of a jobseekers
payment for at least three months.

BTEA recipients can attend a second-level course of education at any secondary, community,
comprehensive or vocational school. The course must be full-time and lead to a certificate recog-
nised by the Department of Education and Science or approved by the Further Education and
Training Awards Council.

Pension Provisions.

330. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if a person (details
supplied) in County Mayo will switch to half-rate carers allowance and contributory State pension
on reaching the age of 66 years as this would be paid at a higher rate than they currently
receive. [9887/10]

Minister for Education and Science (Deputy Batt O’Keeffe): Due to staff action currently being
taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

331. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she will support
the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 3. [9888/10]

Minister for Education and Science (Deputy Batt O’Keeffe): Due to staff action currently being
taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.
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332. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she will support
the case of a person (details supplied) in County Dublin. [9889/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

333. Deputy Finian McGrath asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she will support
the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 5. [9890/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

334. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the reason child
benefit has not been awarded to a person (details supplied) in County Louth since April 2007; if
she is satisfied that all information requested has been provided; and if she will make a statement
on the matter. [9893/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

335. Deputy Seán Power asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the reason a person
(details supplied) in County Kildare was refused jobseeker’s benefit; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [9920/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

336. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if social welfare
payments being made are automatically notified to the Revenue Commissioners; and if she will
make a statement on the matter. [9927/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): The Department exchanges a
large amount of data with the Revenue Commissioners. Data exchange considerations form part
of the regular meetings between both organisations at all levels.

Among the data exchanged are daily details of payments made on a number of taxable schemes
(Illness Benefit, Injury Benefit, Jobseeker’s Benefit, One Parent Family Payment.)

337. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the income limit
for a pensioner who does not have a social welfare pension to qualify for the free schemes,
distinguishing the upper limit for a single person living alone, a single person living with others
and a pensioner couple. [9943/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Persons aged over 70 years are
eligible for the household benefits package irrespective of their income. A person aged between
66 and 69 years and not in receipt of a qualifying payment may be eligible for the package if they
satisfy a means test.

The weekly means limit is calculated using the maximum rate of state pension contributory (
€230.30) plus €100. Depending on the individual’s circumstances, the means limit may be further
increased by the value of any other allowances as appropriate such as the qualified adult or living
alone allowance.
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The weekly upper limit for a single person not living alone is €330.30, and increases to €338 if
the person lives alone. The weekly limit for a married couple where the spouse is under 66 years
is €483.80 and increases to €536.60 where the spouse is over 66 years.

338. Deputy Brendan Howlin asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when an appli-
cation for one parent family payment in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Wexford
was received in her Department; the reason this application has not been processed to completion;
when the person will receive payment of any entitlements and arrears; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [9948/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Appeals.

339. Deputy Ciarán Lynch asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when a decision
will issue on an illness benefit appeal in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Cork; if
an oral hearing will be granted as part of the appeals process; and if she will make a statement
on the matter. [9949/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

340. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the reason a
person (details supplied) in County Longford has had their disability allowance discontinued and
has been requested to return their free travel pass; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [9958/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

341. Deputy Seán Sherlock asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if an application
for family income supplement will be expedited in respect of a person (details supplied) in County
Cork; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9964/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

342. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the way a person
(details supplied) in County Mayo was assessed for jobseeker’s allowance, with particular refer-
ence to the notional assessment of their land. [9975/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

343. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she will arrange
an reassessment for farm assist in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Mayo, in view
of the reduction in their spouse’s earnings. [9976/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.
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344. Deputy Kathleen Lynch asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when a person
(details supplied) in County Cork will have their application for disability allowance processed;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [9978/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

345. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when an application
will be processed in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Clare; and if she will make
a statement on the matter. [9979/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Question No. 346 answered with Question No. 328.

Social Insurance.

347. Deputy Michael Creed asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if a person (details
supplied) in County Cork will be entitled to a refund of PRSI contributions paid in view of the
fact that they have been notified that they are no longer entitled to a contributory pension; and
if she will make a statement on the matter. [9988/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Pensions Provisions.

348. Deputy Seán Sherlock asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the position regard-
ing the case of a person (details supplied) in County Cork; and if she will make a statement on
the matter. [10025/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

349. Deputy Eamon Scanlon asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the position
regarding an application in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Sligo; and if she will
make a statement on the matter. [10040/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Unemployment Levels.

350. Deputy Pat Rabbitte asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the number of
persons on the live register at the Tallaght office at end of January 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10044/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): The number of persons on the
live register at Tallaght Social Welfare Local Office at the end of January in the years in question,
as published by the Central Statistics Office, is as follows:
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Number

26 January 2007 3,536

25 January 2008 4,123

30 January 2009 7,246

29 January 2010 10,151

Social Welfare Benefits.

351. Deputy Seán Power asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the reason for the
delay in processing an application by a person (details supplied) for farm assist, lodged in
September 2009; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10051/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

352. Deputy Terence Flanagan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she will
support the case of a person (details supplied); and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10052/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Appeals.

353. Deputy Martin Ferris asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the reason an
administrative error is being allowed to lead to the possible eviction of a person (details supplied)
in County Kerry who was originally refused rent supplement due to an oversight at the local
community welfare office; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10061/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

354. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the amount
paid out by the State in 2009 on rent supplements. [10121/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): The purpose of the rent sup-
plement scheme is to provide short-term support, to eligible people living in private rented accom-
modation whose means are insufficient to meet their accommodation costs and who do not have
accommodation available to them from any other source.

As at December 2009, 92,300 people were in receipt of rent supplement. The total paid out by
the State in 2009 on rent supplement, for year ending December 2009, was €511m.

355. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the amount
provided by the State in 2009 in respect of lone parents payments. [10122/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): The expenditure on lone parents
schemes administered by the Department for 2009 was as follows:
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2009 Provisional Outturn

Funding source Scheme €000

Vote 38 One Parent Family Payment 1,117,840

Deserted Wives Allowance 5,978

Social Insurance Fund Deserted Wives Benefit 100,494

The figures shown are provisional pending completion of audit by the Comptroller and Auditor
General.

Other supports available to lone parents include rent supplement, family income supplement,
fuel allowance and reduced rate on illness benefit, jobseeker’s benefit or occupational injuries
benefit.

Social Insurance.

356. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she will
investigate the refusal and allow further contributions to be added to the records for a person
(details supplied) in Dublin 11. [10123/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

357. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when child
benefit will be restored in the case of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 15; and if she will
make a statement on the matter. [10229/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

358. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if a review of
a decision to refuse domiciliary care allowance will be undertaken in the case of a person (details
supplied) in County Kildare; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10230/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret I am unable to provide the information requested by the Deputy.

Pension Provisions.

359. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if a person
(details supplied) in County Kildare qualifies for old age pension; and if she will make a statement
on the matter. [10231/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

360. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the position
regarding an application for jobseeker’s allowance in respect of a person (details supplied) in
County Dublin; when an inspector will be sent out to assess this application as it is a number of
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weeks now since they applied and they have been out of work since September 2009; and if she
will make a statement on the matter. [10249/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

361. Deputy Pat Rabbitte asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when child benefit
will be restored to a person (details supplied); and if she will make a statement on the matter.
[10252/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

362. Deputy Phil Hogan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when a decision for
carer’s allowance will be made in respect of a person (details supplied) in County Kilkenny; and
if she will make a statement on the matter. [10271/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Pension Provisions.

363. Deputy Olivia Mitchell asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the position
regarding a pension in respect of a person (details supplied) in Dublin 16; if voluntary contri-
butions could be made and would materially affect their entitlement; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10275/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

364. Deputy Olivia Mitchell asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if it is now the
practice each month to notify jobseeker’s benefit recipients the next time and place for collection
of that benefit; the reason this practice which seems to be unjustified in terms of time or money;
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10276/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): It is not understood to what
the Deputy is referring. Jobseeker’s are advised at the start of their claim as to their rate of
payment and the method by which they will be paid. In the vast majority of cases, they are paid
at the Post Office of their choice. No further communication relating to the method of payment
is issued unless the payment method is being changed.

All jobseeker’s who get paid at the Post Office get a receipt handed to them with their payment
advising them of the components of their payment and a reminder as to the next day they have
to sign on at their local office.

Departmental Staff.

365. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the number of
posts unfilled in her Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10295/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): It is not anticipated that any
jobs would be immediately created in the Department if the public sector recruitment embargo
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was lifted. In order to address the additional demands on the Department arising from the
increase in the Live Register and associated matters, the Government introduced a staff levy to
transfer resources from other Government Departments and Offices to this Department.

Social Welfare Benefits.

366. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she will
expedite a claim for jobseeker’s allowance in respect of a person (details supplied). [10328/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

367. Deputy Seán Fleming asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when jobseeker’s
allowance will be awarded to a person (details supplied) in County Laois; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10335/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

368. Deputy Seán Fleming asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs when jobseeker’s
allowance will be awarded to a person (details supplied) in County Laois; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10336/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Appeals.

369. Deputy Joanna Tuffy asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if she will expedite
an appeal against a decision not to award carer’s allowance in respect of a person (details supplied)
in County Dublin; if she will grant an early oral hearing; the reason for the delay; and if she will
make a statement on the matter. [10339/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

370. Deputy Bobby Aylward asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the reason for
the delay in deciding on the review of a carer’s allowance in respect of a person (details supplied)
in County Kilkenny which commenced in May 2009; the person advised the Department of her
change of address but no payment has been made despite the person being interviewed on a
number of occasions by the social welfare officer; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10381/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Insurance.

371. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the number of
persons who have made PRSI Class S contributions who have applied or inquired about seeking
jobseeker’s benefit in 2007, 2008 and 2009; and if she will make a statement on the matter.
[10383/10]
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372. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the number of
persons who have had applications for jobseeker’s benefit refused due to their status as PRSI
Class S contributions in each of the years 2007, 2008 and 2009; and if she will make a statement
on the matter. [10384/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): I propose to take Questions
Nos. 371 and 372 together.

Self-employed people are liable for PRSI at the Class S rate of 3% and are consequently eligible
for a narrower range of benefits than general employees who, together with their employers, pay
a total social insurance contribution of 14.05%, excluding levies, under the full-rate PRSI Class A.

Self-employed workers are not insured against short-term benefits such as illness and job-
seeker’s payments — these are only available to persons covered by PRSI Classes A, E, H and
P. This reflects the need for coverage for various contingencies, the rate of contributions that self-
employed persons pay, the practicalities of administering and controlling access to short-term
payments and the annualised system of contributions that these same persons enjoy. A system of
separate arrangements for employed and self-employed workers within a social insurance context
is common in other European social protection systems.

There are no immediate plans to extend cover for short-term benefits to this group of insured
workers. Any such measure would have significant financial implications and would have to be
considered within a budgetary context. Consideration would also have to be given to an appro-
priate increase in the rate of the PRSI Class S contribution.

Self-employed workers who do not qualify for an insurance-based benefit may establish entitle-
ment to assistance-based payments such as Jobseekers Allowance. They can apply for the means-
tested Jobseeker’s Allowance if their business ceases or if they are on low income as a result of
a downturn in demand for their services. In general their means will take account of the level of
earnings in the last twelve months in determining their expected income for the following year.
In the current climate, however, account is taken of the downward trend in the economy. It is
accepted that future earnings may be lower than those of previous years and this is factored in
projecting future earnings, with account being taken of the potential for significant upward or
downward variations in income from one year to the next.

The Department does not maintain statistics of the type sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Appeals.

373. Deputy Michael D. Higgins asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the position
regarding an appeal for domiciliary benefit in respect of a person (details supplied). [10386/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

374. Deputy Rory O’Hanlon asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the plans she has
with the Department of Social Services in the UK to expedite the claims process for illness benefit
for persons who live in one jurisdiction and claim in another jurisdiction; and if she will make a
statement on the matter. [10387/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Claims for illness benefit made
to the Department, based on an Irish insurance record, from persons who are resident in the UK
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are processed in the same manner as claims from individuals who are resident in this State. There
are no particular delays at present in processing such claims.

Claims for illness/sickness benefit made to the UK authorities, based on a UK insurance record,
from persons who are resident in this State are processed in the same manner as claims from
individuals who are resident in the UK. The Department is not aware of any difficulties or delays
in the processing of such claims and have not, therefore, been in recent contact with the UK
authorities in relation to cases of this nature.

375. Deputy Eamon Gilmore asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the entitlements
of a person (details supplied) in County Dublin; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10413/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Departmental Expenditure.

376. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the amount of
expenditure incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009 by her Department and
also offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within her remit on the lease, rental or purchase
of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if she will make a statement on the
matter. [10574/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Departmental Staff.

377. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the number and
grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay prior to that payment being abolished
in her Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10588/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Civil service posts at the levels
of Assistant Secretary and Deputy Secretary were covered by a scheme of performance related
awards. At the point when the scheme was abolished there were 5 Assistant Secretaries and 1
Deputy Secretary serving in this Department.

The pay scales appropriate to the Deputy Secretary and Assistant Secretary grades, effective
from 1 January 2010, are as follows:

Deputy Secretary

€168,000 (non personal pension contribution scale)

€176,800 (personal pension contribution scale)

Assistant Secretary

€127,796 €133,605 €139,898 €146,191 (non personal pension contribution scale)

€134,523 €140,636 €147,262 €153,885 (personal pension contribution scale)

Social Welfare Benefits.

378. Deputy Bernard Allen asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs if a person (details
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supplied) in County Cork will get a companion free travel pass in place of sole use pass.
[10596/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Appeals.

379. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the waiting time for
an assessment and appeal process to social welfare schemes at centres in Gort, Tuam, Loughrea
and Ballinasloe, County Galway; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10602/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Departmental Expenditure.

380. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the cost of child
benefit for each of the years 2007, 2008 and 2009 to parents of children here, in EU countries and
to the parents of non EU children; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10603/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

Social Welfare Benefits.

381. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the number of
persons on the back to education allowance for each of the years 2007, 2008 and 2009; the cost
for each of these years; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10605/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Participants in the back to
education allowance (BTEA) scheme transfer from another social welfare payment. Annual statis-
tics are collated by the Department for the number of participants on the basis of the relevant
academic year.

In the 2007/2008 academic year, there were 8,883 participants in the back to education allow-
ance scheme and this rose to 11,646 in 2008/2009. At the end of December 2009, there were
20,808 participants and this number is unlikely to change significantly in the remainder of the
2009/2010 academic year.

The expenditure on the back to education allowance scheme in 2007 was €64.142million and
this rose to €77.136million in 2008. The provisional outturn for 2009 is €107.315 million.

Changes to provide for earlier access to the scheme announced in the April 2009 supplementary
budget contributed to the significant increase in uptake in the 2009/2010 academic year.

The back to education allowance has an important role to play in enhancing the employability
skills of jobseekers. The nature and structure of the scheme will continue to be monitored in the
context of the objectives of the scheme and changes in the economic climate.

Flood Relief.

382. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the cost in 2009 and
to date in 2010 of assistance to the flood victims in County Galway that is south Galway and
Ballinasloe; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [10606/10]
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Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): In recognition of the devastation
suffered by people in many areas of the country as a result of the flooding from November 2009
onwards, the Government set up a Humanitarian Assistance Scheme to provide income tested
financial support to people who have suffered damages to their homes not covered by insurance.
Community Welfare Service staff in Galway have been providing support to families since this
flooding occurred. Up to the 19th February 2010 they had made 718 payments to 328 individuals
to the value of €289,000.

Initially, the vast bulk of applications for humanitarian assistance were for small amounts to
assist with basics such as clothing, food, bedding, heating, hire of dehumidifiers and emergency
accommodation needs. Payments have also been made in respect of essential household items
such as carpets, flooring, furniture and white goods. Assistance is also available for structural
repairs to homes not covered by household insurance.

Very few large scale claims have been made at this stage as homeowners have not yet estab-
lished the cost of repair. In many cases, they are awaiting builders estimates. It is expected that
large scale claims will be received over the coming weeks. These claims will take somewhat longer
to process as they will require verification of the loss and the possible use of a loss assessor.

The level of payment available under the aid scheme to any qualified individual depends on
the severity of the damage to that person’s home and the extent of the loss experienced as well
as household income and general family circumstances. The scheme provides hardship alleviation
as opposed to full compensation. As on previous occasions, commercial or business losses are not
covered by the scheme nor are losses which are covered by household insurance.

Applications under the scheme are being income tested to ensure that available assistance is
prioritised for those who are most vulnerable. The basic objective of the income test is to deter-
mine the household’s capacity to meet the costs of restoring their home to a habitable condition.
All household income is considered when determining entitlement to payment.

People seeking assistance should contact their local Community Welfare Office. Further infor-
mation and applications forms in relation to the Humanitarian Assistance Scheme are available
from the Community Welfare Service in the affected areas and from the Department’s website (
www.welfare.ie) and the HSE’s website (www.hse.ie).

Social Welfare Benefits.

383. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the reason so many
applicants for disability allowance which is means tested are being refused this allowance without
medical officers having first assessed these applicants in person and the reason for the delay
encountered by these applicants when they appeal these distant assessments; and if she will make
a statement on the matter. [10607/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.

384. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the number of
applicants currently in receipt of Family Income Supplement for each of the years 2007, 2008 and
2009 in County Galway, County Mayo and County Clare; and if she will make a statement on
the matter. [10610/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret that I am unable to provide the information sought by the Deputy.
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Pension Provisions.

385. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Social and Family Affairs the reasons an
application for a non-contributory pension in respect of a person (details supplied) in County
Galway which was submitted in April 2009 and mislaid by her Department and subsequently
resubmitted in November 2009 has not yet been processed; and if she will make a statement on
the matter. [10612/10]

Minister for Social and Family Affairs (Deputy Mary Hanafin): Due to staff action currently
being taken, I regret I am unable to provide the information sought by the deputy.

Overseas Missions.

386. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for Defence the reasons for seven Irish citizens
being assigned to Afghanistan; the number who are military personnel; the duties to which each
person is assigned; his views on withdrawing the Irish personnel from Afghanistan; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10074/10]

389. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for Defence if members of the Defence Forces
have served in Afghanistan in the past two years; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10375/10]

Taoiseach and Minister for Defence (Deputy Brian Cowen): I propose to take Questions Nos.
386 and 389 together.

On 20 December 2001, the UN Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution 1386 under
Chapter VII of the UN Charter, authorising the establishment of an International Security Assist-
ance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan. Ireland has participated in the NATO–led UN mandated
mission since 5 July 2002, following the Government Decision of 2 July 2002, authorising the
provision of seven (7) members of the Permanent Defence Force for service with the force. Since
2002, the Government has reviewed and approved, on an annual basis, the continued participation
by seven (7) members of the Permanent Defence Force in ISAF.

The seven Irish personnel currently participating in ISAF, comprising 4 Officers and 3 Non-
Commissioned Officers, are located in the two ISAF Headquarters in Kabul. The Irish personnel
work in staff appointments in planning and administrative roles. Irish personnel are rotated every
6 months.

Departmental Staff.

387. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Defence the number of posts unfilled in
his Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10287/10]

Taoiseach and Minister for Defence (Deputy Brian Cowen): I regret to advise the Deputy that
due to industrial action, it is not possible to provide a response to his question at this time.

Overseas Missions.

388. Deputy Aengus Ó Snodaigh asked the Minister for Defence the cost to date of involvement
of Irish soldiers in military exercises within the Nordic Battle Group; when the exercises were
conducted; and if the operational headquarters of the Battle group is in Northwood, London.
[10368/10]
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Taoiseach and Minister for Defence (Deputy Brian Cowen): In July 2009, the Government
approved Ireland’s participation in the Swedish-led Nordic Battlegroup 2011. The Nordic Battle-
group 2011 will be on standby for 6 months commencing on the 1st January 2011. To date Ireland
has deployed four Officers to serve in staff posts at the Force Headquarters in Enkoping, Sweden
and these officers took up their duties on the 28th August 2009.

The Nordic Battlegroup 2011 has not undertaken any military exercises to date. Consequently,
no costs have been incurred by the Department of Defence. No decision has been taken regarding
the location of the Operational Headquarters for Nordic Battlegroup 2011.

Question No. 389 answered with Question No. 386.

Departmental Expenditure.

390. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Defence the amount of expenditure incurred
in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December 2009, by his Department and also offices, agencies
and any other bodies falling within his remit, on the lease, rental or purchase of car parking spaces
for use by civil and public servants; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10566/10]

Taoiseach and Minister for Defence (Deputy Brian Cowen): I regret to advise the Deputy that
due to industrial action, it is not possible to provide a response to his question at this time.

Departmental Staff.

391. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Defence the number and grade of staff who
qualified for performance related pay prior to that payment being abolished in his Department;
and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10581/10]

Taoiseach and Minister for Defence (Deputy Brian Cowen): I regret to advise the Deputy that
due to industrial action, it is not possible to provide a response to his question at this time.

Water and Sewerage Schemes.

392. Deputy Emmet Stagg asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment if he is in a position to provide funding for a scheme (details supplied) in County Kildare
as provided for in Kildare County Council’s water services investment programme 2010 to
2012. [10048/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): The
Kildare Water Supply Scheme Phase 1 Wellfield Contract (Johnstownbridge/Robertstown) was
included in my Department’s Water Services Investment Programme 2007 — 2009. My Depart-
ment is awaiting further information from Kildare County Council in relation to the contract
documents submitted for this scheme. Following receipt and examination of this information, a
decision will be conveyed as soon as possible to the Council, in light of the finalisation of the
Water Services Investment Programme for 2010 to 2012 which I expect to publish shortly.

Waste Management.

393. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment his plans to ensure that food producers and processors reduce the amount of packaging
used on food products; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10101/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): The
Programme for Government gives a clear commitment to the implementation of effective waste
management policies based on the international waste hierarchy which places greatest emphasis
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on waste prevention, minimisation and reuse. We must continue to reduce our reliance on landfill
and this requires an intensive focus on the upper tiers of the waste hierarchy.

Policy and legislation on packaging waste, both at national and European level, is based on the
principles of minimising harm to the environment while maximising the efficient use of resources.
In this context, my Department is involved in ongoing discussions with the retail sector with a
view to developing proposals on packaging waste prevention as part of a wider agreement aimed
at addressing that sector’s environmental responsibilities. It is envisaged that an agreement will
be concluded by the end of 2010.

There are already legal requirements in place in relation to packaging waste. Article 9 of
Directive 94/62/EC on packaging and packaging waste provides that packaging may not be placed
on the market within the European Union unless it complies with the essential requirements as
to the composition and the reusable and recoverable nature of packaging as provided for in
Annex II to that Directive. Article 28 of the Waste Management (Packaging) Regulations 2007
gives legal effect to the essential requirements of packaging in Ireland.

In broad terms, the essential requirements provide that packaging must be prevented so that
only the minimum amount necessary is used for the containment, protection, handling, delivery
and presentation of goods. Furthermore, packaging must be recoverable — either by means of
material recycling, energy recovery, composting or by biodegradation. Under article 18 of the
Directive, Member States are prohibited from impeding the placing on the market of packaging
which satisfies these essential requirements.

Local Authority Charges.

394. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government his views on whether it is reasonable that the imposition of a €200 charge per
dwelling unit is payable twice in six months, particularly for business owners who have multiple
buy-to-let properties; his plans to include the charge as a business expense to be recognised by
the Revenue Commissioners; if, in view of current downturn in rental rates for residential proper-
ties, he will consider an exceptional measure to give additional time for payment in 2010 to owners
of buy-to-let dwellings; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10115/10]

411. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if, in view of the current downturn in rental rates for residential properties, he will
consider allowing local authorities to give additional time for payment in 2010, to owners of buy-
to-let dwellings who are facing a demand next month for payment of the local charge for the
second time in six months; his views on whether it is reasonable that the imposition of a €200
charge per dwelling unit is payable twice in six months, particularly for business owners who have
multiple buy-to-let properties; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10114/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 394 and 411 together.

The €200 non-principal private residence charge was introduced in the Local Government
(Charges) Act 2009, which came into force in July 2009. As an exceptional measure for the year
of introduction, the liability date for the charge was fixed at 31 July 2009. The Act provides that
the liability date for 2010 and future years is 31 March 2010.

Payment does not fall due until two months after the liability date and there is a further one
month’s grace period before penalties for late payment commence. A person liable for the charge
in 2010 thus has until 30 June 2010 to meet that liability without incurring any additional charge.
I have no plans to extend this period.
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The question of tax deductibility in respect of the charge is a matter for the Revenue Com-
missioners.

Local Authority Housing.

395. Deputy Caoimhghı́n Ó Caoláin asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and
Local Government if he has received a report from Dublin City Council on the safety issues
which led to the council evacuating its tenants from apartments (details supplied) in Dublin 13; if
not, if he will request same; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9895/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): Under section 58 of the Housing Act 1966, the management and
maintenance of the local authority housing stock is a matter for individual authorities.

Minimum standards for rental accommodation are prescribed in the Housing (Standards for
Rented Houses) Regulations 2008, as amended by the Housing (Standards for Rented Houses)
(Amendment) Regulations 2009, made under section 18 of the Housing (Miscellaneous
Provisions) Act 1992. With very limited exemptions, these regulations apply to local authority
and voluntary housing units, as well as private rented accommodation, and all landlords have a
legal obligation to ensure that their rented properties comply with the regulations.

Coastal Zone Management.

396. Deputy Joanna Tuffy asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment his views on the report and recommendations submitted to his Department by the Dublin
Bay Task Force and Dublin Regional Authority in 2009; when he will respond to the Dublin Bay
Task Force and the Dublin Regional Authority; his plans to instruct the Dublin Regional Auth-
ority to develop a master plan for Dublin Bay; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[9923/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): The
Dublin Regional Authority (DRA) established the Dublin Bay Task Force, at my request, to
provide a forum for stakeholders to engage in order to prepare a Master Plan for the bay and to
make recommendations on integrated coastal zone management.

The DRA was chosen to lead the Task Force due to its co-ordinating and cross-cutting role
and the fact that Dublin Bay falls within the jurisdiction of three local authorities, all of which
are represented on the task force.

To date, the Task Force has held a series of meetings, some of which were open to the public,
conducted several public consultation seminars and carried out a significant amount of back-
ground research. The work that the Task Force has carried out has informed the development of
the draft Regional Planning Guidelines for the Greater Dublin Area 2010-2022, currently on
Public Display; the draft guidelines contain several recommendations concerning integrated coas-
tal zone management in the Dublin Bay area. The relevant local authorities will take the necessary
steps to reflect the RPG objectives in their Development Plans following adoption of the RPGs
in the middle of this year.

My Department will engage with the Director of the DRA to discuss what further steps might
usefully be taken to progress other relevant recommendations of the Dublin Bay Taskforce in
light of the above developments.
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Proposed Legislation.

397. Deputy Joanna Tuffy asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment his plans for legislation and policy regarding foreshore licensing and planning; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [9924/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): Fol-
lowing the enactment of the Foreshore and Dumping at Sea (Amendment) Act 2009, my Depart-
ment assumed responsibility on 15 January 2010 for a range of foreshore functions including all
foreshore energy-related developments (including oil, gas, wind, wave and tidal energy).

Work is under way in my Department to modernise the foreshore consent process and further
integrate it with the planning processes under the Planning Acts. The aim is to ensure a quality
service for stakeholders (state bodies, infrastructure providers and the general public) by, inter
alia, providing a single stage consent process for project approval, statutory timeframes for consul-
tation, mandatory pre-application consultations, a rigorous assessment of environmental impacts
and full public participation.

Planning Issues.

398. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if he will exercise the powers conferred on him by sections 4, 176 and 262 of the
Planning and Development Act 2000 to ensure that a shop changing its use to a head shop will
require planning permission; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9953/10]

414. Deputy Mary Wallace asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the distinction under the planning laws between retail premises and off-licence retail
premises; the way in which the planning laws are applied differently to off-licence premises; if he
will give consideration to applying similar rules to head shops as to off-licences, including amend-
ing the planning laws where necessary; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10220/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 398 and 414 together.

The Planning and Development Regulations 2001, define a shop as a structure used for, inter
alia, the retail sale of goods where the sale, display or service is principally to visiting members
of the public, but excluding, inter alia, any use associated with the provision of funeral services or
as a funeral home, or as a hotel, a restaurant or a public house, or for the sale of hot food for
consumption off the premises, except where the sale of such food is subsidiary to the main retail
use. Article 10 of the Regulations provides that, with certain exceptions, development which
consists of a change of use within any one of the classes of use specified in Part 4 of Schedule 2
is exempted development. Class 1 of Part 4 of Schedule 2 is use as a shop and accordingly the
effect of these provisions was that change of use from one type of shop to another type of shop
was exempted development.

In the Planning and Development Regulations 2005, the definition of shop was amended to
exclude a use for the sale of intoxicating liquor for consumption off the premises (except where
the sale of such liquor is subsidiary to the main retail use). The effect of these amendments was
that an off-licence no longer came within the definition of a shop and accordingly change of use
from an off-licence to a shop was no longer exempted development and would in future require
planning permission. The Minister of State with responsibility for the National Drugs Strategy
has asked me to look at how the planning system might support the Department of Health
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regulatory response to the issue of so-called “head shops”; the issue is currently under consider-
ation in my Department.

Proposed Legislation.

399. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government when he intends to publish the water services Bill; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [9954/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): On
10 December 2009 and following a decision by the Government, I informed the House that I
would be bringing forward proposals to give effect to the commitment in the renewed Programme
for Government to introduce charging for domestic water use in a way that is fair, significantly
reduces waste and is easily applied. Legislation will be required to give effect to this commitment.
In October 2009, the European Court of Justice (ECJ) found that Ireland failed to make adequate
legislation for dealing with domestic wastewater from septic tanks and other on-site wastewater
treatment systems. My Department is currently considering the measures necessary to comply
with the ECJ ruling and legislation will be required in this regard also. These matters are receiving
priority attention and I will bring proposals, including draft legislation, to Government as soon
as possible.

Foreshore Licences.

400. Deputy Tom Sheahan asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if an application has been made for a foreshore licence and for wave power research
at Ballinskelligs Bay, County Kerry; and if so, the name of the applicant. [9973/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I
understand that ESB International has applied for a foreshore licence for the investigation of a
site for wave energy development in Ballinskelligs Bay, Co. Kerry.

Traveller Accommodation.

401. Deputy Michael Kennedy asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the process whereby a contract has been awarded to a company for the construction
of a halting site (details supplied) in County Dublin; if his attention has been drawn to any works
carried out in advance of the formal awarding of the contract and confirmation of funding from
his Department; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10001/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): I have no function in relation to the awarding of contracts for the
construction of halting sites. Under section 149 of the Local Government Act 2001, the making
of contracts is a function of the manager of the relevant local authority. I regret that, due to
industrial action, I am unable to provide any further information on this matter.

Building Regulations.

402. Deputy John Perry asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment the progress made regarding Recommendation 17 of the National Consumer Agency report
Putting the Consumer First which relates to building control enforcement and the need for a
system of self-certification; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10007/10]
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Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I
refer to the reply to Question No. 337 of 3 February 2010. The position is unchanged.

Local Authority Staff.

403. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment the number and grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay prior to that pay
being abolished in each local authority; the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10015/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): All
City and County Managers, Dublin Assistant City Managers and other posts at that grade in
Dublin City Council, and Directors of Service and other posts at that grade in all local authorities
were free to participate in the Performance Awards Scheme on a voluntary basis. Those who
chose to participate were eligible for consideration for performance related payments. At 31
December 2008 there were a total of 302 members of staff in the relevant grades. The scheme
for the Local Government Sector was suspended in 2009.

In 2003 and 2004, 269 participants received awards. In 2005, 278 participants received awards.
In 2006, 274 participants received awards, and in 2007 awards were granted to 270 participants.
No awards were made in 2008. Salaries of City and County Managers and Directors of Service
are set out in the City and County Managers (Remuneration) (No. 2) Order 2010. The salaries
for City and County Managers are set out in the table.

Local Authority Manager Salary

€

Dublin City Council 189,301

Cork County Council

Fingal County Council 162,062

South Dublin County Council

Cork City Council

Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council 153,260

Kildare County Council

Meath County Council

Limerick City Council

Clare County Council

Donegal County Council

Galway County Council

Kerry County Council

Kilkenny County Council 142,469

Limerick County Council

Louth County Council

Mayo County Council

South Tipperary County Council

Westmeath County Council

Wexford County Council

Wicklow County Council
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Local Authority Manager Salary

€

Galway City Council

Waterford City Council

Carlow County Council

Cavan County Council

Laois County Council

Leitrim County Council

Longford County Council

Monaghan County Council 132,511

Offaly County Council

Roscommon County Council

Sligo County Council

North Tipperary County Council

Waterford County Council

Dublin City — Assistant Manager

Dublin City — Personnel Officer

Dublin City — Finance Officer

Dublin City — Treasurer

The salary scale for Assistant Managers and Directors of Service, from 1 January 2010, is €90,453,
increasing by annual increments to €94,565, €98,677, €102,788, and €106,900.

Nuclear Plants.

404. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment if, in view of his silence on the British Government’s proposal to construct seven new
nuclear power stations, he is now considering giving his support to nuclear energy; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10019/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley):
Ireland is a non-nuclear state. The Government does not believe that nuclear power is the answer
to our energy needs, and would prefer instead to see greater emphasis on renewable energy
sources. As a non-nuclear state, Ireland does not stand to receive any of the claimed benefits
from the current wave of developments in nuclear energy, but must still bear any trans-boundary
risks which might arise from these facilities. In view of this, the Government continues to press
for the fullest possible information from the UK authorities on any activities that might contribute
to that risk.

Following direct contact with the UK Ambassador in relation to the UK’s nuclear development
proposals last November, I have asked my Department to maintain regular contact with the
relevant UK Government Departments and Agencies on nuclear safety and radiological protec-
tion matters, including in particular the UK’s proposed new build programme. The Radiological
Protection Institute of Ireland (RPII) also has regular contact with the regulatory bodies respon-
sible for radiological protection and nuclear safety in the UK, and meets frequently with my
Department to discuss these matters.

Through these ongoing contacts, I am informed of key policy developments with regard to
nuclear power in the UK, including proposals for the development of new nuclear power stations
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at up to ten sites, seven of which are on the coast of the Irish Sea. Arising from my and the
Government’s concerns at these proposals, I have written to the UK Secretary of State for Energy
and Climate Change, outlining key concerns and seeking further information predominantly on
safety and waste issues associated with the proposals. My Department’s priority in all discussions
with the UK on its nuclear energy programme is the safety of the Irish people and the protection
of our environment, particularly the shared marine environment of the Irish Sea.

Private Rented Accommodation.

405. Deputy Joe Costello asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment the changes he will make following the completion of the review of the provisions of the
Residential Tenancies Act 2004; when the Private Residential Tenancies Board will fall within
the scope of the Freedom of Information Act 1977; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10020/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): In February 2009, I announced my intention to review the provisions
of the Residential Tenancies Act 2004 under which the Private Residential Tenancies Board
(PRTB) operates. The purpose of this review is to consider whether the Act best supports the
PRTB’s key functions and whether legislative amendments would support either the achievement
of additional operational efficiencies by the PRTB in the delivery of those functions or the broader
good working of the private rented sector. In November 2009 I announced the preliminary results
of this review, including recommendations in a number of key areas, with an overall emphasis on
streamlining and simplifying the Act and reducing delays.

While a range of issues still remain to be considered, I intend to initiate comprehensive amend-
ing legislation within the next 12 months. Among the main issues that I have to address in the
amending legislation are:

• A statutory objective of 6 months to be set for the issuing of determination orders arising
out of dispute resolution applications,

• The Board of the PRTB to be reduced from 15 to 12 members,

• The introduction of fixed fines where deposits are illegally retained by landlords,

• Measures to address non-payment of rent by tenants during a dispute process, in particular
to introduce scope for the legal termination of such a tenancy,

• The separation of the governance and quasi-judicial functions of the Board,

• The inclusion within the remit of the Residential Tenancies Act of segments of the voluntary
and co-operative housing sector that most closely parallel the current remit of the Board.

A number of issues requiring further research, including third party complaints under the Act,
the Act’s engagement with anti-social behaviour and how best to address issues surrounding the
retention of deposits, will also be considered in detail. In addition, all opportunities for the intro-
duction of time and procedural efficiencies in the Act will be examined.

The PRTB, which commenced operations in September 2004, is at present outside the scope
of the Freedom of Information Act 1997. Given the importance of openness and transparency in
relation to the operation of State bodies generally it is my intention that the Board, subject to
exemptions that recognise its quasi-judicial functions, should come under the scope of the Free-
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dom of Information legislation. I will be seeking to give effect to this in the context of the next
set of proposals for the extension of the Freedom of Information Act to additional public bodies,
to be brought forward by my colleague the Minister for Finance, who has overall responsibility
for the Freedom of Information legislative code.

Local Authority Staff.

406. Deputy Christy O’Sullivan asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if it is his policy to preclude local authorities from replacing staff who have retired
from their duties, such as outdoor staff and general operatives; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10047/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): My
Department has a delegated sanction from the Department of Finance for implementation of the
general moratorium on the filling of public sector posts in the Local Authority Sector, on the
condition that the overall staffing levels in the local authority sector are to be reduced significantly
by the end of 2010 in adherence to the Government’s Policy on Staffing and Numbers in the
Public Sector. Under the new arrangements which issued to the local authority sector on 20
August 2009, Local Authorities are expected, where vacancies arise, to consider options for reor-
ganisation and reallocation of work to meet requirements. Any exceptions to this principle, which
will arise in very limited circumstances, require sanction from my Department.

Under section 159 of the Local Government Act 2001, each County and City Manager is
responsible for staffing and organisational arrangements necessary for carrying out the functions
of the local authorities for which he or she is responsible, including the employment of outdoor
staff and general operatives, in compliance with the relevant public sector recruitment and
employment law requirements.

Control of Dogs.

407. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment the number of dog wardens employed by each local authority; if each local authority has a
dog pound; the cost to each local authority of such an operation; the number of dogs impounded
in each local authority area for each of the past three years; the breed of dogs impounded; the
percentage of the overall figure of each breed; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10060/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): Statis-
tics in relation to the number of dog wardens employed by each local authority, information as
to whether each local authority has a dog pound, and the number of dogs impounded in each local
authority area, are published annually on my Department’s website under Local Government/Dog
Control. The costs of providing a dog control service for the years 2006 to 2008 are detailed in
the tables. My Department is currently compiling statistics for 2009 which should be available
shortly. It should be noted the cost of the dog control service, includes the employment of dog
wardens, collection of stray dogs and enforcement of licences and the operation of the pound.
My Department does not keep records on the breeds of dogs that are impounded.
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CONTROL OF DOGS ACTS 1986 & 1992

2008 Finances

Local Authority Income Expenditure Deficit

€ € €

Carlow 43,251.49 139,676.48 96,424.99

Cavan 87,336.56 95,200.27 7,863.71

Clare 46,394.32 165,022.16 118,627.84

Cork City 11,820.05 57,868.83 46,048.78

Cork County 353,091.43 503,493.00 150,401.57

Donegal 70,435.60 219,213.70 148,778.10

Dublin City 106,889.00 422,983.69 316,094.69

Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown 57,827.74 183,862.07 126,034.33

Fingal 51,201.60 177,757.08 126,555.48

Galway City 26,934.47 110,068.93 83,134.46

Galway County 102,476.96 173,009.25 70,532.29

Kerry 207,306.71 219,366.59 12,059.88

Kildare 65,283.69 215,119.00 149,835.31

Kilkenny 83,982.23 163,354.72 79,372.49

Laois 50,497.38 136,000.00 85,502.62

Leitrim 19,762.52 34,731.91 14,969.39

Limerick City 6,760.59 67,619.80 60,859.21

Limerick County 173,168.99 210,836.61 37,667.62

Longford 22,742.00 94,834.00 72,092.00

Louth 105,562.10 185,108.21 79,546.11

Mayo 53,715.70 147,414.97 93,699.27

Meath 126,618.00 237,672.00 111,054.00

Monaghan 58,081.89 146,899.36 88,817.47

North Tipperary 44,281.47 101,536.33 57,254.86

Offaly 42,210.39 124,487.11 82,276.72

Roscommon 39,793.32 120,011.22 80,217.90

Sligo 54,577.48 110,805.00 56,227.52

South Dublin 122,083.58 396,642.25 274,558.67

South Tipperary 63,810.78 85,746.62 21,935.84

Waterford City 13,900.05 106,859.75 92,959.70

Waterford County 55,453.48 98,372.40 42,918.92

Westmeath 42,303.75 86,867.41 44,563.66

Wexford 123,324.00 193,444.17 70,120.17

Wicklow 76,983.01 221,502.34 144,519.33

Totals 2,609,862.33 5,753,387.23 3,143,524.90
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CONTROL OF DOGS ACTS 1986 & 1992

2007 Finances

Local Authority Income Expenditure Deficit

€ € €

Carlow 45,815.36 112,518.10 66,702.74

Cavan 100,213.33 78,159.57 22,053.76

Clare 51,209.01 148,979.65 97,770.64

Cork City 15,805.55 56,007.79 40,202.24

Cork County 398,230.00 524,252.00 126,022.00

Donegal 88,186.69 199,059.44 110,872.75

Dublin City 92,044.54 459,946.81 367,902.27

South Dublin 114,788.22 324,096.85 209,308.63

Fingal 58,360.53 207,137.91 148,777.38

Dun Laoghaire /Rathdown 73,427.00 193,935.00 120,508.00

Galway City 27,408.60 133,282.89 105,874.29

Galway County 114,358.16 166,237.21 51,879.05

Kerry 223,550.62 214,017.66 9,532.96

Kildare 83,092.09 201,632.00 118,539.91

Kilkenny 67,966.38 98,097.40 30,131.02

Laois 60,432.37 123,373.00 62,940.63

Leitrim 23,398.93 35,969.51 12,570.58

Limerick City 8,433.35 78,753.55 70,320.20

Limerick County 207,544.60 259,738.85 52,194.25

Longford 26,565.28 84,198.81 57,633.53

Louth 129,835.27 164,465.44 34,630.17

Mayo 88,500.98 177,598.66 89,097.68

Meath 116,105.55 122,508.00 6,402.45

Monaghan 62,322.80 129,211.16 66,888.36

Offaly 36,384.73 101,870.29 65,485.56

Roscommon 43,491.79 104,118.09 60,626.30

Sligo 56,862.09 102,424.38 45,562.29

Tipperary North 44,275.30 99,568.53 55,293.23

Tipperary South 64,886.69 72,689.84 7,803.15

Waterford County 74,971.19 94,684.79 19,713.60

Waterford City 48,536.95 120,765.48 72,228.53

Westmeath 50,466.76 100,184.69 49,717.93

Wexford 129,706.27 118,818.14 10,888.13

Wicklow 55,775.42 192,088.71 136,313.29

TOTALS 2,882,952.40 5,400,390.20 2,517,437.80
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CONTROL OF DOGS ACTS, 1986 & 1992

2006 Finances

Local Authority Income Expenditure Deficit

€ € €

Carlow 17,427.95 115,912.46 98,484.51

Cavan 91,821.30 77,058.70 (14,762.60)

Clare 44,139.82 140,452.18 96,312.36

Cork City 18,832.00 57,690.32 38,858.32

Cork County 388,942.00 470,036.00 81,094.00

Donegal 81,393.16 184,226.88 102,833.72

Dublin City 88,736.86 405,930.37 317,193.51

South Dublin 97,216.00 319,658.00 222,442.00

Fingal 31,812.60 126,287.02 94,474.42

Dun Laoghaire/Rathdown 58,453.79 188,744.99 130,291.20

Galway City 26,479.80 78,078.83 51,599.03

Galway County 125,003.06 132,407.71 7,404.65

Kerry 260,902.05 222,123.34 38,778.71

Kildare 67,953.35 182,279.00 114,325.65

Kilkenny 46,820.04 84,039.33 37,219.29

Laois 50,952.71 117,990.00 67,037.29

Leitrim 19,757.44 31,467.19 11,709.75

Limerick City 10,283.22 65,729.05 55,445.83

Limerick County 190,952.80 126,914.00 (64,038.80)

Longford 21,938.40 76,476.00 54,537.60

Louth 125,842.51 122,236.30 (3,606.15)

Mayo 50,149.15 133,719.49 83,300.34

Meath 116,556.60 114,868.00 (1,688.60)

Monaghan 42,555.67 103,617.05 61,061.38

Offaly 28,346.86 91,435.62 63,088.76

Roscommon 40,952.81 96,028.22 55,075.41

Sligo 51,838.29 98,203.00 46,364.71

Tipperary N.R. 49,612.50 93,740.00 44,127.50

Tipperary S.R. 64,431.85 70,543.80 6,111.95

Waterford County 47,144.21 83,085.74 35,941.53

Waterford City 36,778.56 86,014.13 49,235.57

Westmeath 40,333.64 83,844.73 43,511.09

Wexford 126,013.28 115,658.04 10,355.25

Wicklow 45,180.00 178,272.00 133,092.00

TOTALS 2,605,554.28 4,674,767.49 2,069,213.21

Water and Sewerage Schemes.

408. Deputy Emmet Stagg asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment if he will provide funding for an upgrade of a treatment plant (details supplied) in County
Kildare. [10081/10]
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Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): All
local authorities were asked in July 2009 to submit an assessment of needs for water and sewerage
services in their areas to my Department by 23 October 2009. My Department is currently finalis-
ing its consideration of these assessments, including the response from Kildare County Council,
which form a key input to the development of the 2010 to 2012 Water Services Investment
Programme. In conducting their assessments, local authorities were asked to prioritise schemes
and contracts for progression over the coming years based on key environmental and economic
criteria. I expect to publish the Water Services Investment Programme 2010 to 2012 shortly.

Departmental Agencies.

409. Deputy Phil Hogan asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment if he gave consent for additional borrowing for the Dublin Docklands Development Auth-
ority to engage in its purchase of the Irish Glass Bottle site in October 2006 as required under
section 30 of the Dublin Docklands Development Authority Act 1997; if he communicated any
concerns or conditions with its consent for increased borrowing; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10088/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): As
indicated in the reply to Question No. 17 of 25 February 2010, the Authority received sanction
from the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government in October 2006 to
borrow up to the statutory limit of €127 million for the purposes of property acquisition, primarily
in connection with the impending acquisition of the Irish Glass Bottle site. This sanction was
granted, with the consent of the Minister for Finance, on the basis that repayments would be
wholly from the Authority’s own resources and without recourse to the Exchequer. The Authority
is operating within its borrowing sanction.

Election Management System.

410. Deputy Brian Hayes asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment his plans for the disposal of the e-voting machines in view of his announcement in April
2009 that he was setting up a task force to oversee same; the cost to date of same; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10098/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): On
23 April 2009, I announced that the Government had decided not to proceed with implementation
of electronic voting in Ireland.Since then, a process has been put in place to address the issues
that arise from the decision. An Interdepartmental Task Force, chaired by my Department, has
been established to bring the project to an orderly conclusion and to oversee disposal of the
equipment and termination of storage arrangements. The Task Force, which met three times in
2009, and is due to meet this month, aims to complete its work as soon as possible. Between
meetings, my Department maintains ongoing contact with members of the Task Force, in order
to progress work on the cessation arrangements for the project.

In considering options for disposal of the equipment, the priority is to pursue the most economi-
cally advantageous approach, with a view to achieving the maximum recovery of cost possible in
the circumstances, consistent with environmental and other obligations. Detailed consideration of
all relevant factors is underway to inform the manner in which disposal of the machines will be
effected. This includes contact with the original suppliers of the machines. The total expenditure
on the development and roll-out of the electronic voting system to date is some €51.346 million,
the bulk of which has been incurred in purchasing the voting machines and ancillary equipment.
These costs are set out in the following table.
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Electronic Voting and Counting Project — Expenditure to Date

Expenditure item Cost

€m

Voting Equipment — Hardware and Software 47.099

Training and Awareness 2.711

Consultancy, Testing and Miscellaneous 1.400

Freight and Insurance 0.136

Total 51.346

Based on figures received in my Department from Returning Officers, the total annual costs for
storage of the electronic voting equipment (including the cost of insurance, service charges, rates
and heating) for 2009 were some €182,500, which represents a reduction in the equivalent costs
for previous years. Storage costs for 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 and 2008 were some €658,000; €696,000;
€706,000; €489,000; and €204,000, respectively. Costs incurred in respect of the movement of
electronic voting equipment to Gormanston in 2007 were some €328,000.

Question No. 411 answered with Question No. 394.

Private Rented Accommodation.

412. Deputy Charlie O’Connor asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if his attention has been drawn to the ongoing difficulties with dispute resolution in
the Private Residential Tenancies Board (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10116/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): I have no function in the operational matters of the Private Residen-
tial Tenancies Board (PRTB), an independent statutory body established under the Residential
Tenancies Act 2004. In February 2009 I announced my intention to review the provisions of the
Residential Tenancies Act 2004 under which the PRTB operates. I announced the preliminary
results of this review, in November 2009 including recommendations in a number of key areas,
with an overall emphasis on streamlining and simplifying the Act, reducing delays and achieving
additional operational efficiencies by the PRTB in the delivery of its functions. While a range of
issues still remain to be considered, I intend to initiate comprehensive amending legislation within
the next 12 months. Full details in relation to the background to the review, the associated terms
of reference and the preliminary results of the review are available on my Department’s web-
site, www.environ.ie.

Among the main issues that I hope to address in the amending legislation are—

• A statutory objective of 6 months to be set for the issuing of determination orders arising
out of dispute resolution applications,

• The Board of the PRTB to be reduced from 15 to 12 members,

• The introduction of fixed fines where deposits are illegally retained by landlords,

• Measures to address non-payment of rent by tenants during a dispute process, in particular
to introduce scope for the legal termination of such a tenancy,

• The separation of the governance and quasi-judicial functions of the Board,
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[Deputy Michael Finneran.]

• The inclusion within the remit of the Residential Tenancies Act of segments of the voluntary
and co-operative housing sector that most closely parallel the current remit of the Board.

Local Authority Funding.

413. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if his attention has been drawn to the fact that when a property becomes vacant
during the course of the year, the current scheme does not provide for part refund of a rates bill
levied by the council; his plans to introduce a system in which partial relief could be obtained for
the proportions of the year when the premises was not drawing upon council services. [10150/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): Under
current legislation, the owner rather than the occupier may be liable for commercial rates if the
property in question is unoccupied on the date of the making of the rate. Owners of vacant
properties are entitled to a refund of rates if the property was vacant at the date of the making
of the rate for any of the following reasons:

• if the premises are unoccupied for the purpose of the execution of additions, alteration
or repairs;

• if the owner is bona fide unable to obtain a suitable tenant at a reasonable rent; and

• if the premises are held vacant pending re-development.

While I am keeping all matters relating to commercial rates under review, I have no plans to
amend these provisions.

Question No. 414 answered with Question No. 398.

Water and Sewerage Schemes.

415. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if it is expected to allocate the necessary funding to Kildare County Council to
enable a scheme (details supplied) to proceed in 2010; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10223/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): The
Ballyna Regional Water Supply Scheme was included in my Department’s Water Services Invest-
ment Programme 2007 — 2009. My Department is awaiting the submission of Kildare County
Council’s brief for the appointment of consultants to prepare a Preliminary Report for the scheme.
Following the receipt and examination of this documentation, a decision will be notified to the
Council as soon as possible in light of the finalisation of the Water Services Investment Prog-
ramme for 2010-2012 which I expect to publish shortly.

Local Authority Housing.

416. Deputy Róisı́n Shortall asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government further to Parliamentary Question No. 574 of 2 February 2010, when approval will
be granted for a funding application sought by Dublin City Council for a concierge service in
respect of a development (details supplied) in Dublin 9 in view of the fact that the Housing and
Residential Services Department of Dublin City Council requested the approval of his Depart-
ment to the capital costs of providing a concierge service at Ballymun being met from Dublin
City Council’s 2010 Social Housing Investment Programme Allocation in November 2009,
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however Council replies indicate that no decision has been received to date from his Depart-
ment. [10248/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): I refer to the reply to Question No. 574 of 2 February 2010. The
position is unchanged.

Building Regulations.

417. Deputy Mary Upton asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment his plans to review the existing Part E of the building regulations which applies to acoustics
insulation between dwellings in view of the fact that these standards are insufficient; the way a
person can make a submission to his Department on updating these regulations; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10261/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): A
review of Part E (Sound) of the Building Regulations and the related Technical Guidance Docu-
ment E (TGD E) is already underway in my Department in consultation with the Building Regu-
lations Advisory Body (BRAB). Part E sets out the legal requirements in relation to sound
insulation in buildings and TGD-E provides guidance on how to comply with Part E. I expect to
publish a draft revised Part E and TGD-E for a three-month public consultation process later this
year. It will be open to all interested parties to make submissions to my Department on the draft
proposals during that time. A revised Part E and TGD-E will then be finalised by my Department
following detailed consideration of all submissions received.

Departmental Correspondence.

418. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if he will respond to correspondence (details supplied) regarding the Dog Breeding
Establishments Bill 2009. [10262/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): There
is no record of the correspondence to which the question refers having been received in my
Department.

Ministerial Appointments.

419. Deputy Phil Hogan asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment when he will appoint a chairperson and nominate the membership of various boards relating
to registration of quantity surveyors and building surveyors as required under law; the reason for
the delay; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10263/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): As
provided for in the Building Control Act 2007 I am at present giving consideration to the appoint-
ment of chairpersons and the nomination of certain non-surveying members to the various Boards
for registration of Building Surveyors and Quantity Surveyors and I expect shortly to make the
appointments and nominations.

Local Government Staff.

420. Deputy Deirdre Clune asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government when he received a request from Cork County Council, on behalf of the South West
Regional Authority, seeking authorisation for that authority to employ two extra staff as part of
a project fully funded by the European Union; if his attention was drawn to the fact that this was
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[Deputy Deirdre Clune.]

an urgent request and that a delay in responding to it may result in the South West Regional
Authority losing the EU funding for the project; when this request was acted upon; the reason
there was a delay in replying to it; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10272/10]

421. Deputy Deirdre Clune asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if he has replied to a request from Cork County Council, on behalf of the South
West Regional Authority, seeking authorisation for that authority to employ two extra staff as
part of a project fully funded by the European Union; if the request has not yet been replied to
when he will reply; if he will confirm that failure to employ these two extra staff will result in the
Authority losing €500,000 in EU funding; the reason behind his decision to authorise this request
or not; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10273/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 420 and 421 together.

My Department received a request from Cork County Council on behalf of the South West
Regional Authority seeking sanction for the employment of two staff as part of a project fully
funded by the European Union. This request was received by my Department on 10 February
2010 with approval issuing to Cork County Council on the 24 February 2010.

Water and Sewerage Schemes.

422. Deputy Mary O’Rourke asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government when the sewerage and water priority list will be issued in respect of County West-
meath. [10277/10]

423. Deputy Mary O’Rourke asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the position regarding the Coosan rectification scheme, County Westmeath..
[10278/10]

424. Deputy Mary O’Rourke asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the position regarding the Kilbeggan sewerage scheme, County Westmeath; and
when this scheme will commence. [10279/10]

438. Deputy Mary O’Rourke asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the position regarding the progress of a sewerage scheme (details supplied) in
County Westmeath. [10414/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I
propose to take Questions Nos. 422 to 424, inclusive, and 438 together.

My Department approved Westmeath County Council’s proposal to carry out advance works
on the rehabilitation of the Coosan water supply network last January as part of their Water
Conservation Programme. The Kilbeggan and Rathowen Sewerage Schemes were included in my
Department’s Water Services Investment Programme 2007 — 2009 as schemes to advance through
planning. In the case of Kilbeggan, my Department approved Westmeath County Council’s Pre-
liminary Report for the scheme in May 2008, subject to some modifications. In the case of
Rathowen, my Department outlined proposals to the Council in September 2008 in relation to
the funding of the scheme.

In both cases, the progression of the schemes to the next stages lies with the Council. Local
authorities were asked in July 2009 to submit an assessment of needs for water and sewerage
services to my Department by 23 October 2009. My Department is currently finalising its consider-
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ation of these assessments, which form a key input to the development of the 2010 to 2012 Water
Services Investment Programme. In conducting their assessments, local authorities were asked to
prioritise schemes and contracts for progression over the coming years based on key environmen-
tal and economic criteria. I expect to publish the Water Services Investment Programme 2010 to
2012 shortly.

Departmental Staff.

425. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the number of posts unfilled in his Department because of the embargo on recruit-
ment; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10290/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): My
Department is operating within an authorised staffing complement which is provided for in an
Employment Control Framework covering the period 2010 to 2012 and agreed between the
Department of Finance and my Department. The staffing target for the Department at end 2012
is 1,160. At 31 January, 2010, my Department employed 1,200 staff.

Alternative Energy Projects.

426. Deputy Phil Hogan asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment if he will amend the National Spatial Strategy with a view to allow local development plans
in each local authority area to provide for strategic zones for development of wind energy; and if
he will make a statement on the matter. [10318/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): While
the National Spatial Strategy makes a broad reference to the potential for the development of
wind energy, the strategic development of wind energy is more fully addressed in Regional Plan-
ning Guidelines (RPGs) which guide the development plans of local authorities within their
regions. New RPGs are currently being finalised with a view to their adoption mid-year. As stated
in the reply to Question Nos. 195, 196, 197 and 198 of 17 February, my Department’s Wind
Energy Development Guidelines issued to planning authorities in June 2006, and available on my
Department’s website at www.environ.ie, provide comprehensive advice to planning authorities
on catering for wind energy through the development plan process.

Housing Schemes.

427. Deputy Bernard Allen asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government when a decision will be made on the application made by an organisation (details
supplied) in respect of a sheltered housing scheme in Cork. [10321/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): My Department’s Capital Assistance Scheme (CAS) provides fund-
ing to approved housing bodies of up to 100% of the approved costs of accommodation for older
people, the homeless, persons with special needs, returning emigrants and victims of domestic
violence. To date, my Department has not received any application for a project under CAS at
this location. I understand, however, that Cork City Council received an initial proposal for such
a project on 1 October 2009. My Department’s involvement with the CAS relates primarily to
the provision of funds for individual projects. The detailed administration of the scheme, including
the certification that projects comply with its terms and conditions, the processing of applications
and the payment of capital grants in respect of approved housing projects, are the responsibility
of the local authority. It is therefore a matter for Cork City Council to progress this project in
accordance with the terms and conditions of the CAS.
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Registration Fees.

428. Deputy Ruairı́ Quinn asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment if he will raise the matter of costs of registering as an architect here with an organisation
(details supplied); if his attention has been drawn to the fact that the registration fee here is €490
while in the UK, it is €86; if he will further raise with the organisation the possibility of introducing
a separate charge which would include registration but not automatic membership to its organis-
ation; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10340/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I am
currently examining a submission from the RIAI on registration fees under the Building Control
Act 2007 and I will give my decision on the submission shortly.

Local Authority Housing.

429. Deputy Joe McHugh asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment the levels of building energy rating certification in local authority housing on a county basis
in a tabular form; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10341/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): The
European Communities (Energy Performance of Buildings) Regulations 2006 — 2008 established
the Building Energy Rating (BER) scheme under which a BER certificate must be obtained
whenever a dwelling is commissioned or is subject to an offer for sale or letting. Compliance with
this statutory obligation in relation to its own social housing stock is a matter for each individual
local authority. While Sustainable Energy Ireland (SEI), the designated issuing authority under
the Regulations, maintains a database of valid BER certificates, this database does not distinguish
between privately or publicly owned dwellings. My Department, therefore, is not in a position to
supply the required statistical information.

Ministerial Meetings.

430. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the number of meetings he has had with the European Commissioner for Research,
Innovation and Science or the staff of the relevant Directorate General in the past two years; and
if he will make a statement on the matter. [10373/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I have
not had any meetings with the Commissioner responsible for innovation or with the Directorate
in question over the past two years. I have met with the Environment, and with the Enterprise
and Industry Commissioners on issues related to the business of my Department over that period.

EU Directives.

431. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if his Department has received sanction from the European Commission over the
past six months with regard to EU directives that have not been transposed into Irish law; and if
he will make a statement on the matter. [10374/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): Over
the last six months the European Commission has been in correspondence with my Department
regarding the late transposition of five Directives, two of which have now been transposed. One
of the remaining directives required partial transposition by end 2009 and the remaining provisions
by 31 December 2012. Details of the Directives involved are set out in the table below. My
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Department is working to ensure the comprehensive transposition of the Directives remaining to
be transposed.

Directive Number / Subject Date of Adoption and Transposition Date
Deadline for
Transposition

2003/35/EC 26/05/2003 At the earliest possible date

Directive on public participation in plans and 25/06/2005
programmes relating to the environment
(already partially transposed)

2006/21/EC 15/03/2006 Transposition measures notified on 13
January 2010

Directive on the management of waste from 01/05/2008 Transposition measures notified on 13
extractive industries and amending January 2010
Directive 2004/35/EC

2006/118/EC 12/12/2006 Transposition measures notified on 25
January 2010

Directive on the protection of groundwater 16/01/2009
against pollution and deterioration.

2007/2/EC 14/03/2007 End of March 2010

On establishing an Infrastructure for Spatial 15/05/2009
In-formation in the European Community
(INSPIRE)

2009/29/EC 23/04/2009 At the earliest possible date

Amending Directive 2003/87/EC so as to 31/12/2009 and
improve and extend the greenhouse gas and By the transposition date
emission allowance trading scheme of the

31/12/2012Community

Fire Stations.

432. Deputy Brendan Kenneally asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the position regarding an application for money to make alterations to a fire station
(details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10394/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): The provision of a fire service in its functional area, including the
establishment and maintenance of a fire brigade, the assessment of fire cover needs and the
provision of premises, is a statutory function of individual fire authorities under section 10 of the
Fire Services Act 1981. The Department’s role is one of supporting and assisting local authorities
in delivering fire services through setting of general policy and the provision of funding under the
fire service capital programme.

The provision of funding by the Department in respect of the fire station in Dunmanway, Co
Cork will be considered under future capital programmes within the constraints of available
resources and will have regard to the fire authority’s priorities, the spread of existing facilities and
the totality of demands from other fire authorities for available funding.

433. Deputy Brian O’Shea asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government when he will provide the money for the construction for the new fire station in
Waterford city. [10398/10]
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Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): The provision of a fire service in its functional area, including the
establishment and maintenance of a fire brigade, the assessment of fire cover needs and the
provision of premises, is a statutory function of individual fire authorities under section 10 of the
Fire Services Act 1981. The Department’s role is one of supporting and assisting local authorities
in delivering fire services through setting of general policy and the provision of funding under the
fire service capital programme.

The provision of funding by the Department in respect of the Waterford City fire station will
be considered under future capital programmes within the constraints of available resources and
will have regard to the fire authority’s priorities, the spread of existing facilities and the totality
of demands from other fire authorities for available funding.

Water and Sewerage Schemes.

434. Deputy Brian O’Shea asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if he will provide sufficient money in 2010 to complete the renewal of public water
piping in Waterford City. [10399/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): The
rehabilitation of water mains in Waterford City was included in my Department’s Water Services
Investment Programme 2007 — 2009. Work on Phase Two of the Council’s mains rehabilitation
programme, which provided for the replacement of 23.5 kilometres of water mains in the city
centre is completed. I understand that Waterford City Council is developing proposals for Phase
Three of the programme.

Local Authorities were asked in July 2009 to submit an assessment of needs for water and
sewerage services, including water conservation, to my Department by 23 October 2009. In prepar-
ing these assessments, local authorities were asked to prioritise schemes and contracts for pro-
gression over the coming years based on key environmental and economic criteria. My Depart-
ment is currently finalising its consideration of these assessments, which form a key input to the
development of the 2010 to 2012 Water Services Investment Programme, which I expect to publish
shortly. The Water Services Investment Programme 2010-2012 will build on existing investment
in water conservation by providing for a very substantial scaling up of activity on water mains
rehabilitation.

Local Authority Housing.

435. Deputy Brian O’Shea asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the amount of money he will supply in 2010 to refurbish the Waterford City Council
housing stock; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10400/10]

Minister of State at the Department of the Environment, Heritage and Local Government
(Deputy Michael Finneran): It is a matter for individual housing authorities to plan the compo-
sition and management of their social housing investment programmes having regard to the spec-
ific social housing needs and priorities in their areas and to the Exchequer funding allocations
available to them.

The annual allocations for the Social Housing Investment Programme will issue in March 2010
following discussions with each housing authority at Housing Action Plan meetings which are
currently underway. Housing authorities have been issued with provisional allocations for 2010 to
enable them to maintain momentum on their work programmes and as a basis for discussion at
the Action Plan meetings.
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Environmental Policy.

436. Deputy Leo Varadkar asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government if he will respond to a letter dated 14 January 2010 from a person (details supplied);
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10410/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): I am
arranging for a reply to issue to the person in question in response to his letter. I should explain
that the use of traps, snares and nets in relation to wildlife is governed by the Wildlife Act, 1976
(Approved Traps, Snares and Nets) Regulations 2003. My Department is currently reviewing
these Regulations.

Local Authority Housing.

437. Deputy Seán Connick asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government further to Parliamentary Question No. 349 of 26 May 2009, the position regarding
an application by Wexford County Council for funding in respect of a strategic land initiative in
Taghmon, Piercestown and Castlebridge; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10411/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): My
Department’s Water Services Investment Programme 2007-2009 included Wexford County
Council’s proposals to progress Serviced Land Initiative schemes in Taghmon, Piercestown and
Castlebridge.

In April 2009, following a review of the Serviced Land Initiative in light of developments in
the economy at large, and in the housing market in particular during 2008, and having regard to
the oversupply of housing in some areas, my Department informed all local authorities that the
Initiative was being discontinued. All existing scheme approvals under the Initiative, for which
contracts had not been signed or letters of intent had not issued, were withdrawn. Local authorities
were however also informed that where they were of the opinion that the continuation of a
scheme was necessary for the proper development of an area, it was open to them to make a case
to the Department for the scheme to progress. Wexford County Council has in response resubmit-
ted the schemes in question. My Department has assessed the responses received and the decisions
on the schemes to progress will be conveyed to the relevant local authorities in light of the
finalisation of the Water Services Investment Programme for the period 2010 to 2012, which I
expect to publish shortly.

Question No. 438 answered with Question No. 422.

Departmental Expenditure.

439. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local
Government the amount of expenditure incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December
2009, by his Department and also offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit,
on the lease, rental or purchase of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if
he will make a statement on the matter. [10569/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): The
Department’s accommodation is provided by the Office of Public Works (OPW) and any costs
arising for the provision of car parking are borne by that Office.

Arrangements regarding accommodation and car parking for the bodies under the aegis of the
Department are a day-to-day operational matter for the bodies concerned.
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Departmental Staff.

440. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Govern-
ment the number and grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay prior to that
payment being abolished in his Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades.
[10584/10]

Minister for the Environment, Heritage and Local Government (Deputy John Gormley): Civil
services posts at the levels of Assistant Secretary and Deputy Secretary were covered by the
scheme of performance related awards. 7 staff at these levels received performance related pay
awards in 2008 in respect of 2007, the last time such awards were paid.

The salary scales for these grades are available on the Department of Finance website www.fin-
ance.gov.ie

Energy Conservation.

441. Deputy Richard Bruton asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the planned roll out of the National Insulation and Conservation Retrofit Programme;
the dates, targets for coverage and budgets; the training standard required of contractors under-
taking the work to ensure a high standard of same. [9983/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I regret
to advise the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. I
will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.

Postal Services.

442. Deputy Michael Kennedy asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if his attention has been drawn to the fact that non-delivered items in Rush, Lusk,
Oldtown and Garristown in north County Dublin are returned to the new sorting office in
Balbriggan; if these items will be stored in those local post offices in view of the fact that it would
prove more convenient for customers; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9998/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I regret
to advise the Deputy that due to industrial action it is not possible to deal with his question.

Fishing Vessel Licences.

443. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the reason there is a difference in the cost of a licence (details supplied) for draft
fishermen in different fishery board regions here; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10012/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources
(Deputy Conor Lenihan): I understand the Deputy is referring to the special local licences fees
set, in the northern and north western fisheries regions, by the Special Tidal Waters (Special
Local Licences) (Alteration of Duties) Order 2009 (SI No 538 of 2009). That Order amended,
inter alia, the Rivers Owenmore and Owenduff (Special Local Licences) Order 1967 (SI No 34
of 1967). Those rivers are located in the North Western fisheries region. I am pleased to remind
the House that the Orders provided for a 10% reduction in all salmon fishing licence fees, a
reduction applied nationally to commercial and recreational salmon fishing licences. However,
notwithstanding the benefits conferred by that order, the pre-existing differential in licence fees
remains.
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Having regard to the long-standing nature of these differentials, it is my intention to ask the
new national inland fisheries authority, Inland Fisheries Ireland, upon establishment, to examine
the structure of these licences and make recommendations on the matter.

Telecommunications Services.

444. Deputy Joe McHugh asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources regarding the national roll-out of broadband contracted to 3 by his Department, if he
will clarify matters for residents of a town (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on
the matter. [10039/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I regret
to advise the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. I
will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.

Energy Conservation.

445. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources when work under the warmer homes scheme will be carried out on the home of a
person (details supplied) in County Meath. [10071/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I regret
to advise the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. I
will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.

Telecommunications Services.

446. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he has examined and had discussions with his Cabinet colleagues regarding the
recently published Forfás report on broadband which details the extent of broadband connection
in rural Ireland; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [8290/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
Forfas report acknowledges that urbanisation and population density are crucial determinants of
the economic case for investing in broadband infrastructure and that the case for such investment
is likely to be more attractive in countries with a high proportion of people living in urban areas
and high population density. The report notes that by contrast, Ireland has a high proportion of
people living in rural areas.

This reality is reflected in the range of broadband interventions undertaken by the Government
to provide broadband service to those parts of the country where operators have been unable to
do so on a commercial basis. Under the most recent initiative my Department entered into a
contract with “3”, a Hutchison Whampoa company, for the delivery of the National Broadband
Scheme (NBS) in late December 2008. Since then, 3 has progressed its network rollout and NBS
broadband services are now available in almost half of the 1,028 designated Electoral Divisions
(ED) to be covered under the Scheme. Under the NBS contract, all EDs in the NBS Coverage
Area are required to have broadband connectivity by end September 2010.

It is accepted that even after the full roll-out of the NBS there will still be a small percentage
of premises outside of the Electoral Divisions covered by the scheme that will not be capable of
receiving broadband services. This is primarily due to technical and other reasons (suitability of
a telephone line, distance from an enabled exchange, no line of sight etc.).

The European Commission has set aside a portion of the European Economic Recovery Plan
(EERP) funding for rural broadband initiatives. In this context, my Department is currently
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considering the detailed design and implementation of a scheme which would utilise these funds
to address the issue of broadband availability to unserved rural premises outside of the NBS areas.

Community Development.

447. Deputy Jack Wall asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources
if he is satisfied that all allocations made under the salmon hardship fund community support
scheme were made to appropriate projects; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[8366/10]

449. Deputy Brian O’Shea asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if he is satisfied that all Leader companies fulfilled all the conditions in allocating
monies under the community support scheme in regard to all successful applications; if he has
received complaints in regard to specific projects which were funded under the scheme; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10401/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources
(Deputy Conor Lenihan): I propose to take Questions Nos. 447 and 449 together.

The Community Support Scheme (CSS) was administered through 14 LEADER companies
and Comhdháil Oileáin na hÉireann in respect of island communities and Meitheal Forbartha na
Gaeltachta Teoranta, in respect of the Gaeltacht areas. I recently advised the House, in answer
to answer Parliamentary Question No. 911 on 19th January, 2010, of the final position in relation
to the delivery of the scheme by each LEADER Company.

The scheme was administered in accordance with the published programme complement, which
identified the criteria for determining eligibility of projects and applicants. I have received no
complaints in regard to specific projects that were funded under the scheme.

Departmental Staff.

448. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the number of posts unfilled in his Department because of the embargo on recruitment;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10285/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): My
Department is currently operating within the framework of the public service numbers policy. In
this regard, my Department is operating within an authorised staffing level of 275. At the end
of January 2010, my Department’s whole time equivalent staffing number was 269. There are
approximately fourteen staff members due back from career break or maternity leave over the
course of the year and it is my Department’s intention to utilise these staff members to fill any
vacancies which may arise in the Department.

Question No. 449 answered with Question No. 447.

Alternative Energy Projects.

450. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the number of companies or individuals involved in production of ethanol or bio-diesel;
the number of such companies not included in the excise related incentive scheme; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10548/10]
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Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I regret
to advise the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response to his Question at this time. I
will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.

451. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the number of wind farms currently contributing to the National Grid; the electricity
generated thereby; the number of such farms seeking access to the National Grid and their capa-
city to produce electricity in the future; when it is expected that approval will be given to all such
applicants; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10549/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): EirGrid’s
most recent report of 8 February advises that there are just over 100 wind farms connected to the
grid with an installed wind capacity 1264MW. There are an additional 100 wind farms with a total
contracted capacity of 1415MW which have contracted for grid connections which will be built
out over the next number of years.

The CER decision on the ‘Gate 3’ round provides for connection offers for an additional 4,000
MW of renewable electricity capacity. This additional renewable capacity would at a minimum
ensure that Ireland can meet its national target. Approximately 90% of those in Gate 3 are wind
powered capacity including around 800 MW of offshore wind. Grid connection offers for projects
within the Gate 3 process began to issue in December 2009 and will continue to be issued on a
phased basis until mid 2011.

Beyond Gate 3, there are further applications for several thousand megawatt of grid connection.
However, a breakdown of these applications by type is not available.

Telecommunications Services.

452. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the degree to which investment in the telecoms sector is required to ensure modernis-
ation and upgrading in line with other EU and non-EU competitors; the extent to which provision
is made for this now and in the future; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10550/10]

456. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the degree to which replacement with copper wire has been completed throughout the
network to facilitate the provision of higher speed broadband services at all locations throughout
the country; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10554/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I propose
to take Questions Nos. 452 and 456 together.

Government policy pertaining to the electronic communications market in Ireland is set out in
“Next Generation Broadband — Gateway to a Knowledge Ireland”, which I published in June
2009. The policy paper was developed in accordance with various key principles, which are crucial
to the development of the market. The policy paper sets out the Government’s position that
investment in broadband infrastructure is primarily a matter for the private sector, facilitated,
where appropriate and possible, by Government. ComReg continues to review the level of invest-
ment being made by various operators and has a clear role in trying to provide a suitable invest-
ment environment especially for next generation networks.

Direct State investment is aimed at market failure situations — hence initiatives such as the
Metropolitan Area Networks Programme and, more recently, the National Broadband Scheme
which is aimed at bringing a broadband service to unserved areas. We will continue the levels of
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investment by both the private and public sectors to support the key objective we have in provid-
ing a suitable broadband network for the country.

Alternative Energy Projects.

453. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the extent to which he expects alternative energy sources in each category to meet the
energy requirements over the next five years; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
[10551/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): Under
Directive 2009/28/EC Ireland, together with all other Member States, is obliged to submit a
National Renewable Energy Action Plan to the Commission by next June. My Department and
Sustainable Ireland are working on the detailed modelling which will underpin the projections for
each year up to 2020 on the contribution of renewable energy to electricity, heat and transport.
Precise projections for 2015 under each category will be available when modelling work for the
plan is finalised.

Natural Gas Grid.

454. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources when he expects supply of gas from the Corrib Gas field to become available for
connection through the national grid; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10552/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources
(Deputy Conor Lenihan): Construction of the Corrib Gas Terminal at Bellanaboy is substantially
completed as are the subsea facilities at the Corrib Gas Field. Last summer the 83km offshore
section of the Corrib gas pipeline was installed. The developers are engaged in the process of
securing a number of statutory consents required for the construction of the onshore section of
the Corrib gas pipeline. Completion of the development works by the developer is the principal
factor that will determine the date for first gas. Pending such completion, it is not possible to state
a date for gas transmission through the National Gas Grid.

Telecommunications Services.

455. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the number of service providers now involved in the provision of broadband through-
out the country; the degree to which such work is proceeding at a satisfactory pace; the cause or
causes of any delays; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10553/10]

461. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources if, through ComReg or otherwise, he has made contact with mobile telephone service
providers with a view to achieving similar quality and coverage of service now available in compet-
ing EU member states; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10559/10]

462. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the discussions he has had with broadband service providers, individually or collec-
tively, with a view to provision of up to date broadband coverage throughout the country; the
results of such discussions; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10560/10]

463. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the contact he has had, directly or through ComReg, with broadband service providers
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with a view to improving quality and coverage of service in all areas throughout the country in
line with such services available in the most advanced EU member states; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10561/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I propose
to take Questions Nos. 455 and 461 to 463, inclusive, together.

The issues raised by the Deputy are appropriate to ComReg, the independent regulator which
enables competition in the communications sector by facilitating market entry through a general
authorisation to provide networks and services. I have no role in relation to these matters.

Question No. 456 answered with Question No. 452.

Postal Services.

457. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources his policy proposals to prepare on An Post for the implications of full deregulation;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10555/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): I regret
to advise the Deputy that due to industrial action it is not possible to deal with his question.

National Grid.

458. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the number of applications for connection to the national electricity grid outstanding;
the capacity of such applications; when connection is likely to be achieved; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [10556/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): 6,593
megawatts (MW) of generation capacity is currently connected to the grid. Connection agree-
ments are in place for 3,906MW and a further approximately 5,800 MW are in the Gate 3 process
established by CER to connect to the transmission and distribution systems. It is intended to
connect all of this capacity as part of the ongoing development of the electricity distribution and
transmission network over the coming years. It is anticipated that this capacity will allow Ireland
to meet our target of 40% renewable electricity by 2020, as well as meeting forecasted future
demand.

A number of applicants have also sought connection outside the Gate 3 process. These include
363 applicants from fossil fuel, interconnector, hydro and wind and other sources which comprise
a total of 17,195MW.

Offshore Exploration.

459. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the number of oil, gas or other exploration licences granted in each of the past five
years to date in 2010; the extent to which exploration works have started in each case; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10557/10]

Minister of State at the Department of Communications, Energy and Natural Resources
(Deputy Conor Lenihan): I regret to advise the Deputy that it is not possible to provide a response
to his Question at this time. I will write to the Deputy as soon as it is available.
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Broadcasting Sector.

460. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the discussions he has had with the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland with a view to
keeping up to date on developments in the public and private broadcasting sector; and the degree
to which particular trends have emerged. [10558/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): In the
context of the development of broadcasting policy, my officials and I have cause, on a regular
basis, to meet with the various interests that comprise the broadcasting sector. This includes
interaction with the Broadcasting Authority of Ireland, as well as meetings with commercial and
public service broadcasters, independent producers and other stakeholders. I am not in a position
to inform the Deputy on the precise nature of the discussions I have with the Authority.

Questions Nos. 461 to 463, inclusive, answered with Question No. 455.

Departmental Expenditure.

464. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the amount of expenditure incurred in the period 1 January 2009 to 31 December
2009, by his Department and also Offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit,
on the lease, rental or purchase of car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if
he will make a statement on the matter. [10564/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): My
Department occupies a Head-Quarters building at Adelaide Road, Dublin 2 as well as accom-
modation at Elm House Cavan. The Department also shares Tom Johnson House, Beggars Bush,
Haddington Road Dublin 4 with the Labour Court/Labour Relations Commission. There are car
parking spaces available at each site.

All of the buildings are either State owned or leased through the Office of Public Works
(OPW). Any costs associated with car parking facilities, whether State owned or incorporated
into lease agreements, as is the case in Adelaide Road and in Cavan, is a matter of the OPW.

The issue of accommodation, including car parking arrangements, for State agencies is a day
to day operational matter for the agencies themselves.

Departmental Staff.

465. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources the number and grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay prior to that
payment being abolished in his Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades.
[10579/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The table
below sets out the number and grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay in my
Department prior to that payment being abolished and also the appropriate pay scales with effect
from 1st January 2010.

Grade Number of Staff in Grade Pay Scale

Deputy Secretary 1 €168,000

Assistant Secretary 3 €127,796; €133,605; €139,898; €146,191
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Telecommunications Services.

466. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural
Resources further to Parliamentary Question No. 396 of 28 April 2009, the position regarding
same; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10594/10]

Minister for Communications, Energy and Natural Resources (Deputy Eamon Ryan): The
position remains that any future broadband investment decisions, including investment in any
further phases of the Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs) Programme, will be guided by (i) the
policy paper on Next Generation Broadband, which was published in June 2009 (ii) the Value
for Money and Policy Review of Phase I of the MANs Programme, which was published in July
2008 and (iii) the availability of resources. My officials are currently analysing potential options
for further investment under the MANs Programme in the light of the above.

Grant Payments.

467. Deputy Phil Hogan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food when a decision
will be made on an application under the early retirement scheme in respect of a person (details
supplied) in County Kilkenny; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9894/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Due to Industrial Action
by staff in my Department, I am not in a position to provide a reply to this question.

468. Deputy Joe McHugh asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if his attention
has been drawn to the fact that farmers with lands on both sides of the Border can only farm
lands on one side of the Border for the purpose of single farm payment; his views on whether
this discriminates against Border farmers and distorts the market value of agricultural land in the
Border region; his plans to introduce legislative reforms to address same; and if he will make a
statement on the matter. [9926/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The Single Payment
Scheme and other EU-funded Schemes are governing by relevant EU legislation. The financial
ceilings under the Single Payment Scheme are assigned to the individual Member States, for use
within those individual Member States. Article 2 of Council Regulation (EC) 73/2009, which
establishes the common rules on direct payments, including the Single Payment, defines a ‘holding’
as all the production units managed by a farmer within the territory of the same Member State.

However, when the Single Payment Scheme was implemented in the EU, special provision was
made for farmers with land situated in more than one Member State. In Ireland, for example,
farmers with land situated in both the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland and who were
claiming aid under the Livestock Premia and Arable Aid Schemes in the Republic had the number
of entitlements allocated to them based solely on the land situated in the Republic. That means
that they can receive their full Single Farm Payment by only declaring the land situated in the
Republic irrespective of whether they continued to farm the land situated in Northern Ireland.
These farmers are entitled to continue to farm the land situated in Northern Ireland but they do
not require this land to benefit from the Single Farm Payment.

469. Deputy John O’Mahony asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food when a
person (details supplied) in County Mayo will receive their payments under REP scheme four;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [9931/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Due to Industrial Action
by staff in my Department, I am not in a position to provide a reply to this question.
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Legislative Programme.

470. Deputy Róisı́n Shortall asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the reason
for the delay in publishing the Breeding Establishment Legislation and the Animal Health and
Welfare Bill; if heads of both Bills have been approved; the general areas of reform that they will
address; when they will both be published and be brought before Dáil Eireann. [9932/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Matters relating to the
Breeding Establishment Legislation are within the remit of my colleague, the Minister for Envir-
onment, Heritage and Local Government.

With regard to the Animal Health and Welfare Bill, the position is that an Animal Health and
Welfare Bill which will give effect to commitments in the Programme for Government and the
Renewed Programme for Government on issues relating to animal health and welfare is being
prepared in my Department. The new legislation will amend and consolidate legislation in the
area of animal health, particularly to reflect the changed disease status of our animals. Existing
legislation will also be updated to ensure that the welfare of all animals, including non-farm
animals is properly protected and that the penalties for offenders are increased significantly. The
Bill also provides for the consolidation of responsibility for the welfare of all animals (including
non-farm animals) within my Department.

I intend to submit the proposed heads of this Bill to the Government at an early date this year.

Rural Environment Protection Scheme.

471. Deputy Tom Sheahan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if REP
scheme inspectors are obliged to notify REP scheme participants regarding inspection, prior to
inspection. [9937/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): It is a requirement of
EU Regulations that inspections under the Rural Environment Protection Scheme are
unannounced.

Grant Payments.

472. Deputy Tom Sheahan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the action
he has taken to expedite REP scheme payment to persons in South Kerry. [9938/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): REPS 4 is governed by
the EU Regulations which require stringent administrative checks to be completed before pay-
ments issue. There is a delay in processing applications in a number of local offices, including
South Kerry, due to staffing issues arising from the Government moratorium on recruitment and
promotion in the public service. My Department is attempting to resolve these issues as a matter
of urgency with a view to ensuring the prompt processing of all claims.

473. Deputy Michael Creed asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the reason
for the delay in processing REP scheme applications in County Cork; if adequate staff are avail-
able for processing these applications; if staff on sick leave who are specifically charged with
signing off REP schemes approvals have been replaced; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [9986/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): As the Deputy will be
aware there is a moratorium on recruitment and promotion in the public service. My Department
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has alternative arrangements in place to ensure the prompt processing of claims where staffing
issues have arisen.

Rural Environment Protection Scheme.

474. Deputy Michael Creed asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the position
regarding participants in the REP scheme who die and the possibility of the entitlement of their
successors in the farming enterprise to continue participating under the REP scheme; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [9987/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Previously in REPS it
was open to the successors of deceased participants to apply to join the Scheme in their own
right. I am aware that with the closure of the Scheme this option is no longer available. Therefore
I have asked my officials to draw up guidelines to allow for successors to take over the under-
takings of deceased participants and these arrangements will be introduced shortly.

EU Directives.

475. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the position
regarding the compulsory electronic identification of sheep; if the single farm payment of farmers
who do not comply with this directive will be affected; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10005/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The introduction of EID
for sheep was agreed at EU level in late 2003. At that time, it was agreed to defer the implemen-
tation date until January 2008. The Council of Agriculture Ministers revisited this issue in
December 2007 when it was agreed that the deadline for the compulsory introduction of EID
should be set for 31 December 2009, six years after the original decision was taken.

The prevailing view at EU level is that Member States should now proceed with implementation
and other Member States have proceeded with implementation of EID on a mandatory basis. I,
therefore, have no discretion as regards the date of implementation for electronic identification
(EID) and there can be no question of deferring its introduction for a further period. In these
circumstances, we now must proceed with the introduction of EID.

My Department has circulated a technical document outlining the proposed changes to the
National Sheep Identification System (NSIS II) to farm organisations and other stakeholders for
comments. This is part of a consultative process, which has been ongoing for some time. The
stakeholders have been asked to examine this document carefully and engage with my officials
so that whatever revisions are made to the NSIS best suit Irish conditions and minimise the
burden on farmers within the parameters of the new legislation.

If farmers do not comply with EU rules on electronic identification of sheep and with NSIS
rules they will renders themselves liable to appropriate penalties. Farmers who are found to be
non-compliant with the sheep identification requirements will, under the cross compliance obli-
gations, also be liable to a reduction in their single payment, disadvantaged area and REPS
payment depending on the seriousness of the non-compliance.

Grant Payments.

476. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food when a
person (details supplied) in County Mayo will receive their REP scheme payment. [10017/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Due to Industrial Action
by staff in my Department, I am not in a position to provide a reply to this question.
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477. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food when a
person (details supplied) in County Mayo will receive the remainder of their REP scheme four
payment. [10064/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Due to Industrial Action
by staff in my Department, I am not in a position to provide a reply to this question.

478. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the reason a
person (details supplied) in County Galway has not received a single payment scheme. [10070/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The person named does
not hold any Single Payment entitlements. She applied for a transfer of entitlements via inherit-
ance from another person into her name on 15 May 2009 but as the transferor did not establish
any Single Payment entitlements during the reference period 2000–02, there were no entitlements
available for transfer.

Food Labelling.

479. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food his plans to
encourage people to purchase food produced in their own locality, thus supporting local producers
and local jobs and reducing food miles; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10100/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Bord Bia, under the
aegis of my Department, is the State agency responsible for the market development of food,
seafood, drink and horticulture at home and abroad. Its strategy is to expand exports of food,
seafood, drinks and horticulture to €10 billion and to develop home sales and sustainable jobs.
On the home market, Bord Bia’s quality assurance schemes for various products enjoy 80%
awareness. The Best in Season campaign, which promotes locally grown produce in season, will
take place again in 2010, beginning in May to coincide with the beginning of Irish seasonal
produce. This campaign, the key messages of which are freshness, taste and health benefits, high-
lights the seasonal fruit and vegetables available in Ireland. For example, press and digital media
and a best in season website, www.bestinseason.ie, focus on strawberries in June, new season
potatoes in July and seasonally available vegetables and potatoes in a “back to school” theme for
September. In addition, the Good Practice Standard and Flag for farmers’ markets, which was
launched at the Bloom 2009 Festival, encourages farmers’ markets to provide market access to
locally produced in-season produce. Some 34 markets have to date been certified as meeting the
Good Practice Standard for farmers’ markets and each has been issued with a personalised banner
it can use to advertise this achievement. A list of the successful markets is posted on the Bord
Bia website. The Good Practice Standard encourages farmers’ markets to provide market access
to locally produced in-season produce. Producers can deal directly with consumers and people
have an opportunity to taste products with a particular local identity. Markets displaying the
banner will aim to source 50% of their produce in their county or neighbouring counties. Farmers’
markets are a good alternative route to market particularly for small producers. A new round of
applications is under way at present. It is expected that many more markets will have reached a
standard that will enable them to apply in this third round. One of Bord Bia’s key strategies for
2010 is enhancing the position of Irish food and horticulture on the Irish market. Bord Bia will
assist suppliers through initiatives in consumer insight, innovation, and branding. Promotion of
the Bord Bia quality mark will be intensified to expand demand for quality assured meat, eggs
and horticultural produce. Bord Bia’s vantage suite of services will continue to assist small food
companies to grow local business and identify niche export opportunities, while also continuing
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support for the development of the organic sector, farmers’ markets and food based growth
opportunities and food tourism partnerships.

Grant Payments.

480. Deputy Seymour Crawford asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food when
a person (details supplied) in County Monaghan will expect to receive their suckler cow payment;
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10251/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The person named has
seven animals for consideration under the 2009 suckler welfare scheme. They have been fully
processed and payment for these animals will issue shortly.

Departmental Staff.

481. Deputy Arthur Morgan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the number
of posts unfilled in his Department because of the embargo on recruitment; and if he will make
a statement on the matter. [10283/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Some 380 staff have left
my Department due to normal retirement, ISER or other reasons since the introduction of the
moratorium on recruitment and promotions in the Public Service. My Department continually
reviews its functions and resources in the light of changing needs and is currently examining the
extent to which vacancies arising out of these departures necessitate filling.

Grant Payments.

482. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10298/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

483. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10299/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
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[Deputy Brendan Smith.]

crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

484. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10300/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

485. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10301/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

486. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10302/10]
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Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the growers in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the growers carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

487. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10303/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

488. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10304/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

489. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10305/10]
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Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out. Due payments under REPS will issue shortly.

490. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10306/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the growers in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the growers carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crops will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

491. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10307/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

492. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10308/10]
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Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

493. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the Bioenergy Scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10309/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

494. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the bio-energy scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10310/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

495. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the bio-energy scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10311/10]
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Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

496. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food if he will
make grant payments or deferred payments under the bio-energy scheme 2009, in view of the
fact that these have been refused as the crop was not deemed to have reached a satisfactory level
of establishment, even though a person (details supplied) carried out all the necessary and pre-
scribed remedial works on this pilot scheme to ensure full crop establishment in 2010; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10312/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The conditions govern-
ing payment of grant aid under the Bioenergy Scheme require all applicants to establish their
crop to a satisfactory degree in compliance with the Scheme’s terms and conditions and with the
standards detailed in the Best Practice Manual for planting and growing miscanthus. Aid may
be refused or delayed where crops fail to reach a satisfactory level of establishment. Following
representations made on behalf of the grower in question, the Department agreed to defer due
payments in order to allow the grower carry out the necessary remedial work to ensure full crop
establishment. The crop will be subject to an inspection in late 2010 to verify that the necessary
remedial work has been carried out.

497. Deputy Pat Breen asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food further to
Parliamentary Question No. 945 of 19 January 2010, when an application will be processed in
respect of a person (details supplied) in County Clare. [10316/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Due to industrial action
by staff in my Department, I am unable to provide a reply to this question.

Farm Retirement Scheme.

498. Deputy Seán Fleming asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food when the
early retirement scheme will be awarded to a person (details supplied) in County Laois; and if he
will make a statement on the matter. [10334/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Due to Industrial Action
by staff in my Department, I am not in a position to provide a reply to this question.

Grant Payments.

499. Deputy James Bannon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the reason
a person (details supplied) in County Longford who repaid money given to them in error under
the area based compensation scheme and has a receipt of payment, is now being threatened with
legal action for payment of same, which is being demanded again; and if he will make a statement
on the matter. [10365/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): I have had arrangements
made for an official of my Department to contact the person named directly regarding this matter.
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500. Deputy Bobby Aylward asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food when
payments of REP scheme four will issue to a person (details supplied) in County Kilkenny.
[10379/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Due to Industrial Action
by staff in my Department, I am not in a position to provide a reply to this question.

Live Exports.

501. Deputy Michael Moynihan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the
reason it is not possible to get Irish cattle killed in European factories; the rules and regulations
that are in place which prevent this happening. [10402/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The export of cattle,
whether for slaughter, breeding or production, is a commercial matter, and subject to market
demand and other economic variables. Under EU trade rules, and subject to veterinary health
certification, there is free movement of such cattle from Ireland to every other Member State.

Overall live exports in 2009 increased by 94% on 2008, with exports to the UK increasing by
159% and those to other EU destinations by 74%. In the period up to 21 February 2010 live
exports are already over 300% ahead of the levels achieved during the same period in 2009.
Within this, trade has been especially strong in cattle to Northern Ireland, calves to the Nether-
lands and weanlings to Italy and Spain. Over the full year it is anticipated that overall live exports
should reach the highest level for many years.

With a view to facilitating the live export trade, Bord Bia continues to work closely with the
industry in monitoring and developing emerging opportunities and in resolving any outstanding
difficulties.

Afforestation Programme.

502. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the
amount of land under forestry; the extent of which is in public and private ownership; the extent
of harvesting carried out in the past ten years to date; the degree of replanting undertaken; the
extent or area of lands not replanted for whatever reason; the planting programme by species for
each of the next five years; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [10547/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): At the end of 2009 my
Department estimates that 737,142 hectares of land was under forestry and that approximately
46% of this land is privately owned. 68,400 hectares of forest was licensed for harvesting since
the year 2000, with the majority of this area being restocked. It should be noted that the period
allowed for replanting is up to three years after the harvesting has taken place.

As outlined in the Renewed Programme for Government, the Government is committed to
maintaining the annual target of 30% broadleaf planting.

Departmental Expenditure.

503. Deputy Jim O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the amount
of expenditure incurred between January 2009 to 31 December 2009 by his Department and also
offices, agencies and any other bodies falling within his remit, on the lease, rental or purchase of
car parking spaces for use by civil and public servants; and if he will make a statement on the
matter. [10562/10]
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Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): The lease, rental or
purchase of car parking spaces is a matter for the Office of Public Works in accordance with the
provision of accommodation for this Department.

Insofar as the State agencies under the aegis of my Department are concerned the issues raised
in the question are a matter for the agencies themselves as part of their day-to-day activities.

Departmental Staff.

504. Deputy Michael Ring asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the number
and grade of staff who qualified for performance related pay prior to that payment being abolished
in his Department; and the pay scales appropriate to those grades. [10577/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Performance-related
awards applied to 13 Assistant Secretaries and equivalent grades in my Department prior to these
payments being abolished. Details of awards are set out in the annual reports of the Committee
for Performance Awards which are available from the Department of Finance website
(www.finance.gov.ie).

Grant Payments.

505. Deputy Ulick Burke asked the Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food the reason a
person (details supplied) has not received their 2009 REP scheme and other schemes payments
and only 75% of their 2008 payments; when they will receive these entitlements; and if he will
make a statement on the matter. [10604/10]

Minister for Agriculture, Fisheries and Food (Deputy Brendan Smith): Due to Industrial Action
by staff in my Department, I am not in a position to provide a reply to this question.
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